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ABSTRACT
This individualized, self-paced course for

independent study in soils engineering was adapted from military
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foundation materials,and what effect frost action has on-these soils;
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each containing objectives, reading assignments, and self-graded
tests: basic soi properties; soil surveys, soil classification; soil
compaction: stren th design using California bearing ratio; flexible
pavement structure frost action and permafrost; improvement of soil
characteristics; and construction methods 'and practices. The text is
coded and all questioris are keyed to the text. A final examination
consisting of 50 multiple chOice guestions, without answers, is
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MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS

The military-developed curriculum materials in this course
package ere selected by the National Center for Reseach in
liocatio al Education Military Curriculum Project for dissemr
inatio to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and
other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of
diss nating these courses was to make curriculum materials
deve oped by the military more accessible to vocational
edu ators in the civilian setting,

The course materials were acquired, evalatuEszttry- project
s aff and practitioners, in the field( and prepared for
ssemination. 'Materials which were specific to the nilitary
re deleted, copyrighted materials, were eithei- Omitted or appro-

al for their use was obtained. ,These course packages contain
curriculum resource materials which can be adapted, to support
vocational.instruction and curriculum development.. v..
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The National Center
'Mission statement
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The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's missiori is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-
lems-relating to individual career, planning
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission,by:
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Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and
products

E,valuatcrilg individual program needs
and outcomes

Installingrerticational programs and
products

Operating information systems and
services

Conducting leadership development and
`training programs

r.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
-Military Curriculum Materials

WRITE OR CALL
Program Information Office
The National Center, for Research in Vocational

Education
TheOhio State University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/486-3655 or Toll Free 800/

8484815 within the continental U.S.
(except Ohio) -
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Military
Curiiculum Materials What Materials
Dissemination Is . I Are Available?

an activity to increase the accessibility of
military-developed curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, include's the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculuM- materials is
urovibed through a "Joirit*MeMorandum of
Understanding" betyveen the U.S. Office of
Education and the Department of Defebse.

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject ,matter specialists, and courses
deemed applicable to vocational and tech-
nical education are selected for dissemination.

'The National Center for F1,0earch in'
Vocational Educatidn is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative to
acquire the niaterials and conduct the project
activities_ ,

Pioject Staff; 1
.

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

.Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.
Project Direptor
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One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have Keen provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for disseml-
nation.

Course materials include programmed
insTiction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks and technical
manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &
Construction
Trades

Clerical
°®. Occupations

Communications
Drafting-
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating & Air
Conditioning

Machine Shop
Management &
.Supervision
Meteorology &

Navigation
'PhotOgraphy
Public Service

I

0

The number of courses and the subject areas
represented will' expand as additional mate.'
ials with application to .vocational and
technicaliedugation are.identifiedand selected
for disserbin_ation...
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* How Can These
Materials Be Obtained?

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center'
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
Will respond to your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you.
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Course Description

This course is desigeed to acquaint studehts with various soil types and their characteristics using various procedures, tests and recording forMs. Some
of these duties are:

Determining which soils make the best foundation materials and what effect frost action has on these soils
Performing soil surveys end soil classification by field tests and by the Unified Soil,Classification System
Performing procedures to compact the stabilize soilrand design base course for bituminous roads and airfield runways
Using the proper procedures, egtiipment, tables, formulas and other aids in tests and soil analysts

The contents.of the course are divided into eight lessons each containing obiectivel, reading assignments, and self-graded tests.

Lesson 1

Lesson 2

Lessoq 3

Lesson 4

Lesson 5

Lesson 6

-

Basic Soil Properties coptains information on soil formation, basic properties of soils, liquid limit, plastic limit, shrinkage.
limit, and soil size anfshape.

,oil Surveys; sod ciassificams covers soil surveys, the Unified Soil Classification System, and field unification of soils.

. Soli Compaction covers moisture- density relationships, optimum moisture content, compaction, and trafficability.

Strength Design Using California Bearing Ratio 108R1 explains the development of the California Bearing Ratio (CBR),
laboratory tests, field in-place tests, design CBR and soil CBR.

Flexible Pavement Structure includes consideration in flexible pavements, airfield categories, airfield design, and road design.

Frost Action and Permafrost explains the principles of frost action, the effects of frost action, counteractive techniques and
design, and permafrost.

ks

Lesson 7 Improvement of Soil Characteristics explains moisture control blending, chemical bituminous stabilization, dust palliatives
and waterproofing.

Lesson 8 Construction Methods ancOractices covers reconnaissance, site selection;and planning and construction.

This course is designed for student self-study with objectives, text and self-graded tests and answers. The text is coded and all questions are keyed to the
text. No support materials are needed other than the charts provided in the text. A final examination consisting of 50 multiple choice questions is included.but no answers to thepuestitins are available.
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Average
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e
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3r4 /' // of thiS publication lOs (have) been deleled'in

adapting thisOnaferial.foSr inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a

Model System to Prdvide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and Technical Education." Deleted Material involves extensive use-of

miLitary forms, procedures, systems, etc. and was,not cons&dered appropriate
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for use in vocational and technical education.
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. LESSON 1

BASIC SOIL PROPERTIES

CREDIT HOURS 2

TEXT ASSIGNMENT

MATERIALREQUIRED

LESSON OBJECTIVE

Attached memorandum.

None.

Upon completion of this lesson you should be
able to accomplish the following in the in-

- dicated topic areas:

1. Formation of .Soils. 13/(15 lain the origin_
and development of soils to include the effects
of me9hanical -and chemical weathering.

2., Basic Properties of Soils. Describe the
major size divisions; methods of soil analysis,
and the effects of variations in gradation and
water content upon soil bearing capacity.

3. Liquid Limit. Defin,e liquid limits of
a soil and outline the procedures by which it
may be determined.

4. Plastic Limit. Define plastic limit of
a soil and outline the preparations and pro-
cedures by which it is determined.

5. Shrinkage Limit. Define shrinkage
limit and outline the preparations and pro-
cedurss by which it is determined.

6. Soil Size and Shape. Explain the effect #
of size and shape of particles on the stability
and bearing strength of soil. ,

1-1. DEFINITION

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

,

The term soil, as used by engineersengineersefers
to the entire unconsolidated material that
overlies bedrock and is clearly distingdishable
from bedrock.' oil is composed principally
of the disintegrated and decomposed products
of rock. It contains air and water as well as
organic matter derived from the decomposi-
tion of plants and animals. Bedrock, Tor
purposes of this definition, is considered to
be the solid part of the earth's crust, con-
sisting of massive formations broken only by
occasional structural failures.

1-2, FORMATION OF SOILS

a. Parent material.

(1) Principles. The crust of the earth,
generally regarded as a layer 30 to 50 miles
thick, is composed of a variety of solid ma-
terials. The most common-..and widespread
of these solids is a substance known as rock.
Rock is composed of numerous natural com-
pounds called minerals, and i concealed to
a large extent by a -thin veneer of Tooke
material called soil by the engineer. In a
broad sense, rocks are aggregates of minerals.
To the engineer, the term rock signifies firm
and coherent or consolidated substances that
cannot normally be excavated by manual
methods alone. Based upon their principal
mode of origin, rocks are grouped into three
large classes: igneous, sedimentary, and met-
amorphic.

1-1

4.
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(2) Igneous rock. Igneous 'Inks are
,those-Wluc re formed froni a molten ma-
terial called magma which is found beneath
the earth's crust. This material exists as a
dense fluid under extreme conditions of high
temperature and pressure. When the shell
which confines the magma is ruptured from
internal strain, this molten material may
then escape until a stable condition is again
established. In this process the magma will
normally reach the earth's surface, a region
of lower temperature, solidify, and form ex-
trusive igneous rock. From the standpoint of
formation, perhaps the simplest types of
igneous rocks are those produced by efts,
typical volcanic action. Many deposits of this
extrusive type are located in the United States
(where volcanoes are no longer significantly
active) and in many other art.ss atroughout
the world. More commonly, however, the
magma, forced upward through the crust,
becomes trapped before reach/kg the surface.
In these cases, cooling proceeds at a slower
rate. This decreased ,rate of cooling, as well
as the different materials with which the
molten mass may come into contact during
the cooling process, affect the type of grain
structure developed. The type of rock formed
is named intfusive to differentiate it from the
volcanic (extrusive) type. Some examples of
igneous rocks are granite, basalt, and rhyo-
lite.

'

sandstone )--slatel( met a morph osed-shale) ,

marble (metamorphosed limestone), and
schist.

3) Sedimentary rock. Sedimentary
rocks are. produced by the accumulation' and
cementation of ireexiiting rock particles
and/or the remains of plants and animals.
Particles forming sedimentary rocks are de-
positedZprincipally by water, but also as a re-
sult of wind or ice action. Cementation may
be a result of the action of clay or a chemical
such as calcium carbonate. Examples of

e sedimentary rocks include sandstone, shale,
limestone, and coral.

(4) Metamorphic rock. Existing
rocks, subjected to heat and pressure within
the earth, may be changed into new and com-
pletely different types of rock. Where su'eh
g. change occurs the resulting material is
called a metamorphic rock. Metamorphic
rocks include quartzite (metamorphosed

b. Weathering:

(1) Princ 'iples. When expOsed for suf-
ficient length of time to the atmosphere,` all
rocks undergo disintegration and decomposi-
tion and are ultimately converted into a loose
mixture of sand, gravel,',,and finer material.
The changes involved in the weathering of
rocks are partly physical and partly chemical.
The processes involved may be simple or com-
plex and are confined almost entirely to the
zone of weathering, which extends from the
surface of the ground to the level of ground
water. They are wholly the result of atmos;
pheric agents, moisture, and gases which
penetrate the rrock and cause disintegration
and decay.

(2) Mechanical weathering.

(a) Principles. Mechanical weather ---.
ing is the name given to disintegration
process in'which the ,original rock is broken
up into smaller particles without the identity
of the particles being lost. The primary
agents producinelhechanical weathering are
water, ice, vegetation temperature, and wind.

(b) Water. The eroSive characteris-
tics of water have long been known and
understood, and frequently are the principal
factors in disintegration of many rocks. In
addition to the erosive characteristics of a
moving stream, many large particles are
rolled along the bottom of the Vearn by the
current. Others are carried 14 suspension.
The moving particles are constantly coming
in contact with each other and these impact
forces accelerate the breakdown process:

4

(c) Ice. A second process of me-
chanical weathering occurs with glacial ac-
tion. Glaciers carry large amounts of
material produced by the scouring action ac-
companying their movement. These deposits
frequently provide sources of material for
use in construction. They also affect 'Fater-
supply and foundation problems in which
the engineer is vitally interested.

1 2'



(d) Temperature. Temperature is
'another factor in mechanical disintegration
Where the differential expansion of the min-.
erals of which the rdck is made causes cracks
and, eventually, breaks, to occur. Freezing
temperatures cause water in the pores and
crevices of rocks to freezer Water undergoes
a 9 percent volume increase when it freezes,
and-in-et-ease in volume of thewater within

rock exerts high stresses on the rock
wh may cause it to crack. Repeated oycles
of freezing and thawing cause the rock to
disintegrate.

(e) Vegetation. Vegetation is a fac-
tor in physical weathering. The physical
action is caused by the penetration of roots
into cracks' and crevices of rocks. They
wedge the jock apart and at times dislodge
fragments of parent material. As the plant
grows, pressures of several tons per square
foot are frequently exerted by its expanding
roots.

regions, and the arid regions of the west,
disintegration is the d
which rock masses ar
tropical regions, decom
important process. 'In
acting on a rock will diet
influence the properties

minant process by
broken down. In

osition 'is the most
ny case, the forces
rmine the type and
of the soil formed.

(f) Wihd. Wind and smallpsand
particles produce surprisingly rapid abrasion
of bare rocks. Wind is therefore one of the
agents of mechanical weathering.

(3) Chemical weathering. Chemical
weathering is the process in which rock is
subject- to decomposition by the chemical
agents in the soil. Chemical weathering varies
with climatic conditions, types and abundance
of vegetation, and chemical content of waters
Moisture is an important agent of chemical
decay, and acts indirectly as a bearer of cer-
tain gases and acids which it brings in contact
with exposed materials. Normal atmospheric
air consists chiefly of a mixture of nitrogen
and oxygen with smaller quantities of other
substances such as water vapor and carbon
dioxide. Oxygen, carbon dioxide, and water
are by far the most important chemically
active substances found in the air. Gaseous
solutions of oxygen and carbon dioxide which
occur in water, in addition to variable
amounts of different carbonates of the alkali
earths, are effective weathering agents. Dis-\
integration (physical weathering) and de-
composition (chemical weathering) are us-
ually concurrent, but in a given locality one
may predominate over the other. In arctic

1-3. GRADATION

a. Principles. Soils may be divided into
several different groups on the basis of the
size of particles included in each group. The
scale used in. the Unified' Soil Classification
System is shown in table 1-1. Several meth-
ods may be employed to determine the size
of soil particles contained in a soil mass and
the distribution of particle sizes. Included
among these methods are washed sieve
analysis,, wet mechanical analysis, and com-
bined mechanical analysis.

TABLE 1-1. Size Divisions

Size-group name
Definitive

Passing

Cobbles

Gravel

Slind

Pines (silt or clay)

No max. size

3-inch

No. 4

No. 200

Sieve Sizes

Retained On

3-inch

No. 4

No. 200

To include the
smallest
particles.

b. Sieve analysis. Separation of the soil
into its fractions may be done by first weigh-
ing the total oven dry MI sample and then
shaking the dry loose material through,a nest
of sieves of increasing fineness, i.e. successive-
ly smaller openings, as inctichted in figure
1-1. The sieve analysis may be performed
directly upon soils which contain little or no
fines, e.g. a clean sand, or soils in which the
fines may be readily separated from the
coarser particles. Soils which have little dry
strength and can be crushed easily in the
fingers would generally fall in the latter cate-
gory. If the character of the fines is such
that the fizie material adheres to the coarser
particles and is not removed by dry sieving
action, the sample is soaked in water and
washed over the No. 200 sieve. The soil re-

1 3
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Figure 1-1. Dry _sieve analysis.

tained on the NO. 200 sieve is then ovendried,
the washing loss (lines) determined, - and
the analysis .conducted as before. Sieves
which are commonly used by the military
engineer ve square openings and are desig-
nated as 2-, 112-, 1-, 1-, and l,t-inch sieves
and U. S. Standard No. 4, 10, 40-, 60, 100, and
200 sieves. A No. 4 U. S. Standard sieve has
4 openings per lineal inch or 16 openings per
square inch, etc.

c. Wet mechanical analysis. The prac-
tical lower limit for the use of sieves is the
No. 200 sieve, which has openings which are
0.074 millimeter square, and a total of 40,000 -

openings per square inch. However, it is
sometimes desirable to determine the distri-
bution of particle sizes below the No. 200
sieve. This may be ermine by a process
Known as decantation or wet mechanical
analysis, which employs the principle of sedi-

1 4

mentation, i.e. that grains of different sizes"
all through a liquid at --. erentvelocities.
The wet mechanical analysis not a normal
field laboratory test and is not particularly
important in military construction except, as
will be seen later, that the pQrcentage. of
particles finer than 0.02 millimeter has a
direct bearing on the susceptibility of a soil
to frost action.

d. Combined mechanical analysis. The
procedures which have been described in b
and c above are frequently combined to give
a more compl4te picture of grain-size dis-
tribution. The procedure is then designated
as a combined mechanical analysis.

e. Recording and reporting. The results
pf a sieve analysis may be recorded either in
tabular form on DD Form 11206 (fig 1-2) or
graphically on DD Form 1207 (fig 1-3). The
tabular form is best used when comparing
results to a set of specifications. The graphi-
cal form permits the plotting of a grain-size
distribution curve. This curve affords ready
visualization of the distribution and range
of particle sizes, and is particularly helpful in
determining the soil classification and us-
ability of the soil as a foundation or construc-
tion material. Coefficients of uniformity and
curvature, used in the Unified Soil Classifica-
tion System to classify sand and gravels as
to their gradation characteristics, are de-
teriiiined below.

f. Gradation and associated factors.-

(1) Effective size and uniformity co-
efficient. The grain size which corresponds
to-1.0 percent on a grain-size distribution
curve of the type of figure 1-3 is called
Hazen's effective size and is desivated by
the symboltD1,,. The uniformity coefficient is
defined as the ratio between the giain diarh-
eter corresponding to 60 percent on the curve
(D,,,) and Do. Hence, Doo/Dio.

(2) Coefficient of curvature. Another
quantity which may be used to judge the
gradation of a soil is the coefficient of curva-
ture, C. It is given by the expression:

C

1 1:
t.)

(D30)2
, in which

Dno X D10
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Figure 1-2. Data sheet, example of dry sieve analysis.
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`D,, and D, have meanings previously given,
and D.. is the grain diameter corresponding
to 30 percent on the grain size distribution
elurve.

g. Well-graded soils. A well-grade.d soil
may be .defined_as one having-a -good-repre
sentation of all particle sizes from largest to
smallest and containing few fines. Figure 1-4
illustrates symbOlically what is meant by the
term well-graded. In the Unified Soil Classifi-
cation System, well-traded gravels must have
a C value greater than 4, and well-graded
sands must have a C value greater than 6.
Both sands and gravels must have a value
for the, coefficient of curvature between 1
and 3 to be well-graded. Those Snot meeting
these conditions, are termed poorly graded
soils.

h. Poorly graded soils.

r(1) Principles. - There are two types
of poorly graded soils, uniformly graded and

° 14

gap-graded.

(2) Uniformly graded. A uniform0
graded soil consists predominately of particres
nearly uniform in size (fig 1-5).

(3) Gap-graded. A gap-graded soil
_contains_some-large-and some small particles
but the continuity of gradation is broken by
the. absence of some sizes of particles (fig
1-6).

i. Reading of grain-size distribution
graph. Figure 1-7 shows typical examples of
well-graded and poorly-graded sand and
gravel.1Well-graded soils (GW and SW curves
in figure 1-7) would be represented by a long
curve spanning a large size range with a
constant or gently varying slope. Uniformly
graded soils (SP curve in figure 177) would
be represented by a steeply sloping curve
spanning a narrow size range, and the curve
for a gap-graded soil (GP curve in figure 1-7)
will flatten out in the area of the grain size
deficiency.

Figure 1-4. Well- graded soil.'

4.01100004100
Figure 1-5. Uniformly graded soil.

Figure 1-6. Gap-graded soil.
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j. Effect of gradation on bearing ca-
pacity: Coarse materials that are well-graded
are isually preferable for bearing from an
engineering standpoint, since good gradation
usually is conduciire to high density and
stability. Specifications controlling the per--
centa:ge in the, various, size groups making
up a well-gteded,soil sample have been estab-
lished; from engineering performance and
tasting. Vy proportioning components to ob,,
tam a well-graded soil, it is possible,to provide
for maximum density. Such proportioning
develops an "interlocking" of particles with
smaller partieles filling the voids of larger
particles, which makes the soil stronger and
more capable of supporting heavier loads.
Since the particles are "form-fitted", the best
load distribution downward will be ealized.
When each particle is surrounded and "lock-
ed" by other. particles the grain-;to-grain
contacts area is increased and the tendency
for displacement of the individual grains is
minimized.

1-4. SOURCES OF WATER IN SOILS

a. Surface water. Water enters through
soil surfaces unless some means is taken to
seal that surface -and prevent sua4 entry.
Even sealed surfaces may often have cracks,
joints, or fissures through which water may
be admitted. In concrete pavements, for in-
stance, the contraction and expansion joints
are points of entry for water. After the pave-
ment has been subjected to many cycles bf
expansion and contraction, the joint filler
May become imperfect, thereby allowing
water to seep .into the base course or sub-
grade. Surface water may also enter from
the sides of a payed road or runway even
though the surface itself A entitliiswater-
proof. To reduce this effect", to a mi imum,
shoulders and ditches are usuall,provided
with proper slope to carry the water away at
an acceptable rate. Immediately following
construction, the slopes are nearly always
satisfactory. ,Often,, however, if adequate
maintenance is not provided throughout the
life of the facility. vegetation or sedimenta-
tion may reduce drainage efficiency to such an
extent that water will frequently be found

ete

standing
may the
grade.

b.

in the drainage ditch. This water ,

'be absorbed by the base and sub-.

ubsurface water.

(1 Free or gravitational water ,(con -
t oiled b force of gravity). Water which
percolate down from surface sources even- -
tually rea hes a depth at which there exists
some me um that restricts, to varying; de-
grees, the further percolation of the motEture.
This medi m is often bedrock, but it can also
be alayer of soil, not whollyesolid but with
such small oid spaces that the water thatleaves a z ne in the soil is not at great as
the volumelor supply of water added. In time
the aCcumtilating water Will completely satu-
rate the soi above the restricting medium and
fill all the pids with water. When tlis zone
of saturati n is under no pressure except
atmospherf pressure, it is called' free or
gravitation I water. It will flow'through the
soil and is resisted only by the friction be-
tween the S 1 grains and the free water. The
upper limit of the saturated done of free
water is call d the ground-water table, which
varies with imatic conditions. During a wet
winter the round-water table will rise: A
dry summe might, however, remove the
source of fur her accumulation of water. This
would result i a decreased height of the satu-
rated zone, or the free water would then
flow downwa d, through or along its restric-
ting layer.

(2) sian water. Entrapped gravi-
kational water will many times accumulate
under pressu by various 'causes -and form
water source of an artesian nature. This
water is gen rally enclosed between two
layers of imp rmeahle, soil (clay). An arti-
ficial, or deli rate disturbance of the top
layer wi0 pro uce an artesian well or may
produce a quic or boiling action.

. (3) p Mary moisture (controlled by
forces of capi arity). Another source of
moisture in soils results from what might be
permed the cap Clary potential of a soil. Dry
soil grains att act moisture in a manner
somewhat SiMil r to the way clean glass does.
Outward evideif e of this attraction of water
and glass is see by observing title Meniscus

1-9
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,. that-forms around the surface of water con-
fined in a drinking glass. Where the meniscus
is more confined, as in a small glass tube, it
will support a column of water to a,consider-
able height. The diagram in figure 1-8 shows
that the more the meniscus is confined, t
greater the, height of capillary rise (k).
Capillary action in a soil results in the "capil-
lary 'fringe" immediately above the ground
water table. The height of capillary de-

pends upon numerous factors. One worthy
df mention should obviously be thF type of

;soil. Since the pore openings in a soil vary
'with the grain size, a fine grained soil will
develop a higher capillary fringe area than
a coarse-grained soil because it can be
imagined to act as a of of Very small glass
tubes, each having alfr .eatly confined meni-
scus. In clays, capillary water rises sometimes
as high as 30 feet, and in silts as high as
10 feet. When the capillary fringe' extends
to the natural ground 'surface, winds and
high temperatures help to carry this moisture
away and reduce its effect on the soil'. Once
a paVement or other ywatertight surface is
applied, however, the ,evaporating effect of
the wind and temperature 'is eliminated or
reduced. This explains the accumulation of
moisture often found directly beneath an im-
pervious pavement.

Figure 1-8. Variations in capillary rise.

(4). Hygroscopic moisture (controlled ,
by forces of absorption).. When wet soil is
dried, in air in the laboratory, moisture is
removed by evaporation until the hygroscopic
moisture in the soil is eqailibrium with4the
moisture vapor id/the air. T e amount of
moisture in air-dried soil, e c pressed as a
percentage of the weight- of the 'dry soil, is

Vol*lig

i
..

called the hygroscopic moisture content..
Hygroscopic moisture May be driven off from
air -dried soil by 'heating the material in an
oven at 100°C to 110°C (212°F to 230°F)
for 24 hours or until constant weighty? is -

tained. ,

1-5. EEFECTS OF MOISTURE ON SOILS

a. Moisture content.
,

(1) As 4. wy5be seen from the pry
cedinearscussion, some water will be present
in most soils. In studies of the effect of water
upon soil a term is used that defines the
amount of 'water present in a give; soil
sample. It is called the "moisture' content",
and is equal to the weight of water in a soil
divided by the weight, of the solid mineral
grains (referred to as the "weight of dry
soil"). When multiplied by 100, the moisture
content may be' expressed as a percentage.
The small letter "w" is usually Used to rep-
resent this relaticoiship:

w = Moisture content =
weight of water.

x 100
weight of dry soil .

percent of moisture
(2) As an'exa 1 the formals._

might ppled, suppose a sample of moist
soil weighs 11 grays. If the water weighs
19. grams, the weigt of dry soil would be .

100 grams. The "moisture content is then
obtained by dividing 10 by 100 and multiply-
ing by 100 to convert percent.

b. Effects on difatent types of soils.
Coarse-grail:O.-soils are much less affected
by.moisture than are fine-grained soils. First
orall coarser soils have larger void openings
and, generally speaking, drain more rapidly.
CaPillarity is no.problem in gravels and sands
having very little or no fines mixed with
them. These soils will not usually retain large ,
amounts of water if they are .above the
ground-water table. Secondly, since the par-
ticles in sandy and graVelly soils are relatively
large (in comparison to silt and clay particles)
they are, by weight, heavy in comparison to
any films of moisture which may surround
them.. On the other hand, the small. some-
times 'microscopic particles of a fine-grained

1-10
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soil weigh so hide that water wk.-tun/file voulg
hiqi considerable effect on them,. Co m-Oct. the
two following phenomena as example of this
effect: (11 It is not uncommon for clays to
undergo fiery largt volume changes with var=
lations in-Moisture content. Evidence of this
are the shrinkage cracks developed, in a lake
bed as it dries. (2) Unpaved clay roads,
although often hard when sunbaked, will lose
stability and turn into mud in'a rainstorm.
Either of these results is of great importance
to an engineer and both are functions of
changing water content.

c. Plasticity. Not only do clays swell
and lose stability when they become wet, but,
because of their flat, platelik Fain shapes
and small size, they also r d har,V movement
or drainage Of water thro the void spaces
between the grains. Since. drainage , is of
Feat importance (if not of primary impor-
tance) in road and airfield constructioti, the
engineer must halo some means of determin-
ing if clay exists In a soil sample. Plasticity
is the property which shows if the sample
contains clay).

(1) Plasticity is a property of the fine-
grained portion of a soil which permits it,
under certain moisture conditions, to be re-,
molded without. crumbling or rupturing. A
soil or soil fraction is called plastic if, at some
water content, it can be rolled out into thin,
threads. Plasticity could be termed a colloidal
property since no mineral possesses plasticity,:
unless it consists of .particles of colloidal or
clay size. Even tan many minerals, such as
quartz' powder, do not develop plasticity re-
gardless of how small_the, particles are. All
clay minerals, on the other hand, are plastic.
Since practically all fine-grained soils contain
some clay, most of Them are plastic:

(2) The 'degree of plasticity a soil
possesses can be used, therefore, is a general
index torts clay content. Sometimes the terms
"fat" and "lean" are used to describe the
amount a plasticity, a "lean" clay being one
that is only slightly plastic because it con-
tains a large proportion of silt or fine sand.
In engineering practice the plasticity of a
soil is determined by measuring the different
states a plastie-soll undergoes with chinging
moisture conditions.

1-6. MOISTURE STATES

a. Prineipleti. A tine-grained soil may
have different properties at differing moisture
contents. A given clay, for instance, may act
almost es a liquid, behaveas- a remoldable
plastic, or crum", each, of these char-
acteristics dependting only on how much water
it contains. Tests were aevisea oy Dr. Atter-
berg in 1911 to define the water-content
ranges of the various states.

b. Liquid state. When i--,typical clay
is mixed with a sufficiently large amount of
water it will be in a highly saturated, liquid

. condition, which may be recognized by the
fact that the wet soil flows freely under its
own weight The flat, plate-like clay-particles
then have films of moisture around them that
lubricate the particles tothe extent that there
is practically no shearing resistance or fric-
tion between particles.

c. Plastic state. Reducing the moisture
oontent of the soil will cause the films of.
moisture to become thinner. As slight re-
ductions in water content are made, the
partidles will begin to develop frictional resis-
tance between themselves. Further reduc-
tions (4 moisture content result in still more
restriction on the free-flowing character of

--the particles. As the films of moisture become
thinner and thinner their physical properties,
undergo a definite change. They seem- to
attach themselOes to one 'another Rind the
particles they surround, giving the soil a.
plastic chltracter or an ability to be remolded
Mto various shapes without rupturing or

crumbling. This plastic condition then can
perhaps be pictured as a condition Of soil
moisture in which the films of water bind the
particles together and give the soil rnais a
cohesive, pliable quality, much the ,same as
modeling clay possesses.

d.. Semisolid state. Further ing of
the clay sample will eventually use it to
become dry to the point that i is no longer
pliable. Under deforming pressure applica-
tions, the sample will crumble. This condition
is called the semisolid state.

e. Solid state. The previous discussion
stated that one characteristic of clay is that

1 -11 '



its volume changes with additions and sub-
tractionsiof water. Shrinkage in soils upon
drying is the result of capillary forces which
tend to pull the soil grains tightly together.
As previously explained, these forces are
more effective and of greater magnitude when
the pores of the soil are very small. Clays
will `the re f o re exhibit the greatest volunie
variations in drying, singe their grains and
pores are naturally smaller than those pf any
other type of soil. As the soil dries out be-
cause of ,evaporation, the surface water dis-
appears and innumerablmen"isci are created
-in the voids'which are adjacent to the surface
of the soil Mass. Tensile forces are created
in each of the boundaries between water
and "air. Compressive forces accompanying

, them act upon the soil' structure. In the fine-
grained soils, such as clays, the,soil structure

..is conipressible and the mass shrinks. As
:;:drying continues the mass shrinks to a certain

it siting volurhe, the shrinkage limit., Further
drying ivill not cause a reduction in volume,
but may ca 4,e cracking as the menisci re-
Areat,into the voids. In the clay soils the
intern's' forces become verylarge and prin-
cipally account for the rocklike strength of
a dried clay masa,

1-7. BOUNDARY MOISTURE CONTENTS

a.' Pr inciples. The range' of moisture
contents through which a soil passes while
In a particular state or condition has been
used by engineers for a considerable time as
a basis for estimating the properties of fine-
grained soils: In order to determine the mag-.
nitude of the water-content range, it becotnes
necessary to define the boundary moisture
contents that divide or separate the various
states.

b. Liquid limit. A simple way of de-
fining the liquid limit would be to say that
it is the moisture content of a fine-grained soil
(or the fine-grained_ portion of a coarse-

.grained soil) at the point at which it passes
exam the liquid state into the plastic state.
It is the boundSry moisture condition between

- the state in which the soil flows under its own
weight and the state in which it can be-re-
molded without crumbling. The,test devised
by Dr. Atterberg to determine this moisture

content value consists of preparing a sample
in such a Manner that th6re is a slight resis-
tance to flow deyeloped, between the particles
and then' determining its moisture content.
This value for any soil is symbolized by LL
or WL. a

c. Plastic limit. This limit defines the
moisture content at which a fine-grained soil
passes into the plastic stage from the semi-
solid stageor vice versa. The test used here
consists of preparing a sample at a water
content at which it will begin to crumble
after having been rolled into a thread of
about 1/4-inch diameter. In this condition the
soil does not have enough cohesive quality
to consider it- as being in the plastic state.
The symbol used fore the plastic limit is PL
or WP.

d. Shrinkage Since this limit is
nit used nearly as much% engineering prac-
tice as the previous two, it will simply be
defined here as the water Content at which
a soil ceases to change in volume upon further

Joss of water due to drying.

1-8. PRACTICAL VALUE OF UNDERSTANDING
MOISTURE, STATES AND BOUNDARIES .

tti a. Having 'availabli the empirical tests
of Dr. Atterberg which enable the dqerrnina-
tion of the plastic limit'and liquid limit, it is

:possible to determitLe the magnitude of the
moisture content range through which a soil
is in the plastic state. This is probably more
clearly evident when shownsdiagramatically.
Taking a fine-grained soil-sample (A, fig 1;9).
consider it to be at varying moisture contents
which increase from left to right. From
spection of such a sample, the portion to
the left would have dry surfaces and be in
the solid -state. Movh.g further to the right'
the sample would pass into the semisolid,
plastic, and liquid states, respectively, as-the
moisture content of the sample increased. De-
termination of the boundary water contents
could be represented a? shown in B, figure.
179. Zt should be evident then that the range
Of moisture contents through which the soil
is of elastic consistency would be equal toy
the difference between the liquid-limit mois-
ture content' and the plastic-limit moisture
content. In this particular case, this range

1 -12
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A.

Fine-grained soil sample

i

Increased water content
,

.
B.

ISTATES1 Solid isemi -soli LPlastic, Liquid
- PI or I

P
Shrinkage , Plastic Liquid

Limit "----. Limit s Limit -

Figure 1-9. Moisture states

of moisture content is defined as the plasticity
index: .

Plasticity Index = Liquid Limit - Plastic
Limit;

PI == II, - PI, or Ip = YVL We

of a typical fine-grained soil.
. 4

vision for the -last two requirements can be
, made by limiting the values of the\plasticity

index 'and liquid limit of soils' used in con-
structing the base course. For' example, the
engineer will find again and again in engi-
neering literature the following specifications
for base-course materials for high-quality
flexible pavements:

"Base-course? materials vtich are pro-
vided with an abrasive wearing surface
should have a plasticity index less than
5 and a liquid limit no greater than 25.
If no bituminous surface treatment or
comparable wearing 'surface is used, the
materials should have a plasticity index
between 4 and 9 and a liquid limit not
greater than 35." (This latter group of
specifications provides for enough clay
binder to keep the surface material from

. ravelling under traffic.)

... .
, b. If a sdil then has a liquid limit of
25 and a plastic limit of 10, its plasticity
index would be 15. In practice, engineers use
the plasticity index coupled with the liquid
limit as indexes to the properties of a soil.
Since clay is the material which causes a soil 41
to be plastic, it would be expected that a fine
sand-silt-clay mixture which is predominantly
clay wool have a larger plasticity index than
a sin-filar mixture which is predominantly silt
or fine sand. The former would also be ex-
pected to produce greater volume changes
with varying moisture contents and greater
loss -oft stability when wet than the more
"lean" mixture. A nonplastic soil (PI = 0),
Mite-other hand, would be even less affected
by moisture than a "lean" but plastic soil.

.

c. There are very few_ natural soils
which properly" support ,heavy aircraft or
even vehicular traffic by themselves. The
existing soils at a site must be leveled to
form the subgrade which then has to be pro-
tected by Some type of base course and pave-
ment to prevent failure under dloading. I
order that a base course proVide adequate
protection for the subgrade it should consist
of a well-graded, angular, dense gravel. In
addition the base course should drain freely
and contain bi- small amounts of clay, .so
that it will not lose stability when wet. Pro-t

a
a 11,

,e'

.
1-9. UQUID LIMIT TEST PREPARATION ,

a. Definition. The liquid limit of a soil
is the water content at the boundary between
the liquid and the plastic states expressed as
a percentage of the oven-dried soil and re -
ported as a whole number. This boundary is -..5:r

1,-;t-
arbitrarily defined as the water content at
which a soil mass, placed in a standard cup
and divided .into two sections by a standard
-grooving tool, will 'make contact 'for a', dis-.,-..
tance of 0.5 inch when the cup is ,droppecr.
25 times for a distance of 1 centimeter (0.3932
.inch) at the rate of two drops per second..

N
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b. Apparatus. The apparatus for a
liquid limit test consistA of the following:

Balance
BOxes, stainless steel, 2-inch dia,i11-1

eter by T/8 inch high
Dishes, evaporating
Filler, battery
Guard, wind, for 200-gram balance
Liquid limit machine, complete with

b s cup and grOoving tool .

Mortr, porcelain
Oven, 'electric
Pan, sieve,48-inch frame

.Pestle, rubber-tipped
Screvfdriver
Sieve4esting, 8-inch frame,

ftflr;,height: U. S.,No. 40
Spat;u46.
Tongs,' crucible

Some of this equipment is shoim in figure
1-10.

c. PreParation. Soil samples should be
natural water content when preparing for
the test. Although the effects of drying may
be negligible for maify soils, it is significant
for some and any drying which occurs before
testing will reduce the limit'values. Certai
soil colloids undergo an irreversible chase
on oven or complete drying. Liquid and
plastie limit tests on these soils after drying
will yield improper results. Factors which
must be considered before testing are:

(1) The liquid limit is performed on
material finer than the No. 40 sieve.

(2) Samples should be large enough
to produce-1-60--to-400-grgiis of material for
testing.

(3) The selected sample must not be
subjected either to air-drying or oven-drying.
before testing.

(4).,If the sample contains no ma-
terial coarser than the No. 40sieve, it should
be thoroughly mixed. It will then be ready
for testing.

(5) If the sample contains material
coarser than the No. 40 sieve, it is soaked
in clean water for 24 hours and washed over
a No. 0 sieve using a minimum of wash
water. The fines and wash water are caught
in a large dish or collecting pan and saved.

(6) Material retained' on the No. 40
sieve is oven-dried at 110°C, and then dry:
sieved through the No. 40 sieve.

1

(7) The portion that passed through,
the No. 40 sieve during the dry-sieving is
cttmbined 'With the wash-through portion for
testing.

(8) The combined (passing No. 40)
sample is dried to a putty-like consistency
by decantation or evaporation, being careful"
to prevot caking or lumping during the
proceis.

(9) Neither chemical substances nor
dry soil are added to hasten settlement nor
to speed drying.

(10). The soil sample should be thor-
oughly mixed just before starting the test.

d. Checking and adjusting the liquid
Ihnit device. The liquid limit testing machine
must be inspected prior to the test to de-
terinihe that it is ii4iood working condition.

41) Check the pin connecting' the cup
for wear. It must not be worn to. the point

' where it permits sideplay of the cup.

'(2) Check the screws connecting the
cup to the hangar arm. They should be tight.

(3) Check the cup, for wear. Long
usage will develop a gi'oove through the cup.
This can be felt by running the fingers over
the inside surface. If worn to:this extent, it
should be replaced.

4

(4) Check thp grooving tool-for wear.
The dimensions which control the size of the
groove are shown' figure 1-11. The tool
should be discar,ded when the point. width
exceeds 0.086 inch.

( 5 ) Each time ,the test is run, or at
proper intervals, verify the height of the .

drop of the cup The gage for this check is.
on the handle of the grooving tool. Using the
gage, the height is adjusted by mean `of the'
adjusting screw Afie1-11) until the point on .
the cup that strikes the base is exactly 1
centimeter (0.394 inch) above'the base.
Tighten screws to secure the adjustment and

1--14
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LIQUID LIMIT MACHINE
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GROOVING TOOL

r-GR4UND G1ASS 6"x6"x4/4"
EVAPORATING DISH

_ _Figure-1-14).----,ApparatustferLdetermisting Atterberg limits.
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check it by turning the crank at approximate-
. ly two revolutions per second. If the adjust-
ment is correct &slight click will be heard. If
the cup is lifted off the gage or no sound is
heard, further adjustment is necessary.

1-1D. LIQUID LIMIT TEST PROCEDURE

With the sample prepared and the device
checked, the test procedure consists of the
following steps:

a. Record all identifying information
for the sample on the top section of the data
sheet (fig 1-12).

b. Place 50 to 80 grams of the prepared
sample in the cup and level, it off to a depth
of approximately 1 centimeter (fig 1-13).
When le'veling the soil, squeeze it downward
and spread it using,,as few strokes of the
spatula- as possible. Be 'careful to /prevent
entrapping air bubbles in the mass.

4

CAKI 11,

Figure 1-13. Diagram illustrating liquid limit
test.

c. Holding the grooving tool and the
cup, make the groove by drawing the tool
(beveled edge forward) down through the
sample. The grooving tool should always be
perpendicular to the dish at the point of
contact.

(1) More than one stroke may be
necessary to make the groove. However, do

410

not- exceed six strokes and be careful not
to tear the sides of the groove or to allow
the soil cakes to slip in the cup.

(2)' Enough soil should be. in the cup
so that when the groove is completed, the
shoulder of the grooving tool has removed
soil for the length of about 1 inch. .

(3) Note that with some sandy and
highly organic soils,tit is impossible to draw
the tool through the sample without tearing
the sides of the groove. In such cases, .the
groove is made withdthe spatula and shaped_
with the grooving tool.

(4) Before laying the grooming tool
aside, clean the cutting edge by running 'the
thumb over the tool or -by washing it. This
prevent* the soil from drying on the tool
and loss of time in trying to scrape"or wash

d. Attach the cup to the carriage of
the _device and turn the crank at the rate of
two revolobs second.°Count the num-
ber of blows until the two halves of the soil
cake come into contact at the bottom of the
groove for a distance of V2 inch. Record the
number of blows.

2

e. Remove about of soil from
the cup by drawing the spatula from edge
to edge perpendicular to the groove ind
through the portion of the cake that closed.'
This sample is used to determine the water
content. All weighing should he accurate to-
t-. 0.01 gram and the water content computed
to one decimal place.

f. Transfer the remaining soil in the
cup to the mixing dish. Wash and dry the
cup and grooving tool Repeat steps,, in b
through e above for three-additional samples,

,- each of which has had the water content
adjusted by drying. Drying is accomplished
by ,continued mixing with the spatula and
may be aided by a small electric fan, if de-
sired. The water content adjustment must
be sufficient to produce a noticeable change-
1n the number of blows to close the groove,
and result in a series with some more and
some less than 25 blows which close the
grooye. Preferably, the range should be from

1 -18
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15 or more to 35 or less with two tests be-
tween15_and 25 blows and two tests'between
25 and 35 blows.

g. Material remaining in the mixing
dish should be reserved for the plastic limit
test.

h. Computing the liquid limit is done
graphically by plotting a "flow curveUwith
the number of blows and water content as
coordinates (fig 1-12). The water content,
on the left edge, is plotted on an arithmetic
scale and the number of blows (along the
bottom) is plotted on a logarithmic scale. If
the points are relatively close to lying in a
straight line, a straight line is drawn as near-
ly as possible through the plotted points,
thus establishing an 'average between the
points. However, if the plotted points do not
define a straight line, additional check runs
should be made and new points plotted. The

,liquid limit is the water content corresponding
to the point where the drawn straight line
crosses the 25-blow coordinate. The liquid
limit is read to the nearest 0.1 percent, but
is reported to the nearest whole amber. Ex-
ample (fig 1-12) : After plotting these six
points a,nd drawing a straight line As nearly
as possible through them, the water' content
corresponding to the 25-blow coordinate is 48.

.1-11 SIMPLIFIED LIQUID. LIMIT TEST

a. Principles. The simplified test is
based on the premise that the slope of the
flow curve for soils within a given geologic
environment is essentially consipt. Thus,
the liquid limit flow curve could be drawn
using only one test point, provided that test
slope has been established by experience with
other soils in the area. The simplified test
shoulkonly be used in geologically similar
areas Ad where adequate correlations have
been made to define the slope of the flow
curve,

b. Preparation. The apparatus for the
simplified test is the same as that listed
previously. The sample is prepared as for a
standard test except that its consistency is
controlled to result in 20 to 31 blows to cause
closure.-

cz.2 3
c._ Procedure.- Proceed -with the test as

described previously. The amount removed
from the cup for the water content determina-
tion is replaced from the prepared sample.
Rempc the entire amount in the cup without
the addition of water. Regroove the specimen
and operate the-knee once again. The num-
ber of blows to, close the groove should be
within two blows of the first measurement.
If the disagreement is greater than two blows,
the mixing was insufficient and the entire
test must be repeated.

d. Liquid limit determination. The
liquid limit can be determined graphically by
drawing a line through the one plotted point
at the predetermined slope or by_ using the
following equation:

Where:

LL = WN --)' Tan (3
25

WN water content at N blows
N = Number of blows to close

the groove
Tan 5 = slope of the flow line

1-12. PLASTIC UMIT TEST PREPARATION

a. Definition. The plastic limit of a soil
is the water content, expressed as a per-
centage of weight of oven-dried soil, at which
the soil begins to crumble when rolled in*
a thread " inch in diameter.

b. Apparatus. The apparatus for the
plastic limit test consists of the following:

(1) Surface for rolling such as a
iround glass plate, a piece .of linoleum, or a
tabletop oPclose grained wood. Paper may be
used as a rolling surface provided that it does
not give off lint which can be picked up by the
sample during rolling.

(2) Spatula.
(3) Containers (boxes, stainless steel,

such as used in the liquid limit test).

(4) Balance, sensitive to 0.01 gram.
(5) Oven (preferably automatic con-

trolled for 105° to 110° C).
(6) Evaporating dish.

1-9



c. Preparation. Approiimately 20
grams of material is required for the plastic
limit test. The sample is prepared as de-
scribed for a liquid limittest or it is the mate-
rial remaining after the liquid limit.

1-13. PLASTIC LIMIT TEST PROCEDURE

The test procedures consists of therfollow-
ing steps:

a. Record all information pertaining-to.,
the simple, weights, and computations on a
data sheet similar to fig 1-12.

b. Take approximately 5 grams of the
prepared material. The 'sample should be,
taken at any stage of drying when the mass
is just plastic enough to be shaped int2. a
ball that will not Stick to the fingers when
squeezed.

c. Shape the test sample into an ellip-
soid and roll it between the fingers and rolling
surface (fig 1 -14) using enough pressure to

. roll the soil mass into a thread 1/8 inch in
'diameter. The rate of rolling should be be-
tween 80 and 90 strokes per minute. One
stroke is considered a complete forward and
back, motion returning to the starting posi-
tion.

41*
Jo' I

e ,

Figure 1-14., Rolling the soil, plastic limit teat.

41e

1

d. When the thread diameter reaches 1/8
ch without crumbling, renlold the sample .

into a ball and repeat the rolling process.
Continue remolding and rolling until the ball
has dried sufficiently for the rolled thread to
crumble (fig 1-15). The plastic limit has been
reached when the thread crumbles regard-
less of diameter. Do not speed up crumbling
by reducing the rate of rolling, the hand
pressure, or both, and do not roll to less than
144-inch diameter.

Figure 1-15. Rolled threads,. uncrumbled and
crumbled.

e.' Collect the crumbled portions and
determine*the water .content.

f. Repeat the process with an additional
portion of the prepared sample to obtain an
average value for the plastic limit. The two
to t should, agree *ithin ± 1 percent or the
tests must be repeated. ,

g. Record sample weight and computa-
tions on the data sheet. Weighing should be
accurate to 0.01 gram and water content com-
puted to one decifnal place. Report the limit
to the nearest whole number.

h. Computing the plastic limit is dohe
mathematically, as follows:
Water content for each run

weight of water

weight of oven-dried soil

4

t) 4,

x 100
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Plastic limit = av2rage of water content from
two qr more runs (fig 1-12). Plasticity index
= liquid limit - plastic limit

Or

PI = PL

or

I. = WI: WP
Example (fig 1-12).;

LL= 48'
PL = 23
PI = LL - PL .

= 48 - := 25

1-14. SHRINKAGE LIMIT TEST PREPARtTION

a.. Definition. The shrinkag "t of a
soil is the water conten as a per-
centage of ovendried soil, at which. further
loss, in moisture will not cause a decrease
in the volume. The shrinkage rat' R, and

ined
4

linear shrinkage, iLs, are usually d rra
as part of this test. The shrinkage ratio is
defined as the ratio between a giiieitvolume
change and the corresponding change in
water above the shrinkage limit. Linear
shrinkage is the decrease in one dimension of
a soil mass when the water content is reduced
from a giVen value to the shrjnkage

b. Apparatus. .Equipment for this test,
except item (6) below, is not in.the soil test
set. The apparatus should consist of the fol-
lowing: .'"

(1) Evaporating dish, porcelain.
(2 Shrinkage dish, Porcelain or

tal, 13/4-inch diameter and 1/,-inch

. .

:I fitted with three metal prongs for immersing
the soil pot. in mercury.

(5), Merciiiy, sufficient to fill the glass

(3) Glass cup, about 2-inch diameter
and 1-inch high 'with a ground-smooth rim.

(4) Glass plate, 3 x 3 x 1/16 inches

cup.

(6) Spatula.

c. Preparation. About 30 tgrams of a
thoroughly mixed portion of soil passing
though a No. 40' sieve is selected. It is pre-
pared in the same manner a_ s for the liquid
limit test.

1-15. SHRINKAGE LIMIT TEST PROCEDURE

The procedure -consists of the following
steps:

a. Record all identifying information
for the sample on a data sheet (fig 1-16).

b. Place the .aelec te d portion of the
sample in the evaporating dish and mix it
thoroughly with distilled water. The amount
of water added must be sufficient to wet the
soil and make it easy to work into,the shrink-
age dish without inclosing air bubbles. To
achieve the desired consistency, the amount
of water is equal to or slightly higher than
the liquid limit, with plastic soils reqlliring up
to 10 percent more than\ the liquid limit.

c. Weigh and record the weight of the
empty shrinkage dish.

d. Coat the inside of the shrinkage cAbh
with a thin layer ofkoetroleurn jelly or similar
compound to prevent the soil from adhering
to the dish:

e. Place a volume of the wetted soil
equal to about one-third of the voluine of
the dish into the center of the did& Tap
the dish on a firm surface to cause the soft
to flow to the outer edges. Continue tapping
until all air bubbles have been eliminated
from the soil. Repeat this step with two more
layers until the dish is full with a slight
excess above the list, of tile dish. Strike off
the excess with a-straightedge and remove all
soil adhering to the outside of the dish..

f. Weigh the dish and Wet soil immedi-
ately and record the weight.

gt---Inow the soil to air -dry until a
kr

definite color change takes place. Then pven-
dry it to a constant weight. Record the oven-
dry weight,

1 -21 "-
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iDry

Dish plus wet soil.
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Dish plus dry soil

Water .
.

Shrinkage dish

soil Ixs

Displaced mercury + evaporating dish
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Displaced mercury 4

u

u

Shrinkage dish (vet soil pat)
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.

.
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.

-
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Water content W X 100
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.
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Shrinkage limit SL

Shrinkage ratio .
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V.
weight of displaced mercury 0

soil Ps9 ..I

.

-

.

. .

.
specific gravity of mercury (13.53 g /cc)

SL Water content of wet soil pat

of set soil pat - volume of oven-dry(volume

Vt of oven -dry
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x 100)

ry soil pat
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V .

0
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wt of oven-dry soil pat
II .

volume.of oven-dry soil pat.

.
----

..

. 00 '

.

Technician Computed by Chr.,Ired by---

f

r.

a
Figure 1-16. Sample' data sheet, shrinkage.
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h. Determine the volume of the shrink-
age dish. by filling it to overflowing with
mercury and removing the excess by passing
the glass plate firmly over the top. Weigh,
the amount of -mercury required to fill the
dish and divide-tke weight by the -density of
mercury (13.53 eams/cubic centimeter) to
get the volume inside the dish. Record this
volume as the -volume of the shrinkage dish
which is equal to the'volume of wet soil placed
in the dish.

CAUTION: Mercury may haves a toxic, effect, particularly if
ed in areas without goc;cl

: ventilation.

. i. Place the glas's yeup in-the evaporating
dish and fill it to overflowing with mercury.

Remc4e the ex
glass 'plate wit
Be .careful not
Empty the ,exce
ting dish. Remo
cup and .the .

mercury-filled c
dish:

ess mercury by placing the
metal prongs over the cup.
o trap air under the plate.

mercury from the evapora-
e all mercury adhering to the
h with a brush. Place the
p back into the evaporating

j. Immerse the dry soil pat in the mer-
cury in the kup using the glass plate with-
the three if ongs to hold the pat (fig 1-17).
Do not trap air bubbles under the soil pat
or the glass plate.

lc. Determine the weight, of thedis-
placed mercury in the evaporating dish and
its volume, h. above. This is equal to the
volime of the dry soil pat.

OPOOOKAlt

JINUICOMN0 00IN

,.rco OF 06114 elk
- MOUND suanico

DRY SOIL PC

O

Figure 1-17. Sod pat immersed in, mercury.

I., Record all the information pertaining to weights and volumes on the data sheet.

VIVICURY WU=
SY OW. POT

Compute the shrinka7ge value as follows:

(1) Water content (W) = 'W" x 100

Where:

W. =
.

weight of water tin grams) obtained by subtractingothe weigiit of
shrinkage dish plus dry soil from the weight of the dish plus wet soil.

= weight of oven-dried soil (in grams) obtained by subtracting the weight
of the shrinkage dish from the weight of the dish plus dry soil.

1-- 23
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/
/ (2).-Shrinkaie linaits (sL) .= w j. (V v., 100)

.0
7: Where:

. t
w,

W =water content from (1) above.
, a

V = volunte 'f wet soil pit in cc).I' . V.

a.

4

=

Volume 'ofooven-dried soil pat h above, in cc) (determined by divid-
ing the weight of displaced mercury by the specific gravity of mercwy,
13,53 gm/cc):

weight of oven-dried -soil pat fin graMS)

(3) Shrinkage ratio (R) =
V.

where V, and-W, are the sameas described in (2) above.

(4) Linear shrinkage (

4
(1 3

Where:, . \
a . . .

.e =-.. volumetric chagge frohil a -given water content, w, usually the liquid limit
, -

or C = (w SL) as determined in (1) to .(3) above.
.

106. 'SIZE

-h., Size,groups,

(1) Particles are defined according to
their sizes by the use of sieves, Which are
simply screens attached to one end of shallow
circular containers. If a particle will not
pass through the screen. with a particular
size opening,. it is said.o be "retained on"
that sieve. Particles which pais throiigh a
sieve opening are said to be "passing" that
sieve size. By passing a soil mixture through
several different ste sieves, it can be broken
into its various components and then defined
according to the sieves used.

(2) It is common practice in clablify-
ing soils 'to, name the particles of soils ac-
cording. to certain groupings hfised upon
established size definitions as previously dis-
cussed.

many occasions when these components need
to be,defined. Therefore, to distinguish bd-
tween silts and .clays the engineer uses
plasticity. a

tl (4) Before progressing further, it is
well to note the difference between the two
nomenclaturesdenoting the sieve screen sizes,
one in. "inches",, the other designated by
"number ". Inches refers to the actual linear
dimensions of the opfnings betheen the wires
of a sieV'e screen. The number designation
of a sieve indicates the number of openings
existing in the screen per linear inch., Figure/
1-18 illustrate? the difference.

(5) By measurement the opening in
the No. 4 sieve,is 4.75 millimeters while that
of the 1/4-inch sieve Is 6.35 millimeters. The
difference in the Sig of the openings of the
two sieves illustrated is a result of the thick-

c---ness of the wires being included with the
(3) The 'fines could be subdivided into four openings per linear inch of the No. 4

their two component parts accottling to size, sieve. Sieves with openings 1/4 inch or )anger
but the 'testing apparatis required (hydro- L . are 'Tefererid according to the size of the
mate analysis) is riot often available on the opening. Sieves with openings smaller than

1-24
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1" Sieve No. 4 Sieve

it
Figure 1-18.. Sieve homenclature.

1/4 -inch are ,identified by the number of open-
ings per linei,r inch.

b. Effect of particle size on the bearing
capacity of soil.

(1) One of the factors that affects
°the bearing capacity of soil is the density of
the soil mass. By empirical tests it has been
found that, generally speaking, coarse-
grained soils can be compacted to greater

4. densities than fine-grained soils. As' far as
density.iqiconcerned, then,. a soil containing
gravel would be more desirable than one not
having the larger particle's.

e-/
0

4.11

..
Figure 1-19. Compacted soil layer.. --

. (4) TO explain this difference in demii-
ty 'on. the basis of particle size alone, consider.
the sketch of a small part of a compacted soil-
layer shown ih figure 1-19. If it were possible
to remove one of the large particles without

0

disturbing the surrounding material, and re-
place ,it' with as large an amount Of smaller
particles as possible, it would be clear that,
in the process, void spaces would be intro-,.
duced where solids previously existed. This
would give a decrease in density proportional
to the volume of solids replaced by voids. In
short, soils with-larger particles generally
produce greater densities, because the spaces
occupied by: the large grams nave no voids.
The maximum particle size a sample shbuld
possess depends on'the intended use of the
material.

1-17. SHAPE

a. Principles. Tlietshapeofthe particlfs
composing a il mass 'Is another factor that
is'important as an influence on the strength
and stability of 1. soil material. Two general
particle shapes are 'n?rmally recognized:

'bulky and flaky. .

b. !Sulky grain shape., C

(1) Tiinciples. GTave1, sand; and 'silt
particles, although covering ,a large range of
sues, are° all of ,bulky sliape2, The term is
defined to 'include particles which are relit
tively equal in .all three of the 'dimensions
as, contrasted to flaky grains in which one
of the dimensions is small ascompared to the(\

1 25
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other two. A book is -an example of a bulky
shaped object. Notice that all .of .the dimen-
pions are roughly the same size, *ith the
!length not more than several times larger
than the thickness. A page of a kook, by
contrast represents a flaky shaped object,
where one of the dimensions is very min
smalld than the other two. There are four
subdivisions of the bulky shape depending on '
the amount of weathering which has occurred
on these pardiles. The .subdivisio in the
order of desirability foi,construction are:

(2) Angular. Angular particles are
those which have been 'recently broken up
and are characterized by jagged projections,
sharp ridges, and flat surfaces. Angular
gravels and sands are generally the best ma-
terials for construction because of their in-
terlocking characteristics. Such particles are
seldom found in nature, because weathering
processes normally wear them down in a
relatively short period of time. Angular ma-
terial may be produced artificially by crush-
ing, but because of the time and equipment
required for such an operation, natural ma-
terials with other grain shapes are frequently
used.

(3) Subangular. Subangular paiticles
are those which have been weathered to the. which
extent that the sharper points and ridges.
have been worn off. The particles lam still
very irregular in shape with some flat sur:
faces..

(4) Subrounded. Subrounded particles
are those in which weathering has progressed
to an even further degree. They are still
somewhat irregular in shape INA have no
sharp corners and few flat areas. Materials
with this shape, are frequently found in
stream beds: They may be composed of hard,
durable particles which are adequate/or most
congtruction needs.

. (5) blinded, Rounded particles- are,
those in which all projections have been re-
moved.and few irregularities in shape remairi.
The -particles approach spheres of varying

size. Rounded particles are usually found in .'
or near stream beds or beaches. %.,Perhapilae
most extensive deposits exist at beans
whge repeated wave action has ,tended to
produce, in many cases, almost perfectly
rounded partifles which are usually uniform
in size.

c. Flaky grain shape. ,Flaky particles.
are 'those which have flat, platelike grains.
As indicated before, theseare particles which
have one siimension which is relatively very
small as compared to the other two. As an
illustration of this shape, consider a sheet
of paper in which the thickness is greatly
exceeded by the length and the width. It
should be apparent that in flaky particles
the relationship between surface area and the
weight of the particles is quite different from
that found in bulky particles. This increased
surface area provides a greater contact area
for moisture and is largely responsible for
many of the. characteristics which we as-
sociate with the flaky particles of clay soils.
Clays are flaky because they are formed most-
ly by chemical weathering (decomposition)
whereas the bulky shapes result frota me-
chanical weathering, (disintegration). Excep-
tions to this last statement Are the volcanic
clays.

d. Effect'of grain shape on .bearing
capacity. Aside from the effect of the flaky
shape, some 'significant differences in sup-
porting ability result from use of the various
types of bulky shapes. This can be clearly
shown, by noting the different resistance to
penetration exhibited by angular particles
and by rounded particles. Angular particles
resist penetration much better than round?d
partici s beca4use:

(1)' The angular particles do not roll
over one anqther but have a ,tendeniy to
interlock betause of their sharp pealy and
ridges.

(2) Angular Earticles ha% rougher
surfaces than rounded ones and therefore
develop-greater frictional resistance to sliding
over each other.

1 -- 26
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SELF TEST

Note: The following exercises, comprise a-self test. The figures following each question refer
to a paragraph containing information related to the question. Write your answer
in the space below the question. When you have finished answering all the questions
for this lesson, compare your answers with those given for this lesson in the back
9f this booklet. Do not send in your solutions to these review exercises.

1. Soil is the entire unconsolidated material that overlies bedrock. What is soil princi-
pally composed of? (1-1) -

2. Thtl crust of the earth is generally regarded to consist of a layer of solid material,
mostly rock, from 30 to 50 miles thickness. What lies beneath the crust and what state is

e.
le<

..

3. Mechanical weathering causes rocks to disintegrate, while chemical weathering ,

causes rocks to decompose. In what climate region is decomposition the dominant process?
(1-2b(3))

4. Soils can 5e divided into several different Classifications according to the Unified Soil
Classification System. If a soil is retained on a 3-inch sieve, what is it called? (1-3, table.14)

4

.5. Figure 1-20 illustrates a grain-size distribution cum plotted from the sieve analysis
of a soil sample. What is the uniformity coefficient (Cu) of this soil? (1- 3f(1), fig 1-20)

\ 6. Along with the uniformity coefficient, the coefficient of curvature (Cc) %indicates the
graaation.of soil. To indicate a well graded soil, the coefficient of curvature must havesa value
of 'between 1 and 3. What is the coefficient of the soil sample represented on figure 1-20?
(6.-3f (2), fig 1-20)

7. Give a brief efinition of:a well - graded soil. (1-3g)

**-

/.
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8: The shape of the -grail -size distribution curve will tell you what type of soil you have.
What is the shape of the g ain -size distribution curve for a uniformly graded soil? (1-31, fig

*1-7)

4;

9. What is meant by the term 'moisture content" in soil, and how is it determined?
(1-5a)

10. Give the different states fine grained soil may past-through as the Moisture con-
, tent is inceased starting with a very dry sample. (1-6, fig 1-9)

11. The plasticity index of a soil is determined from the liquid limit and the plastic limit.
If the liquid limit is 22 and the plastic limit is 10, what is the plasticity index? (1-8a, b)

12. The'liqUid limit-and the plastic limit are two important characteristics of a soil to a
construction engmeer. Give a definition for liquid limit. (1-9a)

13. ,In the preparation of a soil sample for the liquid limit test, you must be sure that
the entire sample will pass a certain sieve Size. What is that sieve size? (1-9c(1))

" 14. One ounce is equal' tIC 28.35 grams. The test sample for,the plastic limit test should
weigh approximitely how many grams?' (1-12c),

15. At what point in the plastic limit test procedure do you determine that the moisture
content is such, that the plastic limit of the soil has been reached? (1-13d)

16. What is, meant by the "shrinkage limit of a soil? (1-14a)
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17. When performing the shrinkage limit test, it is necessary to determine the volume of
the dry soil pat by displacement. What liquid is used in this part of the test? (1-15j)

18. Sieve screen sizes are given either in inches (size of opening), or in numbers (number
of openings per linear inch). What is the dividing point between the two methods of des-
ignation? (1-16s(5))

19. Why are course-grained soils generally more desirable in construction than soils con-
taining only fine particles? (1-18b (1) )

20. There are four subdivisions of bulky shaped particles. Name them in order of desir-
,,,:ability for construction purposes. (1-17b)

St)
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LESSON 2 C.

SOIL SURVEYS; SOIL CLASSIFICATION

CREDIT HOURS 3

TEXT ASSIGNMENT Attached memorandum (Including Identifica-
tion and Description).

Chart I, Uoified Soil' Classification.
Chart III, Identification Procedure.

Upon completion of this lesson you should be
able to accodiplish the following in the in-.
dicated topic areas:

MATERIAL REQUIRED. -9-

LESSON OBJECTIVE

O

1. Soil, Surveys. Describe the purpose,
methods and procedures for making soil sur-
veys. Make a soil survey and prepare a ,tech-
nical soil report.

2. Unified Soil Classification System. Ex-
plain how soils are identified and classified

under the USCS, use of the master charts;
and the scope and value of the system.

3. Meld Identification of Soils. Explain
the procedure and supe the performance
of field tests that c to identify and
classify soils when time and facilities
make laboratory to g impracticable.

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

2-1. SOIL SURVEYS

a. Principles. The survey of soil con-
ditions at the site of proposed military con-
struction provides information about the
mature, extent, and condition of Soil layers;
the position of the water table and drainage
characteristics; and sources of possible con-
struction Materials. The soil survey is vital
to both the planning and execution of military
construction operations.

b. Types of Soil Surveys.

(1) PrineiplesA soil survey consists
of gathering soil samples for examination,

°. testing and classifying _soils, and' developing
a soil pro*. Two types of soil surveys are
the hasty surveywhich is made either under
expedient conditibns or when time is very

limited, and the deliberate survey, whiCh is
made whemadequate equipment and time are .
available.

(2) Hasty surveys. The hasty survey
should be preceded by as careful a study of
all available sources of information as con-
ditions permit. If possible, a trained person
may observe' soil conditions in the proposed
construction area from the air. Careful aerial
observation gives an overall picture which is
often difficult to secuo0.4t 'ground level be-
cause important features may be obscuret in
rough or wooded terrain. Rapid ground ob-
servation along the proposed ;road location
or at the proposed airfield site will also yield
useful information. Observation of the soil
profile may be made along the natural banks
of a stream, eroded areas, bomb craters,. and

2-1
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other exposed places. As construction pro-,
ceeds, additional soil studies will augment the
basic data gained through the hasty survey
and will dictate necessary modifications in
location, design, and construction.

(3) 'Deliberate surveys. The deliberate
stlvey does not dismiss the fact that the
time factor may be important; therefore, the
scope of a deliberate survey may necessarily
be limited in some cases: 4 deliberate survey
is often performed while .topographical data
is beng obtained, so that the results of the
soil survey may be integrated with other
pertinent information. The principal methods
of exploration used in soil surveys for roads,
airfields, and borrow areas, are soil samples
obtained either by u.singifind augers or by
digging a test pit. Other methods that may
be used are power-driven earth augers, sound-
ing rods, or earthmoving equipment under
expedient conditions to permit a hasty ap-
proach to the underlying boil.

c. Objectives of soil surveys.

(1) Principles. The objective of a soil
survey is to gather (explore) as much in-
formation of engineering .significance as pos-
sible about the subsurface conditions for a
specified area. -

(2) Location, nature, and classifica-
tion of soil layers. Adequate and economic
earthwork, and 'foundation design of a struc-
ture can only be accomplished when the types
and depths of soil to be encountered are
known. By classification of the soils encoun-
tered, a prediction can be made as to the
extent of problems concerning drainage, frost
action, settlement, stability, and similar fac-
tors. While an estimate of the soil char-
acteristics may be obtained by field observa-
tions, samples of the major soil types as well
as less extensive deposits which may influence
design should be obtained for laboratory
testing.

(3) The condition of soils in place.
The moisture content and density of a soil

natural state sometimes play an
portaa-part in...design and construction.
Moisture content of some soils, in place, may

be so high that the selection of another site
for the airfield or other structure should be
considered. If the natural soil is sufficiently
dense or compact to meet the required speci-
fication, no further compaction of the sub-
grade will be required. Very compact, soils
M cut section may be difficult to excavate
with ordinary tractor scraper units, necessi-
tating scarification or rooting before excava-
tion.

(4) Drainage characteristics. The
th surface anddrainage characteristics, in

subsurface soils, are contr led by a com-
bination of factors such as he void ratio, soil
structure and stratifica n, temperature of
soil, depth to water tab , height of capillary
rise, and the extent o local disturbances by
roots and worms. T e coarse-grained soils
have better intern 1 drainage than fine-
grained soils. Rem 'lding a soil also may
change its drainage roperties. Observations
of .the soil should made in both' the dis-
turbed and undistu ed condition.

(5) .Gr, I water and bedrock. All
structures m constructed at such an
elevation that a ey will not be adversely af-
fected by the ground water table. The grade
line must be raised or the ground water table
must be lowered when a structure may be
adversely affected by capillary rise or by the
ground water table itself. Bedrock within
the depth of excavation tremendously in-
creates the time and equipment requirements
for excavation. If the amount ,is very exten-
siGe, it may be cause for a change in :the
grade or even the site location.

(6) Soil Profile. The soil profile is a
graphical representation of a vertical cross
section of the soil layers from the surface of
the earth downward.. Discubsion of the de-
velopment of the soil profile will follow a Tore
detailed discussion 2f how the extent of
terials within an area is determined.

2-2. SOURCES USEFUL IN PLANNING SOIL
SURVEYS

a. Principles." There are many sources
of information available to the soils engineer.

2-2
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These should all be used to the fullest extent
.4444 to eliminate as much detailed investigation

as possible. Some of these sources are in-
telligence reports and information from local
inhabitants., and from .maps and air photo-
graphs. These sources will be used mostly
to locate small areas of a large general area
which are suitable for further investigation.
For the final -site..selection, actual field in-
vestigations must be made. A field party
must' secure reliable data rapidly, since final
decisions are based on field observations.

b. Intelligence reports and local inhabi-
tants.

(1) Intelligence reports. Intelligence
reports which include maps and otudies of
soil conditions usually are available for areas
in which military operations have been
planned. Among the best and most compre-
hensive of these are the National Intelligence
Surveys and Engineer Intelligence Studies.
These reports are a source of information on
geology, topography, terrain conditions, cli-
mate and weather conditions, and sources of
construction materials.

. (2) Local inhabitants. Local inhabi-
tants may provide information to supplement
intelligence reports or provide information
about areas for which intelligence reports. are
unavailable. Information obtained from this
source would include possible location of bor-
row material, sand and gravel deposits, and
peat or highly organic soils, and information
on the climate and topography of the area.

c. Maps.

(1) Principles. Maps provide valuable
information, especially wheh planning the soil
survey. In some cases, maps_ showing the
suitability of terrain for various military pur-
poses, prepared by friendly foreign or enemy
agencies, may be of considerable value in
planning. There are several kinds of maps
which provide different types of information
about an area under investigation.

(2) Aological maps. It is apparent
that a clok relationship exists between
geology and soil conditions. Geological maps
and brief descriptions of regions and quad-

angles haw. bt.(.11 published in the Folios of
the II. S. Geological Survey. Generally, the
smallest rock unit mapped is a formation, and
geological maps indicate ihe areal extent of
these formations by meansof letter symbols,
color, or symbolic patterns. Letter symbols
on the map also indicate the location of sand
and gravel pits, and the rear of the-map sheet
sometimes has a brief discussion entitled
"Mineral Resources," describing the location
of construction Materials.

(3) Topographic maps. Ordinary top-
ographical maps may be of some use in
estimating soil conditions, particularly when._
used with geologic maps. Topographic maps,
especially when the contour interval is 20 feet
or more, tend to give on1 a generalized viqw
of the land surface.inspection of the drainage
pattern and slopes can provide clues to the
nature of rocks, depth of weathering, soil,
and drainage. For example, sinkholes may
indicate limestone or glacial topography; hing
and mountains with gently rounded slopes
usually-indicate deeply' eathered rocks; and
parallel ridges are commonly related to steep-
ly folded, bedded rock with hard rock along
the ridges. Features such as levees, sand
dunes, beach ridges, and alluvial fans can be
recognized by their characteristic shapes and
geographic location.

(4) Agricultural' soil maps. Agricul-
tural soil maps and reports are available for
many of the developed agricultural areas of
the world. These studies are concerned pri-
marily with surface soils, generally to a depth
of about 6 feet. Their value as aids in the
engineering study of surface soils is apparent.
For example, if the same soil is shown to
occur in two different areas, it can be sampled
and evaluated for. engineering purposes in
one area, and the amount of sampling and
testing can then Abe sharply reduced in the

'.--..second area. Factors considered in the field
surveys upon which the maps are based in
dude the careful. study of the soil horizons
in test pits, highway andAsilway cuts, auger
borings, and other exposed places. Informal
tion on topography, drainage, vegetation,
temperature, rainfall, ivater sources, and rock
location may be found in an agricultural re-
port. Soils usually are classified according to
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their texture, colerl..stliucture, chemical and
physiCal composition, a}id morphology.

d. Air photographs.

(1) Principles. The use of air photo-
graphs in delineating and identifying soils is
based upon the recognition oT typical patterns
formed under similar conditions of soil profile
and weathering. Principal elements which
can be identified on a photograph, and which
provide clues to the identification of soils to
a trained observer are landforms, slopes,
drainage patterns, erosional characteristics,
soil color or "tone," vegetation and land use.
Each of the brief following discussions serves
only as an example of the information which
may be derived from the examination of air
photographs.

(2) Landform. The "form" or con-
figuration, of the land in different types of
deposits is definitely characteristic and can
be'identified on aerial photographs. For ex-
ample, glacial forms such as moraines, kames,
eskers, and terraces haver readily identified
forms. In desert areas, characteristic dune
shapes indicate areas covered by sands, sub-
ject to movement by wind. In areas underlain
by flat-lying,ssiluble limestone, the airphoto
typically shows sinkholes.

1.1w

(3) Slope. Prevailing ground sloped
generally represent the texture of the soil.
Steep slopes are characteristic of granular
materials, 'while relatively flat and smoothly
rounded slopes4 may indicate more plastic
soils. --

(4) Drahiage patterns. A very sim-
ple drainage pattern is frequently indicative
of pervious soils. A highly integrated (elab-
orate) drainage pattern is frequently indica-
tive of impervious soils, which in turn are
plastic and lose strengthwhen wet. Drainage
patterns also reflect underlying rock struc-
ture. For example, alternately hard and soft
layers of rock cause major streams to flow
in valleys cut in,the softer rock.

(5)' Erosional patterns. Considerable
information may. be gained from the careful
study of gullies. The cross section or shape

j of a gully is con trolled primarily by the

cohesiveness Of the soil. Each atruPt change
in grade, direction, oncross section indicates
a change in the soil prOfile or rock layers.
Short, V-shaped gullies with steep gradients
are typical of cohesionless soils; U-shaped
gullies with steep gradients indicate, deep,
uniform silt deposits such as loess. C 'hesive
soils generally develop round saucers
gullies.

(6) Soil color. The col if the \soil
is shown on the photograph had of
gray, ranging fro4ftwhite to blac t
colors Or tones generally indic pus,'
well-drained song. Large flat a sand
are frequently marked by uniform ligh gray
color tones, a very flat appearance, d no
natural surface drainage. days and o ganic
soils frequently appear as dark gray to black
areas. In general, sharp changes in th= color
tone represent changes in soil texture. ese
interpretations should be used with c

(7) Vegetation. Vegetation ay re-
flect surface soil types, although i signi-
ficance frequently is difficult to nterpret
because of the effects of climat: and other
factors. To interpreters t ocal experi-
ence, both cultivated and n taral vegetation
cover may be reliable indicat rs of soil type.

(8) Land use., Ready i entification of
soils is frequently facilitated y observing
agricultural land use. For exam le, orchards
require well-drained soils, and e presence
of an orchard on level ground ould imply
a sandy soil. Wheat is frequentl grown on
loess-type soils. Rice usually i found in
poorly draining soils underlain by =Pervious
soils, such as clay. Tea grows in well drain-

ring soils.

2-3. FIELD IDENTIFICATION

a. Principles. The field investigation
consists of the sampling operation'in the field.
The extent and methods used will depend
upon the time available. The three principal
methods of samplitg available to the military
engineer are the taking of samples from the
surface, from excavations already in exist-
ence, and from test pits or test holes. In the
hasty survey, the number of test pits and

2--4
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test holes are kept-to a minimum by Aisingbe-performed-on the
existing excavations for sampling operations. the pit.
In, the deliberate survey, where a more thor-
ough Sampling operation is conducted, test
holes are used extensively and are augmented
by test pits, governed by the judgment of the
engineer.

b. Sampling methods.

(1) Test pits. A test pit is an open
excavation which is large' enoughlor a man
to enter and study the soil in its undisturbed
condition. This method provides the most
satisfactory results for observing the natural
condition of the soil and collecting undis-
turbed samples. The test 'pit usul.11Y is dug
by hand but power excavation by 'firagline,
clamshell, bulldozer, backhoe, or a power-
driven earth auger can expedite the digging
if the equipment is available. Excavations
below the ground water table require the use
of pneumatic caissons or the lowering of
the water table. Load bearing tests can also

TABLE 2-1. Methods

3
soil in the bottom of

(2)1 Test holes. Test hole exploration
includes the ,several methods described be-
low. The use of the hand auger is the most
common method of digging test holes. It is
best suited to cohesive soils but can. be used
on cohesionless soils above the water table;
provided the diameter of the individual
-aggregate particles is smaller than the bit
clearance .of the 'auger. The auger. borings
are principally -used for work at shallow
depths. By adding pipe extensions, the ,earth
auger may be used to a depth of. about 30
feet in relatively soft soils. The sample is
completely- disturbed but is satisfactory for
deter.mining the soil profile, classification,
moisture:Iscontent, compaction capabilities,
and similar properties of the soil. Table 2-1
shows methods of underground exploration
and sampling in, a condensed table.. 4

of Underground Exploraion and Sampling

Camases IMMO
of method Materials in which used Method of\ advancing

the hole
, 0

Method %f sampling Value for foundatioa
Plifnesti '

Auger boring
, . ,

Cohesive soils and -,.t.

Augers rotated until Saoples recovered o
Satisfactoryfor high-

cohesionless soils tilled with soil and from material way exploration at
above ground water then removed to brought up on au- shallow depths.
elevation. surface. gers.

'4
Well drilling All soils rock, and

baulders.
Churndrilling with

power machine.
Bailed sample of,

churned material or
clay socket.

Clay socket samples
are dry samples.
Bailed samples are

"
Valueless, 4

Rotary drilling All soils rock, and Rotating bits operat- Sampler recovered Samples are of no
bouklers; ing in a heavy cir- from circulating value.

4 culating liquid. liquid. .
...Test pits All soils. Lowering of Hand digging or Samples taken by Materials can be in-

ground water may power excavation. hand from .original spEceed in natural
be necessary. posikion in ground.. condition and place.

.1 - ..,

c. Planning the soil survey.

(1) Principles. The location of auger
holes or test pits will depend upon the par-
ticular situation. In any case, the method
described locates the minimum amount of
{roles. The completeness of the exploration
will depend upon the time available. A pro-
cedure -for road, airfield, and horroir area
investigation will be described.

(2) Subgrade.

(a) Since soil tests should be made .

on samples representing the majOr soil types
in the area, the first step in subgrade ex-
ploration is to develop, a general picture of
the subgrade conditions to iisist in deter:,
mining the representative soils. Field'recon-.
naissance should be m e to study landforms
and soil conditions in ditches and cuts. Tech-
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niques haie been developed Whereby aerial
piTtographs can be used for delineating areas
of similar soil conditions. Full'use should also
be made of existing data in agricultural soil
maps for learning subsurface conditions:

(b) The second step in determining
subgrade conditions in the area to be used
for runway, taxiway, and apron cons ction
usually coists-okRreliniinary borin spaced
at strategic points. Arbitrary spa ing of

give a Ppicture and is not recommended.
these it regular intervals does fiot

e
.Intgigent use of the progedure described
above, espeEially the, technique of identifying
soil boundaries from aerial photographs, will
permit strategic. spacing of the preliminary
borings to obtain the maximum possible in-
formation With the least number of borings:
In theater of operations cut areas, all holes
ishould extend 4 feet below final subgrade
elevation, if possible. In theater of operations

t , fill areas, they should extend 4 feet below the
natural ground elevation. The boring require-
Inlets stated above usually Will result in the
borings p erre tr a ti n g bey on the depth of
maximum frost pens on (oi thaw in per-
mafrost areas): Whe the above require-
ments do not achieve result, the borings
must extend to the d th of maximum frost
(or thaw in 'perrnafro areas).

(c) Soil samples should be obtained
for' classification purposes In these
nary borings. After these samples are classi-
fied, soil profiles. should be developed, and
representa e- soils should be selected for
detailed tin g. Test pits, or large-diameter
borin should then be made to obtain the
sampl s needed for testing, or to permit in-
place, tests to be made. ,The types and
number of samples required will depend on
the charaCteristics of the subgrade soils. Sub-

n
soil investigations in the areas of proposed
pavement must include measurements of the
in-place water content, density, and strength.
These are. used to determine the depth to
which compaction must extend and to ascer-
tain the presenCe of any soft layers in the
subsoil.

(3) Borrow areas. Where material is
to be borrowed from adjacent areas, borings

should be made i n these areas and carried
2 to 4 feet below the anticipated depth of
borrow. Samples from the borings should
also be classified and tested for water content,
density, and strength.

(4) Select material and subbase.
Areas within the airfield site and within a
re onable haul from the site should berefi
pl for possible sources of select material
an subbase. Exploration procedures are
sim ar to those described for subgrades since
the lect material and suhbase generally are
natu materials (unprocessed). Test pits
or la auger borings put down with power
auger are needed in gravelly materials,

5) Base and pavement aggregates.
ese materials are generally crushed

sand proCessed materials, a survey should be
Imade of tisting producers plus possible other

-1 sources i the general area. Significant sav-
ings have been made by developing possible
quarry sites near the airlield' location.
is . particularly important in remote areas
where no commercial producer* are operating
and in areas Where cownerciarproduction is
limited in quantity.

Since

d. ' Locating, numbering, and recording
samples. The engineer in 'charge of the kill
survey is responsible for properly surveying,
numbering, and recording each auger boring,
test pit, or other exploration investigation.'
A log is kept of each test hole which shows
the elevation (or deptlr below ,the surface)
of the top and bottom of each soil layer, the
field- identification of each soil. -encountered,
and the number and .type of each sample
taken. Other information which should be
included in the log is that relating to density
of each soil, changes in moisture content,
depth to ground water, and depth to rock.
A. typical boring log is shown as figure 2-1.

2-4. THE SOIL PROFILE

a. Development. A detailed field log is
kept of each auger boring or test pit made
during the soil survey. When the survey has
been completed, the information contained
in the separate logs is consolidated. In addi-
tion tfi the classification and deptil, of soil
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Airfield Jamock TYPE EXPLORATION Hasty DATE March 6 6SITE

NO...-1-= LOCATION Stiktion 0 00 GROUND ELEV. DEL._BORING

Of EXPLORATION Determine Soil Profile 'along the Centerline of RunwayPURPOSE

1DEPTH".
SURFACE

r =2 '
ELEV

.

SAMPLE

NO, TIF.E,
& DITCH

utA.MIC
.o.

DROOP

*Them.

...,

DESCRIPTION. TESTOATA,
etlemes .

il .

,
235'

No. 1
at 1/2'/2'

7
/

.
Dark brown and very plastic. Typical
top soil of the area.

233'

No.
at 2 1/21 .a a sm'

,

Soil with low cohesion, some Sand withA
large oercentage of silt%

...... 3f
,.

231'

..

50_

)

. .
Coarse sandy soil with a plastic binder
material. Light red color.-5ft

7ft
'229'

'No. 3

at 7'
CH

,
Brown sticky clay, very high plastic
qualities. Ribboned out to 14 1/2" with
little trouble. Rolled into a thread very
readily.

-

Bottom of hole

*

-....,_ -..-

....

%.

}

......_

..-

'
4

..

.

ffl j , .
A

........-

4 ' ai
DEPTH .TO WATER TABLE

(

3 ft

SUBMITTED BY

r

Figure 2 -i. Typical boring log.
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..,\.
layers encountered in each log, it is d
to show the natural water contents o fine-
grained soils along the side of eachlog when
possible. Also,the elevation of the ground
water table should be noted. The - elevation
is determined during.the soil survey by obser-
ving the level at which free water stands in
the test holes. To g an accurate determina-
tion, holes shOuld be covered and inspected

c

24 hours after being dug, in order to allow
the 'water to reach its maximum level. The
soil profile (fig 2-2) is a graphical repreien-
tation of a vertical cross section of the, soil
layers from the surface of the earth down-
ward. It shows the 'location Of test holes,
profile of the natural groimd to scale, location
of any ledge rock encountered, field identifica-
tion of each soil type, thilkness of each soil
stratum; and profile of the water table.'
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.ilgure 2-2. Typical soil profile.

b. Uses of the so6" profile. The soil
profile has many practical uses in' the loca-
tion, ,design, and construction of roads, air-
fields, and structures. Ihas a great influence
in the location of the grade line, which should
be placed so that full advantage is taked of
the best soils which are available at the site.

. The profile will show whether soils to be
excavated are suitable for use in embank-

. - ments, or if borrow soils will be required. It
May show the existence of undesirable condi-
tions, such as peat or organic matter or bed-

4 .0

rock close to the surface, which will require
shecial construction measures. It will aid in
the planning of drainage facilities so that
advantage may be taken of the presence of

. well-draining soils: It may indicate that
Special drainage installations will be needed
with soils. which are' more difficult to drain,
particularly in areas where the water table
is high. Considerations relative to capillary
and frost action may be particularly impor-
tame when frost- susceptible soils-a owre

on the profile.
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3-5. RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE FOR SOIL
SURVEYS

The eollowing guide and step-by step pro-
cedures will help the military engineer when
conducting soil surveys:

a. Objectives ,of soil exploration.
k

11) Soil types and securing of min._

....kkanditioofi -soil in-place, density,
and moisture content.

pies.

(3) Drainage characteristics. ,

(4) Di -h to grorl water and bed-
rock.

15) Development of a soil profile for
the area.

b. Sources of information.

(1) Published information.

- , (a) Geological and typographic re-
ports and maps.

(b) Agricultural soil .bulletins and
maps require careful interpretation and
knowledge of local terms.

(c) Aerial photographs used to
predict subsurface conditions.
P#' (d) Previous explorations for near;
by construction projects.

(2) Field information.

"")
(a) General observation of road

cuts, streambanks, eroded slopes, earth cel-
lars, mine shafts, existing. pits and quarries,
etc.

b) Test holes made with hand
auger or power auger it necessary and avail-
able.

." (c) Test pits, neeess ny where hand
samples areauger cannot peneteate, or

required.

(d). Local inhabitan =preferably
-trainiid observers such as contractors, engi
neers; quarrymen, etc.

1 1-
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c. Planning of general layout.

(1) Primary objective. The primaq
objective is to determine the extent Of the
various soil types, verti y and laterally,
within the zone where ea thwork may occur.

(2) Airfield exploration. Place borings
at high and low spots, wherever a soil change
is expected, and in transitions from '.cut to
fill, There is no maximum or minimum spac-
ing requirement between holes; however, the
number of holeg must be sufficient to egive
a complete and continuous picture, of the soil.
layers throughout the area of interest. As
a general rule, the number of exploration bor-
ings required on a fiat terrain with uniform
soil condition will be less than in a terrain
where the soil c°nditions change rather fre-

\...
.quently. Exploration borings generally should
be conducted at Ord point of interest, and
located in a manner to get themaXimum value
from- each boring. This may 'require ex-
ploration borings in the centerline as well as
edges of runways or roads, but no specific
pattern should be employed except perhaps
a staggered or offset pattern: to permit the
greatest coverage. If is generally accepted
policy to conduct. the exploration borings at
the edges of existing pavements, unless theie
pavements have failed completely, in which
case the reason for the failure should be
found. Large cuts and fills are the most
important areas Tor detailed exploration.

(3) Cut and fill sections. Cut section
4 feet below subgraAe, if possible. Fill sec-

tion 4 feet below original ground level, if,.
possible. Effort should be made to locate
the ground water table.

d. Procedures in sampling.

(1) Exploration holes or pits must be
carefully logged.

(2) Samples must le accurately lo-
cited and numbered.

. (3) The elevation and exact location
of each hole should be determined and tied

in to the site., layout. ,

9
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e. Pre/must/on of soil profile.

(1) Shows boundaries of soil strata,
location and depth of test holes and samples,
elevation of Et ilrock, and water table. Lab?

24, TECHNICAL SOILS REPORT

ofato4tesf results should be included when
available:,

(2) Used to locate grade line, for ex-
cavation and grading plan, and for drainage,
plan.

The organization and presentation of the soils report is very important. It must be well
organized and be presented in a logical and concise format with emphasis on the technical('
conclusions. The following optline should help to organize a technical soils report success-
fully: . .

'N, ss

1. PROJECT

1-01 General Description of Project

1-02 Extept and Authority for Proposed Construction
1-63 Purpose and Scope of Report

2. DESCRIPTION OF SITE

2--0 Description of Location and Existing Facilities
2-02 ToliOgraphi,, Cultivation, and Drainage

3. GEOLOGY

3-01 DescripiOn. of Subsurface Materials' At and 'Near Site

3-02 Description of Overburden and Bedrock
4

4, AGGREG4TES
4--01 Field ExploratiOr
4-02 Field Tests.

Laboratory Tests
4-04 Results of Field and Laboiatory Investigations

or
5. FOUNDATION CONDITIONS

5-01 Field ExploAtions
52-02 Field Tests
5-03 Laboratory Tests
5-04 Results of Field' and Laboratory Investigations

6. FILLS AND BORROW MATERIALS

6-01 Field Explorations
6--02 Field' Tests
6--03 Laboratory Tests
6-04 Results of Field and Laboratory Inveitigations

2 -10 -
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7., CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7-01 Site Selection
7:-02 Economical Design..

7-03 Minimums Specifications

a

ANNEXES

A. General Plan Drawings D. Cross-Sections

B. Location Plan Drawings (wasting sfit proposed
features)

E:

P'\

Boring Logs

Laboratory Testing Data '

C. Profiles G.. Field Testing. Data

Notes.
V

10 Vit

1. It cab be seen from an inspection of the outline that not every subject will apply to
every report and that some of the items must be repeated several times in the same report..
For example, items p, 6, and 7 would have to be repeated for each runway in an aifeld and
item 4-03 might beomitted for expedient situations.

2. requently, portions of 4.he inforMation shown in the outline will be at dif-
ferent e intervals. For this reason, a preliminary report and several supplementary re-
ports may actually be,. made before the project is completed. However; if all of the informa-
tion provided follows the same basic -outline, filing the daa and assembling the final report
will be greatly- say:palled.

3. The type of survey conducted will determine thwlengths acid detail of the report.
In the hasty survey, most of the' items can be covered in one or .two sentences and almost
all of the annexes can be omitted. When 0, deliberate survey is made, it may be necessary to
make a detailed soil profile, and detailed plan, drawings might be required.. .

UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

a. Development. Soils seldom exist in
nature separately as -sant, gravel, or any
other single component, but usually are found
as mixtures with varying proportions of
particles of different sizes. Each component
contributes its characteristics to the mixture.
The Unified Soil Classification System is,based
on those characteristics of the soil which
indicate ho* it will behave as a construction
material.

b. Major soil categories..In the Unified
Soil Classification System, all soilsare divided
into three major categories: coarse- grained
soils, fine-grained soils, and organic soils.
Coarse-grained and fine-grained soils are dif-
ferentiated by. grain size. Organic soils are
identified by the presence of large amounts
of orgerpic material,

c. Letter symbols. The Unified Soil
Classification System further divides soils
which have been classified into the major soil
categories by using arbitrary letter symbols
consisting of two letters. For example, the
letters for sand, sift, and clay are S, M, and tr,
respectiVely, and the symbol for a soil which
meets the criteria for a clayey sand would be
designated SC. In the case of borderlinesoils
which possess chap.cteristics of two. groups
and cannot be classified by a single symbol it
may be necessary to use four letters such as
SM-SC which would describe a sand which'
'contains aPpreeiable amount:II:of fines on the
borderline classification for and clay.
After the physical charieeteristics of a soil
have been determined by use of the appro-
priate tests ancl calculations, these char-

1,acteristics are used to classify the soil. The
criteria for identification are presented in de-
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tail in the following paragraphs and in charts
I and III, which have been specially-developed
to facilitate soil classification, and are bound
in the back of this booklet.

Master Charts for Unified§oll Clsssi-
System. Charts I tnd III are master

charts whien,ptesent infOrmation on the Uni-
fied Soil Classification System, and procedures
which are to be followed in ide;tifying and
classifying soils under this system. Principal
categories Which are shown in the chsart in-
chide soil groups, group syinbols,and typical-
soil names; laboratory classificatiOiiA,criteria;
field identifie4tion procedur'es; and informa-
tion required for des-eribing soils. These
charts are valuable aids in soil classification
problems. They provide a simple, systematic
means of soil classification.

2-S. COARSE-GRAINED SOILS

a. Definition. Coarse- grained soils are
defined as these in, which at least half the
Material by weight is larger than (retained
on) a No. 200 sieve. They are divided into
two majqr divisions: gravels and sands..-A.
coarse-grained soil is classed as a, gravel if
more than half the Coarse fraction by.weight
is retained on a No. 4 sieve. It is a sand if
more than half the coarse fraction is smaller

, .than a N. 4 sieve. The syMbol G is used W
denote a tiavel and the symbol S to denot$ a
sand.. In general practice, there is no clearcutt
boundary between gravelly and sandy soils;
as far as behavior is concerned, the exact
point of division is 'relatively unimportant.
Where a mixture occurs, the primary name is
the predominant fraction and-the minor frac.'
tion is used as an adjective. For example, a
sandy gravel would be mixture containing
more gravel than .sancrby weight. For the
purpose of systematizing our discussion, it is
desirable to further divide coarse- grained
soils into three ,groups on the basis of the
amount of fines (materials .passing -a No.
200 sieve) which they contain.

-.-
Note. If fines interfere with free drainage

-properties, as may occur with plastic
lines, use double symbol (i.e., OW-GC,,
etc.) meaning that such soils will be
classed with soils having from 5 to 12
percent fines.

a

s,
b..:Coarse-grained' soil? with less than

the 5 percent passing_ No. 200. sieve.

(1) -Principles. These soils may fall
into the groups GW, GP, SW, or SP, as

ows, where the shape Of the grain-size
dis ution curve deterinines the second
lettert.. f the symbol.- However, as denoted
above, if the fines do interfere with 'the free
drainage properties a dual or double symbol
grill be used.

. ,

(2) e6W and SW groups. In the GW
. groups are well-graded gravels and gravel-

sand mixtures which contain little or no 'non-
plistic fines. The presence of the fines must

' not noticeably change the strength char-
acteristics of the.coarse-grained fraction, and
must not interfere with its free - draining char-
acteristics.. The SW* groups contain well-
graded sands and gravelly sands with little
or no nonplastic fines.

.

.

(31 GPand SP oups. The GP group
Includes -poorly graded gravels and gravel-
sand mixtures Containing little or no non-
plastic -Ales. In the SP group are contained
poorly Olideesandb and-gravelly sands with .
little or no nonpliatiC fines. These soils will_
not meet the gradation_requirements tab-
lished for the GW and SW groups...

c. Coarse-grained- soils.containin
than 12 percent passinf No. 200 sieve.

more

(1) Principles. These soils may fall
into the groups designated'GM, , SM, and

, SC. The use of the symbols M and based
upon the plasticity characteristics of e Ma-
terial passing the No. 40 sieve. The liquid
limit and plasticity.index are used in specify-
ing the laboratory criteria for these group/. ,

Reference, slsO islnade to the plasticity chart
shown inpart I which is baied upon estab:4""..
Hailed relatiblishifts between the liquid- limit

*and pliatiCity index for many different -fine-
grained soils. The symbol M is used to in-
dicate, that. the material passing thAtNo. 40
sieve is silty in.charactei. M usually desig-
nates a fine-grained soil of little dre:no plas-
ticity. The symbol C 3 used to indicate that
the binder- soil is predominantly layey,, in
character. -

12
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(2) GM and SM groups. Typical of
the soils included in the GM group are silty
gravels and gravel-sand-silt mixtures. Simi-
larly, in the SM group are contained silty
sands' and sand-silt mixtures. For both of
these groups, the Atterberg limits must plot
below the A-line of the plasticity chart (chart
I) or the plastiCity index must be less than 4.

(3) GC and SC groups. The GC group
includes clayey gravels and gravel-sand-clay
mixtures. Similarly, SC includes clayey sands
and,sand-clay mixtures. For both of these
groups, the Atterberg limits must plot aboye
the A4ine with a plasticity index of, more
than 7.

d. Borderline soils. Coarse-grained soils
which contain Between 5 and 12 percent of
material passing the No. 200 sieve are classed
as borderline and are given a dua,1 symbol

'a (for example GW-GM). Similarly, coarse-
grained soils which contain more than 12 per-
cent of material passing the No. 200 sieve,
and for which the limits plot in the shaded
portion of the plasticity chart (chart I), are
classed as borderline and require dual symbols
(for example, 41-SC). It is possible, in rare
initances, for a soil to fall into more than one
borderline zone and, if appropriate symbols
were used for eacli pos4ible classification, the
result would be a multiple designation con-
sisting of three or more symbols. This ap-
proach is unnecessarily complicated. It is
considered best to use only a double symbol
in these cases, selecting the two that are
believed to be most representative of the
probable behavior of the soil. In cases of
doubt, the symbols representing the poorer
of the possible groupings should used. For
example, a well-graded sandy soil with 8
percent passing the No. 200 sieve,, with LL
28 and a PI of 9, would be designated as
SW-SC. If the Atterberg limits of this soil
were such as to plot in the shaded portion of
the plasticity chart (for 'example, LL 20 and
PI 5) , the soil would be designated either
SW-SC oroSViSM, depending on the judg-
ment of the engineer, from the standpoint
of the climatic region he is in.

2.9. FINE-GRAINED SOILS

a. Definitioa. Fine- grained soils are

JJ

those in which more than half the ma:terial
is smaller than (passes) a No. 200' sieve.

4
b. Groupings.

s (1) Pkinciples. The fine-grain soils
are not classified on the basis of gr size
distribution, but according to plasti ty and
compressibility. Laboratory classification
criteria are based on the frelabonship between
the liquid limit and plasticity ,index which is
designated as the plasticity chart in chart L
This chart was established by the determina-
tion of limits for many soils, together with
an analysis 5 of the effect of limits upon physi-
cal charatteristics. Examination of the chart
will show that there are two major groupings
of fine-grained soils. These are the L groups,
which have liquid limits less than 50, and
the H groups, which have liquid limits 'equal
to and greater than 50. The symbols L and H
have general meanings of low and high com-
pressibility, - respectively. Fine-grained soils
are further divided with relation to their
position above or below the A-line of the
plasticity ch

(2) ML and MH groups. Typical soils
of the ML and MH groups are inorganic silts;
those of low-compressibility in the Mja group,
others in the MH. All of these soils plot below

_,the A-line. In the ML group-are included very
fine sands, rock flours, and silty or clayey fine
sands or clayey silts with slight plasticity.
Loess-type soils usually fall into this group.
Micaceous and diatomaceous 'soils generally
fall into the MH group, but may extend into
the ML group when their liquid limits are
less than 50. The same statement Is true
of certain types of kaolin clays which have
low plasticity. Plastic silts will fall into the
MH group.

(3) CL and CH groups. these
groups, the symbol C stands for clay, with
L and H denoting low or high liquid limits.
These soils plotabove the A-line and are
principally inorganic clays. In the CL group
are included gravelly clays, sandy clays, silty
clays, and lean. clays. In the CH group are
inorganic clays_olly, including
fat clays, the gumbo clays of the southern
United States, volcanic clays, and bentonite.
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The glacial clays of the northern United
States cover a wide band in the CL and CH
groups.

(4) OL and OH groups. The soils in
these two groups are characterized, by the
pfesence of organic matter, hence the symbol,
0. All of these soils plot below' theA-line.
Organic silts and organic silt-clays of low
plasticity fall into the OL group, while organic
clays of high plasticity plot in the OH zone
of the, 4plasticity chart. Many of the organic
silts, silt-clays, and clays deposited by the
rivers along the lower reaches of the Atlantic

__seaboard have liquid limits above 40, and
plot below the A-line. Peaty soils may have
liquid limits of several hundred percent, and
will plot well below the A-line due to their
high percentage of decomposed vegetational
matter. A liquid limit test, however, is not
a true indicator where a considerable portion
consists of other than soil matter.

(5) Borderline soils. Fine-grained soils
which have limits which plot in the shaded
portion of the plasticity chart are borderline
cases, and are given dual symbols (for ex-
ample CL-ML). Several soil types, exhibiting
low plasticity, plot in this general region on
the chart, where no definite boundary between
silty and clayey *soils exists.

2-10. HIGHLY ORGANIC SOILS

A special classification (Pt) is reserved for
the highly organic soils, such as peat, which
have so many undesirable characteristics
from the standpoint of their behavior as
foundations and their use as construction
materials. No laboratory criteria are estab-
lished for these soils, as they, generally can
be readily identified in the field by their
distinctive color and odor, spongy feel, and
frequently fibrous texture. Particles, of
leaves, grasai2branches, or other fibrous veg-
etable matter are common components of
these soils.

2.11. FIELLIADENTIFICATION OF SOILS

a. tntroduction. Lack of time and faci-
lities often,make- laboratory boil testing im-
possible in military construction. Even where
laboratory tests are to follow, field identifica-

tion tests must be made during ,the soil
exploration to distinguish between the differ-
ent soil types encountered so that duplication
of samples for laboratory testing will be
held to a minimum. Several simple tests that
may be used in field identification are des-
cribed in this lesson. Each test may be
performed with a minimum of time and
equipment, although seldom will all of them
be required to identify any given sample.
The number of tests employed will depend
on the type of soil, and on the experience of
the individual performing them. Using these
tests, the soil properties can be estimated
and the , materials can be classified. Such
classification should be recognized as an ap-
proximation, since even experienced personnel
have difficulty estimating detailed soil proper-

. ties with a high degree of accuracy. The
material which follows is intended as an aid
in the identification and classification of soils
according to the Unified Soil Classification
System.

b. General procedure.

(1) Coarse-grained soils. An approxi-
mate identification of a coarse-grained soil
can be made by spreading a dry sample on a
flat surface and examining it, paying particu-
lar attention to grain size, gradation, grain
shape, and hardness of particles. All lumps
in the sarrTle must be thoroughly pulverized
to expose individual grains and obtain
a uniform ute when water is added to the
fine-grained ppition. The use of a rubber-
faced or wooden pestle and a mixing bowl
is recommended for this purpose. The ma-
terial also may be' pulverized by placing a
portion of the sample on a firm, smooth
surface and mashing it with the feet. The
use of an ircin pestle for pulverizing will break -
Up the mineral grains and change the char-
acter of the soil.

(2) Fine-grained soils. Test for iden-
tification of the fine-grained portion of any
soil are performed on the portion of the
material which passes a No. '40 sieve. This
is the same soil fraction used in the laboratory
for Atterberg limits, tests, such as plasticity.
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emcee -or- scales -are
used in weighing samples.

d.: Factors considered in identification
of soils.

(1) Principles. The- soil properties
which form the basis for the Unified Soil
Classification System re: the percentages of
gravel, sand, and fines; shape of thrgrain-
size distribution curve; and plasticity. These
same properties are, therefore, the primary
ones to be considered in field identification,
but other 'characteristics observed should be
included in describing the soil, whether the
identification is made by field or laboratory

'methods.

If this sieve is not able;a-rough-separ
tion may be made by spreading the material
on a at surface and removing the gravel
and larger sand par tides. Fine-grained soils
are examined primarily for characteristics
related to plasticity.

c. Equipment required.

(1) Principles. Practically all the tests
to be described may be performed with no
equipment or accessories other than a small
amount of water. However, the accuracy and
uniformity of results will be greatly increased
by the proper use of certain in items of equip-
ment. The following listed items of equipniffit,
will meet most requirements, are available.:
in nearly -all engineer units or may be im-
provised, and are easily transported.

(2) Sieves. A No. 40 U. S. standard
sieve is perhaps the most useful item of equip-
ment. Any screen with about 40 openings
per lineal inch muld be used, or an approxi-
mate separation maybe made by sorting the

,materials by hand. No. 4 and No. 200 sieves
are useful for separating gravel, sand, and
fines.

(3) Pioneer. tools. A pick and shovel
dr a set of entrenching tools is used in ob-.
taining samples, A hand.eartILauge
if samples are desired from depths than
a feCv t below thirsurface.

(4) S r. The spoon issued as part
of mess equipment serves in mixing materials
with waterto desired consistency. It alio will
aid in obtaining samples.

(5) Knife. A combat knife, or engi-
neer pocket knife, is useful in obtaining sam-
ples and `trimming them to the desired size.

z

(6)' Mixing bowl. A small Vow' with
a rubber faced pestle is- used in pulverizing
the fine-grained portion of the soil. Both-mty
be improvised, such as by using canteen cup
and wood pestle. .

(7) Paper. Several sheets of heavy
paper are needed for rolling samples.

(8) Heating samples. \A pan and heat-
ing element are used for- g samples. .

(2) Soil description. Properties nor-
mally included in a description of a soil are
as follows:

Color.

Grain size.,

Estimated maximum grain size.

Estimated percent by weight of
fines (material passing No. 200
sieve).

Gradation.

Grain shape.

Plasticity.

Predominant soil type.

Secondary components of soil.

Classification symbol.

Other remarks such as
Organic, chemical, or metallic

content.

Compactness.

Consistency.

Cohesiveness near plastic limit.
Dry strength.
Source residualtvor transported

(aeolian, waterborne, glacial,
deposit, etc.).

(3) Examples of soil description. An
example of a soil description using the se-
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quence and considering the properties re-
ferred to in (2) abov% might betas follows:

Dark brown to white. '
grained soil, maximum par-

- ticle sizeCr+rsithes, estimated 60% gravel,
36% sand, and, 4%. passing No. 200 sieve.

Poorly graded (insufficient fine gra-
vel, gap-graded).

Gravel particles subrounded to
rounded.

Nonplastic.

Predominantly gravel.

Considerable sand and small amount**,
of nonplastic fines (silt). ,e

GP.

Slightly calcareous, no dry strength;
dense in the undisturbed state.

(4) Importance of description. A com-
plete description with the proper classificatiOn
symbol obviously conveys much more to the
reader than the symbol or anrother isolated,
portion of the description used alone.

2-12. VISUAL EXAMINATION
sr.

a. Principles.- By visual examination, it
is possible to determine the color, grain size,
and grain shape of the coarse-grained portion
of a soil, and estimate theArain size distribu-

--tion. To observe these properties, a sample
-of-the material is first dried and then spread
on a flit surface,

b. Color.°' In field soil surveys, color is
often helpful in distinguishing between var-
ious -soil strata, and with sufficient prelimi;
nary experience with local soils, color also
may be useful for identifying soil types. Since
the color of a soil often varies with its mois-
.ture content,. the condition of the soil when
color is determined must always' be recorded.
There is generally more contrast in these
colors when the soil is in a moist condition,
wttli_alLthe colors .hecomittg _lighter as-the

. moisture-contents are reducM In fine-graded
soils, certain dark or drib shades of gray
or brown, including..almostAilack colors, are
indicative of organicogollOidal matter ,(0L,
OH). In contrast, dean 'and bright looking

416,

colors, including medium and light gray, olive
green, brown, red, yellow, and white generally'

,are associated with inorganic soils. Soil cblor
also may indicate the presence of certain
chemicals. Red, yellow, anti yellowish brown
soil colors may be a result of the presence
of iron oxides. White to pinkish colors may
indicate presence of considerab e silica, cal-
cium carbonate, or aluminum ompounds in
some cases. Grayish blue, and gray and yel-.
low mottled colors, frequentl indicate poor
drainage.

c. Grain size. The um particle
size should always be es ated for each
sample 'considered, thereb establishing the
upper limit of the grain size distribution curve
for that sample. To aid in determining some-
thing about the lower limit of the grain' size
distribution, it is useful to know that the
naked eye can normally distinguish the in-
dividual grains of soil down to about 0.07
millimeter. This means that all of the par-
ticles in the gravel and sand ranges are
visible to the naked° eye. All of the silt
particles and all of the clay particles are
smaller than this size and are therefote in-
visible to the naked eye. Material smaller
than 0.07 millimeter will pass the No. 200
sieye.

d. Approximate grain size distribution.

(1) Principles. The laboratory me-
chanical analysis must ,be performed when-
ever the grain size distribution of a soil sample
must be deterinined accurately. However, an
approximation of the grain size distribution
can be made by visual pection. The best
method of observing a terial for such a
determination withou sing laboratory
equipment is to spre a portion of the dry
sample on a fiat s ace; then, using the
hands or a piece of paper, attempt to separate
the material intuits various grain size com-
ponents. By, this method, the gravel particles
and.some-Ct-the sand particles can be sepa-
rated from the remainder. This will at least
give the observer an opportunity to estimate
whether the total sample is to be- considered
coarse-grained or fine-grain depending on
whether or not, more than tO percent of the
material would pass the No. 200 sieve. Pe;
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centage values refer to the dry weight of the
soil fractions indicated as compared to the
dry weight of the original sample. ,

(2) Coarse-grained soil. If the ma-
terial is believed to be coarse - grained; then
there are two other criteria to consider: first
there is less thin 5 percent passing the No.
200 sieve; and, second, the fines are non-
plastic. If both theseacriteria can be satisfied
and there appears to be a good representation
of all grain sizes from largest to smallest,
without,. sn excessive amount or a deficiency
of any one size, the material may be said to be
well graded (GW or SW). If any intermediate
sizes appear to be missing, or if there is too
much of any one, size, then the Material is
poorly graded (GP or SP). In some cases,
it may be possible to take a few of the
standard sieves into the field. When such is
the case, the No. 4, No. 40, and No. 200 sieves
should be included." Using the No. 4 and No.
200 sieves, the sample may be separated into
the three man fractions .gravel, sand, and
fines. However, if there is a considerable
quantity of fines, particularly clay particles,
the fines can o y be readily separaied by
washing them ough the No. 200 sieve. In
such cases, a de rminaidon of the percentage
of fines is mad by comparing the dry weight
of the original sample with that retained on
the No. 200 sieve after washing. The differ-
ence between these two is the weight of the
fines lost in the wAshinglpocess. For de-
termination of plasticity, only hat portion of
the soil which will pass through a No. 40
sieve should be used.

(3) Fine-trained soil. Estimating the
grain size distribution of a sample using no
equipment at all is probably the most difficult
part of field identification and obviously places,
great importance on the experience of the
individual making the estimate. A better app
proximation of the relative proportions of
the components of the finer soil fraction may
sometimes be obtained by shaking. a portion
of this sample into a jar of water and then
allowing the material to settle to lie bottom.
The. Inaterial will settle layers; the gravel
and coarse sand faartiiVs settling out almost
immediately, the fine sand particles within
a minute, the silt particles requiring as much

re j
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as an hour, and the clay particles remaining
in suspension indefinitely, or until" the water
is clear. In using this method, it should be
kept- in mind that the gravel and sand will
settle into a much more dense/formation than
will either the silt or clay. ,

e. Grain shape. The s ape\ of the
sand and gravel particles c be determined .

by close examination of he dividual gkains.
The grain shape affect the stability of\ the
soil because of the increased resistance \to
clisplacethent that is found in the more irregu-
lar particles. A material' whose grains are
rounded has only the friction between . the
surfaces °file particles to help hold them
in place. An 'angular material has this' same
friction, which is increased by the roughneis
of the surface and the area of contact. In
action, an interlocking action is developed
between the angular particles which gives a
much greater stability than friction alone.

-

f. Undisturbed soil properties. A com-
plete descriptiqn Of a soil should include
prominent characteristics of the undisturbed
materials. The aggregate properties of sand
and gravel are described qualitatively by the
terms "loose", "medium", and....2,dense", while
thoie of clays are described by "hard", "stiff",
"medium", and "soft". These characteristics
usually are evaluated on the basis of several
factors, includingthe relative ease or difficulty
of advancing the drilling and sampling tools t
and the consistency of the simples. In soils
that are described -as "soft", it should also
be indicated whether the material is loose and
compressible, as in an Zea under cultivation,
or spongy or elastic, as in highly organic soils.
(Moisture conditions will influence these char-
acteristics and should be included in the re-
port.)

2.13. BREA1UNG OR DRY STRENGTH TEST

a. Preparation of sample. The breaking
test is performed-only on the materie..msing
the No. 40 sieve. This test, as well g-the
roll test and the ribbon test, is used to meas.,
ure the cohesive and plastic characteristics
of the soil. The test normally is made on a *
small pat of, soil about a inch thick and
about 11/2 inches in diameter. The pat is
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prepared by molding a portion of the soil in
the wet plastic state into the size and shape
desired and then allowing the pat to dry
completely.. Samples may be tested for dry
strength in -their natural condition as they
are found in the field, but too much reliance
must not be given to such tests because of
the variations that exist in the drying condi-
tions under field circumstances. Such a test
may be used as an approximation, however,
and verified later by a carefully prepared

,sample.

b. Breaking the sample. After the pre-
pared sample is thoroughly dry, attempt to
break 'it using the thumb and forefingers of
both hands. If it. can be broken, try to
powder it by rubbing it with the thumb and
fingers of one hand.

c. Typical reactions.

(1) 'Principles. Typical reactions that
are obtained in this test for various types of
soils are described below.

(2) Very highly plastic soils (CH).
Very high dry strength. Samples cannot be
broken or powdered by use of finger pressure.

(3) Highly plastic soils (CH). High
dry strength. Samples can be broken with
great effo but cannot be powdered.

(4) Medium plastic soils (CL). Me-
, dium dry strength. Samples can be broken

and powdered with some effort.

(5) Slightly plastic soils (ML, MH, or
CL). Low dry. strength. Samples can be
broken quite easily and powdered readily.

(6) Nonplastic soils (ML or MH).
Very little or no dry strength. Samples
crumble and powder on being picked up in
the hands.

d. Precautions. The test described
above is one of the best, for distinguishing
between plastic clays and nonplastic silts or
fine sands. However, ksord of caution_ is
appropriate. Dry pats of highly plastic clays
quite often display shrinkage cracks. To

"I break the sample along such a crack will give
an indication of only a very small part 9t the
true dry strength of the soil. It is imp(ortant
to distinguish between a break along such a

.9-

crack, and a clean, fresh break that indicates
the true dry strengths of the soil.

2-14. ROLL OR THREAD TEST

a. Sample.'The roll or thrtad test is
performed only on the material,-passing-the
No. 40 sieve. The soil sample used in this
test is prepared by adding water until the
moisture content is such that the sample
may be easily remolded without sticking to
the fingers. This is __sometimes referr to
as being just below the "sticky limit". ing
a nonabsorbent surface, such as glass, is
sample is- rolled rather rapidly into a thread
approximately-4 --inch in-diameter.

b. Rolling. If a moist soil -can be rolled
into such a thread at some moisture-content,
it is said to have some plasticity. Materials
which cannot be rolled in this manner are
nonplastic, or have very low plasticity.

c. Typical reactions.

(1) Principles After reaching the
plastic limit, the degree of plasticity may be
as described below.

(2) High plasticity (CH). The soil
may be remolded into a ball and the ball
deformed under extreme pressure by the
fingers without cracking or crumbling.

(3) Medium plasticity (CL). The soil
may be remolded into a ball, but the ball will
crack and easily crumble under pressure of
the fingers.

(4) Low plasticity (CL, ML, or MB).
The soil cannot be lumped together into a
ball without completely breaking up.

(5)'13rganic materials (CM or HO).
Soils containing organic materials or mica
particles will form soft spongy threads or
balls when remolded.

4(6) Nonplastic soils (ML or M11).
These cannot be rolled into a thread at any
moisture content.
. d. Description of cohesiveness.cA From
this test, the cohesiveness' of the material
near the plastic lithit may also be described
as weak, firm, or tough. The higher the
position of asoil on the plasticity chart (chart
I), the stiffer are the threads as they dry
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out and the tougher are the lumps if the soil
is remolded after rolling.
2-15. RIBBON TEST

The ribbon test is performed only on the
material passing the-No-40 sieve. The sample
prepared for use in ths teirilifitild have a
moisture content that is slightly below the
"sticky limit". 41'he "sticky limit" is the
lowest wateri,content at which the soil will
adhere ter a metal tool. Using this material,
form a roll of 'soil about 1/2 to 3/4 of an inch
in diameter and about 3 to 5 inches lorig.
Place the material in the palm of the hand
and, starting with one end, flatten the roll,
forming a ribbon 1/8 to 1/4 inch thick by
squeezing it between the thumb -and fore-
finger. The sample should be handled care-
fully to form the maximum length of ribbon
that can_be supported by the cohesive proper-,
ties of the material. if the soil sample holds
together for a length of 8 to 10 inches withotit
breaking, the material is then considered to
be both highly plastic and highly compressive
CH). If the soil cannot be ribboned, it is

nonplastic (ML or MH). If it.can be ribboned
only with difficulty into short, lengths, the
soil is considered to have low,plasticity (CL).
The roll test and the ribbon test complement'
each other in giving a clearer picture of the
degree of plasticity of soil.

2-16. WET SHAKING TEST

a. Sample preparation.. The wet shak-
ing test is performed only on the material
passing the No. 40 sieve. For this test, enough
material to form a ball of material about -34
inch in diameter is moistened with water
This sample should be just wet enough that'
the soil .will not stick to the fingers upon
remolding or justhelow the "sticky limit".

b. Testing. The sample is then placed
in the palm of the hand and shaken vigorousx
ly. This is usually done by jarring the hand
on the table or some other firm object, o
by jarring it against the other hand.. The
soil is said tb-hive given a reaction to this
test when, on shaking, water comes to the
surface of the sample producing a smooth,
shiny appearance. This appearance is fre-
quently described as "livery". Then, upon

C
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squeezing the sample between the thumb and.
forefinger of the of er, su ace
water will quickly disappear, the surfaceirill
become dull, the material will' become firm,
resisting deformation; and cracks, will occur
as pressure is continued, with the sarnplie;
finally crumbling like a brittle material. The
vibration caused by the shaking, of the soil
sample tends to reorient' the soil grains, de-
crease the voids, and force water, which had
been within these voids, to the surface. Press-A
ing the sample between the fingers tends to
disarrange the soil grains and increase the
voids space, and the water is drawn into the
soil. If the water-content still adequate,
shaking the broken pieces- will cause them to
liquefy again and flow together', and the com- 1-
plete cycle.may be repeated. 'rhiskprocess can
occur .only when the soil grains are bulky in
shape and toncohesive in character.

c. . Typical reactions.

(1) Principles.. Very fine sand& and
silts fall into this category and are readily
identified 'by the wet shaking test. Since it'is
rare that fine sands and silts occurwithout
some amount of clay mixed with them, there
are varying, degrees of reactron to this test.°
Even a small amount of clay will tends to
greatly retard this reaction. Some `of the 1.
descriptive terms applied to the different rates
of reaction to this test are 'an follows,:

(2) Sudden or rapid. A rapid reaction
to the shaking testis typicalrli nbhplastic,
fine sands and silts.

(3-) Sluggish. or slow. A sluggish re-
action indicates slight plasticity such as
Might be found from a test of some organic
silts, or silts containing a small amount of
clay.

() No reaction. °btu.' ng no reaction
at all to this test does not iridi ate a complete
absence of silt or.fine sand.

2-17. ODOR TEST

Organic soils of the OL and OH groups
usually have a distinctive, musty, slightly
offensive odor which, with experience, can be
twed as an aid on their identification. This
odor IS especially apparent from fresh
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samples. It'is gradually reduced by exposure
to air, but can again be made 'more pro-
nounced by heating a wet sample.

2-111. BITE OR GRIT TEST

a. Principles:. The bite and grit test is
a quick and useful method of identifying sand,
silt, or clay. In this test, a small pinch of the
soil material is ground lightly between the
teeth.and the soils are identified as follows:

b. Sandy soils. The sharp hard par-
ticles of sand will grate very harshly between
the teeth and will be highly objectionable:
This is true even of 'the fine sand.

c. Silty soils. The silt grains are so
much smaller than sand grains that they do
not feel nearly so harsh between the teeth,
and are not particularly gritty although their
presence .is still easily detected.

d. Clayey soils. The clay grains are not
_at all gritty, but feel smooth and powdery like
flour between the teeth. Dry lumps on clayey
soils will stick when lightly touched with
the tongue.

2-19. SLAKING TEST

The slaking test is used to assist in de--
terthining -the quality of certain soft shales
and other soft "rocklike" materials. The test
is performed by placing the soil in the sun
or in an oven to dry, and then allowing it
to soak jn* water for at least 24 hours. The
strength of the soil is then, examined. Certain
type of shale, will completely disintegrate,
losing all strength.

2-20. ACID TEST

The acid. test is used to determine the
presence of calcium carbonate and is per-
formed by placing a 'few drops of htdro-
chloric acid on ,a piece of the soil: A fizzing
reaction (effervescence) le this test indicates
the presence of calcium carbonate, and the
degree of reaction gives an indication of the
concentration. Calcium carbonate normally
Is desirable in a soil because of the cementing
action it provides to add to the stability. (In

some very - dry noncalcareous 'soils, the ab-
sorption of the acid creates- the illusion of
effervescence. This effect can be eliminated in
all dry soils by moistening the soil prior to
applying the acid.) Since thin cementation
normally is developed only after a consider-
able curing period, it cannot be counted upon
for strength in Most military construction.
The, primary use for this test is, therefore,
to permit better understanding of what ap-
pears to be abnormally high strength values
on fine-grained soils which are tested in -'k
place, where this- property ivy exert con- ,
siderable influence.

2-21. SHINE TEST

The shine test is another means of meas-
uring the plasticity characteristics of clays.
A slightly moist or dry piece of highly plastic
clay will give a- definite shine when rubbed
with a fingernail, a pocket-knife blade, or any
smooth metal surface. On the other hand,
lean clay will not display any shine, but will
remain. 411.

2-22. FEEL TEST

a.. Principles. The feel test is a general
purpose test, and one that requires 'consider-
able experience and practice before reliable
results can be obtained. The extent of its
use will grow with increasing familiarity with
soils. So e of the following characteristics
can be rea estimated by proper use of this
test.

b. Moisture content. the natural mois-
ture content of a soil is of value as an in-
dicator of the drainage characteristics, near-
ness to water table, or other factors which-
may affect this property. A sample' of undis-
turbed soil is tested by squeezing it between
the thumb and forefinger to determine its
consistency. The consistency is described by
such terms as "hard", "stiff", ,"brittle", "fri-
able", "sticky", "plastic ", or "soft". The soil

is then remolded by working it in the hands,
and changes, if any, are observed. By this
test, the natural water content is estimated
relative to the liquid or plastic limit of the
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soil. Clays which turn almost liquid on re-
molding are probably near or above the liquid
limit. If the clay remains stiff, and crumbles
upon being remolded, the natural water con-
tent is belovi the plastic limit.

c. Texture. The term "texture", as ap-
plied to the fine-grained portion of a soil,
refers to the degree of fineness and uniformi-
ty. It is described by such expressions as
"floury", "smooth", "gritty ", or "sharp",-

.depending on the sensation produced by rub-
bing the soil between the fingers. Sensitivity
to this sensation may be increased by rubbing
some of the material on a more tender skin
area such as the wrist. Fine sand will feel
gritty. Typical dry silts will dust readily, and
feel relatively soft and silky to the touch.
Clay soils are powdered only with .difficulty
but become smooth and gritless like flour.

2-23. HASTY METHOD

a. Principles. With the standard meth-
ods of field identification supplemented with
a few simplified field tests, arf apprciximate
and hasty cla'ssification can be obtained of
almost any soil. The three simple or hasty
tests outlined below will, for the most part,
elimiriate the need for specialized equipment
such as sieves. The results of these tests,
when used or supplemented with the results
of the tests described in the previous para-
graphs, will give at least a tentative classi-
fication to almost any soil. The schematic
diagram (fig 2-3) may be used as a guide

to the testing' sequence in the process of
assigning a symbol to a sample of soil.

b. Sedimentation test.

(1) Principles. From .the visual ob-
servation test described previously, it is rela-
tively simple to approximate the comparative
proportions of sand and gravel in a sample
of soil by spreading a dry sample out on a'
fiat surface, and separating the gravel par-
ticles by hand. Separating the fines from the
sand particles is more difficult although just
as important. Smaller ,particles will settle
through water at a slower rate than large
particles. By placing a small representative
amount of soil (such as a heaping tablespoon
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measure) in a transparent cup or jar, cover-
ing with about 5 inches of water, and agitating
t by stirring or shaking, the soil will be com-
pletely suspended in the water. With most
cohesive soil it will be 'necessary to break up
the lumps of soil before adding the water.
This can -be done by grinding the soil in as
canteen cup with.an improvised wood pestle.
After the soil particles have been thoroughly
dispersed in the water and then left-, they
Will start to settle out, beginning with the
larger size particles, in time periods approxi-
mately as indicated in table 2-2.

TABLE 2-2. Settling Times for Small Particles

Approximate time of
settlement through,
3 inches of water

Grain.
diameter Differentiates

2 seconds

30 seconds

10 minutes

1 ,hour

0.4 mm

0.072

0.03

0.01

Coarse sandfine
sand

Sand fines
Coarse siltfine

silt

Siltclay

(2) Differentiation of coarse and fine
fractions. The most important use of the sedf:-
mentation test is to differentiate the coarse
(0.072 mm) fraction- from the fine. fractionlfilitg
of a soil. Since' all of the particles of soil
larger than 0.072 mm have settled to
the bottom of the cup or 3U.: r 30 seconds after
the mixture has _been-Agitated, it follows
that the particles still remaining in suspension
are fines. If the water containing the sus-
pended fines is carefiilly poured into another
container 30 seconds after agitation, if more
water is added to the cup or jar containing
the coarse fraction, and if the proceddre is
repeated until the water-soil iirixttwe becomes
clear 30 seconds after mixing, then the cup
or jai will contain the coarse fraction of soil
and the- pan' containing the suspension will,
hold the fines. 'If the water can be wicked or
evaporated off, the relative amounts of fines
and sand can be determined fairly accurately.
Otherwise s direct measurement of the set-
tled out, fines can be obtained as a guide. Thus,
in a sense, the test acts like a #200 sieve.
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4) Separation of No. 40 sieve soil
fraction. Most field identification tests are
performed on the No. 40 sieve soil fraction
(fines and fine sand portion). This fraction
can be separated by using a procedure similar
to that outlined above, except that the water
is poured off within 1 or 2 . seconds after
cowletion of °agitation. The, suspended por-
tioh will then include the particle,of the fine
sand range.

(4) Clay lumps. A difficulty that will
be encountered with many clay soils stems
from the fact that the clay particles will
often form, small lumps (flocculate) that will
not break up in water. Usually this condition
can be detected by examining the coarse frac-
tion of the soil after several repetitions

arethe test. If-substantial amounts of clay are
still present; the sand will have a somewhat
slippery feel and further mixing and grinding
with a wood stick will be necessary to help
break up these lumps.

c. Cast test. -The cast test refers to
the strength of a moist soil sample when
squeezed in the hand. It is used to indicate
the approximate type and quantity of fines
present in the sample. The correct amount
of water to add to the soil must be estimated
by trial and error, although it can generally
be .stated that maximum cohesion or attrac-
tion between the individual soil particles
normally will occur when the soil is damp
but not sticky. -The...test consists of com-
pressing a handful of the moist soil into a
ball or cigar-shaped cast and observing its
ability to withstand handling without crum-
bling. While experience is desirable in making
predictions based upon this test, table 2-3
may serve, as a general guide of the behavior
of different soil types when formed into a
cast and tested.

d. Wash, dust, and smear tests. A
small amount of silt (less than 5 percent),
when intermixed with a coarse- grained soil,
normally will not lessen the value of the soil.

TABLE 2-3. Cast Test Reactions

Soil type Reaction to handling

GP, 71...§W, GW
SM, SC 4

MH

CL, CH

Cast crumbles when touched.

Cast withstands careful handling.
Cast can be handled frtelyi.

Cast withstands rough hanhling.

as a construction material. However, increas-
ing quantities of silt will sharply reduce the
strength and interfere With the free drainage
characteristics of the coarse-grained soil, thus
making it less desirable as a road or airfield
construction material. To decide what con-
stitUtes a harmful concentration' of silt by
the field identification methods generally re-
quires extensive field experience. If the dust,
wash, and smear tests are first practiced on
soils of known silt contents, they can be
used to produce a fairly
the dust test, when a complet
of soil (with the gravel portion

urate result. In
y dry sample

moved) is

CC

dropped from a height of 1 or 2 feet onto a
solid surface; a silt content higher than 10
percent will generally cause a fairly large
amoukt, of dust to be produced. In the wash
test, an identical soil samplt,. as above, is
placed in the palmof a hand, and covered with
about 14 inch of water. If 'the water becomes
completely discolored and hides the sand
grains, this indicates that the soil sample eon-
tains a silt content higher .than' 5 percent.
In the smear test, a sample of soil, again with
the gravel portion removed, is moistened to
just below the "sticky limit", and then smear-
ed between the thumb and forefinger. When
it produces a gritty, harsh feel, this indicates
that it contains a siledontent of leis than '10
percent. A rough, less- harsh feel, hbwever,
indicates that the sample contains more than
10 percent, silt. It shOuld be emphasized that
all of the above tests require the testing engi-
neer to have some experience in their .use

,before they 11-be considered as reliable in-
dicators of the silt contents.
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SELF TEST
I

Note: The following exercises comprise a self test. The figures folloWing each question refer
to, a paragraph containing information related- to, the question. Write your answer
in the space below the question. Wheir you have'finished-ashring all the question's
for this lesson, compare yqur answers with those, given fo this lesson in the back
of this booklet. Do-not send in your solutions to these review exercises.

1. The objective of soil surveys is to gather as much information of engineering signi--
ficance as possible about the subsurface conditions for a specified area. List as many specifiC
items of engineering significance concerning soils as you can think of. (2-1c)

-

2. When. using air photographs to delineate and identify soils, the -drainage pattern is
very important. What sdoes a very simple drainage pattern frequently indicate? "(2-2d(4) )

0 I

. S. In planning a soil survey in a theater of operations, how deep should preliminary bor-
ings be made in cut areas, measured from the final subgrade elevation? (2-3c(2) (b)).

4. A soil profile can be,developed from the information obtained in a soil survey. Give
a brief definition of a soil profile. (2-4s)

c

4

5. The information obtained in a soil suryey will form the basis for the technical soils
report. What part of the technical soils report receives the most emphasis? (2.6) __LJ

2

- 024
6. Under the Unified Soil Classitacati System, all soilsware divided into three major

categories. °What are these° three categories? (2-7b)

7. The USCS further divides soils which have been classified into the major soil cate-
gories b3 using letter symbols. 'What is the symbol used to designate a silty sand? (2 -7c,

chart I)

2 -24
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8. Course grained soils are defined as those in which at least half the material by weight
is retained on a number 200 sieve. Course grained soils are divided into ,gravel and sand. De-
fine gravel and sand. (2-8a, chart I)

k....
...>

09. -One of the subdivisions' of a. course-grained g vel is "iztore than 12 percent passing
number 200 sieve." Give three soil groups into which th' material could eveatually be.desig-
nated (use- chart 111).Lc2-8c(1), chart III) 1

10. Under ,pourse-grained gravel containing ore than percent pas-sing the number.
200 sieve, you have to run the liquid limit and pl 'c limit test. If therliquid,and plastic 1i nit
plot below the A line of the plasticity char, (chart 1) what type f soil do you have? (use

,tts,chart III) (2- 8e(2), chart III)

4

\ I -

11. Assume a course grained gravel containing more than 12 percent-passing a number
200 sieve, and with liquid and plastic limits plotting in the hatched zone on tire. plasticity chart
(chart I). What type soil is indicated? (use chart III) (2.8d, chart III)

12. Assume a fine-grained soil, i.e. more than 50 percent passing a number 20\sieze.
If the liquid limit test indicates less than 50, what type soil(s) is it possible to have \(use
chart III) (2-9b(1), chart III)

4,

13. Highly organic soils are given the clattification Pt. Why are there no laboratory Ntests established to identify and classify tliese soils? (2-10)

,
14. L'ack of time and facilities often make 'laboratory testing of soils impracticable.

What is the one most useful item of equipment for field identification of soils? (2-110(2))

, .
i . 15. To an experienced soils analyst, colosr may be of considerable help in identifying soil

types. What may be indicated if a fine-graded soil appears in, dark or drab shades pf, gray or
brown, or almost black?. (2-12b) ' , . .
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16. The breaking test is performed on number 40 sieve material which has been molded
into a. small pot and allowed to dry completely. If the sample can be broken with great effort
but cannot be powdered, what type of soil is it? (2-13c(3))

O

17. The ribbon test is performed on material passing a number 40 sieve and squeezed
between the thumb and forefinger to forth a ribbon Vs to %Inch thick. If the sample cannot
beribboned, what type soil could it be? (2-15)

18. During the wet shaking test the sample developes i'livery" appearance readily if
it consists of fine sands and silts. If this reaction is very sluggish, what can be said of the
content of the sample? (2- 16c(3))

19. When performing the sedimentation test, a small representative sample of soil is
aced in a transparent cup or jar, agitated, and then allowed to settle. What is the approxi-
ate time it will take for particles of 0.4 millimeter .diameter to settle through 5 inches of

water? (2-23b(1), table-2-2) ao.

-

20. In performing the cast, test, a moist soil sample is squeezed in the hand. If the cast
crumbles when touched, whit type of soil(s) could be present? (2-23c, table 2-3)

28
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CREDIT HOURS

TEXT ASSIGNMENT

MATERIAL REQUIRED

6/

LESSON 3

SOIL COMPACTION

LESSON .OBJECTIVE

3

Attached memorandum.

__Chart II, Characteristics Pertinent to° Roads

1. Moisture-Density Relationship4. Be
able to explain the relationship between mois-
ture content, dry density, and compactive
effort.

2. Optimum Moisture Content. 'Deter-
mine by test the optimum moisture content
for a soil. under investigation.

S. Compaction. Select type of com-

and Airfields.

Upon completion of this lesson you should be
able to accomplish the following in the in-
dicated topic areas:

paction 'equipment most suited for each soil
condition and control compaction in the field
to attain the degree of compaction required
for a specific project.

4. Trafficability. By use of special tools
and instruments developed for the purpose,
determine the capability of theIoil to support
traffic according to type and_quantity.

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

PRINCIPLES

Compaction is the process of artificially
'Creiiiil-fing a soil., Densification is accom-
plished by pressing the soil particles together
into a closer state of contact, with air or
water. being expelled' from the soil mass in
the process: With relation to compaction, the
density of a soil is normally exiiiessed in
terms .of'-dry density or dry unit 'weight,
common units of measurement being pounds
per cubic foot. Occasionally, use is made of
the wet density or wet unit weight.

3.2. MOISTUREDENSITY RELATIONSHIP

a. Principles. Nearly all soils exhibit
a similar rebitionship between moisture con-
tent and dry density when subjected to a

given compactive effort. This relationship is
indicated in figure 3-1. For each soil there is
developed a maximum dry density at an
optimuni moisture content (MC), for the
compactive .effort u ed.

b. Hydration. Upon the addition of
small increments of water to a -completely
oven-dry soil, subsequent compictionxith a
constant compactive effort causes a small
increase in the dry unit weigni of the
During the initial hydration phaie the water
being added to the soil is of the solidified type
i.e., is adsorbed to the .soil particles. Thik-

. water does not aid compaction by acting, as
a lubricant, since it is firmly attached.pto the.
Soil particles.

3 1,,



Dry-

Unit

'Weight

44'
c. Lubrication. Adding more linter

brings the soil to a point where a slight
change in moisture begins to produce a large
increase in density. The lubrication phase
of the compaction curve, has been reached
when the additional water produces a co-
hesive film around the individual soil particles.
The lubrication effect of moisture produces
greater densities to the point where the Co:
esive films become so thick that density

to decrease with further increases in
moisture content.

0 Maximu'm dry unit weight

Adding
cohesive

water

0 MC

Swell water
begins forcing
grains apart

0tio

v (Moisture Content)

Figure 3-1. Compaction curve.

d. Swell. The addition of water in-
creases the film around the soil particles thus
forcing the soil particles apart, decreasing the
dry- density. This sharp decrease of dry
density indicates that the swell phase of:the,
compaction curve has been reached, and char-
acterizes this .phase.

e.' Saturation. Finally, with further in-
creases in moisture content, free water added

void s aces. This is
knostrn as the saturation phase:

f. Zero air void curve. This curve rep-
resents the dry density and water content of

a soil when the voids are completely filled .
with water and serve as a. control to the
compaction curve. Any values of the dry
density curve which plot to the right of the
zero air voids curve are in error. The error
may be in the test measurepients,Ithe cal-
culations, or the specific gravity. Compute

- points for--plotting-the--zercLair_void.curve-as
follows:

62.4 G
yd

w1 + G

100
where.:

water content for 100 per-
cent saturation

yd = dry density of soil
62.4 unit weight of 1 cubic foot

of water, and

G = specific gravity of the soil
eComputed values for plotting the zero air.

voids curve are shown in tabular form on
table47--
34 COMPACTION REQPIREMENTS

a. Factors of compaction.
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a

JZ.
TABLE 3 -1.3-1. Data for Zero Air Voids 4.7,7 b3

Specific
Gravity
of Soil

Voter Costent, v, to Per Coat of Dry Weight for Dry Unit Meisht, 74, in Pounds per Cubic Foot of

-
2.40 83.2
2.45 64.0
2.50 84.4
2.51 85.0
2.52 85.2
2.53 85.3

65.5
'2.55 85.6
2.56 85.6
2.57 86.o
2.58 66.1
2.59 86.3

2.6o 86.4
.2.61 86.6
2.62 86.7
2.63 86.8
2.64 87.0
2 65 87.1
2.66 87.3
2.67 87.4
2.68 87.6
2.69 87 7

2.70 87 8
2.71 88.0
2.72 88.1
2.73 88.2
2.74 88.4
2.75
2.76

.88.5
-88.6

2.77 88.8
2 78 88 9
2.79 89.0

2 8o 89.2
2.81 89.3
2.82 89.4
2 83 89 5
2.84 89.7
2.85 89.8
2.86 89.9
2 87 90.0
2 88 90.1
2.89 90.3

2.90 93.4
2.95 91.o
3.00 91.5
3.05 92.1
3.15 93.1

- 6o sao 14 _22_ 22. 100 121_ 110 111_ 112_
54.4 41.671.8 62.4 47.5 36.4 31.8 27.7 24.1 20.8 17.8' 15.1 12.6 10.4

72.7 63.2 55.2 40.4 42.4 37.2 32.6 28.6 24.9 21.6 18.6 r5.9 13.5 11.2
73.5 64.1 56.1 49.2 43.2 38.0 33.5 29.4 25.7 22.4 19./5 16.8 14.3 12.0
T3.7 64.2 56.2 49.4 43.4 38.2 33.6 29.5 25.9 22.6 19.6 16.9 14.5 12.2
73.8 64.4 56.4 49.5 43.6 38.4 33.8 29.7 26.o 22.6 1.8 17.1 14.6 12.4
74.0

74.1

64.5'

64.7
56.5
56.7

49.7
49.8

43.7
13.9

38.5
38.7

33.9 29.8
34.1 30.0

26.2 22.9 40.9
26.4, 2 .1

17.2
17.4

11.8
14.9

12.5
12.7

74.3 64.8 56.8 50.0 44.0 38.8 34.2 30.2 26.5 2 29.2 17.5 15.1 12.8
74.5 65.0 57.0 50.1 44.2 39.0 34.4 30.3 26.7 23.4 20:4 17.7 15.2 13.0
74.6 65.1 57.1 50.3 44.3 39.1 34.5 30.5 26.8 23.5 20.6 17.8 15.4 13.1
7ys8 65.3 57.3 50.4 44.5 39.3 31.7 30.6 27.0 23.7 20.7 18.0 15.5. 13.3
74191 65.4 57.4 50.6 )64.6 39.4 34.8 30.8 27.1 23.8 20.9 18.1 15.7 13.4

5.1'1,..5.6 57.6. 50.7 64.8 39.6 35.0 30.9 27.3 24.0 21.0 18.3 15.8 13.6
75.2 65.7 57.7 50.9 44.9 39.7 35.1 31.1 27.4 '24.1 21.2 18.4 16.0 13.7
75.3 65.9 57.9 51.0 45.1 39.9 35:3 31.2 27.6 24.3 21.3 18.6 16.1 13.9
75.5 66.o 58.0 51.2 45.2 40.0 35.4 31.4 2/ 7 24.4 21.4 18.7 16.3 14.0
75.6 66.2; 58.2 ,1.3 45.4 43.2 35.6 31.5 27.8 24.6. 21.6 18.9 16.4 14.2
75.8 66.3 58.3 51.5 45.5 40.3 35.7 31.6 28.0 24.7 21.7 19.0 16.6 14.3
75.9 66.5 56.5 51.6. 45.7 40.5 35.9 31.8 28.1 24.8 21.9 19.2 16.7 14.4
76.1 66.6 58.6 51.7 45.8 40.6 36.0 31.9 28.3 25.0 22.0 19.3 16.8 14.6
76.2' 66.7 58".7 51.9 45.9 '40.7 36.1 32.1 28.4 25.1 22.2 19.4 17.0 14.7
76.3 66 9 58.9 52.0 46.1'40.9- 36.3 32.2 28.6' 25.3 22.3 19.6 17.1 14.9

76.5 67.o 59.0 52.2 46.2 41.0 36.4 12.3 28.7 25.4 22.4 19.7 17.3 15.0
76.6 67.2 59.2 52.3 46.3 42.1 36.6 32,5 28.8 25.5 22.6 19.9 17.4 15.1
76 8 67.3 59.3 52.4 46.5 41.3 36.7' 32.6 29.01 25.7 22.7 23.0 17.S 15.3
76.9 67.4 59.4 52.6 4.6 41.4 36.8 3277 21.1 25.8 22.8 23.1 17.7 .15,4
77.0 67.6 59.6 52.7 46.7 41.5 37.0 32 9 29.2 25.9 23.0 23.3 17.8 15.5
77 2 67.7 59.7 52.8 46.9 41.7 37 1 13 0 29.4 .26.1 23.1 22.4 17.9 15.7
77.3 67 8 59.8 53.0 47 0 41.8 37 2 33.1'29.5 28 2 23.2 20.5 18.1 15,8
77.4 68.0 6o.o 53.1 47%1 41.9 37 4 33: 19.6 26 3 23.4 20.7 18.2 15.9
77 5 68.1 60.1 53.2 47.3 42.1 37 5 33 4 ,29.8 .26.5 23.5 20.8 18.3 16 1
77 7 68 2. 60.2 53.4 47.4 42.2 37 6 33 5 29.9 26.6 23.6 20.9 18.5 16.2

77 8 68.3 60.3 53.5 47.5 42.3 37.7 33 7 3o o 26.7 23 8 21.0 18 6 16.3
77 9 68.5 60.5 53 6 47.7 42.5 37 9 33 8 10 1 26.8 ao9 21.2 18.7 16 4
78.1 68.6 60.6 53.7 47.8 42.6 438 0 33.9 30 3 27 o 24 0 21.3 18.8 16.6
78.2 68.7 60.7 53 9 47.9 3.2.7 38.1 30 4 27 1 24.1 21.4 19.0 16.7
78.3 68.8 60.8 54.0 49.0 42.8

.34.0
_38.2 3. 2 30.5 27.2 24.1 21.5 19.1 16.8

78.4 69.o 61.0 54.1 69.2 43.0 33.4 34 3 30.6 27.3 24.4 21.7 19.2 16.9
78.5 69.1 61.1 54.2 48.3 43.1 38.5 34 4 30.8 27.5 24 5 21.8 19.3 17.1
78.6 69.2 61.2 54.4 48.4 43.2 38.6 34 5 30.9 27.6 24 6 21.9 19.5 17.2
78.8 69.3 61.3 54.5 65.5 43.3 38.7 34.7 31.0 27.7 24.7 22.0 19.6 17.3"
78.9 69.5 61.5 54.6 48.6 43.4 38 9, 34.8 31.1 27.8 24.9 22.2 19.7 17.4

79.0 69.6 61.6 43.6 39.0 34.9 31.2 28.o 25.0 22.3 19.8 17.6
79.6 70.2 62.2 ;1;:73 44.1 39.6 -35.5 31.8 28.5 22.9 20.4 18.1
80.2 70.7 62.7 55.9 49.9 44.7 40.1 36.0

,25.6
32.4 29.1 26.1 23.4 21.0 18.7

80.7 71.3 63.3 56.4 50 5 45.3 40.7 36.6 32.9 29.6 26.7 24.0 21.5 19.2
81.8 72 3 64.3 57 4 51.5 46.3 41.7 37.6 34 0 30.7 27.7 25.0 22.5 20.3

125 112_ Ill_ 140 111-
8.3 6.4 4.6 2.9 1.4
9.1 7.2 5.4 3.8 2.2
9.9' 8.0 6.2 4.6 3.1
10.1 8.2 6.4 1.8 3.2
10.3 8.3 6.6 4.9 3.4
10.4 8.5 6.7 5.1 3.5
10.6 8.7 6.9 5.2 3.7
10.7 8.8 7.o 5.4 .3.8
10.9 9.0 7.2 5.5 1.0
11.0 9.1 7.3 5. 4.2
11.2 9.3 7.5 5. 4.3
11.3 9.11 7.6 6.o it..5

11.5 9.6 7.8 6.1 4.6
11.6 9.7 7.9 6.3 4.8
11.8 9.9 8.1 6.4 1.9
11.9 10.0 8.2 6.6 5.0
12 1 10.1 8.4 6.7 5.2
12.2 10.3 8.5 6.9 5.3
12.4 10.4 8.7. 7.0. 5.5
12.5 10.6 8.81 7.1 5.6
12.6 .10.7 8.9 7.3 5.8
12.8 10.9' 9.1 7.4 5.9

12.9 11.0 9.2 7.6 6.0
13.0 11.1 9.3 7.7., 642
13.2 11%3 9.5 7.8 6.3
13.3 11.4 9.6 8.0 6.4
13.4 11.5 9.7 8.1 6.6
13.6 11.7 9.9 8.2. 6.7
134 11.6 10.0 8.4 6.8
13.8 11.9 10.1 8.5 "7.0
14.0 12.1 10.3 .8.6 7.1
14.1 12.2 10.4 8.8 7.2

14.2 12.3 10.5 8.9 7.4
14.4 12.4 10.7 9.o 7.5
14.5 12.6 10.8 9.1' 7.6
14 6 12.7 10.9 9.3 7.7
14.7 12.8 11.0 9.4 7.9
14.1 12.9 11.2 9.5 8.o
15.0 13.1 11.3 9.6 8.1
15.1 13.2 11.4 9.8 8.2
13aelli 13.3 11.5 9.9 8.3
15.3 13.4 11.6 10.0 8.5

15.5 13.5 11.8 10.1 8.6
16.0 14.1 12.3 10.7
16.6 14.7 12.9 11.3
17.2 15.2 13.5 11.8 10.3
18.2 16.3 14..5 12.8 11.3

9..7

Soto: Zero air voids curve equivalent to degree of saturation, S equal to 103 per cent;
Data for zero air voids curve computed from the follovinm for;ula (using a. rw value of 62.43);

.

s 1:00$

74

The above equation oar also De used to determine caire reprdsenttng degrees'
of saturation oilier than 100 per tt.

n

The underlined
pounds per cu
weight at 10

lue .at the,top of each column is the dry unit weight Yd of the soil in
is fe'et. The body of the table is the water content in percent of dry unit

r saturation.

(1) Compactive effort. For each corn-
pactive effort whi-11 is used in compacting a
given soil there is a corresponding optimum
moisture content and a maximum density.
As the compactivs effort is increased the dry
density of the soil increases. This means that

I

if more e ergy is used to fkmpact a soil, the
increased energy will cause the 4:rarticles to
be rearranged to a greater extent thus in
creasing-the-mass-of-soil narticles-ner -unit-
volume. If the compactive effort is decreased
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the particles-wilt not be rearranged to any
great 9ctent, thus decreasing the dry density.
The relationship between compactive effort
and density is, not linear, and a considerably
greiter increase in compactive effort may be
requirel-I,o increase the density, of s. clay

',soil than is required to bring about the qame
change in density of a sand. In the field the

, compactive effort is a function of the'weight
of the roller. and the number of passes for
the width and depth of the area of soil which
is being rolled. Increasing the weight of the
roller or the number of passes increases the
compactive effort. Other factors which may
be og, consequence include lift thickness, con-
tact pressUre, and in the case of sheepsfoot

rollers, the size of the tamping feet. One
should note that in the forthcoming parts of
this lesson each roller has a recommended
depth of soil to be compacted at one time (lift
thickness). The lift thickness should be close-
ly adhered to. Figure 3-2 shows how the dry
density will vary with compactive effort. The
OMC varies indirectly as the compactive
effort. -If the water content in a soil is in-
creased, it makes' the soil more workable.
However, if the compactive effort is increased,
the soil does- not have to be as workable to
obtain the maximum dry density. In other

ords,, the OMC will be decreased, with in-
creasing compactive effort.

o
,r

A

p

a,
t
AO

%

Figur,: 3-2. Compuctive e ff (pt. .
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(2) Soil types. Different soils will
have varying compactive characteristics.
Soils which are very light,in weight may have
maximum densities under a given compactive
effort as 'sow as 60 pounds per cubic foot.
Under the same compactive effort, the maxi-
mum density of a clay may be in the range
of 90 to 100 pounds per cubic foot, while that
of a well graded, coarse granular soil may
be as high as 135 pounds per cubic foot.
Moisture density relationships for seven dif-
ferent soils are shown in figure 3-3. Informa-
tion relative to the compacted dry unit
weights of the soil groups of the Unified Soil
Classification System is given in Chart II,
Characteristics Pertinent' to Roads and Air-
fields. Chart II is bound in thKbaelc of this
booklet. Note that moisture 'content is much
more critical in obtaining maximum density
for coarse grained soils than for fine grained

,soils.--.(3) Moisture content. As explained
previously, regulated quantities of water are
essential or proper compaction. Excessive
water hinders compaction. At OMC the, soil
particles are lubricated so that they can be
compacted into the densest mass possible with

...... a given compactive dfOrt.

b. Modified AASHO test.
1

( 1 ) Principles. The compaction con-
trol test used by the Corps of Engineers is a
modification of the standard AASHO (Amer-
ican Association of State-Highway Officials)
Method T-99-49, and conforms entirely to-
ASTM Designation D 1557-58T. This method
of test is intended for determining the rela-
tionship between the moisture content and
density of soils when compacted in a mold
of a given size with a 10-pound tamper
dropped from a height of 18 inches.

(2) Apparatus: The apparatus used
in the modified AASHO compaction test is
described below.

(a) Prbctor molde A cylindrical
metal mold of 4.0 f-- 0.005-inch diameter and
4.584 ± 0.005-inch height, having 1/30 cubic
foot volume. This mold is fitted, with a de-

, fachable base plate and a removable extension
collar approximately_21.. inches high. This
mold may be of the "split" type, consisting

r
:,-

of two half-round sections or a section of
pipe split along one element, which
securely locked in place to form a c3fiinder.
The 4.0-inch diameter mold is used for sam-
ples composed entirely of material passing
a U. S. Standard No. 4 -sieve (0.18-inch
diameter).

(b) CBR mold. A cylindrical metal
mold (fig 3-4) 6.0 inches in diameter and
4 or more inches in height. If the mold
is more than 4.5 inches high, generally 7
inches, the height, of the compacted sample
is controlled to 4.5 or 5 inches by means of
a 2.0 or 2.5-inch spacer disk, which is inserted
as a false bottom in the mold. This mold is
fitted also with a detachable base plate and
a removable, extension collar approximately
21/2 inches high. The 6.0-inch diameter mold
is used for compacting samples containing
material retained on the No. 4 sieve (0.18 -
inch diameter). Th volume of the ,mold is
0.075 cubic foot at internal Might of 4.584
:.4.- 0.005 inches an 0.0818 cubic foot at an
inside height of 5.00 inch .71..- 0.005 inch.

(c) Compaction tamper. The corn-
pactioh'tamper, is of the sliding weight type
as shown in figure 3-5. It consists of a 2-inch
diameter steel tamping foot, a %-inch steel
rod, a 10-pound weight with an 11/16-inch
hole through the center, and a handle. Con-
struction of the tamping foot and weight are
such that tamping blows can be applied ad-
-jacent to the sides of the mold. The rod is
attached to the tamping foot ihth a spring
cushion. Distance between tamping foot and
handle is such that when the weight is raised
until it touches the handle, the fall to the
tamping foot will be 18 inches. The maximum
allowable weight of the assembled compaction
tamper is 171/. pounds.

(d), Laboratory balance. One 25-
kilogram capacity, sensitive to 1 gram, and
one 5-kilogram capacity, sensitive to 0.1 gram
are needed.

(e) Sieves. 2-inch, 31 -inch, and No.
4 sieves conforming to the requirements of
the specifications- for sieves for testing pur-
poses are necessary. vo

3 5
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No.

SOIL TEXTURE AND PLASTICITY DATA
°

Description . Sand Silt Clay L.L. P.I.

1 Well Graded Loamy Sand 88 10 2 16 NP

2 Well Graded Sandy Loam 72 15 13 16 0
3 Mid. Graded Sandy Loam, 73 9 18 '22 4
4 Lean Sandy Silty Clay 32 33 35 28 9
5 Loessial Silt 5 85 10 26 2
6 Heavy Clay 6 22 72 67 40
7 Very Poorly Graded Sand 94 6 NP O

132

128

124

120

116

112

108

104

100

ZERO AIR4OWS
(G=2.651 CURVE

ellel 40m. 4110

011.%

6 a 10 12 14 16 18" 20 22
t.

Figure 3-3. Moisture density relationship's for seven soils compactedAccording to the standgrd
AASHO compaction procedure.
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Figure 3-4.

( f) Straightedge. steel straight-
edge 12 inches in length and' having one bev-
eled cdge'iS used.

(g) Mixing tools. Miscellaneous
tools-such as mixing pan, spoon, trowel,
spatula, etc., or a suitable mechanical device

. for thoroughly mixing the sample of soil with
increments of water is needed for mixing.

(3) Preparation of sample.

(a) Minus No.,4 materials. FOr soils
-whicircontaiirnoinaterial-retained-on-a-No,-4

CBR mold. 7.

formed in the Cl3R mold on material passing
a 3/4 -inch sieve. First air-dry and screen
through a %-inch screen. If the soil contains
gravel particles larger than %-inch, it re-
quires processing for size corKection. Ap-
proximately 70 pounds of dry weight of
material so processed are required for the
test. The procedure for this processing is as
follows:

Step 1. Separate the material on the 3/4 inch
and No. 4 mesh screens (0.18-inch).

sieve, approximately 30 pounds of dry weight
(approximately 5 pounds for each Proctor

. mold) of soil are normally required foi the
test. First air -dry the soil sufficiently to per-
mit ready passage through a No. 4 sieve.° All
lumps in the: soil should be carefully broken
by rolling with a rolling pin. After screening,
thoroughly mix the sample, make An initial
water-content determination, andistore the
sample in an airtight container until ready
for use.

(b) Gravelly samples. For..soils con-.
taining gravel, the compaction test is per-

/6.

. 3

Step 2. Compute file percentage by weight
of material retained on each screen and pass-
ing the 0.18-inch screen.

Step 3. Discard the material retained on the
%-inch screen and replace by an equal per-
centage by weight of sizes 3/4 to 0.18-inch
(No,. 4 sieve). The percentage of material
finer than the No. 4 mesh screen remains
constant;

v

Step- 4. Recombine the two constituents of
material % inch to 0.18-inch and the material

0
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passing the 0.18-inch (No. 4) sieve and mix
well.

The above adjustment insures that the
proper amount of gravel is in the soil tested

Natural sample

and that the maximum particle size is not
exceeded.

(c) Example. Assume total weight
of natural sample airdried = 110 pounds.

Processed sample

Screen opening
ie.

Weight
retained,

lb Retained

Computed
Desired % retained weight,

lb

34

0.18

(Passing 0.18)
Total

16.0

44.0

50.0

14.6

40.0

45.4

40.0 1+ 14.6 =
0

54.6

45.4

0

44.0

'36.5
110.0 100.0 100.0 80.5

An initial moisture content is taken from the
an airtight container until ready for use.

(4) Procedure.

(a) Minns No. 4 sieve materials.
The soil is compacted in the 4-inch diameter
mold except in cases where the compacted
specimens are to be used for CBR test or
some other test which requires a different
size compacted specimen. The step-by-step
procedure for compacting samples in the
4-inch diameter mold is as follows:

Step 1. From the previously prepared ma-
terial weigh quantity of airdried soil equal
to about 2000 grams:dry weight.

Step 2. Moisten and thoro .ug*.ly mix the ma-
terial with a measured quaitity of water
sufficient to cause the soil to adhere or ball
together slightly when squeezed firmly in
the palm of the'lw.nd.

Step 3. Store material in an airtight con-
tainer for' approximately 24 hour, to permit
moisture content to become uniform.

Step 4. Repeat step 1 for at least four addi-
tional specimens. For each specimen, in- .

crease test water content by approximately
2 percent over that of the previous specimen
and repeat step 3 for all specimens.

Step 5. Cover the mold with a light coat of
oil or wipe off excess oil. Weigh the com-
paction mold to the nearest gram and record

processed sample and the sample is stored in

the weight ona data form similar to that-
shown in figure 3-6.

Step 6. Attach mold with collar to base plate
and place the mold on a concrete floor or
other rigid support such as a pedestal. ,If
using the CBR mold, place the 2.0 or 2.5-inch
spacer disk in the bottom and insert a filter
paper on top of the spacer disk.

Step 7. Place a sufficient amount of the pre-
pared sample in the compaction mold to yield
a 1-inch compacted layer.

Step 8. Compact the material in the mold
with 25 blows, uniformly distributed over the
area, using the 10-pound tamper with height
of drop of 18 inches. Using a sharp-pointed
instrument, scarify the surface of the com-
pacted layer to a depth of approximately 1/4
inch prior to placing the next layer.
Step 9. Repeat steps 7 and 8 for the next
four layers. The fifth layer should extent
slightly above the top of the mold.
Step 10. Use a knife or spatula to cut around .
the inside edge of the collar. Remove collar
from the mold and carefully trim the excess
portion of the compacted. material to the
exact level of the top of the mold, using a
straightedge.
Step 11. Remove mold, with compacted sam-
ple therein, from baseoplate, weigh the mold

3 - 9



CORPS OF ENGINEERS, 4J. S. ARMY

COMPACTION CONTROL TEST ..
. . .

PROJECT
Aeomo.e.E A F /9 .. DATE

. 9 JUNE 6 8
SAMPLE NO. JOB NO.3243 32/B/

---- AS
INITIAL WATER CONTENT, wo = 4:5- % ''-

MOLDED SOAICED. %.
55 ,BLOWS PM EACH OF 5 LAYERS /0 .i.B HAMMER 18 -IN. DROP, _

Specimen - _ A B C Remarks. .Desired dry weight
W's 5000

1- + mo 1.045 1. 1. SuOrocie Maieria/
Sot]. weight .s' (i+vo)2 lo 5225
Bow 1 tare Wb

W
o

+ Wb

Test water content
lw. 6 % ..° %

Add water, Ws' OP - va) 75 I
Mold 4 71

_

Weight mold + Soil Y /4787
Mold tare Wm 1074 2
Less re, 14 - Wm .. We 4045
Average water content w 5.3 $ % %

Mold Constant C 0.0298 0. 0.
.

Wet density, Clic a
g/3 120.5

Dry density, m/1 + If 'd //4. 4 -

WATER CONTENTS A .B C

Tare Ze 29
Tare + wet soil 159.8 1803 .

Tare + dry soil 153.0 172.5
Water , Ww 4. 8 7.8 .. .

i Tare 25. 3 25.4
Dry soil Ws 1 2 7. 7 /47.1

. 1

Water. Content w 5.3 % 513 % % 9t %

Densities in pounds per cubic foot. Weights in grams.

TECHNICIA4 COMP= CHECKED

AC B. JJ Ai TH

Figure 3-6. Data form for compaction control. ,
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plus wet soil to the nearest gram, and record
the weight.

Step 12. Remove the compacted sample from
the mold and obtain'two specimens for water-
content determinations, or from the top
portion of the compacted sample and the
other from the bottom. Th water-content
specimens are weighed to 0.1 gram and the
weights recorded on the data sheet.

Step 13. Repeat steps 6 through 12 for the
remaining specimens.

In general, five compacted specimens pre-
pared according to the above procedure will
completely define a compaction curve. How-
ever, in some cases more points are necessary.
Compare the wet weights of the various com-
pacted samples to determine if the optimum
water content has been reached. The optimum
water content and- maximum density have
been reached if the wettest samples com-
pacted show a marked decline in weight over
drier specimens.

(b) Gravelly samples. Procedure
for compacting gravelly samples is the same
as for minus No. 4 sieve material, except that
the test is performed in the 6:0-inch diameter
CBR mold and the number of blows of the
compaction tamper is increased to 55 blows
per layer ilistead of 25 as used n, the 4.0-inch
diameter Proctor mold. This results in equal
compactive efforts for the two molds.

(5) Calculation. From the data ob-
tained the following calculationi can be made:

(a) Wet unit weight: As the five
samples are compacted the wet unit weights
can be computed. Having the weight of the
mold and base plate and the weight of the
mold and base plate plus compacted sample,
you. can take the difference in weight as the
weight of the compacted sample. The volume
of the compacted sample is 1/30th cubic foot
for the Proctor mold or 0.0818 cubic foot for
the 7 finch CBR mold with the 2 inch and
0.0750 cubic foot for the 7 inch CBR mold
with 2.5-inch spacer disk. The wet unit
weight is eqiial to the wet weighnf the com-
pacted soil divided by the volume of the com-'

(b) Moisture Content. The water
content is equal to

( weight of wet soil) -- (weight dry soil)

weight of .dry soil
x 100

(c) Dry unit weight. After the
moisture content samples have been dried' in
the oven 14 to 24 hours) and the water con-
tents computed, the dry unit weights are
computed usingothe following formula:

Dry unit weight =

Wet unit weight

1 + Moisture content (w)
100J

The OMC curve is plotted on arithmetic graph
paper after the moisture contents and the
dry unit weights are known.

(d) Recording test data. A sug-
gested form fcir use in recording the test data
is shown in figure 3-6. Theresults are plotted
in the form of a moisture-density diagram
and a curve drawn through the points. Figure

.3-7 shows typical moisture-density agrams
for compaction tests, in a CBR mold made
with 12, 26, and 55 blows per layer. The
maximum point on the curve obtained with
55 blows per laYer I Modified AASHO com-'
pactive efforts) is .designated 100 percent
modified AASHO *density and the moisture
content at this point is the optimum moisture
at 100 percent modified AASHO ,density.

(6) Adjustment of water content. Be-
fore beginning the discussion on .how the
water content is varied it is" impotant to
remember that the only soil 4ensity that can
be determined during the period of testing iS
the wet unit weight. Yoi)will recall that the
relationship between wet unit weight and dry
unit ,weight is:

Dry unit weight or dry density =...
Wet density

1 +
100

Thus, it is necessary that "w" be known in
order to convert. wet _unit weight into -dry

3 11
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unit weight. Since it may take as long as
24,hours to complete the water content tests,
the dry unit weights will not be known as
the soil samples are compacted; however, the
wet unit weight can be computed. The prob-
lem of adjusting the water contents of the
five or more prepared soil samples is simply
one of having enough water added to each
of the five samples so that they are at five
different water contents ranging from below
to well above the optimum. As the Modified
AASHO compactive effort is applied to these
samples at 'different water contents, enough
test data will be provided to plot the OMC
curve. At least two points are neededon each
side of 0Mt t6'establish the curve. Beginning
compaction with the first sample wet enough
to just ball. together when squeezed and re-
leased in the hand, and having each subse-
quent sampli 2-4(: wett in order that the
fourth and fifth samples will produce a de-
crease in the wet unit weight, should insure

125

120

115

110.

that the drymnit weights when computed will
provide an acceptable compaction curve. One
other hint That will be of aid in selecting the
increments by which the water contents of..
the five samples should be increased I from

) can be taken from the shapes of typical
compaction curves. Generally, the more plas-
tic the soil, the flatter will be the OMC curve
and the higher the OMC. By estimating'the
OMC from experience, it is possible to selpt
appropriate water content increments during
the test.

c. Compaction specifications._

(1) Optimum, moisture content. The
OMC- is that moisture content at which the
maximum. dry density is obtained. By de-
termining the highest point on the compaction
curve (apex) and dropping a vertical down
to the horizontal moisture scale or line, it is
found that OMC for this particular soil (figure
3-8) is 10%.

Mod. AASHO I'd = .120.0
r Specification

Block

.of

85.

-

a

9 01 11 12% 13 14 15 .

. IMoisture Content (w%). 4?

Figure 3'8.3'8. Typical compaction. curve.:
/

A =413
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(2) Maximum modified AASHO dry
density. The maximum modified AASHO dry
density or 100% effort may be obtained by
running a tangent from the highest point on
the compaction curve for the paiticulai soil,
to the vertical dry' density scale (lig 3-8), in
this case 120 pounds /cubic feet.

311/

(3) Percent moisture. 'If moistUre
content is not kept °close to the OMC it will
require extra time and equipment effort t'o
obtain the maximum dry density, because
more passes will be required of the rollers
to compact the soil properly. Li the specifica-
tions for each job the limits for moisture con-
tent should be specified. The limits otherwise
should be assumed as areund OMC.
Using figure 3-8, where, OMC is 10%, the
moisture limits ifould beifrom 8% to 12%.

(4) Percent compaction. Figure 2-9
gives TO compaction specification. 100%
compaction is the maximum modified. AASHO
dry density.

3-4 COMPACTION EQUIPMENT

a. Principles. _.Some types of compac-
tion equipment work well in one material but
are entirely inadequatr;, in others. It may
prove.necessary to use several types of equip-
ment in conjunction with, each other on one
project. The equipment mug be' capable" of
handling the material needed. for an entire
depth of lift in one operation.

b., Rotary-tiller mixer. The rotary,2tiller
mixer is used to pulverize or mix materials
in place. It is capable of mixing different size
aggregates, inclu/ing gravel, crushed stone,
sand, clay, and broken up bituminous paving,
,with any suitable binder material, to build
roads, runways, or Parking\ areas: The action
which takes place in the machineAs shown in
figure 3-10. .

c. 'tandem 'gang disks. Tan ern gang
disks are good for all types of 'material except
coarse stone: They are very good for prepar-
ing foundations and breaking down chunks.
They are also good for blending materials and
upiformly,mixing moisture into the material.
The weighting of the gang disks to penetrate

the entire lift of loosd material to be com-
pacted is of prime importance.

d. Gang plow. The gang plow may abe
used for all types of materials. It mixes mois-
ture uniformly. It blends materials well but
will not break down chunks.

e. Spring-tooth harrow. The spring-
tooth harrow is used in low-plasticity- ma-
terials only. Weighting of the harrow is
important.

f. Heavy-duty cUltivator. The heavy-
duty cultivator is good for low-plastiCity ma-
terials.

g. G.Fader. The grader b l4e is exten-
sively used for blending subgrade soils
and for aera ng them to reduce moisture
content.

h. Water truck. The pressure-tank
water truck giVes a more uniform flow of
water, although the gravity -type tank is still
in use.4011frontrolsfoi the spray bars should
be in the cab. ,.Spray bars should not leak.
To insure uniform water coverage the truck
should be at uniform speed from the
time immediately before the sprays are turned
on until atter the sprays arelturned off.

i. Slieepgfoot roller. The sheepsfoot
roller Compacts from bottom-up and 'walks
out" as rolling progresses. It gives 'best re-
sults with cohesive material, being practically
useless in clean sand. The density increases
prior to "walk ;out" with the number of
passes or with the increased weight of the
'roller. The weight of ,the roller may be. in-
creased by adding water or oil to the drum.

-=` Do not add. sand. Density increases with 'in-
creased foot pressure until the supporting
poWer, of the soil is reached. Beyond this
point the soil fails in shear, decreasing the
bearing capacty, and the roller will not "walk
out". Increasing the foot contact of the roller
and inaintain:.!g° tte same unit or conact
pressure .vill not produce discernible benefits.
The thicknessvf lift is usually 6 inches with
a .maximum of 9 inches (compacted), with
TOE equipthent. The sheepsfoot roller leaves
the upper 2 to 3 inches in a loose uncompacted
state. but obtains an excellent bond with the
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PAVEMENT

SASE COURSE

coNessvg COMPACTION
COHESIONtESS COMPACTION 100%

SUSSASE COURSE

COHESIVE COMPACTION 93%
COHESIONLESS COMPACTION 100%

SELECT MATERIAL

X COHESIVE COMPACTION 90% ROADS 93% AIRFIELDS

PT-

COHESIONLESS COMPACTION . 93% ROADS 400% AIRFIELDS

COMPACTED SUSGRADE

COHESIVE ---- COMPACTION 90% ROADS 93% AIRFIELDS

-
COHE3kIONLESS COMPACTION 93% ROADS 100% AIRFIELDS.

UNCOMPACTED SUBGRADE

51.115011.
_NOTE: A COHESIVE $011 IS ONE WITH A P1 A$OVE 3.

A COJ4ESIONLESS 301t IS ONE WITH' A P1 0 3.
PERCENT COMPACTION IS AS COmP,RED TO MODIFIED
AASHO CCiiiPAeTIVE EFFORT. 4'

Figure 3-9. Compaction requirements for roads and airfield.;.
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DEFLECTION INTO ROTOR
FOR RE-MIXING

CARRY Of
MIXED MATERIALS

FORWARD SPILL-OVER
FOR ADDITiONAL

MIXING

STRIKE OF

..10
.40- -

Figure 3-10. Mixing action in rotary-tiller mixer.

preceding construction lifts. Rolling with
sheepsfoot rollers should be followed by roll-
ing with a lighter type pneumatic tire roller
to compact the upper 2 to 3 inches of the
subgrade and subbase soil.

j. Pneumatic-tired roller' (50-, 100-ton,
and larger "super'i:compaetars). Compacts
from the top. down. It can be used in com-
pacting almost any type soil, provided the
values of contact and tire pressure are ad-
justed for the soil, which is being compacted.
This roller is least effective with fine-grained
.plastic soils of high fompressibility. The
density increases with the number of pisses.
Increased density results from increased tire
inflation pressure, just so long as a reasonable
minimum wheel load is maintained. Con-
veisely, changing the wheel load Vthout
changing, the tire pressure produces ,no dis-
cernible results. Generally, '6-inch lifts are
recommended; however, in granular soils lifts
of 1 to 18 inches, have proved satisfactory
in some cases. This type' of roller is uitially
supplied. with both 90 and 150 psi ires.

8.k. Vibratory compactor. Compcts with
a vibratory action which rearranges the soil
particles into a 'denser mass. It gives best
results with clean cohesionless sands and.

moreThis type of compactor requires more
maintenance than most standard rollers.
Crawler type tractors produce' some of the
effects of a vibratory _compactor and can in.

some cases be used for this type of compac-
tion.

I. Wobble-wheeled roller (pneumatic-
tired). Compacts with a kneading action from
the top down. It gives best results in slightly
cohesive soils. The thickness of lifts is from
4 to 6 inches. Density increases with passes.

m. tee1- wheeled roller (three wheels). ,
Compacts rom the top down. The thickness
of lift is about 4 inches due to low unit pres-
sure Generally it is used for Ompacting
'cohesionless subgrade, base course, and wear-
ing surfaces. Care ust be exercised in roll-
ing base course tha material is not crushed
by the roller..

n. Pneumatic-tired roller (15-, 30-ton
self-propelled). Compacts from the top down.
It can be used for compaction of alrifo§t any
type of soil, like the towed and heavier
pneumatic-tired rollers described 'previously.

o. Equipment list. Column 13 on.Chart
H, Characteristics Pertinent to Roads and'
Airfields,, lists equipment that will usually
produce the desired density wit, a reasonable
number of paises when moisture conditions
and lift thickness are properly controlled.

3-5. FIELD CONTROL OF COMPACTION

a. Principles: 'As has been emphasized
previously, Ilecifications 'for adequate com-
paction of soils used in military corigtruetion
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generally require the attainment of a certain
minimum density in field rolling. This require-
ment is most often stated in terms of modified
AASHO maximum density. With many soils
the close control of moisture content is neces-
sary to achieve the stated density with the
available equipment. In the discussion which
follows, it is assumed that the laboratory
compaction curve is available fs4r the soil
which is being rolled, so that the maximum
density and optimum moisture content are
known, that the soil compacted in the lab-
oratory and being rolled,in the field are actual-
ly the same, and that the required density
can be achieved in the field with the equip:
ment available, There are many methods for
finding the in-place density. The sand dis-
placement method is presented because it is
most commonly used.

b. In-place moisture content of soil.
(1) Definition. Moisture content (W)

is the ratio, expressed as a percentage, of the
weight of water in a soil mass to the weight
of the dry soil matter.

(2) Apparatus. The apparatus fe-
quired for thi.5 test procedure is: oven, pre-
ferably automatically controlled for 105-110°
C; balance, sensitive to 0.01 gram; desiccator
(this is not necessary if samples are weighed

immediately after cooling) ; sample containers
(seamless metal containerawith lids are rec-
ommended).

(3) Procedure. The test procedure
consists of the following steps:

(a) First, record on the suggested
data sheet (fig 3-11) identifying informatiOI
such as project, station, pit 'number, depth,
etc., from,,which sample was taken.

(b). Place the sample in a container,
,weigh, and record the total weight of the
containe/yid wet soil. Also, record the num-
ber and empty weight of the containers,: If
the sample weighs less than about 100 gram,
the weight should be recorded to the nearest
0.1 gram. ,

(c) Place the sample in an open
container in an oven heated to 105-110° C.
The sample should remain in the oven until

4'4

the weight becomes constant. Generally, 8 to
12 hours are sufficient.

(d) Remove the container from the
oven and place it in a desifcator to cool.
Samples in containers too large for the desic-
cator may be allowed to cool to room tem-
perature in the open air.

v.--N
(e) Afte e sample has cooled,

weigh it again d record the weight on the
data shee

(4) CoMputations. The moisture con-
tent is eqtrat t?:

(Weight of wet soil) - (Weight of dry soil)

x 100
Weight of dry soil

or w = W,, x 100
W. -

where W,,, is the weight of the water and W.
is the weight' of the dry soil.

(5) Example. ° An example is pre-
sented here of the computation of the mois-
ture content of the portion of coarse-grained
materials passing a No. 10 sieve .when the
moisture content of the total sample, grada-
tion, and percentage, of absorption of the
coarse materials are known. Assume a clay-
gravel material with the following char-
acteristics

Moisture content of total
sample

Material retained on-,No. 10
sieve

Material passing No.,10 sieve

Moisture content of material
retained on No. 10 sieve

3.6 -percent

48 percent

52 percent

0.6 went
The portion of the moisture content available
to the material piling the No. 10 sieve would
be: 3.6 - 0.6 = 3.0 percent of the dry weight
of the total sample. On the basis of the dry
weight of material passing the No. 10 sieve
this would represent a moisture content of

3 17
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c. Sand-displacement method.

(1) Principles. The sand - displacement
method of determining the in-place density
may be used in either fine.- or coarse-grained
materials. This test is so named because a
calibrated sand is used to determine the
volulne of the hole from which a sample has
been taken. The test consists essentially of
digging out a sample of the material to be
tested, determining the...volume of the hole
from which the sample was ..removed, and
dOrmining the dry weigit of the sample.
There are three requirements that` must be
met: (1) the volume of the sample must be
0.05 cubic feet or larger, (2) when the sand-
displacement methodo is used, a double cone

cylinder must be used that permits calibrating
the sand for ,each sampling operation, (31
the sand moisture content must be constant
while perfohningathe test.

(2) Equipment.

(a) Small digging toots. The small
tools used for digging shown in figure 3-12
are: a spatula, a chisel, a kitchen spoon,
and a hammer. Other tools such. as ice picks,
screwdrivers, or pointed trowels may be used
effectively also. These tools are useful for
digging samples of either coarse or fine-
grained materials. An Iwan type auger, 3
or 4 inches in diameter, may be used in
fine-grained soils to obtain the sample.

Figure 3 -12. Field equipment

(b) Sample container' Almost any
type of container with a capacity of about
1 gallon oimoie,. having a -close=fitting top
or.lid, and capable of withstanding the heat

laiwiernd-displacement method.

of the drying oven is acceptable. One gallon
syrup pails are satisfactory.

(c) Sand. The sand for use in this , -

test should be composed of cleaii, airdry, well



rounded, and hard particles that will pass a
No. 20 sieve and be retained on a No. 40.
(Some specifications require the sand to be
retained on a No. 30 sieve rather than No.
40).

(d) Sand-density cylinder and seat-
ing plate. The sand-density cylinder developed
by the Waterways Experiment Station is
shown in figure 3-12 at the upper right and
the seating plate used with the cylinder at
the lower right. The apparatus is composed
of a plexiglas cylinder mounted on a double
cone. The cylinder is ,10 inches high and 7
inches in diameter. The surfaces of the cones
have a slope of 45 degrees and are jointed at
the apexes by a 3/4 -inch valve.

(e) Modeling c14. The modeling
clay shown in the lower center of figure 3-12
is used to seal underneath the seating plate.
Any commercial quality modeling clay is
satisfactory for this use.

(f) Paint brush. A paint brush
about 3 inches wide with moderately long
bristles is needed to brush loose material
away and_ help take the sample from the
hole.

DryinN oven. Any oven that
can maintaki a constant temperature of 105-
110° C and has a sufficient sample' capacity
is satisfactory.

(h) Balances. A balance with a a-
pacity of about 20,000 grams sensitive o
about 1 gram, end a balance of 500-gram
capacity sensitive to 0..1 gram.

(3) Surface preparation. The surface
of the material to be tested should be pre-
pared by brushing all loose particles away so
as to leive a reasonably hard surface. No
attempt should be made to level the area
with'a spatula, (rowel, or other toolas this
disturbs the surface to be tested. The plate
liculd be seated on the surface and the.

space under the plate sealed with modelling
clay.

(4) Sand calibratiOn. The volume of
the cylinder and connecting cone up through

o

the valve and the empty weight of the ap-
paratus must be known before the sand can
be calibrated. This_ determination may be
made by pouring water into the apparatus
until the cylinder, bottom cone, and valve
are filled and water stands some distance up
in the top cone. Then close the valve,, pour
off the excess water, dry the cone with a
cloth, and weigh: The weight of water in
the apparatus in grams is equal to,the volume

cubid centimeters. This prlocedure should
be repeated a number of tines; the results
averaged, and the volume expressed in cubic
feet. The airdry sand is c ibrated by pour-,
ing it into the upper cone wit the valve open
until the apparatus is filled a oVe the valve.

'-The valve is closed, the exces sand is poured
out; and the weight of s d remaining de-
termined. The weight of and in the appa-
ratus in pounds divided y the volume in
cubic feet equals the calibrated density in
pounds per cubic foot. The calibration should

/be repeated for each test as the' value will
change with temperature and humiditx.

Note: Vibration of the sand either by
bumping the jar,or by heavy equip-

° ment shaking the ground during
any sand-volume deter ination
may increase the bulk nsity. of
the sandand decrease the curacy
olthe determination.

(5) Surface calibration. The surface
irregularities inside the metal seating plate
must be taken into account. To do this the
volume of the space between the surface of
the cone and the surface to be tested is
needed. After the sand is calibrated, the
apparatus is placed on the metal plate, as
shown in figure -3 -13. .The valve is opened-.

and the space under the cohe allowed to fill
with sand. When the space is filled, the valve
is closed and the weight of sand required to
fill the space is determined. It is recommended
that as much of the sand be recovered as is
feasible without 'dittu. rbing the seating ring
or soil. Then, the remaining 'sand Particles
should be brushed lightly from within the
seating ring, being carefuPto disturb neither
the ring nor the soil tolbe tested:

3 20
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Figure 3=13. Sand density cylinder in test position.

(6) Digging sample. All loose particles
should be removed and care taken to leave
the remaining particles undisturbed. The in-
side of the hole should be kept as free of
pockets and sharp protuberaijces as possible',
since these affect the accuracy y of the test.
Care should be exercised to remove all loose
particles from the hole and to see, that all
particles removed are included in the sample.
All loosened soil should be placed in a con-
tainer, taking care not to lose any 'material,
the sample weighed immediately, and the wet
weight determined.

,(7) Volume and density determina-
tion. After the sample has been removed
from the hole, the sand-density cylinder is
again placed I on the metal plate. The valve
is opened and the sp.nd allowed to fill the hole
and space Imder the cone. The weight of the
sand requiked to fill the hole is then equal to

_AIL.Aca.-

the difference between the original and final
weights of the apparatus and sand, minus
the weight of sand required in the surface
calibration. The weight of the sand required
to fill the hole divided by the calibrated den-
sity of the sand equals the volume of the hole
in cubic feet. The dry weight of the sample
can be most accurately determined by drying
the entire sample in its original container.
However,an alternate, less desirable method
of determining the moisture content of a
,small specimen of the density sample and
'correcting the wet weight of the density sam-
ple to give the dry weight may be used. The
dry. density of the material in place is de-
termined by dividing the dry weight of the
sample in pounds by the volume of the hole
in cubic feet. ro

'(8) Volume of sample. The miilimum
test hole volumes recommended to use in de-
termining the in-place density of various soil

a 21'



mixtures are given in table 3- . Thii table
also shows the minimum wei: t recoiPmend-
ed of the moisture content s. mple in relation
to the maximum particle s e in soil ixtUres.

TABLE 3-2. D; ty of Wat and
Recommended Minimum Test- Ho! Volumes----'

DENSITY OF WATER

°C
Temperature Volumet-4water

°F cc per, g

12 53.6 1.00048
14 57.2 1.00073
16 60.8 1.00103
18 64.4 1.00138
20

f.-00177
22 71.6 1.00221
24 75.2 . 1.00268
26 78.8 "N i.00320
28 82.4 1.00375
30, 86.0 '1.00435
32 89.6 1.00497

S.

RECOMMENDED MINIMUM TEST HOLE,
- VOLUMES

%faximurn
part kle site

tn.

Minimum
,ample
vnittme

eu

Minimum welubt
nt moisture

sample

0.187 (No. 4 sieve) 0.025 100
0.50 0.050 . 250
1.00 t 0:075 500
2.00 0.100 1000

(9) Calculation. The volume in cubic
centimeters of the density apparatus is equal
to the weight 'of water in grams reqtured tofill the apparatus, .multiplied by the water
temperature (volume correction shown intable 3-2). The necessary calculations and
suggested form for use in recording the data
and making the calculations are.,shown infire 3-14.

Note: The factor 0.002205 shoWn in line 5
of figure 114 is 1 gram-expressed
in pounds as follows: 1/454
0.002205.

3-6. TRAFFICABIUTY
,

,a. Principles. Trafficability is the ca-pacity of a soil to support a vehicle without
excessive settlement of the vehicle.

b. .Cone penetrometer. The cone pene- j(

trometer (fig 3-15) is the principal instrument 11used in evaluating soils trafficability. It con-sists of a 30-degree cone of 1/2-square-inch
base area, an aluminum staff 19 inches long 1

and 3/8-inch in diameter, a proving ring, a
;micrometer dial, -and a handle. When the
cone is forced into the ground, the proving j.
ring,is deforMed in proportion to the force
applied. The amount of force rewired to move,'
the cone slowly through _a &Vett_ plane_is_in-
dicatedimithe dial inside the ring. This force
is csonsidered to be an index of the shearing
resistance of the soil and ise called the cone
index of the soil in that plane. The range of
the dial is 0.to 300 (150 pounds). The proN'T'ing
ring and handle are used with a %-ineh
diameter, 19-inch long steel staff and 0.2
square inch cone, for remolding tests in sands

; and fines, poorly drained.
I

c. Huorsleu soil sampler. A piston type
soil sampler (fig 3.16) is used to extract/ soil
samples for remolding tests.
/ d: Remolding cylinder and hammer.
fTlie equipment for the remolding test, shown
-txt :figure 3-17, consists 'of a steel Cylinder
approxim4ely 2 inches in diameter and 8
inches lon mounted on an alumina base,
a 21/2-poun steel drop hammer slidil on an
18-inch stee staff with handle, ands a cone
penetrometer. The penetrometer is used to
measure soil s rength in the cylinder before
alit after remolding. The sampler is ussd to
obtain the soil sample and place it in the
remolding cylinder.

e. Remolding test.

(1) Principles. Since remolding test
techniques for fine-grained soils differ some-
what.from those for sands with fines/poorly
drained, the operator should be able to rec-
ognize the two types of soil for conditions
where remolding tests must be made. In
such conditiobs both soil types' are wet in
apliearance and Wet to the touch. If squeezed

3- 22



IN-PIACI Deem TIM

. Sand Density Cylinder

AIRTIELD i .
TEST LOCATION pi/ /

MATERIAL Cloy ..9..4./ &ism course
_._

DITTY!, EN. DATI3 /7 Morvit /992

Sand Calibration Ground Surface Calibration

J---
1 ,Weight Tilled /2.854 g

ft

. ) .
6. Weight before /2854`g

2. Weight Empty 4. 1.94 g 7. Weight After /d.973 g

3. Weight Sand (1-2) L5_640 g 8. Weight Sand (6-7) 4,08/ ,,k.
.

4. Volume Container 02024 eta ft

x 0002205)
Calibrated Dens.5.

(3 .51111b/cu

./ Role Volume Determination

... 9. Weight before

_
10. Weight After

11. Weight Sand (9-10)

12. Weight band .Used

(Trost 7)4.03 g

7: /63 g

18/0 g

(11-8) /.9296

Density Determination

13. Wet Weight Sample Container

14. Dry Weight Sample Container

15. Weight Container

16. Weight 'ter (13-10

17. Wet Weight -ample (13-15)

18 . Dry Weight Sample (14-15)

..- 16)
: 19. Water Content (0

s

20. Wet Density
(1712 5)

.3 080 g

2.9 /.6 g

273 g
...

/64 g

2.807 g
Z643 6 .

62

/35.8 lb/cu ft

21. Dry Density (Ai-11
. -.

/278 lb /eu t

f07PN3: kfoteric/ al:weared era // co171,00Clefed. afrtfity yohe may 64, /747/7 Ofewor
/0 .51/91774 al/..S/Urbaff0e /0 Nt7//s of ho/e..

. .

,r,

..'

COMPUTED .

ADS
CNICKED

8 E T

4-

Figure 3-14. Data form for sand-displacement method.
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Fig

1/2 SQ. IN. END
AREA

300 CONE

re 345. Cone penetrometer. .

and rolled between the fingertips the fine-
grained plastic soil will feel soft a d smooth
because such soil particles are em. 1 and flat
in shoe. The other soil type 11 have -a
definite abrasive feel because of, th presence
of the larger, rounder part clsof s d. How-
ever, there will be many cases in which the
operator cannot confidently disti guish the
two types. In such casegli4botlt pes of re-
molding ,tests should be made d the re-
molding indexes obtained compared. If the
lower remolding index is the 'one obtained
with the rezpolding test for sands with fines,
poorly drained, it may be' assumed that the
soil is a -sand -with fines, poOrly drained, and
the test for this soil type should be employed
throughout- area undeit investigation. 'It
is emphasized,,that a good rule to follow in

a

all casekof doubt is to run both types of
tests and use the lower remolding index.

(2) Test procedure for ,fine-grained
soils. Take a sample with the sampler;eject
it directly into the remolding cylinder. and
,PuSh it to the bottom' of the cylinder with
the foot of the drop hammer ,staff. Measure
the strength with thO' penetrometer (alumi-
num staff) by taking cone index readings as
The-`base of the ,cone enters' the, surface, oC
the soil sample' and at each successive,inch,
to a, depth of inches. Next,' apply vio blows,
with the' drop hammer falling 12 inches and
measure the remolded strength at each 1-inch
depth to 4 ,iriches, as was done before re-
molding: Occasionally a sample is so hard
that it cannot be penetrated -the full 4- inches,

24
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4 DISK

SET. SCREW

LOCKING (ICNURIM)
HANDLE .

DRIVE
ROD

LEARNER WASHER

irPISTON RING

PISTON ROD

1

1

, .:,',...
e';', Figure 31'16.. ..,,'. . J. .

In such cases the full capacity of the dial
(300) on the penetrometer is recorded for
each inch below the last reading...obta.in-ed.
The sum of the five cone index,readings after
remolding divided by the sum of'the five cone
index readings before remolding gives the
remolding index.

.(3) Test procedure for sande. with
fines, poorly drained. The procedure is gen.

. erally the swine as that for fine-grained soils

I

1

J

PISTON

.

SAMPLING TUBE -,

Soil sampler.

1

except that the cone index measurements are
made' with the slender staff and small cone,
and the sample is remolded by dropping it
(along with cylinder and base) 25 times from
a height of 6 inches onto a firm surface.

f.. Rating, cone index. The product of
the cone ind'ek 'times the remolding index
gives the rating cone index for that soil. This
varue then represents the capacity of that
soil to-carry traffic under repeated loadings.

3 2.5
s
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S. 1101
ALUMINUM
STAFF

Figure 3-17. Remolding test' equipment.

Its value , CI) must then be Compared to
the vehicle cone index, or in other words
strength of soil. mug be compared with the
strength reqUired fdpass a given vehicle. If
the soil strength is gr,eater than the strength
required by the yehicle, then this type of
vehicle may pass oiler this soil.

g. Critical layer. The critical layer is
the soil layer in which the rating cone index

3:11114 ST((
STAFF

C

is consider" a 'significant measure of traf-
ficability, or the layer of soil which is regarded
as being most pertinent to establishing rela-
tionship between soil strength and vehicle
performance. Its depth varies with the weight
and type of vehicle and the soil profile, but
it is normally the layer lying 6 to 12 inches
below the surface. ,

SELF TEST

Note: The following exercises comprise a self test. The figures following each question re-fer..to b. paragraph, containing information related tcithe question. Write your answer

3
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)
A

1 \ 31
in the Slxkce below the 4uestion. When--you have finished answering all 'the questions

1.

for this lesson, compare your answers\mjith those given for this lesson in the back
of this booklet. Do not send in your \sohitions to. these review exercises.. , ...

.)--.

1. Compaction-is the process of artifictilly densifying a soil. In the process of densify-
ini a sod, what is normally rembved from it? (3-1),

1

2. Why is it necessary to determine the optimum moisture content for a doll that must
to compacted to support a heavy load?' (3 -2a)

3. The maximum dry density of ..4 soil may be attained by the correct combination of.
compaction effort and moisture content. What is the normal relationship between compaction
effort and the optimum moisture content? (3-38(4))

P 4. -Within a range of twenty pounds, what is the compacted unit dry' weight of well-
graded sands or gravelly sands (SW) in pounds per cubic foot? (3-3a(2), chart II)

cla

A--

5. The conipection control-tea' tlised by the Corps of Eng-ifteers is called the "Modified
AASHO Test." What information is provided** this test? (3-3b(1))

t.' The "Medifiecl AASHO Test" may be run using either a Proctor mold or a CBR
old. How would you deterniine which mold to use? (3-3b(2) (a), (b))

'..,1

7. When using the Proctor mold, describe the procedure used, in compacting the soil

Sample. k3-3b(4) (a))

8. Compaction Orocedure for using the CBR mold is the same as for the Proctr mold
except for,one major difference. What is this difference? (3-3b(4) (b))

4

r

9

4

, 9 s

4
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9
weight 142.6 and a moisture content of (3.3b(5) (c)) .

t is the dry unit weight in pounds per cubic foot, of a soil having a wet unit

1 If the maximum modified AASHO dry density of a particular soil is 110 pounds per
cubic oot at the OMC of 18 percent, what is the lowest afceptable compactive effort, or density,
you c d a9Rept for a sqbgrade for a road in a TO if the material was cohesive? (3-3c(4), fig
3-9) i

t
, 0

1. In a -road construction project ybu have a requirement to mix some broken up bitumi-
nous /pavement with the in -place clay' What piece of equipment would you select for this
prof t? (3-4b)

2. An area proposed for use as open storage has large chunks of earth and excessive
surface moisture. What item of construction material is best suited for breaking up these
ch and loosening the surface so the water can penetrate? (3-4c)

, .9 .. -

.

.13. What type. of compaction equipment is most likely to produce the desired compact
tion in GP soils (pc graded gravelor gravel-sand mixttres, little or no fines) ? (340,
chart

14. Before determining the in-place moisture content, it is necessary to understand what
water content is. What Is water content as regards moisture in soil? (3-5b(1) )

15. What is the moisture content, in percent, in a soil if 'the wet soil weight is 123.1

grains and the dry soil weight is 108.2 grams? (3-5b(4))

16. When determining the in-place density of a soil by the-sand-displacement meth
what purpose is seryeti by the calibrated sand? (3-5c(1)) <

5 3,28 ,



17. The sand used in the sand-displacement method should be composed of clean, air-
dried, well rounded, and hard particles that will pass a number 20 sieve and be retained on a
number 40 sieve. What does it mean to say that this sand must be calibrated4? (3-5e(4))

.
18. , How is the volume of the hole, oi in other words, the volume of the soilample, then

finally determined,by this sand-displacement method? (3'-5c(5), (7))

19.. What is the function of the proving ring on the cone penetrometer?.(3-66) .

4

/ ,
20. What mathematical process must be performed to determine the remolding index

of a soil after the required number of penetrometer readings have been made? (3-6ec2) )
\

O

I

I
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LESSON 4.

STRENGTH: DESIGN USING CBR

CREDIT:HOU is
TEXT ASSIGNMENT

MATERIAL REQUIRED

LESSON OBJECTIVE-

-1

3

Attached memorandum.

Table 4-3, Aircraft' Data Sheet Air Force
Aircraft.

Upon completion of this lesson you should be
---- able, to accomplish the following in the in-

dicated topic areas:

1.' Introduction. Explain the development;
and use of the California Bearing Ratio
(CBR) method for design of flexible pave-

ments.
2. LaboratOry, Testi. Describe the equip-

ment 'used in a laboratory CBR test, the
preparation. of soil samples, the 'performance
of the test itself, and the proper recording.of

' the test data.
3'. Field In -Place Test. 'explain the 'cir-

4'

4

cumstances under which the CER test is run
on 'undisturbed samples in the field, the pro-
cedure, and the recording of the data 'ob-
tained.

4. Design CBR and. Soil CBR. Determine
the' design CBR for the anticipated traffic ,
utilizing available tables and graphs, and uti-
lizing the data obtained from the laboratory

-.'and field CBR. tests to determinelhe moisture
content and compactive effort required.

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

4-1. DEFINITION

The Calif ornia 13raring Ratio (CBR) meth-
od of design for flexible pavements started
as an essentially empirical method. Develop-
ments and thorough testing have led to the Iv'
establishment of a distinct pattern for design
relations. From- thisb pattern;:standard pro-
cedures' have been evolved for Constructing
an'y desired set Of CBR curves. The CBR test'
is essentially a 'penetration test having the;
function of, measurink the soil resistance to '
penetration prior to Preaching its ultimate
shearing .value. --It*is a duplication "of the
action which wheels exert on a flexible pave-
Mei (not a shearing' modulus because gf the

confining 'effect of the molds) .. Hence it is
defined as the ratio in perCentage from 0 to
100, with a standard well graded crushed
limestone serving as the 100 percent material.

. .

44. PERFORMANCE OF LABORATORY CBR TEST

Experience has shown that minor .varia-
bons in the CBR test procedures will cause
wide variations in test results. For this rear
son, step -by -step procedures are detallept 4
Even-with these -dtep-by -step procedures, it
is realized that difficulties will kin. For400.,

materials containing, gravel or ifones, the
procedures have not proven entirely satisfac- .
tory, and it will be necessary to conduct' a4
101 . 6



number of tests to assure a reasonable aver-
age value. In some cases where gravel. or
stone is present in such small quantities that
it does nat affect the stability of the soil,
the particles can be removed and inconsis-
tencies in test results will be avoided. For
the majority of soils, however, the methods
presented have proven satisfactory. In the
following paragraphs, -procedures and sug-
gested equipment Pare presented for tests on
remolded and .compacted samples and undis-
turbed samples.

4:3. EQUIPMENT FOR PERFORMANCE OF
LABORATORY CBR TEST

a. A mold 6 inches in diameter and 7
inches high with a detachable collar and with
a perforated base plate shall be used. Per-
fOritions in base plate must hot be greater
than 1/16-inch in diameter. The base plate
and collar should be made td claMp on either
end of the cylinder. For any group of molds,
one extra base plate is desirable as two plates
are required when a mold is inverted during
the preparation of the test specimen.

b. A spacer disk 5 15/16 inches in
diameter and 2 or 21/2 inches high is used.

'c. A compaction tamper identical with
'that previously described in Lesson 3 is used..

d: Adjuitable stem and perforated
plate, tripod, and dial gage (reading to 0.001 -
inch) ,are. needed, suitable to measure- the

-:eicelanSIOn of the soil. Perforations in the
plate should not be greater than 1/16-inch
in diameter.

e. One annular weight fiVs inches in
diameter with center hole 21/8 inches in diam-
eter is needed. Also needed are several slotted
weight's weighing 5 pounds each, suitable to
apply as surcharge loads on the soil surface
during soaking and penetration.

f A penetration piston having an end
area of 3 square inches (1.95 inches in
diameter) is used. It must be sufficiently long
to pass through the surcharge weights and

. penetrate the soil ('l1/2 inches fong if , fbr
use in a large laboratory compression, ma-

. chihe). 4)set,

or.

a
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g. A laboratory testing machine, or
'screw jack and frame arrangement, is needed,
either of which can be used to force the pene-
tration piston into the specimen at a' rate of
0.05-inch per minute.

h. Also needed is other general lab-
oratory equipment such as mixing bOwls,
spatulas, straightedges, scales, soaking tank
or buckets, ovens etc.

i: Figure 4-1 illustrates atypical set of
equipment needed to prepare and test a soil
sample in the laboratbry. .

4-4. PREPARATION OF REMOLDED SAMPLES

'a. Principles. The procedure is such
that the CBR values are obtained on (test
specimens which 'have the same density and
moisture content expected in the field. In
general, for most materials, the most critical
condition in the prototype will exist when the
maximum amount of water has been ab-
sorbed. For this reason,. the CBR is usually
made after the specimens have been immersed
in water for a 4-day soaking period while
contained in molds a'd confined with a sur-
charge equal to the weight of the pavement.
and base that will be above the material. The
following procedure has been forinulated as
a result of studies and should generally be
followed.

bt Size of material. The soil sample
shall first be dried until,it becomes friable
'under a: trowel. Drying may be'iii the air or
by use of drying apparatus such that the

," temperature of the sample does 'not exceed
_40°F. The aggregations shall then be thor-
otighly broken up in such a manner as to
avoid reducing the natural size of the in-
dividual particles. An adequate quantity of
representative pulverized soil will be screened
first over the 3/4-inch sieve and then on the
No. 4 sieie. .Coarse aggregates retained on
the (3/4-inch sieve will be discarded and re-
placed by an additional equal portion of the
original material passing the 3/4-inch sieve
and retained on the No. 4 siftre or as explained;

sin lesson 3. The sample is then recombined
and thoroughly mixed.

CoMpacting samples. Samples shall
be prepared and compacted for the CBR test

'I-

4 2
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0 .Figure 4-1. Soil test apparatus, laboratory CBR,test.

Asing. the . same procedures as outlined for
compaction control tests' (see lesson 3),..,n4ng
the compactive efforts and the molding *iter'
.content as recommended. Molding moisture
content may be,obtained bydrying a portion
of the sample 1100 _grams,- for clays or 500
grams for gravelly soils$ at the time the
specimen is compacted. After compacting the
sample, the collar is removes, the specimen
is trimmed; a fine wire mesh or coarse filter
paper is placed over the top of the specimen,.,
and a perforated Ease plate is clamped to 'the
top of the mold.

d. Soaking. Place the perforated plate
, with the adjustable stem on the surface of

the mold and apply fiack annular weight to
produce an intensity of loading equal to the
weight of the base material and pavement
within plus of minus 5 pounds, except that in,
no ocase shall the weight be less than 10
pounds. Immerse' mold andlweights in water
to allow frte access of water to top and bot-

° tom of the specimen: Take initial measure-
. ments for swell' and allow tO soak for 4 days.

A shorter immersion period is 'permissible-
if tests show that shorter period does! not

. affect the results for soils that take up mois-
ture readily. Take. final swell measurements

\and compute the swell in percentage of initial
specimen height,

°-11

e. Draining. RemoVe free surfate water
and- allow the specimen to drain downwarl
for 15 migutes., Care should be taken not to
disturb the surface "of the specimen during
removal Of the free, water; it may be neces-
sary to tilt the samples. pie perforated plate
and surcharge weights are removed aM the
specimen weighed. The specimen is then
ready for the penetration 'test.

45. PENETRATION TEST

a. Principles. Since the actual penetra-
tion test procedure is constant for all types of
specimens, it is 'presented here and will not
be repeated for other types. The procedure
outlined in the following subparagraphs is
also applicable for undisturbed and field in-
place tests after the testing surface has been
prepared. A suggested form for use in re-
cording the test data is shbwn in figure 4 -2.

b. Surcharge. Apply a penetration sur-
. charge on all soils sufficient to produce an
intensity of loading equal to the weight of
the base material anti pavement (within ±

. 5 pounds), but not less than 10 pounds. If
the sample has been soaked previously, the
penetration surcharge should be equal to the
soaking surcharge. To prevent upheavel of
soil into the, hole of the surcharge weight§,
it is advisable to place one 5-pound annular

4
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CAL IFORWZA BEARING RATIO (CBR) TEST
..

Penetratioix ,

, t .414. i

PROJECT ,
.

SAMPLE NO. ,

.

.
FMB NO.
It

NO. BLOWS AS MOLDED SOAKED '

1

MOLD NO. 1

.

Surcharge veights,.in pounds:
Soaking Penetration

Dgte Timm Days
Reading

In.

_

Swell Swell
%

BEARING RATIO DATA
(3-64-in. piston. 0.05 in er min.)

0 O. , O. Penetra-
tion
in.

Total
Load

Bearing
Value*
lb/in.2

Corr.
CBRV- O. 'O.

.

O. O. 0.025. .

0. O. 0.050
.

O. O.
A

0.075
.

.

O. O. 0.100**,
.

---__.

O. 0.,
/

0.125 .

*WATER CONTENTS
.1APTERSOAKLNG

WhOle Specimen Top

in.

0.150

0.175Drained

Tare
. 0.200t_.

Tare + wet soil 0.250 A

Tare +dry soil . 0.300
Water 0.350

b

Tare Ni

. 0.400
Solids

.

1. .450 .

Water Coatent 1 1 0.500 .

Ǹ
Note: Standard load at 0.1 -in., penetration - 1000 psi.

. 'Standard load at 0.2-in. penetration . 1500 psi.

(0.734 x total load in kilograms) or (total load is pounds + 3)._
.. .

** Total, load in p s + 30 .. CHB.

...\t Total load in s + 45... CBR.

1

TECIINICIAN - CHECKED IDATE

s

t

Figure 4-2. Data form for CBS test.
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disk surcharge weight on the. soil surface
-prior to seating the piston and finally apply-
ing the reniander of the weights.

c. Seating piston. .Seat the penetration
piston with a 1 pound load (or until reason-
able pressure) and set both the stress and
strain gages at zero. This initial load is re-
quired to insure satisfactory seating of the
piston and should be considered as the zero
load when determining stress-penetration re-
lations.. .

,

' d. %,pplicatioii of load. Apply load uni-
formly onto the penetration piston through
tip sckew or hydraulic jack so the progressive
rate of ipplication is approximately 0.05 inch
pet; mint* Obtain load readings at 0.025,
0.05, 0.075, 0.1, 0.125, 0.150, 0.175, 0.200,
0.250, 0.300, 0.350', 0.400, 0.450 and 0.500
inch depths. of penetration. In manually op-
erated loading devices it may be necessary
to take load readings at closer intervals to
control the rate of penetration.

e. Moisture. Determine the moisture
content in the upper 1 4vnch and, in the case

, of laboratory tests, average moisture `content
for the entire depth of the sample.

f. Stress-penetration curve. The' pene-
tration load, in pounds per square inch, is
computed and the stress-penetration curve
is drawn. To obtain true penetration loads
from the test data, the zero point of the curve
is adjuatefLto correct for surface irregulari-
ties or disturbances and the initial -concave-
upward shape o{ the curve, if present. The
correction is ma by9xtending downward a
line tangent to the steepest portion of the
curve which extends for a distance of not less

0.1 inch in the penetrafiOn range. The
poin at which this line intersects the zero
load lie then becomes the zero penetration
point of the curve. In figure 4-3, necessary
corrections have been made to two of the
curves shown. Corrected unit loads are en-
tered in the appropriate places on DD Form
1212.

g. California bearing ratio. Determine
the corrected load values in psi at 0.1- and 0.2-
inch of penetrations. From these tile. FR
values are obtained by dividing the loads at
0.-1- and, 0.2-inch by the standard loads of

1,000 and 1,500 pounds per square inch, re-
spectively.-,The standard loads of 1,000 and
1,500 psi are always 'Constant and represent
the load .required to penetrate a well graded
minus %-inch crushed limestone sample at
modified AASHO maximum density. Multiply
each ratio by 100 to obtain the ratio in per-
cent. The CBR is usually selected at 0.1-
inch penetration. If the CBR . at -0.2-inch
penetration is greater, the test should be
rerun. If check tests give similar results, the

R at 0.2 inch' should be' used.

h. rTestresults.jest results should con-
tain the following information: compaction
procedure' (modified AASHO) ; compaction
effort (12, 26, and 55 blows/layer) ; molding
water content (maisture content prior to
soaking) ; density (prior to soaking) ; soak-
ing and penetration surcharges; expansion
of sample (% swell) ; moisture content after
soaking (saturated condition) ; density after
soaking (saturated condition) ; optimum
moisture content and maximum dry density
determined by modified AASHO compaction
test (55 blows/layer) ; plot and correction
(if .necessary) of stress-penetration curve;
calculations and selection of,a corrected CBR
value.

4-6. TEST PROCEDURE FOR 'REMOLDED SAMPLES

. a. Prineip16. In testing remolded speci-
mens for the California method of design, all
silbgrades andbase courses have been group-
ed into three classes with respect t&behavior
during the saturation: (a) cohesionless sands
and gravels, (b) cohesive soils, and(c) highly
swelling soils. The first groupusualfy includes
the GW, GP, SW, and SP clasfflcations. The
second group is usually in the GM, GC, SM,
SC, ML, CL, and OL classifications. Swelling
soils usually comprise.the MH, CH, and OH

0 classifications. SepaAte'procedures are given
for each of these groups below.

b. Coliesionless sands arid gravels. Co-
hcsionless soils usually compact readily under
rollers or traffic and specimens should be pre-
pared at high densities arid at a range of
water content covering those anticipated in
the field, including water contents as high

0
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as. practicable. If soaking does not lower the
CBR, it maybe omitted for further tests on
the same material and the material should
be placed in an almost saturated' condition
'during the construction phase.

c. Cohesive soils. Soils in this.group are
tested in a manner to 'develop dits. that 'will
show their behav- r bver'the- entire range
of anticipate oisture contents for repre-
sentative samples. Compaction curves are
developed for 55, 26, and 12 blows per layer

' and each specimen is soaked and penetrated
to develop a complete family of curves show-
ing the relationship between density, molding,
water content, and corrected CBR.

Al. Swelling soils. The test procedures
fo:highly swelling soils are the same as
previously described for cohesive soils; 'how-
ever, the objecties of the testing program are
not exactly the same as for cohesive soils.
Tests are performed on soils with expansive
characteristics to determine a -moisture con-
tent and a unit weight whiCh will minimize
expansion. The proPer moisture content ana.
unit weight are not necessarily the optimum
moilsture content and unit weight determined
by modified AASI-16 compaction tests. Gen-
erally, the minimum swell and highest soaked
CBR will occur at a molding moisture content
slighlywet of optimum. It may be necessary,
when testing highly swelling soils, to prepare
samples for a wider range of moistures and
densities than normally used in order to
establish the relationship between moisture
content, density, swell, and CBR for agiven
soil. A careful study, of the test results by
an experienced engineer will permit the selec-
tion of the proper moisture content and unit
weight' required in the field. It should be
noted that the possibility exists that thickness
design may be governed by compaction 're-
quirements rather than CBR in some cases.

4-7. PROCEDURE FOR UNDISTURBED SAMPLES

Tests on ur,idistprbed samples will be used
for design where the unconmacted condition
governs, such as over a highly compressible
clay

will
where normally this type of

soil will It se strength, upon remolding, and
For correlating field in-place tests to the de-

I+

sign moisture condition. ,Fqr the latter con-
dition duplicate amples should be tested to
deterniine the correction necessary for the
in-place tests. In this instance, the reduction
in CBR that ,occurs from 4 days of soaking

'should be applied as a correction to the-field
-in-place test. Considerable care and patience
are necessary if disturbance to the relatively
undisturbed spec en 4s to be held to a mini-
mum. Satisfactory undisturbed samples may
be obtained by use of steel cylinders, expansi-
ble galvaniztd metal jackets, or box samples.
If proper lateral support is not afforded on
the sides of the sample, erroneous`CBR values ,-
will result. Molds and metal jackets are satis-
factory for use in fine-grained matuials.. The
annular' space between the sample (cut or
trimmed from a pedestal) may be filled With
paraffin and 10 percent resiirto offer support.
For gravelly soils,the box methodis desirable.
The sample is covered with wax paper or
paraffin to prevent moisture lossduring trans-
portation to the laboratory. The soaking-and
penetration tests are performed as previously
outlined after the removal of paper or paraffin
from the end of the specimen in the case of
molds or metal jackets, or after the surface
of the box samples is leveled, with a thin layer
of sand if necessary.

4-8. FIELD IN-PLACE TEST

a: Principles. The field an-place test is
used primarily to checks the CBR of subgrade
and base courses during co struction. Under
certain conditions, it is a sa Sfactory test for
determinigg the Toad-carryi g capacity of a
soil.. Basically, the penetration phase of, the
test is the same 'as described previously. ;

b. Conditions for use The field in-place
test is used under any one of the following
conditions:

(1) When the in-place density and
moisture content are such that the degree of
saturation (percentage of voids filled with
water) is 80 percent-or more.

(2) When-the material is eoarse grain-
ed and cohesiOnlesi so that the chinges
moisture content will not greatly affect it.

(3) When, the Material 'has been in-
place and undisturbed for several years. The

7



moisture content in such material does not
become constant, but fluctuates within rather
narrow ranges. The field in -place test is con-
sidered a satisfactory indicator, of the load-
carrying capacity. The time required for the
moisture content to stabilize cannot be stated
definitely, but the minimum time is app.roxi-
mately 3 years.

c. Apparatus.
(1) Soil test' appaiatus, field in-place

CBR. This includes a jack to apply the load,
calibrated proving rings, penetration piston
with extensions, dial gages and support, sur-
charge weights, and surcharge plate. This
apparatus is furnished in a field CBR chest as
palt of the soil test set. This in-place test is
performed in conjunction with a loaded truck
to provide resistance for the CBR screw jack.

(2) Beam kit, field CBR. This kit in-
cludes a loading beam, a, penetration beam,
and a behm clamp placed in a beam and weight
chest as part of the soil test set.

(3) Other equipment. This includes
.the moisture content cans, truck jack, car-
penter's level and' plumb, stopiivatch, and
wrenches. These items are all included in
the soil test set.

d. Preparation.

(1) Principles. The apparatuq is as-
sembled on the rear bumper of a standard
Army 21/2 -ton truck, which is positioned
directly over the spot where the test is to
be performed.

(2) The truck is jacked up so that no
weight rests on the springs. A short section
of 6 -inch' I-beam to bridge the bumpers and
a clamp for securing' the jack to the beam
to provided.

(3). The ground surface is leveled and
prepared by removing loose material. The
apparatus is assembled and positioned under
the bumper (fig 4-4). The swivel head must
be adjusted so that the penetration piston is
plumb, and the device locked in position. The
dial foot must rest upon a firm, hard object
whiCh has a solid foundation far enough from
the area affected by the test so as not to be
influenced by the reaction of thelest through
the soil: Except in the case of an-extremely

high CBR material which 'is thoroughly in-
terlocked or cemented, this influence will
seldom extend beyond 1 foot with sufficient
magnitude to be of any consequence.

(4) The steel plate (as an initial 10-
pound surcharge weight) shoilld be seated in
a layer of fine sand to distribute the surcharge
reaction tinifprmly below all points of the
Plate. The penetration, piston- is seated and
an initial load of 1 pound .is applied to estab-
lish a firm bearing. The deflection gaged and
the load gages are zeroed before starting the
test. Surcharge weights are applied to the

Figure 4-4. Assembled apparatus, field in-place
CBR test.

steel plate to establish the equivalent load
intensity% of the expected load (table 4-1).

e. Procedure.

(1) Principles. With the penetration
piston and the surcharge weights added, and
the load and penetration dials set to zero,
the test can be performed.

4--8
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TABLE 4-1. Surcharge Weights, Depth Versus Density

Depth
in. 80

4 15

6 22

8 29

10 36

12 44

14 51

16 58

18 65

20 73

22 80

24 87

26 95

28 102

30 109

Wet Density, lbjen ft

85 90 95 100

15

23

31

39

46

54

62

16 17 18

25 26 28

33\ f 35 36

41 43 45

49 52 55

57 60 64

65 69 73

78 81

86 91 1

I 95 100

104 109

112 118

121 127

116 123 129 136

70 74

77 82

85 90

93 J 98

100 106

108 114

105 110 .115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150 a.

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 25 26 27

35 37 38 40
*

4129 30 31 33 34

38 40 42 44 45 47 49, 51 53 55

48 50 52 .55 57 59 61 64 66 68

57 60 63 65 68 71 74 76 79 82

67 70 73 76 80 83 86 89 92
**

98 -102 10576 80 84 87 91 95

86 90 94 98 102 106 110 115 119

96 100 105 109 114 118 123 127 132

105 110 115 120 125 130 135 139 145

115 1i0 ,26 131 136 142 147 152 158

124 130 136 142 148 154 159 165 171

134 140 146 153 159 165 172 178 184

143 :1t1 157 164 170 177 184 191 198

30-lb surcharge on surface and above line.
" 90-lb surcharge is maximum surcharge that will be used for ordinary test. In special cases additional

weight may be needed, therefore surcharge weight up to 198 lb has been computed.

(2) Jack the penetration piston at a
rate of 0.5-inch per minute.

(3) Read the proving ring (load)
readings at tbe following depths of penetra-
tion: 0.025, 0.050, 0.075, 0.100, 0.125, 0.150,
0.175, 0.200, 0.250, 0.300, 0.350, 0.400, 0.450
and 0.500 inch.

(4) Using the proving ring calibration,
deternairie the bearing value (in pounds per
square inch).

(5) ?lot the penetration versus load
deformation curve, with corrections if neces-
sary. .

(6? Conipute the corrected CBR (in
percent).

(7) Obtain a sample of the soil'at the
point of penetration for a moisture content
determination.

(8) Repeat the procedure in (1)
through (6) above, two or more times (for a
total of three tests) in the same type of soil.

(9) If the results do not )tow reason-
able agreement, three additiont tests should
be made. The numerical averile of the six
tests is used as the CBR at that location.
Reasonable agreement is designated as the
following:

CBR Rimge Permissible
tolerance

Less than 10 3
10-30 5
30-60 10
Above 60 unimportant

For example: Test results of 6,-`8, and are
reasonable and average 8; 23, 18, and 20 are
reasonable and average 20. Values below 20
are rounded off to the nearest unit, and above4
20.to the nearest 5 units.

4-9. COVER REQUIREMENTS

a. Roads. The cover iequirements for
roads ;axe computed using figure 4-5. To use
figure 4-5, enter the 18,000-pound single-axle
dual-wheel load operations on the bottom of
the chart, move straight up to the Correct

1: 9 109
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etsx line .and across to the cover required
in inches. These coverrequirements must be
used in conjunction with table 4-2 Which in-
dicates the minimum thickness of pavement
and base courses.

b. Airfields. The cover requirements for
airfields are computed using a series of curves.
Table 4-3, which is bound-in the back of this
booklet, contains a list of USAF aircraft with
tire and weight data and recommended pave-

TABLE 4-2. -Recommended Minimum

ment and base thickness. Figure 4-6 is a
typical curve or computing the cover require-
ments for ai fields. To use these curves, make,
sure the .ri t curve for the applicable air-
craft is use Enter the applicable chart on
the left- at e correct assembly load in kips
obtained from table 4-3. Note that when en.-
tering the chart from the left, the type of
traffic area must be known. ao across to
the correct CBR curve and down to the cover
requirement in inches.

Thickness of Pavement and Base

tine
No.

(Equivalent 18,000 lb
single-axle, dual-

wheel load
operations

100 CBR BASE 80 CBR BASE 50 CBR BASE

Pavement
In

Base
In

Pavement
in

Base
in

Pavement
in

Base
in

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8'

3x10" or leap
3x10' 1.5x104
1.5x104 7x104
7x10* 7x105
7x105 7x108 ',', .

7x10° 7x107
7x107 7x108
7x108 7x108

ST*
, ST

MST
MST
11/2 ,

11/2

2
3

,

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

$

MST"
. MST

11/2

2 .

21/2

31/2
31/2

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

-

'

,

1 V.

2
21,2
3
31/2
4
4 1/2

5
'

4
'4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Single"bituminous surface treatment

664.46.3' 1.00 w f0061

GO

MO

'C

GO

Figure

°Multiple bituminous surface treatment

TWIN ASSEMBLY - SPACING 28 IN.
CONTACT AREA 228 SO IN EACH WHEEL

CS*
I fO p 70 40 0 5 40 35 50 n 33 17 IS IT 1018 7 6 S

A PP tIC A 111.

NUMMIINUMINIMIN 1111111.5 IlEtrAPAKWAP:100170:M
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irsr reirdiredig1.1156 tir

111112Writipting
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4-6. Typical

TonextoommootACS

AICCIAFT

CS'
C111

C 119

C 131

T 29,

airfield flexible pavement design and evaluation lcur efr-t.cycle type landing
gea1., twin, tandem assemblies, full operational.'::

water content, and' the dry density can be
combined to present the test results In a
highly, usable fOetn. This. combination is an
extension of the-coinpaction curve data and
is illustrated in A, B, and C, figure 4-7.

4-10. DETERMINATION OF CBR

a. Principles. The data from the CBR
tests and the resulting family of CBR curves

-represent characteristics for a wide range of
field conditions. The CBR data, the molding

4.11
112

/6°
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b. Procedure.

.(1), Figgie a, Figure 4-7a, is the com-
paction' graph using the moisture content
and density.as coordinates. A curve is drawn
for each of the three compactive efforts; 55,
26, and 12 blows. The optimum moisture con-
tent'(0MC) ,and maximum density are de-

. termined as explained. The 95 percent modi-
fied AASHO maximum density is computed

, (116.5 x .95 = 110.58) and the result plotted
on the graph. A horizontal line (dashed on
the figure) is drawn through the plotted point
Until it intersects the drawn curve. Values
of 11,12 percent are plotted either side of
the OMC (14.1 11/2 = 12.6 or 15.6). For
ease in plotting, the lines have been drawn
at 13 'and 16 percent until they intersect the
55 blow curve and the 95 percent density line.
The shaded;area in a, figure' 4-7, represents
values greater than 95 percent modified'
AASHO density and within about 11/2 per-
cent of 'the OMC. These values will be used
late' as explained in (3) below.

(2) Figure b. Figure 4-713, is a,graph
using the relation of corrected CBR values
fot the same moisture contents as used in
graph a. Dior easein plotting, the CBR versus
water content graph is drawn directly above
the density graph and uses the same abscissaas the graph a.

(3) Desired presentation. The desired
presentation is a graph showing e relation
of molded density to coriected, R (c, fig
4-7). The graph is plotted by sel ting some

percentzValue ofkaoisturelo ent below
the lower one computed in (1) above (11°
percent in the example). The density (from
giaph a) and the CBR (froth graph b) cor-
responding "to 'sefected value are de-
termined for each of the three compactive
efforts. I

Step 1. To determine the values,
place a straightedge or draw a line vertically
through the point along the bottom 'edge
corresponding to the selected moisture con-, tent.

.Step 2. Move up the line until it
intersects the'12-blow curve on the density

I

graph (a, fig 4-7) and read the density cor-
responding to this value.

Step q3 Move up the line to the
12-blbw pirve on graph b, and read the CBR
corresponding to this value.

\, Step 4. On graph c, plot the
CBR versus 'density (read in steps 1 and -2/
above) and mark the point.

Step) 5. . Using the same seiected
moisture line,` determine the CBR versus den-
sity for the 26- and the 55-blow efforts and
plot these values on gratah c.

' 'Step 6. Draw a smooth Curve
through the three:plotted points.

Step 7. Repeat this 'process
(steps 1 to 6 above) for additional moisture
contents using increments of 1 percent until
the curve shows a \iefinite falling off. Note

lthe 18 percent in q, figure 4-7.

Step 8.? Transfer the 95 percent
line (110.6 lb per cu.' ft) and the maximum
allowable density. line (115 lb per cu ft) from
graph a. The hatched vertical lines in graph
c indicate these values. f

(4) Interpretation. To interpret the
test results from graph c, consider the hatch-
ed portion. This illustrates that the CBR
can vary from 11 (13 percent moisture; 95
percent' density) to 26 (15 percent moisture;
maximum allowable density). For design
purposes, a CBR of 11 or 12 would he used
and the moisture content specified to stay
between.13 and 16- percent. Thus, when 95
percent density (or better) is attained in t\he
field with a moisture content maintained be-
tween 13 and 16 percent, the CBR would
definitely be above its design val e.

(5) Illustration. Note ho, the graph
illustates the effect oD moisture .content
variations oil the CBR. A drop to 12 percent
would require a maximum compactive effort
to reach a CBR of 12. Maintaining this same
effort and achieving this same density at 13
percent moisture increases the CBR o 16,
and at 14 percent moisture to above 2 At
the upper limit, as little as 1 percent ease
in moisture (16 to 17 percent) wil cause a

O
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droll in CBR, from 18 to 8 at 95 ,percent
density. At 18 percent moisture, the CBR
Would decrease to 3. This presentation illus-

'trates the importanceiof maintaining ,the
moisture content within the-specified range
until the 95- percent density is reached.

SELF TEST

Note:. '?`The followin exercises comprise a self test. The figures, follo*ing each Tiestion re-
fer to a paragraph containing information i:iated to the question. Write your answer
in the space below the question. When you have finished answering all the questions
for this lesson, compare your answers with those given fdr this lesson in the back of
this booklet. Do not send .in your solutions to these review exer

1. Define and give the function of the CBR test. (4-1)

. ..,

2. If gravel' and stones are present in c6nsiderable qua.ntity,"what is the procedure rec-
ommended.for obtaining a reasonably reliable CBR test result? (4-2) . . .

.

3. Why is it desirable to have one more base plate-than you have molds in a laboritory
CBR test set'? (4-3a)

-

4. Test' equipment Must be available which can be used to force the penetration piston,
into thee specimen at a., certain rate. What is the rate of penetratioh, in inches r minute?
(4-3g) -

t

. .

. 5. Test specimens for the laboratory 0311 test should have the same density and mois-
ture content as that expectedin the field. How is this ,condition attained in, the laboratory?

- (4.4a) 0, / ,

C I(

6.: In the preparation of a remolded sample for the laboratory CBR test, all materialsge-
tkined on a certain sieve size must be eliminated. What in this sieve size? (4-4b)

4-14

3
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7. After the soil spechrien has soaked for 4 days, it is removed froin'the water, Whatfurther action must then be taken before the specimen is ready for the penetration test ?'(4-4e)

<

-8: In getting pp the equipment for the penetration testi, why, is an,initial load of one
poundrplaced-on the i)enetration piston? (4 -5c)

4"
59. During the penetration 'test, load readingwaretaken.at several, redetermined depths

of penetratiob. use is made of these figures?... (45f, fig 4-3) .

if

.
An

16. In order to deterraintOthe CBR of the specimen, values from the plotted curve must
be compared to related values from a standard.curve. How is the standard curve determined?
(4-5g, fig 4.:3)

...

, . 6

.. .
.' 11. For the purpose of testing remolded specimens for the California method, of design,

all soils have. been grouped into three .classes: cohesionless sando, and gravels, cohesive soils,
and highly swelling soils: Why is this done? I 416a1

_

..

6

12:- The objective for tests on highly swelling soils is not the tame as for tips on cohesive
soils. What is the objective? (4-6d) z.

_

13. When the penetration test. is to be performed on undisturbedsamples, much care
-----

must be exercised to obtain specimens which are relatively undisturbed. What method is rec-
ommended for gravelly soil?, (4-7)

__,,,
,

I

14. What is the primary. purpose.for making a field in-place CBR test? (4-8a)

-14' 5
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40

4

- 15. When performing a field in-plice*CE(R test, some precaution must he exercised in
placement of the dial foot. What considerations must-be given in this respect? (4-8d(3))

40, .

40.

16. When performing the in-place CBR test, three tests are made in the same type of soil
prOviding they are within tolerance of each other. What is the permissable tolerance between
the three results in a CBR range from 30-60? (4-8e (9) )

'First special requirement. ,Ekercises 17 through. 21 will give you practical work in the selec-
_ tion of cover requirements and base and pavement thickness for roads assuming the following

special situation: You are to design a r ad for t8,000 pound single -axle dual-wheel load opera-
bons of 2.3 x 106. .,Two borrow p available, one with a CBR of 30 and the othetwith a
CBR of 50. The subgrade has a R of 15. You have the equipment and material for a pave-
ment,ment,

17. What is the cover, in inches, required above a CBR 15 subgrade? (4-9a, fig 4-5)

18. What is the cover, in inches:required aboive a CBR 30'bubbase? (4-9a, fig 4-5)

19., What is the cover, in inches, xequired above a CBR 50 lase course? (4-9a, fig 4-5)

r.
6

t
20. What is the minimum thickness of the base sours& inches? (4-9a, fig 4-2)

Alk

21. What is the minimum thickness cif pavements, in inches? (4-9a, fig 4-2)

Second special requirement. Exercises 22 through 25 will give you practical work in the \
selection of pavement and base thickness for airfiefds. These exercises .re based upon the fol-
lowing special situation :., A design is required for a rear area full operational airfield, capable
of handling Ck1.8A aircraft. Frost is not a problem. Tests indicate the CBR as:. stibgracle
CBR 8, select' material CBR 15, subbase CBR 50, base course CBR 80. The design of type "B"
traffic areas will be covered here. Note: use figure 4-6 and 4-8, and table-4-3.

11 8
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22. What is the design load in kips for the C-118A aircraft? (4-9b, table 4-3)

e

.23. What is the total thicknesses in inches of cover required above the CBR 8 subgrade?
(62:8 kips design gear load) (64-9b, fig 4-6)

Cr

. .
What is the total thicknas in inches of cover required above the CBR 50 dubbase?--7

(62. kips design gear load) (4-9b, fig 4-6) \ I .

, .
. . , s- 1

< \' .

25. What isthe thickness in inches of pavement, (in final design) ? (62.8 kips design gear
4, 'load) (4-9k fig 4-6) 41 4

Third special. requirement. Exercises 26 'through 30 will give you practical-work.int letermin-
ing minimum and maximum water content and design CBR using the following special situa--
tiour You have a family of CBR curves and a family of,compaction curves Illustrated in figure*
4-9." You hai?e to combine the two- graphs to obtain the corrected CBR versus molded dry
density in order that you may pick a design CB R and specify a moisture content range.

26. What is the.CBlf for a water content of 10 percent dry weight and a 5p; blow/layer
coniactikre effort? (4-10b (3) )

'4- 27. What is the minimum design water content (percent?) (4-10b(3) )

28. ,What is. the maximum designwater content (percent?) 44-10b(4)) 1

" 291 What Ia the minimum design CBR? (4-10b(4))
a ,

AO

N
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30. What is the maximum design CBR? 14-10b(4))..

1.1
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Figint-8. For use with exercises 2.1 through 25.
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LESSON 5

fAP

FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT STRUCTURE

..CREDIT HOURS

TEXT ASSIGNMENT

MATERIAL REQUIRED

LESSON OBJECTIVE

4

Attached mem'orandUm.

None.

Upon completion of this lesson you should'be
able to accomplish the following in the in-
dicated topic/ areas: .

3. AirfieldiDeSigri, Design a flexible pave-
ment for an airfield Utilizing the design curves

:and other da,' and Criteria as given in this
lesson.

1. Considerations in Flexible 'Pavements.
List and define the major factors which must
be considered in the plans and design for a
flexible pavenient construction project.

'2. Airfield Categories. Explain the dif-
ferent airfield categories, the reason for dif-
ferent categories in a theater of operatic:its,
and the basic design differences.

ATTAC
(

5-1. 'FACTORS AFFECTING DESI F A
FLEXIBLE PAV .!

a. Tests. Soils are subjected to classi-
fication tests (Lestibn 3) to permit selection
of representative samples for more detailed
tests to determine compaction characterisiks,
CBR value,, and other properties needed for
designing the flexible payement structure.
Subbase ancrbase course materials are tested

'for compliance with specification require-
ments', to determine suitability of materials,
and also to ascertain a3R values in certain
instances. When the eipforations and tests
are completed, conditions in the Sub-
grade and subsoil must' be determined, ma--
terials selected,. and CBR or other design
valuet Selected forythe various layers.° These
procedures reqUire good judgment on the part
Of the military engineer.

. Road Design. DeSign a flexible pave-
ent for a road utilizing the data and criteria

as presented in this lesson.

MEMORANDUM

b. avement composition.' Figure 5-1
shows two' typical sections of flexible pave-
ments, one with thiCk and one with thin base
course. In either case the subgrade is the
foundation which eventually carries any load
applied at the surface. The airfield Or road
usually mast be leveled and shaped;, con-
sequently, the subgrade is customarily defined
as the natural soil which is compacted or
otherWise treated to receive, the base and
wearing: courses. The base and subbase are
composed of higher quality material than the
subgrade, either imported or selected at the
site. The design of flexible pavement is based
on the principle that the 'magnitude of stress
-induced by a Wheel Wad decreases with depth
below the surface. 'Consequently, the Stresses
induced in a given subgrade material can be

. decreased by increasing the thickness, of the

5-1
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of pressure,under single-wheel loads.

superimposed base and pavement. Figure 5-1
illustrates thiii point. In the diagram at the
left, the base (including subbase) is thick, the
load at the subgrade level is spread over a
wide area, and the pressures there are%mall.
In the diagram at the right the base'is thin
and thilOad at the subgrade leveLis confined
to a much smaller area, with the result that
the preirsUres at subgrade level are corres-
pondingly higher. This pattern of decreasing
stresses with increasing depth is the basis
of the conventional flexible pavement design
in:Mhich subgrade materials, of low bearing
capacity are covered with thick .base courses,
whereas thin base courses are _adequate for
subgrade- materiali with high bearing ca-
pacities,.

c. Effeetry.of wheel assemblies. and tire
pressure.

A

(1) Wheel 'assembly.- The diagram in
figure 5-1 illustrateS the distribution of pres-
.sure under. a Single-wheel load. Multiple-
wheel assemblies are benefiCial in the case
of flexiblf, pavements having high subgrade
strength and a thin base course because the
stresses' prodriced by the tires of multiple-
wheel assemblies do not overlap, appreciably

at shallow depths. This is illustrated by plane
A=A. in figure 5-2. In thecase of flexible pave-
ments with, low sibgrade+ strength and thick
base course, the stresses prOduced overlap
(plane B-B, fig 5-2), and less benefit is gained
from the use of multiple-wheel assemblies.*
Criteria are given herein for designing and
evaluating multiple -wheel assemblies for both
road and airfield design. ,

(2) Tire pressure. The intensity, of ,
stress at a given point in al flexible pavement
is directly affected by the tire-contact area
and the tire pressure. The major difference

istress intensities caused, by variation in
re pressure occurs near the surface.; conse-

quently, the pavement and upper base course
are most seriously affected by high tire pres-
tures.

-41w,

5-2. COMPONENTS OF FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT -

STRUCTURE

A typical flexible pavement` ,,structure is
shown in figiire 5-3, which illustrates the
termi used in _this lesson to refer lo the

various layers.' All the layers shown in figure
5-3 are.not present in every flexible pavement.
Fonexample, a two-layer structure consisting
of only a compacted subgrade and a base

5. 2
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course is a complete flexible pavement. Aldo
the word "pavement" when uted by itself
refers to only,the leveling, binder, and surface

course, while the words "flexible pavement"
refer to the entire pavement structure from
the subgrade up.

(.

Figure 5-2. Distribution of pressures produced by multiple-wheel assemblies.

NOTE: --

1. THE WORD "STRUCTURE" IS OFTEN DELETED,F,ROM THE PHRASE c'
"FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT STRUCTURE." ALSO THE WORD "COURSE"
IS OFTEN D.ELETED FROM 'BASE COURSE" AND "SUBBASE
COURSE."

2. ALL LAYERS AND COATS ARE NOT PRESENT IN EVERY FLEXIBLE
PAVEMENT STRUCTURE.

3. DEMARCATION BETWEEN SUBBGRADE AND SUBSOIL IS INDEFINITE.

BASE COURSE

SUBBASE COURSE

SELECT MATERIAL

COMPAVED SUBGRADE
I111O ,m11

UNCOMPACTED SUBGRADE

a
slits)

(Figure 5-3. Typical 4xible pavement.
(.

5 wow..
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5-3. CONSIDERATIONS RELATIVE TO EACH
MATERIAL MAKING UP FLEXIBLE
PAVEMENT

a. Subgrade.

11) Factors to be considered. The in-
formation obtained from the explorations and
tests previously. referred to should be ade-
quate to enable full consideration of all
factors affecting the suitability of the sub-
grade and subsoil. The priniary factors are
as follows: the general characteristics of the
subgrade soft depth .to ledge rock; depth
to water table; the compaction that can be
attained in the subgrade and the adequacy of
the existing density in the layers below the
'zone of compaction requirements;' the CBR
that the compacted subgrade, ltncompacted
subgrade, and subsoil' will have under futu're

- conditions; the presence of weak or soft layers
in the subsoil; susceptibility to detrimental
frost action. .

(2) Selection of subgrade and subsoil
design OBE values. The CBR test described
in Lesson 4:-includes.procedures for making
tests on samples compacted in test molds to
the design density and soaked 4 days, for
making in-place CBR tests, and for making
tests on undisturbed samples,* These tests

-are used to estimate the CBR that will' de-
velop in theprototype structure except tha
whert the design CBR aboVe 20 the
grade must meet the requirements for sub-
bases.

b. Select materials and subbase courses.

(1) Procedures. It it common practice
.in flexible pavement design to use locally
available or othei- relatively cheap materials
between the subgrade and base course fOr
economy. _Those layers are designated as
select materials, or subbases. Those with de-
sign CBR: values below 20 are arbitrarily
called select-materials, while those with CBR
values of 20 and abiiiit%arecalled subbases.
.Minimum thicknesses of paver-ft-ea-and base
have been established to eliminate the 'n
for subbases with design CBR values above
50-7,14thert-the--design-
subgrade without piocessing is in the range
of.20 to 50, select materials and subbases

may not be needed. However, the subgrade
cannothteissigned design CBR values of 20
or hig r unless it meets the gradation and
plasticity requirements for subbases. In some
cases, where subgrade -materials meet plas-
ticity requirements but are -deficient in grad-
ing requirements, it may be possible to treat
an existing subgrade by blending in stone,
limerock, sand, etc., to produce an acceptable
subbase; however, it is emphasized that
"`blending in" coliesionless materials to lower
the plasticity index will not be allowedinany
case.

(2) Materials.

( a) Select material. Select ma -.
terials will normally be locally available
parse- grained soils (prefix G or S), although

fele-grained soils in .the ML and CL groups
may be used in certain cues. Limerock,
coral, shell, ashes, cinders; caliche, disinte-
grated granite, and other, such materials
should be considered when they are economi-
cal. Recommended plasticity requirements
are listed. These are suggested to insure a
material that can be processed readily.- Ma-
terials not meeting these requirements may
be considered where it can be shown that they
can be processed readily. A maximum size
f 3 inches is suggested to aid in ;meting

grades.

(b) Subbase materials. Subbase ma-
terials may consist of naturally occurring
coarse-grained soils or blended . and processed
soils. Materials such as limerock, coral, shell,
ashes, cinders, caliche, and disintegrited
granite may be used as subbases when they
meet the requirements described. As noted .
in tho preceding paragraph, the existing sub-
grade may meet the requirements for a sub-
base.course or it may be possible to treat the
existing subgrade to 'produce a subbase. Also,

:di noted, admixing native or processed ma-
terials will be done only, when the subgrade,
unmixed, meets the liquid limit and plasticity
index requirements for subbases, because it
has been found by experience that "cutting,*

a.

a

-plas y n is waytIcitrthVeiit---kzowor out satis-
factorily. Material stabilized with commercial
admixes may be economical as subbases in

5 4
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certain instances. Portland clement, cutback
asphalt, emulsi6ed asphalt, and tar are com-
monly employed for this purpose, also, it may
he possible to decrease the plasticity of some
materials by use of lime or portland cement
suflIciently to make them,' suitable as sub-
bases.

:(3) Selection of design CBR for select
material and subbases. Tests are usually made
on remolded samples; howevcrs where exist-
ing similar construction 'is odvailable, C)3R
tests 'should be made in-plabe on material,
when it has attained its maximum expected
water content or on undisturbed soaked sam-
ples.IThe procedures for selecting test values
described for subgrades apply 'to, select ma-
terials and subbases. The CBR tests are
supplemented by the following gradation an

tterberg limits requirements f r subb

//.3
as indicated in table 5-1. Suggested limits for
select materials are also indicated. In addi-
tion to the requirements shown in the table,
the material must also show in the laboratory
tests a CBR equal to or higher than the CBR
assigned to the material for design purposes.
Cases may occur in which certain natural
materials that do not meet the gradation re-
quireknents may develop satisfactory.. CBR
values in the prototype. Exceptions to the
gradation requirements are permissible when
supported by adequate in-place CBR tests on
construction that has been in service for
several years. The CBR test is not applicable
for use in evaluating materials stabilized with
chemical admixtures; and they must berated
by judgment in terms of an equivalent CBR.
Ratings as high as 50 can be assigned these
materials when proper construction procet,
dures are followed.

TABLE 5-1. Recommended Maximum Permissible Values of Gradatioi and Atterberg Limit'Require-
ments in Subbase and Select Materialsf.

t

Material
blicimum

design CBR PIZ. inches

(Gradation requirements
% passing

'. Atterberg limits

li*No. 10 No. 200 LL 1 rz .....

Airaeldis

.

"l as le1A4 Raids; Pettis Roads
Mr-

fields no". Alr-
kids Road.

Air-
fields R."'

Subbase 50 50 3 2

,
50 50 15 15. 25 25 5 5

Subbase - 40 40 3 2 S O 80 15 15 25. .25
,.

5 5
Subba .30 '. 30 3 2 100 100 15 15 25 25 , 5 5
Select Material ..... Below 20 20 3 3 . . 25 35. 35 i 12 124.

Cf
c. Base course.

(1) Essential features. The
of a base course or courses is to

urpose
tribute

the ind tresses from the wheel load
so that-t, i n t exceed the strength of
the subgra. re 5-4 shows an idealized
-represenfatio he distribution of stress
through two base courses. When the sub-
grade strength is low, the stress must be
redu'ced to a2low value .and a
thickhess of base is needed. Where the sub-
grade strength is higher, a lesseethickness
will provide adeqUate distribution. Since the
stresses in the base course 'are always higher
than in the subgrade (fig 5-4) i ds to
reason that the Vase course must l higher

strength. Similarly, where two or more dif-
ferent types of base courses, are used, the
better quality material is placed on top.

(2) Base course requirements.

* (a) principles: Careful attention
should be given to the selection of materials
for base courses and to their construction.
The materials should be dense and uniformly
compacted so no differential settlement oc7
curs in adjacent areas. For continuous sta-
bility, all base courses should ,meet the
requirements listed-below.

(b) Gradation requirements. Gra-
dation of particle size must, whenever feasi-
ble, be within specified limits as determined

5 -51
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Figure 5-4. Distribution of stress in base couties and effects' of subgrade strength on base course _-
thickness.

by mechanical analysis. Holkver., in con-,.
struction in forward areas it may not be
practicable to hold to close gradation require-
ments. For deliberate, construction, base
course material should contain no more thali
15 peycent passing a No. 200 sieve.

- (cY P,14sticity.requiremeiits. Ma-
' terial passing ,the No. 40 isieve which acts as

a binder in a base course/material must have
desinible properties. Requirements for me-
chanically stabilized soil bases are given in
leison7. WO material which has a liquid limit
greater than 25 or a 'plasticity index greater
than 5 should be used for a base course in
deliberate conserucAn.

(dr Compaction and strength re-
quirements. Thickness of layers in construc-
ting base courses must be within the limits
which./ will insure proper compaction. Thick-

) ness of layers depends upon type of material,
-.equipment used, and, method oconstruction

used. All base doUraes must bi compacted.
,Compaction should meet the requirements
given in lesson 3. The CBR of ithe.linished

I
base course must 'conform to that used in
the design, and the total compadted thickness
must equal that obtained from the design
curves asi discussed. Table 5-2 lists nine
types)of materials and/or procIsses thatmay
be uled as base courses for roads and airfields.
A design CBR is 3iven for each type. .

TABLE Assigned CBR Ratings for Base
Course Material

No. Type Design
CBR

1 Graded crushed aggregate 100
,2 Water-bound macadam r - 100
3 Dryrblund macadam 100

4 Bituminous base course, central
plant, hot mix 100

5 Limerock _ 1 80

6 Bituminous macadam 80,
*7 Stabilized aggregate 80

8 $oil cement 80

-9 Sand shell or shell - 80

It Is recommended that stabilized aggregate base
course material not he used for tire.pressures in excess
of. 100 psi.6

128
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5.4. DESIGN CATEGORIEt (AIRFIELDS)

a. Basis of design.

(1) Principles.' Each of the different::
types of airfields in the basic airfield complex
is included for a specific purpose. Since- the
type, volume, competition, and character .of
anticipated traffic is much greater in the rear
area, a different pavement structure and a
resi4ent, waterproof, load-distributing medi-
um which protects the base course from the
detri entareffects of water and the abrasive

- actin of tztaffit may be required This section
then 11 only deal with the following types
of airfieldis that may. require If flexible

re
-pave-

ment structure: the heavy lift, rear area;
the tactical, r0.r area; and the Army rear
area.

osi- (2) Heavy lift, rear area This is a
facility -that must accept a: high volume of
C-141, C-135, or other heady transport air-
. craft carrying the strategic intertheater ton-,
nage rom the continental United States to
the heater of operations. These airfields
,znust.: in . most cases, have an all-weather
'surface of adequate strength to fulfill their
mission.

, (3). Tactical, rear area. This is a
facility that must support high performance
fighter aircraft for fighting the air 'war and
conducting aerial mapping and reconnais-

.sance missions. .. The design life is erected
to 'range from 6 months to 2 years. The sur-,
facing may be a'landing mat on u.an adequate
base or a flexible paveMent, if an adequate
existing surface is not available.

TABLE 5-3.

(4) Army rear area. This is a facility
that must accept a high volume of Army

I -aircraft. to perform 'command and control,
obseivation and surveillance, and _logistics
support. The surfacing may be a landing mat
on an adequate base or a flexible pavement,
If an adequate existing surface is not avail-
able.

b. Pavement thickness. The full design
thickness of 'a payment for any aircraft is
known as the !lull operational" thickness.
this.fthicliness will support _traffic of the
design aircraft equivalent to 1,000 coverages
with only moderate maintenance. For ,greater
traffic intensity the maintenance will be
heavier. A coverage is, defined as the equiva-
len* of tracking the full width of a runway
or taxiway payement by successive nonover-
lapping passes of aircraft tires. The term
"cycle" is defined as one landing and one
takeoff operation by an aircraft. When traffic
is less than the equivalent of 1,000 coverages,
the pavement thickness required is bless than
full operational. There are two pavement
design standards which are dower than the

_full operational. These are -the "minimum
operational" design, suitable for traffic equi-
valent to 200 coverages, and the "emergency".
design, suitable for traffic %equivalent to 40
overages. Pavements will rarely be designed
for the "emergency" category which. antici-
pates Only a 2-week life:' This category,
however, may be used for rear area airfields
as an initial construction effort, or Or use
while longer life fields-are under construction.
The general relationship between pavement
thickness, anticipated life, traffic; and main-
tenance is shown in table 5-3. The terms "full

Relation BetRyeen Traffic and Pavement Design Thickness
*OW

Classiflcition by
construction type

Maximum
No.

coverage
Approximate No.

. of cycles
Anticipatedpavement

life
Pavefiltnt -
thickness Maintenance

,

Emergel?cy 40 100-500 Cargo
. 800 Fighter

2 weeks 60% Full
operational

Heavy and
eiintintpus

Minimuin operational 200 500-1800 Cargo
4,000 Fighter

6'smonths:, 80% Full
operational

. Daily

Full rational >

.

1,000

.

2,500-12,000
Cargo ;" 20,000
Fighter '

2 years Full opera-
tional

Weekly

5 7'
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o rational", "minimum operational", and
" ergency" are used in this "sul!kourse only

to refer to the paveinent thickness and the re-
. lated traffic intensity and desigli curves. .

c. Trak areas.
(1) Principles. On a theater of opera-

_tiona airfield, the pavements can he grouPed
into. two traffic; areaa,, designated as types
B add C, defined below and shown in figure
,5-5.

, ;,,
(2) Type B traffic area. Type B traffic

areas are those in which the traffic is more
evenly distributed over the full width of the
pavement facility but which received the full
design weight of the aircraft during traffic
operations. Pavement facilities consider
be. type .B traffic areas are actollo : end
1,000 feet of runways; primary taxiways; all
parking aprons, Warmup pads, hardstands,
and aircraft ,power -check pads.

(3) Type 0 trafile area." Type Cttaffic
areas are those in which the volume of traffic .--

is low or the weight of the operating aircraft
is generally less than the design weight. In
the interior portion of zunwayi, there is.

. enoxigh .lift on the .wing., of the aircraft ae
the speed-at which the aircraft passes over

:the pavements to 'reduce considerably the ,
'tresses applied to the pavements. Thus
pavement thickness can be reduced in these
pqrtionir of the runways. Pavement facilities
considered to be type C traffic areas are as
follows: interior portion of runway between
1,000-foot ends; maintenance aprons< ladder.
taxiways.

(4) Smoothness- req4ement for jet
'1/4/1:aircraft. Smoothness design for all paved

surfaces has become extremely critical with
high performance jet aircraft; which have
takeoff and landing Speeds approaching 200
miles per hour. On uneven surfaces at high
speeds, jet aircraft have a tendency to' "por-
Oise" and "vibrate". Therefore, it is recom-
rnended_that no pavement suite& should de-
part more than A2 inch from the design grade
and that loCal smoothness should have no
more than inch deviation from 12-foot
straightedge ..(17itudinal). As a minimum

the smoothness should be such as to insure
that no damage will occur to operating air-
craft.

.5-5. DESIGN PROCEDURE (AIRFIELDS)

aS Design es.. 'The design curves
were developed b the Corps of Engineers.
In *the basic corn, don 'of the curves with
traffic records, sin le 4eels. at 100 psi tire,
pressures were general, the correla-
tion shows that _traffic, repords are in sub-
stantial agreement with the indicated thick-
nesses where the overlying layers were of
adequate quality so that no shear deformation
occurred in them. The curves for the loadings

d traffic areas were obtain by-resolving the
sin e-wheel 100 psi curves into curves for
high pressure tiresand multiple wheel landing
gears by theoretical methods. These curves
have been spot- checked by' accelerating traffic
tests and correlated with aircraft traffic.
These curves are available from numerous
sources 'although only an.example of gne will
be giver here. Table -3 in back of this book-
let, contains a-litt of IJSAR aircraft with their
gear characteristics, tire, and weight. data,
and' recommended minimum pavement and
base thickness. the design curves -represent
the recommendedequired thickness of stable
material overlying the layer under considera-
tion. 'There maybe some difference in the'
stress-distributing characteristith of subbases
and 'bases with different -CBR values. How-
ever, until further investigation shows the
need for a change, 'the' same total thickness
will be used for designt that incorporate low
CBR materials in subbase as for designs that
are composed of material with a high CBR
for the full depth. Experience has shown
that thin layers of material may not act as
independent structural elements adding their
proper strength to the entire construction.
Accordingly it is reco?nmended that no struc-
tural layer 'except the pavemene shall be less*
than 6 inches 'thick This is not, however, to
be ckistrued as a limitation on life thickness
within a layer. In regions where the annual
precipitation is less than 15 inches pd the
water table (including perched water table)
will be at least 15 feet below the finished pave-.

5 8
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ment surface, the danger of high moisture
content in the subgrade is reduced. Where
information on existing construction in these
regions indicates that the water content of
the subgrade will not increase above optimum
as determined by the modified AASHO com-
paction test, the total thickness above the
subgrade as determined by CBR tests on
soaked samples, may be reduced 20 percent.
The reduction will be effected in- the select
material or in the subbase courses having
the lowest CBR value. The reduction applies
to the total thickness dictated by the subgrade
CBR and in no case will be additionally ap-
%died to that portion of the total thickness
required bythe CBR of

of,,
layers. When

only limited rainfall 'records are available, or
nnual precipitation is close to the 15

inch criftr-rion, careful consideration will be
given to such factors as the number ofican-

- secutive years in which the annual precipita-
tion exceeded 15 inches,.and the sensitivity of
the subgrade to small increases in moisture
content, before any reduction in thickness4s
made.

b. Air Force, airfield design examples.

(1) Statement of, requirement. A de-
sign is required for a rear area full operational
airfield, capable of handling C-141A aircraft.

' Frost is not a problem. Tests indicate the
CBR as: subgrade, CBR 5, cohesive; select
materials, CBR 15, cohesive; subbase ma-
terials, CBR 40, cohesionless; base course
materials, CBR 80, cohesionless.

(2) Thickness requirements.

Step 1. Table 4-3 indicates that
a C-141A aircraft has a design load of 149,500:
pounds. Thisrtable further indicates that for
a base course of CEit 80 the recommended
thickness of base course is 6 inches and pave-,
ment thickness is 31/2 inches. .

Step 2: Figure 5-6 indicates that
for 149,500 poUnds (say 150,000 pounds)
design load se a subgrade df CBR 5, the
total thickness' fOr type B traffic area is" 42
inches, and for type C traffic area is 34 inches.
Using the same design curve and assuming

. that the next layer above' the subgrade will

r.

be the select material with a CBR of 15,' the
curve indicates that Ile cover required for
the select material is 18 inches for type B
areas and 14.5 inches for type C areas. The
next layer will be the subbase material with
a 'CBR of 40. The curve indicates that for
the type B area the ithiclmess above this
material must be 8 inches and for the type C
area 6 inches. For the 80 CBR base course
the curve indicates a cover of 3.5 inches or
3.5 inches of pavement for the type B area
and 2.5 inchis for the type C area. A tentative
sketch (raw design) can now be made for the
traffic areas.- _-

Step 3. Raw design and final de-,
sign, sketches (figs 5-7 and 5-8) are prepared
for type B and type C areas, resptctively.

Step 4. The raw design for the
type B traffic area must now be revised to
conform to all the requirements for thickness
of pavement and base course as given in
table 4-3, minimum Oickness requiremen,ts of
6 inches, and the indicated compactioh re-t
qiiirements -for each materi4

Step 5. Table 4-3 -for this air-.

craft for a full operational airfield and a CAI.
804base course states that the pavement must
be at least 3.5 inches in thickness and the
base course 6 inched in thickness. The final
design is then computed. as shown in figure
5-7.

Step 6. The amount-of cover
over the CBR 40 material is therefore 9.5
inches to comply with the criteria of 3.5
inches of pavement and 6 inches of base
course. This decreases the thickness 'of the
CBR 40 'subbase material from 10 inches to
6.5 inches,. which is still greater than the
minimum of 6 inches.

Step f 7. For type C traffic areas,
raw design a final design are shown in
figure 5-8.

5-6. DIL-13GN CATEGORIES FOR ROADS

a.

a. Step 1, Estimate the number of
operations each type of vehicle is expected to
use the proposed road during its design life.
This may be based on knowledge of traffic

5 =-- 10
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Figure 5-7.' ,Raw and final design and compaction requirement's for type B traffic areas for a-.141A'"':*,.., Ir-=. aircraft. . .: .. ,

THICKNESS
OF

MATERIALS

THICKNESS
OF

?..MATERIALS

usizig similarly used roads or on anticipated
traff14- It must be borne in' mind that the _

greatest inflUence.on thickness design is the
type and numbeFof operallonS of very heavy
vejticles.,Thikivill be 'made clear the fol-
lowing example problem. -

b. Step 2. EstiMate how long (period
of time thb proposed 'road vrill,be needed.
This is Called its "design life".

Step 3. COnvert the operations of
esch*type of Vehiciezinto. equivalent .18,000-

. pound, single-axle, dual-wheel load operations

through the use of equivalent operation fac-
tors shown in figures 5-9 and 5-10.

A. Step 4. Sum up total number of
equivalent 18,000-pound, single-axle, dual-
wheel loadopere.tions and apply td the design
curves shownjnfigure 4-5.

:e. Design example.

(1) Problem. To illustrate thickness' '
design by the CBR method, assume that a
main supply route is to be designed for a
2-year design life on a subgrade witlr&design

5-12
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34

9.3"
3.5 PAVEMENT

+
CBR 80 BASE COURSE
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3.54'

CBR 40 SUBBASE COURSE COMPACTION 100%

CBR 15 SELECT'MATER1AL COMPACTION 90%

THICKNESS
OF

MATERIALS -

THICKNESS
OF

MATERIALS

18,3 o

CBR 5 SUBGRADE COMPACTION 90%

FINAL DESIGN. TRAFFIC AREA 'C.

Figure 5-8. Raw andlnal--design and compaction requirements for type C traffic areas for C-141Aaircraft.

_CBR value of 10: The road is to be an all-
weather road and 'materials and equipthent
are-available, to construct an asphalt concrete
surface. Ample quantity of base course ma-
terial with a CBR value of 50 is available. In
addition, a pit has been located adjacent to
the road site that will furnish material- for
subbase with dBR value of 40.

ep 1. Assume further that as
Ludy of previous main, supply
timated that this, road will- be

(2)
a resul
routes, it is

subjected to the average daily volume of
trafilq, (step 3).

4) Step 2. The estimated design life
is given as 2 years.

(4) Step 3. Convert operations of
these aridd gross loads into equivalent
i8,000,poun , single-axle, dual-wheel load op-
erations thr gh use of the equivalent opera-
tions factor curves pown'on figures 5-9 and

,, 5-10 follows:

5-13
N
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Figure 5 -7. Raw and final design and compaction requirements for type 'B tiaffic areas for C-141A. ,
aircraft.

using similarly used roads or on anticipited
traffic. It -must be borne in mind that the
greatest influence on thickness design is-the
type and number of operations of very heavy
vehielet. This will be made clear in the fol-
lovample problem.

b. Step 2. ,Estimate how long a period
of time the proposed road will be needed.
This is called its "design

c. Step 3. Convert the operations of
each type of vehicle into equivalent 18,000-
pound, single-axle, dual-wheel load operations

through the use of equivalent operatibn fac-
tors, shown in figures 5-9 and 5-10.

d. SunCup total number of
equivalent .18,000-ppUnd, single-axle, dual-
wheel load operations and apply to the design
curves shown in figure 4-5.

e. Design example.

(1) Problem. To illustrate thicitness
design by the CDR' method, gssume that a
main supply route is to be design fqr a
2-year design life, on a subgrade with a design
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Axle or

load
lb

Single axle
operations
per day

Tandem axle Trackedvehicle
operations

per day operations
per day

1,000
1,500
3,000
4,090.
5,000

10;000
20,000
30,000
32,000
80,000

500
400
300
100

50
20

12°
100
200

50

I

5
15
10

Azle or
gross Operation Operations
load factor" per daylb

Equivalent
operations
.per day

Single axle

1,000 0.00016 x - 500 =
-A

1,500 , 0.0003 X 400 =
3,000 0.0012 X 300 =

° 0h0028, x 100 =
10,000 0.070 x 50 =
20,000 180 X <, 20

6.- 6/

0.08
0.12

.0.36
0.28

16.00

40.34
Tandem 'axle A °

5,000 0.0031 X ' 20 = 0.062
10,000 '0.024 x 100 2 400
20,000 0.360 x 200 = 72.000'
30,000" 2.30 X 50 115.000

189.462
Tracked vehicle

10,000 10.05 X 25 =
32,000 24) x 15 = 40.50
80,000 480.00 X 10 4800.00

48412/5

Total equivalent operations per day __ 5071.55'

'Axle loads apply to wheeled vehlcIses-, Gross lads
apply to tracked vehicles and forklifttrucks.

"Values read fromflgures 5-9 and 5-10.

Equivalent operations in the 2-year life: 365
days X 2 years' X 5071 total equivalent opera-
tions = 3,701,830 or 3.7 x 100. (It can be seen
that the equivalent operations per day for the
single axle vehicleiioul have been disregarded
withopt affecting the result. Note, however, the
tremendous value obtained from tracked vehi-
cles.)*.'

/

(5) Step 4. The first step is to-deter --
mine the amount of cover required over the
CBR 10 subgrade. Entering figure 4-5 at
3.7 x 108 of equivalent operations, going ver-
tically up to CBR 10 value, thence horizontally
to the left, it is found that the CBR 10
material Must have a cover of 13 inches. (See
dotted line and rows figure .4-5.) Table
4-2, "Recommei Minimum Thickness of
Pavement and Base", indicates that the mini-
mum thickness 'of pavement ncilase course
worth CBR. value a 50 with an anticipated'
traffic of 3.7 x 106 equi ent operations is
31/2. inches of_pavement inches of base
course, wlh is in exce of cover require-
ment of 4 inches over the CBR 40 material.
These values of thickness° of base and pave-
ment were determined as follows: since the
equivalent operations bf 3.7 x 108 (3,700,000)
falls within the value, of 7 x 105 (700,000)
and x 100 (7,0004000), line 5 of the above
table is used. Entering line 5 and proceeding'
horizontally to the right and reading under
the column of 50 CBR base, the values listed
above are found; Figure 5-11 indicates the
proposed design for the flexible --pavement
structure. .

(6) Alternate approach. The most
common type of bituminous wearing surface
that can.,be expected to be constructed in the .
theater of operations is surface treatments.
From experience in the use of surface treat-
ments on base courses with CBR less. thani80
it has been found that constant maintenance
is a necessity., Assume now in the above ex-
ample that pavement could not be placed due
to lack 8f materials and equipment and sur-
facing would be limited to multiple surface
treatment. 'the construction in this example
problem is limited to the use of materials of
CBR 40 subbase, and CBR 50 base course.
When figure 4-5 was,used in above example
it was found that a. minimum. of 31/2 inches,
-of pavement was required over -the 50 CBR
Material. However,. neither pavement ma-
terial nor material better than CBR 50 is
available so it is necessary to use the CBR 50
to fill this gap, and accept the fact that heavy
.maintenance will be required. The design
for use of multiple surface treatment is as

. ,

lelf 4 ,

/lb
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Figure 5-12. \ThicknEss des.n (alternate aliproach).

shown in figure 5-12. Note that the design
requirements also include the compaction -re-
quirentents given in lesson 3. t

54. SIMILARITIES OF DESIGN, BETWEEN,
ROADS AND: AIRFIELDS

the design,Of.rOads. and 'airfields 'is base*,
*npon.the California Bearing Ratio: The curves.

4 -for thickness design using the CBR are alinost

of airfields the *heel configuration and tire
pressure are taken care of by specifying the
type of aircraft. In, roads, the different types
of wheel-configurations and tire pressures are
changed to 1S,000 pound single-axle dual-load
eq valents and .*en applied t9 bne set of
cupes. pnce the design category has been
determined for either basic desist, iVis then
just a matter of entering the cdrrect chart
and reading the ever yequireci. The coverideaticalfor ioadi'and airfieldS. Thesecurvet ° required,must be in correlation with the mini-use as their criteria wheel configuration and mum base and pavement thickness and designLire contac area in .both cases. In the; case loadi set up in tables provided.

IQ
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4.

SELF TEST

Note: The following ex ercises comprise a self test. The figures allowing each question re-
refer to a paragraph containing information related to the question. Write your answer
in the space below the question. When you have finished answering all the questions
for this lessoetompare your ,answers with those given for `this lesson in the back of
this, booklet. Do not send in your solutions to these review exercises.

1. In any flexible pavement, the subgrade is the foundation which eventually must carry
the load. In the design of a flexible pavement what is done to compensate for variations in the
bearing strength of a subgrade.? (5-1b)

/6 F

v?

2. The distribution of pressure depends tp a large extent upon the wheel assembly.
When are multiple-wheel assemblies most beneficial? (5- 1c(1))

2. Explain the meaning of the two terms, "Pavement" and "flexible paveineht." (5-2) ,

filig-

4. Relatively cheap, locally awkilatle materials are frequentryrused as a course,between
the subgrade and the base course of a flexible pavement. If the material has a CBIt above 20, .

what is it called? (5-3b(1)) ...airb.

5. Anothercourse sometimes used bet-Vile the subgrade and the bethe course is called
the sel t material course. How is this.soil MMally, classified under the Unified Soil Classifi-

cation System? (5-3b(2) (a))

e
6. Select grials and subbases have certain recommended maximum permissable

.values of gra on and Atterberg,limits.Whi.t is the maximum liquid limit of select material

for.airliel 9 5-3b(3),. table 5-1)\ r

Expl\ain briefly the purpose, o a base course in flexible pavement construcpon. (5-3c



Irf

8. In the tactical rear area certaintypes of airfields are constructed. What is their
minimum design life?. (5- 4a(3)

4

9. The full design thiCkneis .og airfield pavement is called "full operational', What num-
ber of coverages will this thickness supporf?*(5-4b)

10. The emergency classification-for pavement thickness anticipates only a
k

weelc life.
What percent of full operational is the pavement thickness? (5-4b, table 5-3)

10

11. Pavements arg grouped into two traffic areas, types B ana C. What is considered tobe the type B traffic.area? (5-4C(2))
,

12. Smoothness requirements for jet aircraft are extremely critical. What is th; maxi-
mum' recommended deviation (inch) from design grade? (5-4c(4))

.

..,
Special ,situation. A design (iXercises 13-15) is required for a rear area full operatio4a1 air-

field cap ble of handling C-133 aircraft (145.0 kips design gear load). Frost is -not a problem.
Tests inct to the CBR as: subgrade CUR 5;kselect material CBR 10, subbase CBR 40r base ,
course R 80. The design of type C traffic "areas will be used here. Use figure 5-6. ir4.

I. )

4.3)
13. What is the (final design) thickness of pavement (inches) ? (5-5a, b, fig 5-6,1 table

,,, ' 1

41.

:14 What is the (final design) thickness of base course tinchesj? (5-5a, b, fig 576, table..
4-3)

_

15. If the minimum thickness of base course is 5 inches slid the minimum thickness of
pavement is 2 inches, what is the thickness of subbase (inches) ?. (5-5a, b, fig 5-6)

147
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Spechil situation. You
of 15. Two borrow pits
You have the equipment
have an estimate of the

are to design a road, for 3-year 'fe span on'a subgrade with a CBR
are available, one with a CBR of 3 and the other with a CBR if 60.
and material for a multiple surface treatment for a pavement. You

average daily volume Of traffic (table 5r4).

TALBE 5-4. For Use with Exercises 16 through 18

Axle or
*TOSS
load

. lbs

Single-gale4-
operations

per day

Tandem axle
operations

" ',per 'day

Trackedvehicle
operatIbns

Per day

1,000 250

2,000 250,

3,000 200

4,000 100

5,000 150

10,000

20,000

300

.300

4Q
a

30,000 50 50

80,000 .30 t

16. , What is the single-axle total equivalent ropeiatio pexo 4,ay in 18,000-pound, 'single-

axle, dual-wheel load equivalents? (5-6c, fig.5 -9, table 44

:"1? -6

17. What is the tandem-axle total equivalent Operations per, clay in 18,000-pound, single-.

ail% dual-wheel load equivalents? (5-6c, fig 5-9, table 54) ,
't

k-?-}

401.11/0.

18. What is the tracked vehicles total equivalent operations per day in 18,000-pound,
single-axle, dual-wheel load equivalents? (5-6c, fig 5-10. table 5-4)

*
0 .,)).,

19. The previous total equivalent operations for the design life;( in 18,000-pound,

single-axle, dual-wheel load is assumed 9 x Ir., The cover required 0,6V'e a cm 15 s,ubgrade

. is 101/4; inches. If the tracked vehitle (80,000 lb. gross iolf) is increased by 15 operations per

day, what is the new cover required 'above a CBR 15 subgrade (incites) (5-6c, d, figs 5-9,

.5-10)

4. 20
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20. The priVious thickhese otbase ii assumed 7 inches and thickiess of pavement fs as-
_

sumed'3,inches. A multiple surface treatment has to be placed dub to lack of materials for a
-pavemeW What Ii the new (final design) thickness of bak course (inches) ? 5-6e(6), figs

c.

0

0

_149_
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LESSON 6

FROST ACTION AND PERMAFROST

1 t,

CREDIT HOURS

_TEXT ASSIGNMENT

2

____Attached memorandum,

MATERIAL REQUIRED

LESSON OBJECTIVE

1. Principles of boat Action. Explain the'
theory of frost action, The conditions Under
which frost action is most likely to occur and
the effect of degree ds4s,'Ireezing index, and
water source upOn the problem.

2. Effects of Frost Action. Describe the
effect of frost' action on the subgrade and
upon rigid and flexible pavements.

None.

Upon completion of this lesson you should be
able to accpmplish the following in the in-
dicated topic areas:

3. Counteiaitive Techniques and- Design.
Determine the most effective counteractive
measures that can be taken to reduce or pre-
vent frost action damage.

4. Permafrost. Define permafrost and ex-
plain the special problems permafrost
presents in construciton. Present accepted '-
methods for meeting these problems.

ATTACHED :MEMORANDUM

64. pitiNctty..,S

Frost action refers to any proceis which,
as:a result of eithet freezing_. or
affects _,the ability 'of the soil' to support a
structkire:IkOne of the most difficult problems
related. tO",Ittest action-- which othe engineer
encounters is that pavements are - frequently
brokenup,Or severely, damaged as subgrades
freeZe-:dUring the minter and' thaw' out in the
spring: :When- froten Subgrades are- the, `Wing
ont;:theynity become extreniely:undtablrin

;same* severely ;affected 4 This ,Eeen
neeeaaary7:tO. completely' fadility to
traffic UntilthesubgrederriCOVersitsztability,

OST. AcTION:SOCOS' . f
,

Utedtheories attrib
on of water

contained in soil voids n freezing. The
faCts, however; Indicate t heaving is due

= telhe- freezing -of, additi water that is
attracted from theionfroze0oillayers: The
process of ice segregation truly be pictured as
follows: The thin layers of water adsorbed to
soil grains (which do not act like water)
become supercooled, meaning this water re-
mains liqUid'helow 32°F: IA strangattraction
eidsts between-this water and the ice crystals
which _form in.larger void spaces, and this
supercooled Watertows towarii the already
forined:crystaiaand-frtiezes oil contact. Con-
Untied crystal groWth leads to the formation
Of an ice lens,hic 'continues to grow in

and,widiriintil the source of water
is cutoff or the Temperature,rises above the
normal freezing point (fig 6-17.

/3.?



(1)

AIR TEMPERATURE
''7SELOW' FREEZNG-

0:4V4 4'4...A114'11'4 ,TirreK--.-.nro iti.-10

'BASE

FROZEN. SUBGRADE
4===

.195:f3=IP (2)

0

PLANE,OF FREEZING
TEMPERATURE

0E3Talv-cceEf3).

FROZ

fff.ftffft
CAPILLARY WATER MOVING WATER

UNFROZEN

UNFROZEN SUSGRADE

(3)

FROST HEAVING

Figure ,6-1. Formation of ice knees.

b. Thawing. 'yhe secondphabe of froit
damage occurs toward the end of winter, or
in early spring when thawing commences..,
The frozen subgradethaws both from the top'
and front the bottom. (1) If the air tempera-.
tune_ remains barely below the freezing point
for a sufficeint length of tinie,. deeply frozen
'soils will gradually thaw from the bottom
upwards because of the outward conduction
of heat, from the earth's interior. Au in-

0

Water in large void
space freazes.into
ice crystals along
plane of freezing

_temperature.

Ice crystals
attract water from
adjacent voids,
which freezes on
contact and forms
larger crystals.

Crystals continue
to grow Eind% join,'
forming icelens.
Vertical pressure
exerted by 'ice
lens heaves surface.

r

iulating blanket of-snow -tends to-encourage--
this type of thawing. Such a thawing 4ondi-
tion is highly desirable, because it permits the

,.melted water -from the thawed ice lenses to
seeptback through the lower soil layers to, the
water table frond whence it was drawn during
the freezing process. Such dissipation of the
melted water places no load on the surfake

',drainage system, and no tendency exists to
reduce subgrade stability by reason of satura-

6 -2
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don,. thus, there is little difficulty in main-
taining unpaved roads in a passable condition.
(2) Thawing occurs from the top Rownward
if the air temperature suddenly rises from
below the freezing point to well above that
point and remains there an appreciable time.
It leaves a frozen layer beheath the thawed
subgrade. The thawed soil between the pave
ment and this frozen layer contains an excess
amount of moisture resulting from the melt-
ing of the ice which it contained. Since the
ircizen layer of soil is impervious to the water,
adequate drainages is almost impossible. The
poor stability of the resulting supersaturated
road and airfield subgrades accounts for many
pavement failures. Earth roads may become
impassable when supersaturated. (3) Thaw-
ing from the top and bottom occurs when the
Sir temperature remains barely above the
freezing point for a sufficient time. Such
thawing results in red soil stability, the
duration. of which, ifakever, would be less
than for the case where thaw Is only from
the top downward.

TABLE 6-1. Class of

1

h,*

okk
6-3, CONDITIONS NECESSARY FOR FROST

ACTION

a. Frost-susceptible soil. The potential
intensity of ice segregation in a soil is de-
pendent to 'a large degree-fin the void sizes
which May be expressed as an-empirical func-
tion of grain size. Thus, inorganic soils with
3% or more of grains by weight finer than
0.02 millimeter in diameter are conside
frost susceptible. Frost - susceptible soils ha
been classified in the following four grou
F-1, F-2, F-3, and F-4, (table 6-1), listed
proximately in the ordek of increasing
ceptibilityto frost heaving and/or weak ring
as a result of frost melting. The o of
listineofaubgroups under groups F, and
F-4 does not necessarily indicate, the order of
susceptibility to frost heaving or weakening
of these Subgroups. There is some overlap-
ping of frost susceptibility between groups.
The soils in group F-4 are of especially high
frost susceptibility. Soil names are defined in
the Unified Soil Classification System.

Frost - Susceptible Soils

Frost
Group Kind of soil

Percentage
- finer than
c. 0.02 mm.

by weight

Typical soil types under ,
Unified Soil Classification

Systems

I
F:1

F-2

------,..- 7-__

F-3

F-4

,

Gravelly soils
(a) Gravelly soils

3 to ,10
10 to 20
3 to 16
Over 20
Over 15

._

Over 15

,

.

GW, GP, GW-GM, GP-GM

GM, GW-GM, GP-GM

SW, SP, SM, SW -SM, SP-SM

GM, GC ,

SM, SC

CL, CH

ML, MH

SM

CL, CL-ML .

. CL and ML
CL, ML, and SM;
CL, CH, and ML;
CL, CH, ML, and SM

0

(b) Sands
-4) Gravelly soils
(b) Sands, excei very fine silty

sands
.3 (c) Clays, PI > 12

(aTh silts
-(b) Very fine silty sands
(c) Clays, PI < 12
(d) Varved clays and other fine-

grained banded sediments

b. Freezing temperatures. Tempera-
tures below 32 °F must penetrate thesiiilt In
general, the thickness of ice layers (and
amount of consequent heaving)% °inversely

proportional to the rate of penetration of
freezing temperature into the soil. us,
winters with fluctuating air tempera; res at
the beginning of the freezing seasons will

6 3
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et.

produce more damaging heaves than extreme-
ly cold, harsh winters where the water IS
more likely to be frozen in place before' ice
segregation cantake place. The daily average
temperature is commonly obtained by aver-
aging the maximum and minimum tempera-
tures for one day, but in some cases by
averaging several temperature readings taken
at equal time intervals during, the day, gen-
erally hourly. The degree days for any one
day equal the difference between the average
daily air temperature and 32 °F. The degree
days are minus..when the average daily tem-
perature is below 32°F (freeiing degree days)
And plus when above (thawing degree days).'
Figure 6-2 shows a-typical curve for a specific

+400

-400

-1600

-2000

winter obtained by plotting cumulative degree
days against. time. The freezing index is the
number of degree .days-between highest and
lowest points on a curve of cumulative degree
days versus time for one freezing sewn. It
is used as a measure of the combined dura-
tion and magnitude of below freezing tern-

tem-
und is

penatures occurring 'during any given fr
seasn. The index determined for
peratures at 4.5 feet above the
commonly designated as the air/free,zing in-
dex, while that determined for temperature
immediately below a surface is knoWn as the
surface ,freezing index. The freezing index
determined for a specific winter is illustrated
in figure 6-2.

'
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Figure 6-2. Determination of freezing index.
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c. Depth of frost penetration. The depth
to which freezing temperatures penetrate be-
low the surface of a pavement dip-ends
principally on the magnitude and duration of
below freezing air temperatures and on the
amount of water which is subject to being
frozen in the 'subgrade. A relationship be-
tween air-freezing index and depth of frost
penetration is shown in figures 6.3 and 8-4.

d.", Water. A source of water must be
available to promote the accumulation of ice
lenses. Examples are from a high ground
water table; from a capillary supply from
an adjoining water table; from infiltration at
the surface; from a water bearing system
(aquifer); or from the water held in the
voids of the fide- grained soils. A potentially
troublesome water supply for ice segregation
is present if the highest ground water at any
time of the year is within 5 feet of the
proposed subgrade surface or the top of any
frost susceptible base materials. When the
depth to the uppermost water table is in
excess of 10 feet throughout the year, a
source of water for substantial ice segrega-
tion is usually not present. ,In addition to
tin conditions stated above, it is necessary
to consider all reliable information concerning
past-frost heavinrand performance during
tin frost melt:ng peri*of airfield and high-
way pavements constructed in the area being
investigated, with a view toward modifying
or increasing the frost design requirements.

6.4. DETRIMENTAL EFFECTS OF FROST ACTION

a. Heaving. Frost heave, indicated by
the raising of the pavement, is directly as.:
sdciated With ice segregation and is visible
evidence on the surface that ice lehses have
formed in the subgrade and/or base material.
Conditions conducive to uniform heave may
exist, for example, in a section of pavement
constructed with a fairly uniform stfipping
or fill depth, uniform depth to ground water
table, and uniform soil characteristics. Con-
ditions conducive to irregular heave occur
typically at locations where subgrades vary
between ocolean sand and silty soils, or at
abrupt transitions from cut to fill sections
with ground water close to surface. Lateral

6

drains, culverts, or utility lines placed under
pavements on frost-susceptible sub grades
frequently cause abrupt differential heaving.
Wherever possible the placing of such facili-
ties beneath, pavements should be avoided or
transitions should be provided so as to mod -
orate the roughening of the pavement during
the period of heave.

b. Loss of strength of subgrade pave-
Ment. When ice segregation has occurred in
a frost-susceptible soil, reduction of its
strength with a corresponding redyction in
load supporting capacity of the pavement de-
velops during prolonged frost-melting periods.
This occurs particularly in the spring, be-
cause the melting of the ice fronthe surface
downward releases an excess of water which
cannot draih through the still-frozen soil
below and in the shoulders, or redistribute
itself readily, thus softening the soil. Sup-
porting capacity may be reduced in clay sub-
grades even though significant heave has not
occurred becatise water for ice segregation
'is extracted from the voids of the uniform
clay below, and the resulting shrinkage of
the latter largely balances the volume of the
ice lenses formed. Further, traffic may cause
remolding or develop hydrostatic pressure
within the pores of the soil during the period
Of weakening, thus resulting in further re-
duced subgrade strength. The degree to which
a soil loses strength during a frost-melting
period and the length of the period during
which the strength of the soil is reduced de-
pends on the type of soil, temperature condi-
tions during freezing and thawing periods,_
the amount and type of traffic during the
frost-melting periods, the availability of water
during the freezing and4hawing periods, and
drainage conditions.

c. Effects of frost action on pavements.

(1) Rigid concrete pavements. Con-
, crefe has little tensile strength and a slab
is designed to resist loads from above 'while
receiving uniform support from the subgrade
and base cotrse. Hence, slabs have a tendency
to break, up as.a result of the upthrust from

z;nuniform heaving soils causing point bear-
g. As a rule, if rigid pavements survive the

5,
v4



produce more damaging heaves than extreme-
ly cold, harsh winters where the- water is
more likely to be frozen in place before ice
segregation can take place. The daily average
temperature is commonly obtained by aver-
aging the maximum and minimum tempera-
tures for one day, but in someZaterbyt.
averaging several temperature readings taken
at equal time intervals during the day, gen-
erally hourly. The degree days for any me
day equal the difference- between the average
daily air temperature and 32°F. The degree
days are minus when the average daily tem-
perature is below 32°F ,(freezing degree days)
and plus when above (thawing degree days).
Figure 6-2 shows a typical curve for a specific

4.400

-400

-160

-2000

i
winter obtained by plotting cumulative;degree
days against time. The freezing indo is the
numper of 'degree days between highest and
lowest points on a curve of cumulative degree
days versus time for one freezing season. It
is used as a measure of the combined dura-

Aion and magnitude of below freezing tem-
peratures occurring during any given freezing
season. The index determined for 'air tfni-
peratures at 4.5 feet above the ground, is
commonly designated as the air freezing in-
dex, while that determined for temperature
immediately below a surface is known as'the
surface, freezing index. The freezing index
determined for a specific winAi- is illustiated
in figure 6-2. ""
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c. Depth of frost penetration. The depth
to which freezing temperatures penetrate /
low the surface of a pavement depends
principally on the magnitude and duratiop of
below freezing air temperatures and on the
amount of water which is subject o being
frozen in the subgrade. A- relationship be-
tween air-freezing index and depth of frost
penetration ie shown in figures 6.3 and 6.4.

d. Water. A. source of water must be
avaihIlle to promote the accumulation of ice
lenses. Examples are: from Chigh ground
water table; from a capillary supply from
an adjoining water table; from infiltration at

----the surface; from a water bearing' system
(aquifei) ; or from the water held in the
voids of the fine- grained soils, A potentially
troublelome water supply for ice segregation
is present if the highest groundwater at any
time of the year is withih 5 feet of the .

proposed subgrade surface or the top of any
frost susceptible_ base materials. When the
depth to the uppermost water table is in
excess of 10 feet throughout the year, a
source of water for substantial ice segrega-
tion is usually not present In addition to
the conditions stated above, it is necessary
to consider all rellableinformation concerning
past frost heaving% and performance during
the frost melting, period of airfield and high-
way pavements constructed idthe area being
investigated, with a 'View toward modifying
or increasing the frost design requirements.

64: DETIUMENT41.*EFFECTS OF FROST ACTION

a.. Heaving. Frost heave, indicated by
<the raising of the pavement, is. directly as-
sociated with ic,e segregation and is visible,
evidence on the 'surface' that ice lenses have
forMea in the subgrade and/or base material.
conditions 'conducive to uniform heave may
exist, for example, in a section of pavement
constructed with a fairly uniform stripping
or fill depth, uniform depth to ground water
table, and uniform' soil 'characteristics. Con-
ditions conducive to irregular heave occur
typically at locations where subgiades vary
between cle,an sand and silty soils, or at
abrupt traniitions from cut to fill sections
with ground water close to surfaCc.

.

6

drains, culverts, or utility lines-placed under
pavements on frost-susceptible subgrades
frequently cause abrupt differential heaving.
Wherever possible the placing of such facili-
ties beneath pavements should be avoided, or
transitions should be provided so as to mod-
erate the roughening of the. pavement during
the period of heave.

b. Loss of strength subgrade pave-
ment. When ice segregation has occurred in
a frost-susceptible soil, reduction of its
strength with a corresponding reduction in
load supporting Capacity of the pavement de-
velops during prolonged frost - melting periods.
This occurs particularly in the spring, be-
cause the melting of the ice from the surface
downward releases an excess of water which
cannot . drain through the still-frozen soil
below and in the shoulders, or redistribute
itself readily, thus softening the soil. Sup-
porting capacity may be reduced in clay sub-,
grades even though significant heave has not,
occurred because water for ice segiegation
is extracted from the voids. of the uniform
clay below, and the resulting shrinkage of
the latter largely balances-the volume of the
ice lenses formed. Further, traffic may cause

-remolding or develop hydrostatic pressure
within the pores of the soil during the period
of weakening, thus resulting in further re-,.
duced subgrade strength. The degree to which
a soil loses strength during a frost-melting
period and the length of the period during
which the strength of the soil is reduced- de-
pends on the type of soil, temperature condi-
tions during freezing and thawing periods,
the amount and type of traffic during the
frOst-melting periods, the-availability of water
during the freezing and thawing periods, and
drainage conditions.

0
.c. Effects of frost actioneon pavements.

(1) Rigid concrete pavements. Con-
crete has little tensile strength and a slab
is designed to resist loads from above while
receiving uniform support from the subgrade
and base course. Hence, slabs have a tendency
to treale up as a ,result of the upthrust from
nonuniform heaving soils causing point bear-
ing. As a rule, if rigid pavements survive the

5
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'N OTE S:
I. Frost penetrotion depths based on
Modified Berggren Equation and computation
procedures outlined in the following reports:
a. "Analytical Studies of Freezing and
Thawing of Sone,' HP Aldrich and H.M. Poynter,
Arctic Construction and Frost Effects Lab-
oratory,Corps of Engineers,U.S.ArmytJune1953
b. "Frost Penetration in Multi layer, Soil Profiles"
MIT Deptof Civil and Sanitary Engineering, Soil
Engineering Division.,Arctic Construction and
Frost Effects Laboratory, Corps of Engineers,
U. S. Army, June 1957.
2. It was assumed in computation's that allof
soil moisture freezes when soil is copied
below 32 ° F.

.4.
3. Frost penetration depths shown are
meosure&from pavement surface. Depths fob I2"
PCC pavements ore good approximations for
bituminous pavements over 6 to9in. high quality
base. For a given localify, depths may be
computed with the Modified Beggren Equation
if necessary data are available.
4. 7d z dry unitweight.

..= moisture content in percent based
on dry unit weight.

Figure 6-3. Relationships between air freezing index and frost penetration into granular ,non-frost-
susceptible soil beneath pavements kept free of snow and ice for freezing indexes below 800.
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Figurf 64, Relationships 'between ear freezing index and frost penetration into granular non-frost-
.

Suaceptible soil beneath pavements kept free of snow and ice for freezing indexes above 800.
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ill effects of upheaval, they will generally not
fail during thawing. Reinforced concrete will
carry a:load by beam action over a subgrade
having both-frozen and suPersaturatedreas.
The average 'rigid pavement will carry a
limited amount of traffic, but less than the
design load, over an area which has become
entirely supersaturated and semiliquid.

(2)` Flokible bituminous pavements.
The ductility of flexible pavements helps the*
to deflect with heaving and later resume their
original positions. While heaving may pro-
duce severe bump& and cracki, generally it
is not too serious for flexible pavement& By
contrast, a load applied to a poorly supported
flexible pavement during the thawing period
will usually produde small mounds called frost
boils, at the weak spots in the pavement.
Sustained traffic 22er areas afflicted with
frost boils sets up Fpumphig action that re-
sults in complete failure of the road in the
immediate vicinity of the frost boil.

(3) Slopes. Exposed back slopes and
side slopes of cuts and fills in firSe grained soil
have, a tendency to slough off during the thaw-
ing process. The additional weight of water
plus the soil exceeds the shearing strength
of the soil and the hydrostatic head of water
exerts the greatest pressure at the foot of
the slope. This causes a sloughing off of the
soil at the toe, multiplying the failure by
consecutive shear failure due to inadequate
stability of the altered slopes.

6-5. COUNTERACTIVE TECHNIQUE

a. Lowering water table. Every effort
should be made to lower tite ground water
table in relation to the grade of the road or
runway. This may be accomplished by the
installation of subsurface drains, or open side
ditches, provided suitable outlets are availa.
ble and provided also that the subgrade soil
is drainable; or it may be accomplished by
raising the grade line in relation to the water
table. Whatever means are employed for pro-
ducing the condition, the distance from the
top of the proposed subgrade surface (or any
frost-susceptible base material used) to the
highest probable elevation of the water table
should not be less than 10 feet. When the

6 8
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depth to the highest level of the water table
,is in excess of 10 feet throughout the year,
a source of water for appreciable ice segre-
gation is usually not present.

b. Prevent',0gupward water movement.
Trtments which succpssfully prevent the
rise of water include placing a 6-inch layer
of pervious, coarse grTr soil 2 or 3 feet
beneath the surface. layer must be de-
signed as a filter to prevent clogging the pores
with finer material and subsequent defeat of
the original purpose. If the depth of frost
penetration is not too great, ft may be
cheaper to backfill completely with granular
Material. Another method, successful though
expensive, is to excavate to the frost line, lay
prefabricated bituminous surfacing (PBS),
and backfill with granular material. Tn some
cases, soil-cement and asphalt stabilized mix-
tures, 6 inches thick, have been used effec-
tively to cut off the upward Movement of
water.

c. Removal of frost susceptible soil.
Even though the site selected may be on ideal
soil, invariably on long stretches of roads,
or on wide expanse of runways, there will be
localized areas subject to frost action. These
must be recognized, removed, and replaced
with select granular material. Unless this is
meticulously carried out, differential heaving
or frost boils, upon thawing, may result.

d. Insulating the subgrade against
frost. The most generally, accepted method
of preventing subgrade failure due to frost
action is to provide a suitable insulating cover
so that freezing temperatures do not pene-
trate the subgrade to any significant depth.
This insulating cover consists_ of a. suitable
thick pavement and a thick non-frost-
susceptible base course.

e. Snow removal. During freezing
weather, if the wearing surface is cleared of
snow, it is very important that the shoulders
also be kept free of snow. 'Where this is not
the case, freezing will set in first beneath
the wearing surface. This permits water to
be drawn into, and accumulated in, the sub-
grade from the unfrozen shoulder area which
is protected by the insulating snow. If both

6 8.



areas are free of snow, then freezing will
* begin in the shoulder areas because it is not

protected by a pavement. Under this condi:.
tion water is drawn from the subgrade to

64. FROST'ACTN DESIGN

a. Limitedlubgrade frost, penetration design:

the shoulder area. As freezing progresses
to include the subgrade, there will be little
frost action unlesS more water is available
front ground water or seepage.

Step 1. Determine the freezing index. (If in the arctic or subarctic regions also de-
termine the thawing index.)

Step 2. Conduct combined mechanical- -analysis- and strength determination of sub-- -----
grade and borrow, soils and establish hettve characteristics of the natural
subgrade'soil, locate depth of the ground water table and any other neces-
sary characteristics.

Step 3. Determine design load, tire contact area or pressure, gear configuration and
wheel spacing, and any other classification characteristics of the type field
required:

Classify subgrade -soil into group of frost susceptibility (F-1 through F-4).
Estimate or compute the average moisture contents in the granular non-
frost-susceptible base course material and. the natural subgrade soil at the
start of the freezing period. Also determine the dry unit weight of the'
granular non-frost-susceptible base course material at maximum modified
AASHO compaCtive efforts.

Step 6. Determine the total frost penetration which would occur in a granular noe-
frost-susCeptible base course material, assumed of unlimited, depth in the
design freezing index year, figures 6-3 and 6-4. Use straight line interpo-
lation where necessary. The solid moisture content lines shown on the charts
represent 12 inches of portland cement concrete pavement or ,a bituminous
pavement over 6 to 9 inches of high quality non-frost-susceptible base
course material. The dotted moisture content lines represent 20 inches of
portland cement concrete pavement. The minimum thickness of asphaltic
concrete pavement and high quality base course materials required in d tem-
perate climate are tabulated on tables 6-2 and 6-3.

Step 7. Get familiar with the pavement cross section on upper left of figure 6-5, and
then compute the base course thickness (c) required for zero frost penetra-
tion into the subgrade soil using a pavement thickness (p) as required by
the tabulations on tables 64 and 6-2 as follows: c = a - p

Step 4.
Step 5.

a. = the total thickness ,of Pavement and. non-frost-susceptible base
found instepe=6 above.

p = the minimum required thickness of asphaltic concrete payment
tabulated on tables 6-1 and 6-2.

Step g: Compute the ratio (r) of the in-place subgrade moisture content to the
moisture content of the non-frost-susceptible base course material after
drainage as follows: e

moisture content in percent of the'natural subgrader =
moisture content in percent of the drained base course

6-9
1 GI
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TABLE 6.2. Pavement and Base Thickness Design Criteria for Single-Wheel Loads

Single wheel
Tire inflation, 100 psi

THICKNESS, IN.
LOAD

,800CBR 100-CliR
(RIPS)

pavement Base Total . Pavement Base Total
.-,.

'610 2 6 8 2' 1 8
20 2 6 8" 2- 6 8
30 3 6 9 2 6 8
40 .

1
3 6 9 . ..,--- 6 8 '

50- 3 . 6 9 6 8
'60 4 6 10 6 ( 0

70 4 6 ,. 10 6 920

Single wheel
Contact area, 100 sq in. each wheel

I

LOAD

(KIPS)

THICKNESS, IN.

80-CBR 100-CBR

Pavement Base Total Pavement Base OTotal
10 2 6 '8 2 6 8
15

.
3 6 '9 2 6 8

20 3 6 9 3 6 9
25 4 6 10 3 6 9
30 5 6 ',. 11 4 6 10

q't

It is important to note that: --4

If the computed "r" value above exceeds 2.0 use 2.0 for r. The reason
for limiting r to a maximum of 2.0 is that not all of the moisture content
in a fine grained soil will actually freeze at the temperature which will be
reached in the portion of the subgrade into which freezing temperatures
will penetrate.

Step 9. Enter figure 6-5 using the c value, as computed in step 7 above, as abscissa
and progressing vertically until intercepting the computed or applicable r
value, then progress horizontally to both left and right scales giving you a
direct reading of the design base thickness b and allowable subgrade frost
penetration s respectively. This is the design for "limited subgrade frost
penetration". A double check should be rftde using figure 6 -6 of values b
and s, as this plot illustrates the basic subgrade penetration assumption on
which this whole design procedure is based.

6-10
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. Figure 6-6. ' Allowable subgrade frost penetration in design freezinf index year.

. It is importantto note that:

(a) Only this_method of frost' design may_be_ used to determine_the combined
thickness of both rigid and flexible pavements and non-frost-susceptible base in the following
'Cases :

1.:
'

Over all group F-4 subgrade soili.
` `.--..

,

2. Over, other frost-susceptible subgrade soils, when cracking of rigid pave- ',, ;
ments or unacceptable pavement roughness caused by nonuniform frost heavemay_ be 'ex-
Pected, with lesser design thidknesses. . 4 1

. .

. . '(b) The limited subgrade frost penetration design shoqld always be invedtigated
over other groups of frost-susceptible subgrade soils as well andsliould beselected for use
based on economy of design. 4 '

(C) Under average field conditions, the above procedures will result in sufficient
thickness of material between the frost-susceptible subgrade and the pavement so that frost
penetration of the amount s should not result in excessive differential heave and cracking of
the pavement surface during the : esign-freezing index year. I

Step 10. Design the bot oil:C1 inches of the design base -as a'filtec material satisfying
both of the fo owrtng conditions: '

1_.. ..-
15 percent gassing size of filter blanket -

85 percen(passing size of subgrade soil *= 5

50 percent passing size of _filter blanket
and < 25

50 percent,pasSing size of subgrade soil

If is imPortane to "note that in ,the above case, the filter blanket prevents the
frost-susceptible subgrade so'l from penetrating through thalter: however:,
the filter material itself must* also not penetrate the noh-frost-susee title

i.'base course material. Therefore, the following additiona requirem
.

. .. ,6 13
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c

,

15 percentvassing size of basespurse
85 percent passing size of filter blanket

50 Weent passing size of base course
and

410 percent passing size of filter blanket

5

25

Where: *- means equal to or smaller than
In addition to the above two requirements, the filter material will, in all
cases, have less than 3 percent by weight finer than 0.02 millimeter.

,For rigid, ptvements, the 85 percent size of filter or regular base course
material placed direCtly beneath the pavements shall be equal to or greater
than 1/4 inch in diameter, This requirement prevents loss of support by the
pumping of soil through the joints of the rigid pavements.

Step 11. When the maximum combined thickness of pavement and base obtained by
this.procedure exceeds 72 inches, special study should be made of the follow-
ing, possibly more economical, alternatives:

(a) Limit the total combined thickness of pavement and non-frost-susceptible
base to 72 inches,and use steel reinforcement to minimize and limit the cracking that will
occur.

(b) Reduce the slab dimensions to as little as 12.5 or 15 feet without reinforce-
-men.t. 1

It is impoitant to note that both of the above alternatives will produce
greater surface roughness than obtained using the basic design method because of greater
subgrade frost penetration.

b. Reduce subgrade strength design.

Step 1. Investigate9the reduced subgrade strength design fot,both flexible and rigid
pavements on subgrade soils of groups 'F-1, F-2, and F -3 when subgrade
conditions are sufficiently uniform to assure, that objectionable differential
heaving or unacceptable cracking of pavements will not occur or where sub-

, grade variations are correctable to this condition. On less important slow
speed ilexiyeztvements this design may be used over nonuniform heaving
ana F-4 subgride soils.

Step 2. Use the applicable charti, figures 6-7 through 6-12; enter the charts with
the design load on the bottom horizontal scale; progress _vertically up to
intersect the appropriate soil group (F-1, F-2, or F-3) ; then progress hori-
zontally to your left and read directly the minimum combined thickness of
pavement and non-frost-susclptible base course material required above this
subgrade in inches. It is important to note that:

(a) In no case should the thickness of pavenient and non-frost-susceptible base
be less than 9 inches, where frost action is a consideration, 'regardless of loading.

(by Figures 6-7 through 6-1s. state that the thickness will be reduced 10 percent
ra'r the runWay, interior as follows:

1. Light load pavement and theater of operations paventents: Traffic
Area "C"

ti

21.1eavy-lead-pavementr:---Traffic-areas-"OP auti-"D"

6 -14
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Step 3. Design the bottom 4 inches of the non-frost-susceptible base as a filter blan-
icet, as outlined in step 10s, above, if the total depth of frost penetration
(a), found. in step 6, exceeds the total combined thickness of pavement and
base required in the reduced subgrade strength design,. found in step 2.
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Step 4.
d.

Compare the two designs "limited subgrade frost penetration" and ."reduced
subgrade strength" and select the most economical of the two designs
(meaning the one design requiring the least expenditure of materials and
effort, etc.) as your frost, design.

Step 5. (Arctic and subarctic regions)

Use the 'thawing indei found in step 1 and enter figure 6-13 at the upper
scale; progress down until intersecting the curve; then progress horizontally
left and read directly the thickness of non-frost-susceptible granular base
required in inches; multiply this number with the appropriate correction
"factor for the various mbisture contents tabulated. This will give youia

Step 6. Compare the total depth-of thaw, from a e' , with the reduced subgrade
design, from steps 1-3, and select the more economical of o,

then se ect--yourfinal design based on the choices,i outlined in step 4 above.

Step 7. Incorporate the final frost design into the regular "temperate climate design"
as follows:

(a) The requirod thickness of asphaltic concrete 'pavement for the "temperate
climate design" will remain unchanged.

(b) Change the depth of the non-frost-susceptible base course, if necessary, to
fulfill the requirements of both the "temperate climate design" and the appropriate selected
"frost" design. (This may in many instances require that the total pavement structure of
base, subbase, and select material be changed to a non-frost-susceptible granular base course
allthe way througliTnd may in addition require an increase in depth of the total pavement
structure).

(c) If at any time the depth of frost penetration (a), found in step .6, exceeds
the total depth of asphaltic concrete pavement and granular non-frost-susceptible base course
material, a 4-inch filtetblanket, as specified in step 10, must be placed in the bottom of the
non-froit-susceptible base 'at the transition between frost-susceptibld ;and non- frost- suscepti-
ble materials. (This may occur between base and subgrade, but may also occur between base
and subbase, as well as between base and selectmaterial.)

Step 8.. Add the compactiOn requirements as tabulated in table 6-4. Make sure that
all of the requirements written in the upper portion of the table are fulfilled°
prior to entering the table below.
The table is based on two types of subgrade soil, I'Cohesionless",, meaning
a soil having a PI irom 0 to 5, and "Cohesive", meanir* a s6i1 having a
PI of more than 5. 'Also be aware of the difference in requirements be-
tween 'areas of cut or fill.

6-7. PERMAFROST DEFINITIONS

Permafrost is perennially frozen ground.
Note that this is a *condition of soil tempera-
ture and does not necessarily imply an un-
satisfactory foundation condition (fig 6-14).
Suprapermafrost is the entire layer of ground
above the permafr t table. This ma or ma
not coincide wi he "active layer", which

is defined as the top stratum that is exposed
to seasonal freezing and thawing. The thick-
ness of the active layer and of the permafrost
layer depend primarily on the mean annual

. temperature and the ambient air temperature.
The farther north you go, the lower the mean
annual temperature and the fewer the number
of thawing days; therefore,_the_thickermill
be the permafrost layer and the thinner the

8--18
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TABLE 6-4. Compaction Requirements for Types A, B, C, arid D Traffic Areas
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active layer. The permafrost layer varies,
from a foot or less in the southern part of
the Arctic, to an estimated 1,600 feet in the

_-`-vicinity of Thule, Greenland. Likewise, the
active layer may vary from 8 to 10 feet in
the more-southerly latitudes, to 2 to 4 feet
in the vicinity of Thule. Permafrost occurs

., in regions where the mean annual tempera-
, ture is below freezing. The southern 'limit of
permafrost generally coincides with the mean
annual 32°F isotherm. Permafrost is common
ih northern North America and northern
Asia. It' underlies several million square.miles
of thF arctic and subarctic regions. About a

of the world's land area is involved
Practically ail of Greenland four-fifths of
Alaska, half of Russia, and lirge portions of
Northern Canada. .

64. . PERMAFROST GROUNDWATER

a. Princifles.. Cjound water may existo
above, within, of below the permafrost layer
depending on physiography, climate, and sea-
sonal wee.tlibr.. Since free ground water is
above freezing temperatures, its unaccus-
tomed presence may thaw permafrost. Ground
water is thus an iml3ortant factor to consider
in construction, apart from just the usual
water supply question.

b. "Waif behavior. When the
annual frost zone .is unfrozen, groand water
above the permafrost behaves like any ground
water above an impervious stratum. In fine
grained peaty soils, common in arctic regions,
the water movement is extremely slow.

64. CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS
/SC

a. Permafrost is a construction prOblem
because of its effect upon the foundatiOns of
structures and pavements. The problem of
the supporting strength of frozen soil is dif-
ficult to evaluate and only general guide lines

. have been developed. The general char-
acteristics are known and are described as
below .

b. 9il with a high bearlict value when
frozen may lose 4onsiderable strength when
thawed, due-to the escape of water which is
released upon thawing.

c. Resultant settlement is invariably
nonuniform because of the unequal distribu-
tion of soil moisture andior segregated ice in
the soil.

-d. the frozen state, the bearing ca-
pacity is directly related to ground tempera-
ture which, ih turn, varies with mean surface
temperature and numerous other factors.

e. Soil moisture Is dependent' on soil
type annualvprecipitation,vater table, and
glatial geology of the area under study.

f. The complexity of this problem is
increased by the fact that a soil profile fre-
quently does not exist in the Arctic, making
a design based on the weakest known condi-
tion Mandatory.

g.. One of 'the interesting things .a bout
this problem of constructions on permafrost
is that, generally, the farther north one goes
the less ,difficult the foundation construction

c. Cold season `42ehavior. When sea- r becomes. When the. peims.frost temperature
sonal freezing begins, the top surface of the is near the freezing point (as' is frequently
annual 'frost 'zone becomes Impervious. This the cue in the subarctic) it becomes very
confines the ground water and, often puts it difficult to predict the thermal behavior after
under pressure.' As pressure increases by : construction and provide an adequate design.

ks. deepened freezing, the ground water seeks, to
escape. Often it is forced up through weak 640. GENERAL DESIGN APPROACHES
spots to the surface where it spreads and FOUNDATIONS
freezes into fields of surface ice. This action .

a. Principles.. There are three general
is found especially in hilly, terraced, and roll- design approaches for foundations in perma-
ing terrain where the gradient of the ground ° frost areas. The first of these is to retain the
Water table is exceedingly steep" and surface thermal regime, to avoid upsetting the pattern
icefields continue to grow rapidly as long, as of freeze and thaw established bynature over
water is avaffiV31etoffeed-then . , 'i,-.=---------=-------a-leng period of time ; the second is to prethaw---- ......: .. 6

,1

'
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and establish a new thermal regime; and the
third IS to find' a stable soil-location.. The
fret, to ,r1e7tain the thermal regime, is the
design aPproach,coninionir 'Used in the more
mirtherly 'regions where soil temperatuie in
permafrOst is generally well below the freez-
ing Design for a facility here aims at
retaining the frozen ground at,,,or pear Its

ginal temperature following the Conttruo-
n of the facility.

b. First method. There are three _pm-
mon methods of designing so as
to retain .the thermal regime. The first is to
raise the structure above the ground surface,
allowing free passage of air beneath. The air
Provides an insulating blanket to prevent heat
frOm infiltrating to the ground during the
summer Likewise, this provides free passage
of cold air to- insure the normal backfreeze
during the winter. This is the method com-
monly used for relatively light-load buildings.

c. Second method. The sgond method'
of retaining the thermal regime.* to provide
a fill of non-frost-susceptible material on to
of the subgradi a granular fill with a
minimum of fide so as to prevent ice segrega-
tion and 'detrimental frost action, .this pre-
venting a heaving or buckling action during
'the winter freeze and settlement during the
summer :thaw..This is the method commonly
used ,for -airfields and roads in the Arctic
where no influx of 'heat, as from a heated
building, occurs during the winter months
and seasonal backfreeze is readily obtainecir
The depth of non-frost-susceptible material-
neceiSiry to ,retain' seasonal thaw should be
computed. In.the subarctic, where the thaw-
ing hide* may be higherthan 1,000, -it may
be erititelyleasible to proVidecomplete thavi
protection. In' this. case, the design must lie
made for seasonal weakening duringthe frost
melting period:" n cliniatesrairfield
conStruction design norfrially follows a' cut
versus 'fill balance, wherein areas of cut, are
balanCe4 as nearly as pOssible by-argas of
in4areta&and subarctic regions, cut should be
eliminated to thomatimtun extent practicable.
In so doing,.sdvantage is takeriof the, existing
Suprapennafrost-which already -forms a gen-
. yerall trouble-free insulativi layer. Special

.

4

consideration must be given to drainage. Sub- .

surface drainage is almost impossible in the
Arctic. In many cases, it is mandatory to
orient a runway, for example, in the same
direction as, the existing drainage pattern to
eliminate harmful crosi4rainage. Moving
surface nr, subsurface water is probably the
Worst enemy- of a thermal regime in -arctic
soil.' As an example, water seepage under ao
taxilayrin Greenland Caused a 20-foot depth
:Of thaw in the permafrost. The surfacing of
airfields and roads is of particular impOrtance.
Flexible Pavement is normally employed fore
airfield surfacing for two chief reasons: First,
it is almost imOossible,to provide a base where,
no 'Vertical movement will occur. Bituminous
pavement provides enough flexibility to allow
for this slightrmovement without requiring
undue maintenance. Second, the lower am-
bient temperatures during thesumnier season .
prohibit the placement and curing of rigid
pavethent during the inherently short con-
struction,,season. Bituminous surf, has .
one decided disadvantage in theArctic. The
color of this pavement absorbs the sun's rays
and produscs surface temperatures sometimes
as =much. as -25°F in excess of ambient air
temperature, Since the deptb of thaw is in .
direct propOrtion to surface temperature
rather- than air temperature, the -effect of a
black pavement On thaw penetration can be
readily seen:

d. Third method. The third-method of
retaining the thermal -regime. is a sort of
.combinatiOn of these two previous methods
the granular fill and the passagef cold air. ,

underneath the floor. frit-used for -large
structures Which are required to support
heavy floor loads such as hangars and heat-
and-power plants. It is essentially a slab-on....
grade construction in .whicb the under-floOr
Cooling_is accomplished either by natural or
forced air circulation,, or mechanical refrig-
eration. In this method a subflooring is-placed
on 'top of a granular fill. Corrugated metal
pipes or kieries.of metal pane run through

. the subflooring ansi, connect to plenum' cham-
bers on, opposite sides of the buildings, and.
extend vertically to prodhce a "chimney ef-
fect' to provide- a continuous flow of cold

ez4.4.1,10,
.
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outside air through the subliming. Above
the pipes is a layer of concrete, a layer of
foam glass insulation, and then the finished
floor. This was the method used in con-
structing foundations for hangars and other
heavy-floor-load buildings at Thule Air Force
Base. On the Nike installations surrounding
Thule Air Force Base mechanical refrigera-
tion is used to keep the material supporting
portion's of the launcherbuildings frozen year
round. To meet ordnance safety requirements,

the. Muncher box_ at each installation' had to
be placed below the surface, with earth
mounded above the exposed portion. The area
was excavated to the required grade, ex-

. posing the permafrost, and wag immediately
backfilled with a thin layer of non-frost-
susceptible .material to retard melting. A ,
refrigeration pipe grid system was installed
in the foundation to prevent heat transfer

«from the building. All of the above methods
can be used for foundations where the soil
temperature is well below the freezing point.
The purpose is to prevent extension of -the

zactivelayer, or to prevent thawing of it at all
(as in the refrigerated foundations) so as to
prevent degradation of the permafrost table .

with resultant harmful effects.
e. Nen% thermal regime. Throughout

large areas of the kbarctic it is. almost im-
possible to design for retention of the existing
thermal regime because ground temperatures ,
of the,perrriafrost are very close to the freez-
ing point. In these areas a different design
approach is necessary. If itere possible to
.design for the bearing capacity of the soil in
a thawed condition,,that would be the soltv.
tion, but since most buildings, need greater
support, fOundations must be placed either, ori*
a fill of satisfactory granular material after
excavation of the permafrost, or on Piles set

/S7
deep into the permafrost. Frequently a com-
bination of these two methods is used in
actual design. Where piles are used they
are generally set into the permafrosikto a
minimum depth equal to twice the thickness
of the active layer. Because of the rock-like
characteristics of permafrost, it is seldom
practical to drive piles. They are usually
placed by one of three methods: drilling,
jetting,. Dr trenching.

(1), Drilling. In the drilling method,
the , pile is placed in a predrilled hole and
embedded in a soil slurry which quickly back-
freezes in the permafrost portion of the soil.

:(2) Jetting. Jetting is accomplished
with steam point or water jets. This method
can only be used where the soil type is of
the sandy silty or sandy type,

(3) Trenching. Sometimes the most
economical method of setting ,piles, especially
where clusters are involved, is to excavate
a trench to the desired depth, place the piles,
and backfill. In all .cases, a suitable period
for backfreeze around the pees must be al-
lowed before construction can proceed.

f. Satisfactory soil location. The possi-
bility that an 'entirely satisfactory soil loca-
tion can be located in arctic or subarctic
regions should not be overlooked. The cost
of an extensive subsurface investigation can',.
be completely justified by locating an area
_where little, if any "pedal treatment is -
quired to develop a suitable foundation or
structures or airfields. A typical example of
this condition would be an outwash gravel
terrace located along a stream bed. The com-
plete.lack of patterned ground, as determined
from a thorough study of aerial photographs, k.
is a good indication that a suitable subsurface
condition may exist.

SELF TEST
t%Note: The following exercises comprise a self test. The figures following each question re-fer t(2L pa ga rar ph_containing information related to the question. Write your answer. in the space belt* the question. When you have finished answering all the questions -for this lesson, compare your answers With those given for this lesson in the back ofthis booklet. Do not send In your solutions to these review exercises.
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1. Frost action is a process which results from freezing and thawing of soil. This can
present difficult problems to an engineer. Describe the nature of these problems. (6-1) .

2. In the freezing process ice formations, called ice lenses, form in the subgrade and
seem to continue to grow. Explain this phenomenon briefly. (6-2a, fig 6-1)

8. In late winter and early spring, the ice lenses thaw either from the top down due to
warming of the atmosphere, or from the bottom up due to outward conduction of heat from
the earth intbrior. Which is desirable from an engineer's position, and why? (6-2b)

4. What conditions must be present in order to have significant frost action? (6-3e,
b, 0, d) e #

5. Frost heave, indicated by-raising of the paveinent, may beeither uniform or iregu-
lar; the latter causing the most severe problems. What conditions generally tend to cause irreg-
ular heaving? (6-40

4
6. I plain briefly the theoly Toss of subtracle *porting strength &Aug the spring

.thawing period. (64b) '

.

'1. Explain how frost boils are developed in flexible pavements. (6-4c(2))'
. t -, : .....

,... . ...

1* , 4 e
5

.
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I i ir : ..1 ' .. 4 4
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i 1 s UV's . 8. At what depth siou/d the highest lev el of .tie 'water table be beloiv fhe tolw-of 'the

proposed subgrade surf4ce (oi any frost-susceptible base mtiterial used), to insure that there
--- -.is only a minimum souce of water for ice 'segregation? (6-.5e) -**
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9. A counteractive technique to prevent frost action is the pacing of a layer of pervious,coarse grained soil 2 to 3 feet beneath the surface. What is the recommended thickness of thislayer? (6.5b)

10. Oiie of the first things ,to maculate in limited subgrade frost penetration design is totalfrost penetration. If dty unit weight is 115 pounds/cubic toot, moisture content is 15 percent,and the air freezing index is 500 degree days, ilhat is the depth of frost penetration (inches) ?(O.", step 6, fig 6-3)

11. In limited subgrade frost penetration design, the results of the design are the basethickness b and allowable subgrade frost penetration s. If r = 1.4 and c = 50 (base thicknessfot zero frost penetration into subgrade), what are b and s? (6-6a, step 9, fig 6-5)

12. For both flexible and rigid pavements at least the bottom 4 inches of the bade will bedesigned as a filter. This filter material will, in no vise, have more than a certain percent byweight finer than 0.02 millimeter. What is this percentage? (6-6a, step 10)
gorie""

13. In reduced subgrade strength design one should not use F-4 material expert for lesserimports* slow speed flexiBle pavement& If the subgrade material is11-2, type *traffic and45,000 pied load in pouniis on twin assembly tricycle gear, spacing 37 inches, contact area267 squareinches each wheel, what is the combined1hickness of pavement and base? (6-6Ihstep 2, fig 6.9)

14. NW matter what the loading, there is a minimum for the thickness of pavement plusnon- . = = 'ptible base. What !Allis minimum (inches) (par 6-6b, step 2).

It

wpt
15. Permafrost is perennially frozen ground.' Does this imply an unsatisfadtory founda-tion condition?. (6-7)

6--26
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16. Why does the presence of ground water in a permafrost area present special and im-

portant considerations in construction? (6-8a, 6-9b)

17. Of the three general design .approaches' for foundations in permafrost area, retaining.
the thermal regime is one. What method of retaining the thermal 'regime would you use for a

relatively light:load building? (6-10b)

18. Retaining the thermal regime avoids upsetting the pattern of freeze and thaw estab-
lished by nature over a long period of time. What method of retaining the, thermal regime
would you use for roads and airfields in the Arctic where there is no influx of heat? (6-10c)

19. What method of retaining the thermal regime would you use for, a large structure
which is required to support heavy floor loads? (8-10d)

.

20. 'if ground temperatures of the permafrost- are very close to the freezing point it is
almost impossible to design for retentioi of the therm regime. Another method is piles. What
is the accepted minimum depth to which the piles sh d be placed? (640

O

1.

)
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LESSON 7

IMPROVEMENT OF SOIL CHARACTERISTICS

CREDIT HOURS _2
TEXT ASSIGMMENT Attached memorandum.
MATERIAL REQUIRED None.
LESSON OBJECTIVE

Upon completion of this lesson you should be
able to accomplish the following in the in-

1. Moisture Control and Blending. Deter-
Mine the reason for stabilization and the most
appropriate method under the circumstances
existing. Describe the procedure for adjust.;
ing moisture content and for blending of.
available soils for improved compaction.

24. Chemical and BlinminoasStabilization.
Define thellituations under which soil stabi-
lization by the application of chemicals such

dicated topic areas: -

as portland cement and lithe, and bituminous
materials, may be effective in improving the
construction qualities of the-natural soils.

3. That Palliatives and Waterproofing.
Explain the five general classifications of
materials available to the engineer for dust
control and/or soil waterproofing, how they
are best used, and the advantages and dia-

. advantages of each.

7-1. SOIL CHARACTERISTICS

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

Improvement of soil,.characteristics is ac-
complished by the alteration or preservation
of ape or more properties of a soil to improve
its engineering characteristics and 'perform*-,
tuice. A wide selection of snecific processes

'and materials available t3 the, .engineir,
time of which is capable of solving all soils
problems. The selection of :a specific process
or material depends upon the particular rea-
son why you need to improve the soil char-.
acteristics. There are three primary reasons
why one needs to mechanically or cheinically
stabilize a soil., They ire: strength improve-
Inent increase the stability of the existing
soil to enhance .its :load-tarrying capacity;
dust control. -. eliminate or /alleviate dust
during dry weather or in arid climates; soil

waterproofingpreserve the natural sliPength
of a soil by preventing the ingress of surface
water.

7.2. MOISTURE CONTROL

a.. .Compaction.

(1) Description. The process of com-
paction of a soil is perhaps the`oldest and

. most important means of soil stabilization.
By compaction, particles are rearranged. to
form a denser; mass with a resulting change
in engineering properties. such as strength,
perineability, and compressibility. IThe extent
of alteration which can be achieVed by com-
paction depends on the Soil- type, moisture
contexit,'runount and method of comp on.
Generally, finefine- grained soils are more cult1 1- .

1S2
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to compact than coarse-grained soils and are
more sensitive to the effects of oveltompac-
don.

(2) Uses. In the construction of a
theater-of-operations airfield, compaction
alone might suffice to increase the bearing
strength of an existing soil from a borderline
condition to an acceptable one founsurfaced
operations or for the placement of landing °

mat. (3) Procedures. To achieve the'best
results from compaction, a soil should be at
or near its optimum moisture content. Since
water content may or may not be controllable
in expedient airfield construction, good judg-
ment should be used in each instance to
establish the feasibility of compaction. In
general, plastic soils cannot be compacted if
the moisture is more than about one-fourth
above optimum. Cohesionless soils should be
placed at a sufficiently high moisture content
to prevent bulking. Depending on the soil in-
.volveC its condition, and the type of com-
paction applied, densilleation will t in
depths .ranging fiom ii.to 12 inches. 61 gen-

eral, rubber-tired and sheepsfoot rollers are
best equipped to compact cohesive soils. Co-
hesionless soils can best be ,compacted by
vibratory compactors, heavy tractors, and
to a lesser extent by rubber-tired rollers.
Smooth, steel-wheel rollers are used normally
to maintlIM a smooth surface during com-
paction and finishing operations.

Water content above optimum. Scari-
fy and dry out.. DO not compact When tod
wet. This will 'cause settlement when drying
out an'd load is applied. Soil partibles will
take the place of water:

c. Water contentbelow optimum. ,

. (1) Principle. Scarify and add water;
recompact the, soil. This will cause slight
settlement under the 'right conditions when .
water is added and the -lbad is appli

(2) 'Quantitative moisture tgol: If
tIle moisture content of the soil is less khan
Optimum, t amount of 4ater which must
be added fdr efiltient. compaction generally
is computed in gallons per 100 feet of length
(station). Tlie ',Computation is based upon

.),the dry' weight of soil contained in a 'com-

pacted layer. For example, assume that the
soil is to be placed in a layer 6 ineheein
compacted thickness at a dry unit weight of
120 pounds per cubic foot. The moisture con-
tent of the soil is determined to be 5 percent,
while the ,optimum moisture content is 12
percent. Assume that the lip to be com-
pacted is 40 feet wide or 40-station feet per
station. The wieght of water required per
cubic foot (with no allowance for evapora-
tion) is equal to 120 (0.12 0.05) = 120(0.07)
= 8.4 pounds. Allowance for evaporation
varies from 5 percent to 10 percent depending
on temperature, humidity, work conditions,
type of soil, and length of tinie between. plac-
ing and rolling. In *this example an allowance
of 10 percent is made for evaporation.. Then,
8.4 x (1.0 + 0.1) = 8.4 x 1.1 = 9.24
pounds of water required to be added per
cubic foot of soil to obtain optimum moisture
content and allow 10 percent for/evaporation.
Since water weights 8.33 pounds per gallon,
the number of gallons required per cubic foot
of' soil,= 9,24 8.33 '= 1.109. The volume
of compacted soil per statioi = 40(100)- 6/12
= 2000 cubic feet. The amount of water
required per station for the 40 foot wide strip
is then 409' x 2000 =. 2,218 gallons. Table
7-1 can be used in lieu of computations of the
type discussed (except allowances for evap-
oration cannot be used). Adjustments for the:,
effect of rain during the laydoWn may be
made by use of table 7-2.

74. BLENDING

a. Principle. The overall objective of
mechanical stabilizationns simply to blend

available soils in such a fashion that, wiien_
properly compacted, they will give the de-
sired stability. In certain areas, for example,
the natural soil at a selected location may
be of low supporting power, because of an
excess of clay, silt, or fine sand. Within a
reasonable distance there may exist suitable
granular materiali which may 'be blended
with the;existing soil td effedt a marked im-
provement in stability of the soil at a very
much lower cost in manpower and material
than is involved, in applying imported surfac-
ng, and it may even produce better results in.
the end.
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TABLE 7-1. Moisture Content - U. S. Gallons/Sq Yd or Station Foot for 0-inch Compacted Lift

Moisture eoatent
.

Dry unit ;weight (Pounds/cubm toot)

ff., Gallons 50 65 110 65 70 75 80 15 90 95 100 106 110 115 120 1; 130 135 yo 145 150

1

Sq yd , 27 I 0.320.35 0.38 0..41 .43 0.46 0.49 0.51 1.54 1.57 0.5 9 0.62 0.65 0.68 0.7)0

7.6

.73

8.1

:76

8.4

.7810.81

8.7.19.0
Station foot 3.0 3.3 .6 3.9 .2 4.5 4.8 5.1 5.4 5.7 6.0 6.3 6.6 6.9 7.2 7.5

2
&I Yd .' .J 10.54 60 1.65 .70 0.76 1.81 1.86 .92 0.07 1.03 1.08 1.14 1.18 1.24 1.301 .36 1.40 1.46 1.51 1.5711.62-4
Stationpot 6.0 6.7 7.2 7.8 8.4 9.0 ! .6 10.210:8 11.4 12.0 12.7 13.1 13.8 14,4 15.1 15.6 16.2 16.8 17.448.0

3
Sq yd 81 .89 .97 1.05 1.13 1.22 1.30 1.38 1.46 1.54 1.62 1.701.78 1.86 1.94 2.03 2.11 1.19 2.26 2.3512.43

26.1.127.0
Station foot ... 9.0 9.9 10.811.7 12.6 13.6 14.4 15.3 16.2 17.1 18.0 18.9 19.8 20.7 21.6 22.6 23.4 24.3 25.1

4
S,q yd roc

. 1.08 1.19 1.30 1:40 1.51 1.'62 1.73 1.84 1.94 .05 2.16 2.27.2. 2.48 2.59 2.702.81 242:3.02 3.1313.24
,Station foot 12.0 13.2 14.4 1.6 16.8 18.0 19.2 20.4 21.6/22.8 24.0 25.2 26.4 37.6 28.830.0

..._._.,..

31.2 32.41133.6 34.8136.0

5
Sq yd. ° 1.35 1.49 1.62 1.76 1.89 2.03 2.16 2.30 2.43 2.57 2.70 2.ft4 2.97 3.11 3.24 3.38 3.51 3.653.78 3.92 .05
Station foot ,

15.0 16.6 18.0 19.5 21.1 22.5 24.0 25.5 27.028.5 30.0 31.6 33.0 34 .6 36.0 37.639.0 40.642.0 43.6
I

.0

6
.Sq yd 1.62 1.7: 1.94 2.11 2.27 2.43 2.59,2.75 .29 3.08 3.2.4 3.40 3.56 3.73 3.69 4:05 4.21 4.37 4.5414.70 4.86
Station foot 18.0 19.8 21.6 23.4

.2712.46

25.2

.65
--,41.

27.1

2.84

26.8
4.---

.02

30.6
,

3.21

32..4

3.40

37.8

.89

34.2 36.0 371139.6 41.4 43.2 45.0 46.8 48.6 50.4152.2154.0
1

7
Sq id 1.892.1: 3.59

39.9

4.10

.78

42.0

4:32

3.97 4..16

44.1 46.2

4.54 4.75

4.354.54

48.3

4.97

5014

5.18

4.7314/91

52.5

5.40

54.6

5.62

5.105.29

56.7

5.83

58.8

6.05

5.4815.67

60.9163.0

6.26'6.48
1

Station foot 1:0 23.1 25.2 27.3

2.59 2.81

29.4

3.02

31.5

3.24

33.635.7

3.46 3.678
Sq yd. 1.16 2.38

Station ( o a 24.0126.4

2.43

27.0

.67

24.7

28.8 31.2
---/

2.9213. .16E403.65

32.4135.1137.8

33.636.0

40.5

38.4 40.: 43.2 45.6

4.37 4.62

48.651.3

48.0

4.86

54.0

50.4 52.8'55.,2

5.10 5.35

56.7 59.4

5.59

62.1

57.6

5.8316.08

64.81t67.5

60.0 62.4

6.32

70.2

64.8 67.2

5.56 0
72.9 75.5

69.5172,0

7.0517.29

78.3:81.0

9
Sq yd 3.89

43.2

4.13

45.9Station foot t .

10
Sq yd 2.70

30.0

2.97

.0I

3.243.5113.78

36.0130.042.0

4.05

45.0

4.324.59

48.0 51.0

4.86 5.13

54.057.0

5.40

60.0

5.6715.941E21

63.0,166.'0169.0
1

6.4816.75 7.02

72.0:75.0 78.0
1

7.29 7,5617183

81.084.0,
I 1 1

87.00.0

8.10
Station fooi,

&
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b. Requirements for mechanically eta-
bilked soil bases.

(1) Experience in civil highway con-
struction has indicated that best results will
be obtained with this type of mixture if the
fraction passing the No. 200- sieve is not .

greater than two-thirds of the fraction pass-
ing the No. 40 sieve. The size of the largest
particles should not exceed two-thirds of the
thickness of the layer in which they are in-
.corporated. The mixture should be well
graded from coarse to fine.

(2) A basic requirement of soil mix-
tures which are to be used as base courses is
that the plasticity index should not exceed 6.
Under certain circumstances, this require-

° ment may be relaxed if a satisfactory bearing
ratio is developed. Experience also indicates
that under ideal circumstances the liquid limit
should not exceed 28. It may be possible to
relax these requirementi in theater-of-opera-
tions construction. The requirements may be
lowered to a liquid limit of 36 and a plasticity
index of 10 for full-operational airfields, and
to r, liquid limit of 45 envie plasticity index of
15 for 'emergency and minimum-operational
airfields, when good drainage isiorovided.

(3) If the base is to function satis-
factorily, other requirements than those re-
lating.to the soil 'mixture alone mutt be met.
The base must normally have a high bearing
value. Density requirements and those re-
lating to frost action are also of particular
importance.

c. Requirements for mechanically sta-
bilized soil surfaces.

. (1) Preference should be given to mix-
tures which have a maximum, size of aggre-
gate equal to 1 inch,o.or perhaps 11/2 inches,
as experience has indicated that particles
larger than this tend to work themselves to
the surface over a period of time under the

'!action of traffic. Somewhat inors fine soil is
desirable in a mixture which is to serve as
a surface, as compared .with one for a base,
scr that it will be more resistant to the abra-
sive effects of traffic, more resistant to the
penetration of precipitation which fills di-.
rectly upon the surface, and cab, to some

extent, replace by capillaiity moisture which
is lost by evaporation.

(2) Emergency airfields which have
surfaces of this type require a mixture which
has a plasticity inddx between 5 and 10. Civil
experience indicates that road surfaces of
this sort should have a liquid limit not in
excess of 35, and that the plasticity index
should be between 4 and 9. The surface
-should be made as tight as possible and good
surface drainage should be prbvided. It is to
be noted that, for best results, the p z'a city

°index of a stabilized soil which is t func 'on
first as a wearing surface and then as a
base, with 'a bituminous surface being
vided at a later date, should be held thin
very narrow limits

.(3) Considerations relative to com-
paction, bearing value, and frost action are
as important for surfaces of this type as for
bases.

d. Rule -of -thumb proportioning. A
rough estimate of the proper proportions of
available soils in the field is possible, and de-
pends upon manual and visual inspection.
Each soil should be moistened to a point
where it is moist, but not wet; in a wet soil
the moisture can be seen as a shiny film on
the surface. What is desired is a mixture
which will feel gritty and in which the sand
grains can be seen. When the soils are corn,
bined in the proper proportion a cast forded
by squeezing the moist soil mixture in the
eland will be able to withstand norpral han-
dling withorit breaking. With practice, the
optimum blend of two soils can be reasonably
accurately established. This procedure -is
most applicable to the blending of clays or
silty clays with sands or moderately coarse
soils. If gravel is available, this may be
added, although there is no real rule-of-thumb
to tell how much should be added. It is always
desirable to have too little gravel rattier than
too Inch.

. .
e. The problem. This process of pro-

portioning will now be illustrated by a numeri-
cal example. Two materials are available,
material B in the roadbed and material A,

7 4
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from a nearby borrow source. The mechani-
cal analysis of each of these mdteNials is
given below, together with the liquid limit
and plasticity index of each. The desired

grading of the, combnation is also shown,
together With the 'desired plasticity char-
acteristics. Results of laboratory tests are
shown in table 7-3.

Zara 7.3. Results of Laboratory Torts on Soil Samples

Sieve designation. Percent passing, by weight
Material A Material B Specified

Mechsusical analysis
1-inch 100 100 100
3/4-inch
%-inch

92
83

72
45

70-100
50-80No, 4 75 27 35-65No. 10 67 15 Jah

No. 40 52 5 15-30No. 200 33 1 5-15
4 Plasticity characteristics

.Liquid limit
Plasticity index

32
9

Percerif by` weight

12 Not more than 28.
0 Not more than 6.

f. Proportioning to meet specified per'
dation.

(1) Figure 7-la shows the first steps
in plotting the data obtained from mechanical
analysis of soils A, and B. The percentage
by weight of soil A passing each sieve is
plotted on the vertical axis along the left
margin of the graph; soil B is plotted-on the
vertical axis along, the right margin. For
each sieve, a line is drawn across the graph'
connecting the plotted values of percent
passing by Weight for each soil. Theie diag-
onals are referenced with the sieve size.

(2) So that the percentage of each
soil, in any combination of the two, may be
read directly from the graph, percentages of
soil A are referenced' in the top- margin in
descending values from left to right; per-
centages of soil B are shown in the lower
margin in descending values from right to
left. Reading directly from the graph, you,
will note that when a mixture has 80 percent
of soil A, it will have 20 percgrit of soil B.

. . (3) Desired gladations of the com-
bination (specification limits) are drawn in

the margin to .the right of the graph (fig
7-1b). This desired gradation also corres-
ponds to specifications given in table 7-4.

(4) Now that the basic data has been
plotted, we must graphically establish the
limits of combination of the two soils that
will meet specified gradation requirements.
This is done by first extending the upper limit
of the specified percent for each sieve size
until_ it intersects its' respective sieve line.
Figure 7-1c shows these lines' extended and
intersecting the sieve lines at points A,B,C,D,
and E. Through the point of intersection
which is nearest tothe right side of the graph
(point E in this case) a perpendicular is
drawn to intersect the top and bottom per-

-/<7-ntage scales. This perpendicular the
left limit line and shows the maximum ount
of soil A and the minimum amount of soil B
that the mixture should include in order to
satisfy grading requirements. This procedure
is for soil-mixture graphs in which the di-
agonals descend fiora left to right. When the
diagonals ascend from left to right the left
limit line is determined by the intersection of
the lower limit of the specified 'percent with

5
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shows the minimum amount of soil A and
theomaximum amount of soil B that can be
included in a mixture Meeting specifications.
Any combination of the two soils with per-
centages of each soil 'falling within the right
and left limits will meet gradation require-
ments. As in 7-1d, above, this method is for

4,
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403

graphs in which the diagonals descend from
left to right. When the diagonals ascend from
left to right, the right limit line is established
by extending the upper limits of the specified
percents until they intersect their respective
sieve lines, and is the perpendicular through
the intersection which is farthest to the left.
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Figure 7-1d. Graphical me

(6) With some soils (diagonal sieve
lines descending from left to right) the upper
limit of a specified sieve size ,mayi, fail to
intersect its sieve line. This condition means
that the soil plotted on the; vertical axis on
the left side of thetgraph will satia fygrada-

.4.1on requirethents.for that sieve siie,without
any addition of the other soil. If atter limit
'of a specified sieve size fails to' intersect its
sieve line; the soil plottedon the vertical axis
on the right will satisfy grading requirements
by itself. When the diagonal sieve lines ascend
from left to right, failure of an upper limit
to intersect its sieve line means -the soil plotted
on the right Side will be satisfactory for that
sieve size by itself; failure of a- lower limit
to intersect its sieve line indicates -that the
soil plotted on the left side 'will satisfy the

00 30 070_

thod for ,proportioning soils.

/68

I

specifications for tkat sieve size by itself. If
both upper and lower lirhits- of a specified
sieve size,fail to intersect the sieve line, either
soil, by itself, will satisfy specifications. -for
that sieve size:

g. Pioportionng to meet plasticiO re-
quirements. An approximate method of de-
termining the plasticity, index (PI) and liquid
limit of the combined soils will serve- to
indicate if the- proposed trial mixture is sat-
isfactory, pending. the performance of labora-
Joky teats. This °may be _done either. arith-
metitally or graphically. A graphical methOd
for gettingtheie approximate values is shown
in figure 7-Z The values shown in figure 7-2
require additional, explanation, as, follows:
Consider 5Q0 pounds_ of the mixture tenta-
tively selected (30% A 70% B) : Of this

- I
7=-8
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500 pounds, 150 pounds will be material A
and 350 pounds material A. Within the 150
pour 1s of material A, there will be 150(0.52)
= 78 pounds of material passing the No. 40
sieve. Within the 350 pounds of material B,
there will be 350(0.05) = 1T:5 pounds of
material passing the No. 40 sieve. The total
amount of material passing the No. 40 sieve
in the 500 pounds of blend = 78 + 17.5 =,
95.5 pounds: The percentage of this material
which has a PI of 9 (rnaterial A) is (78/95.5)
100 = 82. As shown in figure 7-2, the approx-
imate PI of the mixture of 34:1% material A
and 70% material B is 7.4 percent By similar
reasoning, the approximate liquid limit of
the blend is 28.4 percent. These Ivalues are
somewhat higher than permissible under the
specifications. An increase in the amount of,
material B will somewhat reduce. the ptas-
4icity index and liquid limit of the combina-
tion.

h. Limitations of mechanical stabiliza
tion. Without minimizing the importance of r4
mechanical stabililation, limitations of this
method' should also be' realized. The prin-
ciples of mechanical 'stabilization haye fre-
quently been misused, particularly in areas

.where frost action is a factor in the design.
For example, clay has been added to granular.
subeade materials in order to "stabilize"
them, when in teality allthat was needed was
adequate conitomgon to provide a strong,
easil3k drained base which would not be sus-
,cepttle tp detrimental frost' action. An un-
derstanding of the compaction which can be
achieved by modern rolling equipment should
prevent a mistake of this sort. ,

7.4, METHODS OF APPUCATION- OF SOIL
STA$IUZING MATERIAL

Before describing specific chemical stabili-
zati6h processes and material's it is desirable
That the engineer be cognizant of certain basic
methods by which stabilizers are applied. One
of two general application techniques is com-
mon to ,all soil stabilization processes; these
are (a) admix application and (b) surface
penetration application. The particular tech-
nique which will be used depends on the
stabilizatloyprocess in$olved, the type of soil
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to be stabilized, and the function to be
accomplished by the stabilization. Prior to
selecting a specific stabilization process, the
implications of the two methods of applica-
tions to the particular job requirements
should 'be considered.

a. Admix applications. An admix ap-
plication is the blending of a soil with another
material to achieve a uniform mixture of the
dissimilar materials. An admix application
must always be used where it is necessary
to incorporate solid forms' of soil treatment
materials with an existing or imported soil.
It may be used to incorporate liquid materials'
when it is desired to achieve treatment to a
depth greater than that which can be achieved
by a surface penetration application. Where
stabilization for ;strength iniproVernent is re-
quired, the admix method° always must be
used in any soil blending operation or to
incorporate a chemical stabilizer. It may or
may not be required in. applying materials
for dueticontrol or soil waterproofing. In the
applion of dust palliatives or soil water-
proofers, admixing should-be used only where
it is essential to provide a layer of 3 inches
or greater in thickness. This Will seldom be
required on nohtraffic areas, but may be
necessary in traffic areas wiiere ruttiAg will
occur under traffic. Admixing can be accom-
plished either in place or off .site.

(1) In-place mixing. In-place mixing
is the blending of soil on the site. It' is
accomplished by loogening (if necessary) the
soil surface to a depth approximately equiva-
lentto the desired thickness of the treated
layer, adding the soil treatment material in
the desired *quantity, blending and mixing,
and recbmpacting the mixture by rolling.'f
Equipment, which can be used for an in-place
mixing operatjon includes rotary tillers,
pulverizer-mixers, graders, scarifiers, disk
hariows, or plows. Where conventional stabi-
lization traveling mixers are available, good
blending generally will be achieved with two
or three coverages over the area to be treated.
If the ground surface is easily tilled (e.g.,
'sandy or silty soils) the soil treatment ma-
teriels can be dispersed on the soil without
any initie.1 pulverization. If the ground is
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hard or firm (e.g., Sry clay) it will be neces-
sary to loosen the surface and ;break down
the soil prior to applying the treatment ma-
terial. Solid materials may be spread either
by hand or, by mechanical spreaders. Liquid

N materials should be placed with distributor
equipment. Similar procedures can be used
with equipment such as disk harrows or
plows, but the effecti;eness of mixing will
generally be very poor. A grader will do a
reasonably good mixing job by alternately

, windrowing and blading a soil-treatmentmix-
turi back' and forth until the mix appears
uniform. The blend is then spread and com-
pacted. .

(2) Off-site mixing. Off-site mixing is
generally-Used where in-place Construction is
not desirable and soil from another source
would provide a more satisfactory treated
surface. Off-site mixing may be accomplished
with stationary mixing plints, or can be done
expediently by windrow mixing with graders
(as described in (1) above) in a central work-
ing area. The major disadvaritage of any off-
site operation is the necessity to transport
and spread the mixed material.

b. Surface penetration applications.

(1) A 'surface penetration application
is the placing of a soil treatment material
directly on the existing ground surface by
spraying or cher means of distribution. This
is the meet rapid and efficient method of

Application for placing liquid materials, and
/ will be used only for the placement of certain

dust1 palliatives and soil waterproofers. De-
pending on the material, surface penetration,
applications may be accomplished by a liquid
pressure distributor, a gravity flow water
distributor, or by hand hosing or spraying.
Hoses or hand sprayers should be used only
for small areas, Maintenance, or where good
uniformity of a treatment is not critical.

(2) The effectiveness of the surface
penetration method depends manly on the
viscosity of the treatment ma erial and the
permeability of the soil stirfac Soils which
are predominantly coarse ed are more

C

/
readily penetrated than. soils which are 'pri-
marily fine grained. Where the soil is ex-
traely clayey, it may. be virtually impossible
to achieve any penetration with a liquid ma-
terial. For such a contingency, applic,,tion
as an admixture may be the most desirable
solution, or treatment may be accomplished
by lightly scarifying the surface to a shallow
depth (1 to 2 inches), following by spraying
and lightly rolling. In, some soils, such as
silts or silty clays, penetration by certain
liquid materials can be enhanced by a light
initial sprinkling with water.

(3) Becauie of the limited, depths of
penetration which cant be achieved by any
liquid material,. only a thin treated Aurface
layer will besehieved. For nontraffic, areas
of airfields subjected to the intensi-
ty of propeller blasts shallow penetration
treatments may be adequate. However, non-
traffic areas of airfields subjected to amna,d-
mum back blast of jet aircraft will likely
.be eroded very readily and no penetration
material would suffice for long. Shallow-depth
penetration treatments of areas subjected tali
direct tire traffic (either aircraft or ground
vehicles) can .be worn away by traffic or, if
a small area of untreated soil is exposed, an
be stripped from the by subsequent
traffic. Also, if rutting occurs as a result of
trkffic, the effectiveness of a surface penetrs.-
don treatment will be destroyed rapidly.

7-5. CHEMICAL .57ABILIZATION

a. . Material used Of the various ma-
terials which can be considered fOr chemical
stabilization, portland cement and lime, have
the most applicability- to the problem of ex-
pedieni airfield construction where strength
development is the primary function. Bitumi-
nous materials are not 'generally suitable for
application to initially weak, fine-grained
soils; however, a brief description of the
process will be provided with respett to 'its'
possible .utility in special cases. Although
many other chemical stabizing sytems have
been developed and studied blikhe Corps of
Engineers and others, none have proven to be
asgenerally effective as the more commonly

7 11
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known conventional additives and thus, will
not be considered herein.

b. Selection of as stakllizer. The choice
of stabilizer and ultimate mix design depends
on several factors some of which include:
type of soil to be treated, initial condition of
the soil, desired strength and durability of
the stabilized soil, logistical and cost require-
ments,-and climatic environment in whiCh the
stabilizer is .used. Certain problem soils may
be encountered which are totally unresponkive
to stabilization due to their chemical nature.
Such soils may, not readily be distinguished
on the basis of their classification or general
physical pr oPe rti es. Very often, previous.
stabilization experience by others in a particu-
lar locale can be used advantageously in estab-
lishing the merits of a particular stabilizer
and also may provide guidance for an appro-
priate mix design.

7-6. PORTLAND CEMENT STAB1UZATION

a. Description. A soil treated with port-
land cement will result in a mask generally
referred to as_ soil- cement.- Cement influences
soil both by reducing its plasticity and, more
importantly, deVeloping cementation which
"imparts early and long-term -strength im-
provement. Portland cement is regarded as
the most generally suitable stabilizer for, a
wide range of soil types, but its effectivenesi
diminishes rapidly as 'the plasticity_ index. of
a soil exceeds about 15 to O. This is prin-
cipally because of the increased surface,area
of the finer soils and the difficulty of achieving
an intimate blend of soil and cement in a wet,.
cohesive soil. A koll-cement layer is reason-
ably resistant to attack by water, but does not
provide a good wearing surface.

.b. Use. Di reference to the- expedient
airfield requirements, cement can be used in
all inftances to produce the minimuin
strengths needed for unsurfaced operations

to improve the subgyade under landing
mat. Generally, if a soil is responsive to
cement treatment, the minimum strengths

-given in table 7-5 can be achieVed in from
1 to 3 dayi after placement with quantities
of cement ranging from 3 to 8 percent by

dry soil weight. Compositional soil factors
which may influence the extent of stabiliza-
tion with . cement include' decayed organic
matter or the presence of sulfates. Also, the
susceptibility of laterite or lateritic soils to
stabilization varies from excellent to 'boy
depending on the ,organic content and degree
of laterization.

I` c. Mix' design. The mix design or de-
termin,a6on of the amount of:cement neces-
sary for- use with a particular soil to achieve
*a desired'result is not ordinarilyta simple one.
Usually it is based on a rather elaborate
series of laboratory tests. Such designs are
primarily concerned with satisfying long- 1%
range

not
requirements and therefore

are not pertinent to the expedient airfields
problem. As a guide, the following treatments
will generally be appropriate for the indicated

Approximate treatment
Soil tYPe : % by dry soil weight c""

Gravels
Sands
Silts and
Clays

clayey silts

3-4
1 3-5

4-8
6-8 sr

e
Not las than 3 percent cement should be
considered for any treatment: To check the
amount of cement necessary to stabilize a
particular soil or to examine the adequacy
of atreatment, the following simple field pro-
cedure can be used. Using soil (approximately
50 pounds dry soil weight) obtained from the

. site and at the existing moisture content, pre-
pare, mixes at varying cement =intents by
blending with a shovel. Place the mixtures in
1400t-square molds constructed of two-by-
fours (open at top and bottom), and compact
the mixture as densely as possible bytthe most
convenient means available. Cover the mold
with a wet cloth and let stand for 24 hours.
After this cure period, the strength of the
soil-cement can be determined by testing with
the airfield penetrometer.

d. - Construction procedures. Soil cement
stabilization ,will be constructed by use of
the admixing techniques,deicribed pieviously.

7--12
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CABLE 7.5. Summary of .Soil Stabilizers for Strength Improvement Function

(1)
Material

(2)
Form of
material

... (3)
App icable

0 soil range

(4)
Estimated range

of quantity
requirements

- (To) f

(5)
Minimum

curing time
requirements

Portland cement

Lime
1. , Hydrated/

: Quicklime
1

.. .

. ' ,
Bituminous material ,

1.....° Asphaltic cutbackS*
. a. RC-70 to RC-800

.

s -, .-,

g. '44C-70 to MC-800
-

2 Asphaltic emulsions. .
- -

.

, -,,

.

Powder

Powder

Powder

Liquid

VI

-

.- Liquid

Liquid .

-

-''

.

-

t

Gravels
Sands
Silts, clayey silts
Clays

Clayey gravels
Silty clays
Clays

Clayey gravels
Silty clays'
Clays

.

Sands
Silty sands
Clayey sands

Sands
Silty sands
Clayey sands

Sands
Silty sands
Clayey midi

.

I'

.

.
.

1

°

.
-.

3-4
3-5
4-0
6-8

2-4
5-10
3-8 .

.

2-3
3-8
3-6

.

5-7i tf
6-10
6-10

5-7 -

6-10
6-10

5-7
6-10.
6-10

24 hours

7 days

4 hours

1-3 days

1-3 days

1

1-3 days
. .

..-

("'Based on dry densityof existing oil.
tt.Alrquantities listed for. asphalts are actual bitumen requirements, exclusive of volatiles.

1:
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(1) For construction of soil-cement
layers. no greater than 8 to 10 inches, the
existing soil is scarified to the desired 'depth'
of treatment. The soil is then pulverized as
best as possible at the prevailing moisture
content. If the soil is a wet clays this opera-

tion may be particularly difficult. The approx-
4,00ifnate amount of cement is then spread over

the loosened soil surface either by hand or
mechanical means. Since cement will usually
be supplied in 94-pound sacks, these can lie
spotted along the surface in rows of prede-
termined spacing. This spacing can .be de-
termined by estimating the dry density of
the existing soil and computing the cement
weight requirement for a pkescribed area and
depth of treatdneht. The soil and cement are
then thoroughly blended by 'admixing and the
resulting mass compacted to the maximum
densification ppssible. Compaction should be
accomplished as quickly as possible after
completion of the mixing, preferably no longer
than 1 hour afterward. Water conteht will
generally not be controllable in expedient con-
struction. Where bearing strength of a clay
is the predominant problem, the existing soil
moisture content will usually be greater than
optimum for compaction. In silts or clayey
silts, situations nmy occur in which water is
deficient. In these instances, water should be
added to achieve a condition suitable for
good compaction. Water is added with
water distributor, and must. be thoroughly
mixed with the soil and cement mass. It
sands are stabilized )with gement, the addition.
of water will almost always be necessary.,
Following compaction, the surface is shaped,
wetted down with watek, and allowed, to cure
for 1 to 3 days.

(2) Where thicknesses in excess of 6,
to , inches are needed, the soil cement must
be placed in multiple lifts. The existing soil
must be excavated to a depth of the required
thickness ,minus 6 to 8 iacheand removed
to the side. The exposed sagrade is then
scarified or loosened -to a 6- to 8-inch depth;
cement is applied in the approximate quantity,
the soil and cement are thoroughly blended,
and the mixture- is compacted to maximum
densification. Subiequent lifts of 6 to 8 inches

.

'

are similarly constructed using the material
which has been excavated. -

7.7. LIME STABILIZAIION

a. Deicriptidn. Lime stab' tion is the
process of stabilizing soil in whit the addi-
tive is lime. The term "lime" is to denote
either hydrated lime (hydrous o slaked) or.
quicklime (anhydrous). There ar two chemi-
cally different types of lime: (a) calcitic or
highs calcium lime and (b) dolo 'tic or high
magnesium lime. Although both of lime
have been used successfully for stabilization,
the calcitic type (calcium by oxide or cal-
cium oxide) is the most wl ly used and
known of the two basic While there
is no reason to suspect that oh type is better
than the other, if both are av able it might
be well to evaluate each ope b ,a simple test
similar to that described previously for soil-
cement. Lime may be obtained in. different
granular sizes, but is most often used in the
"pulverized" state (i.e., essentially 100 per-
cent paling a No. 20 sieve and 85 to 95
percent passing a No. 100 sieve for quicklime;
95 percent v.'more poising the No. 200 sieve
for hydrated lime) Lime influences oa soil'

4through the combined actions of ion exchange,
flocculation; and a semehtitious mechanism:

b.. Uses.

'?1) Hydrated lime. Through its re-
action with soil, hydrated lime can influence:
(a) grain size distribution, (b) soil plasticity,
lc) volume change characteristics, '(d) com-
paction properties, (e) strength, and (f)
durability. In additioii, hydrated lime has a
drying effect on a soil which improves its
workability. In this respect, hydrated lime
has been used successfully as a pretreatment
of wet, cohesive soils prior to stabilization
with portland 'cement. Hydrated lime is most

. applicable for stabilization of clay souls or
coarse soils %containing excessive clay fines.
It has limited application in predominantly

. silty soils and no application for sandy soils,
'unless used in combination with a pozzolanic
material,such as fiyash, The use of pozzolanic
material will generally not be feasible since
quantities' ranging from 13 to 20 percent by

7 14 V



soil weight are normally required, and no
- further discussion of this technique will be

given herein. The cementing action of hy-
drated lime with soil is a slow one and requires
considerably mare time than that required
with portland cement Generally, 7 days, or
longer of curing are required before any signi-
ficant strength changes, are achieved. Hence,
the use of hydrated lime would be limited
only to a situation where time may not be

1.....4_ a critical factor. Hydrated lime-soil surfaces
will generally be more resistant to the de-
trimental effect# of water, but are abraded
readily by traffic. .

(2) Quicklime. The reactions of
quicklime and soil and the functions which
can be performed are the same as those with
hydrated lime. Quicklime has two significant
advantages over hydrated lime in the treat-
ment of very wet soils in that strength bene-
fits will occur very rapidly .(in a matter of 2
to 4 hours) and that a, very marked drying
effect of the soil will be achieved almost im-
mediately upon blending with a wet soil. Since
quicklime is simply a more concentrated form
of hydrated lime, less additive is required to
accomplish a more effective job. Perhaps the
major deterrent to the field use of quicklime
is its burn hazard due to its caustic nature.
Quicklime can produce. severe burns quickly
when in contact with perspiring or moist skin.
Prolonged exposure to hydrated 'lime may
also cause minor skin imitation, especially in
hot, humid climates.

c. -Safety precautions. If proper pro-
tective precautions are taken both form*k of
lime can be used safely: .

(1) Clothing. A lo
I

g-sleeved shirt
should always be worn. ,High shoes or laced
boots should be worn and trouser legs ,should
be tied over the shoe tops. A hat and gaunt-

, let type' loves should * worn. Clothing
should not bind too tightly around the neck
or wrists.

(2) Face protection. Safety glasses
or goggles with side shields should be worn
at all times when working with lime. A pro=
tective nose and mouth filter mask should be
worn. A protective cream Should be applied

-9

I

to all exposed parts of the body when pro-
longed exposure to linie dust isiexpected.

(3) Cleansing. After a day' of expo-
sure to lime, the body should be cleansed
thorbughly with soap and water. Generally,
the personnel most vulnerable to lime burns
are those handling the bags of 'line, empty-
ing the bags, and spreading the lime. Under
no circumstances should an open big of lime
be dropped, on the ground, since the impact
can cause a dense cloud of lime dust to rise
directly into the face. Should lime &1st ever
get into the eyes, an immediate, thorough
flushing with water should be done and medi-
cal attention obtained as soon as possible.

d. Mix design. .)&any factors will influ-
ence the developed properties of a soil -lime
mixture and thus no single mix design can
be specified that would be applicable for a
particular soil oisituation. Generally, a rapid
'field procedure similir td that prescribed for
soil-cement Could be used to establish a suit-

) able mix design. The only exception is in the
length of time for curing. For hydrated rime,
no strength evaluation should b4 made before
7 days of curing. For quicklime, strengths
may be measured after 4 hours or longer if de-
sired.: As a-general guide, the following range
of treatments may be considered:

Approximate treatment,
% by dry soil weight

Soili.type Hydrated lime Quicklime
Clayey gravels,. 2-4 2-3

Silty clays 5-10 ' 3-8

Clays 3-8

/2c

e. Construction procedurek The pro-
cedures used in lime stabilization are, the
same as those described previously for stil-
cement, with the following exceptions or ad-

conpliderations.', Since the hydrated
lime-soil reikction is a slow one, there is no
need to have astrict limitation on the etaspe(i
time between mixing and compaction. For
heavy clays, a tiipe lapse of as much as 24
hours may not be detrimental to the ultimate
developed properties ; however, a greater
compaction effort will generally' be required

15
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to achieve good densification. Also, .oerexpo-
sure to air can result in carbonation of the
lime which is detrimental to its effecti4eness..
In quicklime, certain reactions occur extreme-
ly rapidly and to obtain the benefit of these
reactions, compaction should be done no
longer than 2 to 3 hours, and preferably
sooner, after mixing. In the curing of hy-
drated lime-soil, the surface should be kept
moist during the.total time of cure or about
7 days. For the quicklime-soil, layer, the sur-

/face should be moistened immediately -after
conniacti::rind as necessary thereafter to
prevent ce spalling and peeling due to
shrinkage. If desirable, a light application of
an oil, low viscosity bituminous cutback, or
an asphalt emulsion can be used as a curing
real-

7-8. BITUMINOUS STABILIZATION

a. Description. ' Bituminous stabiliza-
tion is the process in which soil and bitumen
are combined to achieve a more, stable sdil
mass.

b. Uses. The primary application of
bituminous materials in expedient airfield
construction is to provide dust -control or
serve as a soil waterproofer. The use of bi-
tuininous,matercals for these functions will
be discussed later. Few problem situations
will exist where bituminous stabilization

' might be useful in satisfying a strength im-
provement function in expedient airfield; con-
struction.- However, where a sand or essen-
tially cohesionless soil may pose a problem in
areas ,of limited traffic use, such as shoulders
or oNitrrun.s, bituminous stabilization certain-
ly can be considered as a possible solution.
As a general rule, only those soils which can
readily be pulverized by mix-in-place con--
struction equipment are satisfactory forbitu-
minous.stabilization. Soils having more than
30 percent by weight of particles pdssing the
NOT206-siev-e_andjor a plasticity index,
greater than 10 .geneially-are-notadaptable
to bituminous stabilization. Micacvus soils
and those containing high organic coNent do
not respond favorably to bituminous treat-
ment. Some of the major-disadvantages to
stabilization with a bituminous material are.

(a). a comparatively large quantity of bitu-
men generally is required, ith) the range of
soil types which can be treated effectiOely is
limited, (c) the ultimite results. are highly
dependent on the mix design (too little as-
phalt will accomplish nothing and too much

result in an overly "rich" mxtupe)i and
. (d). long curing times are required.

. c. Types of bitumens. The most suit-.
able 'types of bituminous materials for soil
stabilization for strength development pur-
poses are cutback asphalts and emulsified as-
;halts. Of the cutback asphalts, grades RC-

k70 to #tC -800 (rapid curing) or 'grades MC-70
'to MC-800 (medium curing) are most fre-
quently iksed. Soils in which MC cutback is
used slthuld have some fines or natural binder
and must be well graded. The RC grades of
cutback asphalts are primarily applicable to
relatively cohesionless soils. Of the emulsi-
fied asphalts; the slow-setting anionic emul-
sion SS-1 (for cool weather use) or SS-lh
(for warm weather use) can be used. As-
phalt generally be diluted with
water in proportions of from 3:1 to 7:1
(water to emulsified asphalt by volume). The
grade of bituminous material which can be
used depends on the type of soil, method of
construftion used, and weather conditions.

d. Mix design. The necessary amount
of bituminous material to be added to a soil
canbe determined expediently' by the proce-
dures outlined`previously for soil-cement.
Curing times before testing of the trial speci-

-mens will range from 1 to 3 days for the RC
and emulsified asphalts and from( to 5 days
for the MC asphalts. Generally, the amount of
bituminous material' required increases with
an increase in percentage of the finer sizes.
Unlike other stabilizers, the quantity require-
ments of a bituminous math-rial can vary sig-
nificantly. Normally, no leas than a 5 percent
treatment by dry soil.weight of asphalt (ex-
clusive of voltatile will be used and it may
be necessary to provide as. much as 10 or 12
percent. Since.there 'can be no simple rule-
of-thumb guide for the design of a soil-bitu-
minous mixture, trials should be made until
a mixture is produced which will give the de-
sired stability.

7 -16
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e. Moisture content. For proper use of
asphalts, the soil moisture contents must be
held to certain,- maximum limits. For cutback
asphalts, the moisture content of the soil nor-
mally shbuld-be less than 2 ,percent, although
some sands may be handed successfully at
moisture contents slightly in excess of this.
For emulsified asphalt the moisture content
should be such that, when the material is
mixed with soil, the particles will retain a,
uniform coatinguslf bitumen. Some moisture
to assist in coating the soil particles is desir-
able, but the moisture content of the finished
mixture should be low enough to permit the
emulsion to break prior to compaction.

f. Construction procedures. Bitumi-
nous materials may be added`to soils by mix-
ing in place, or by the use of a traveling plant
or statidnary plant. The traveling and sta-
tionary plants generally will produce the besit
results. The usual sequence for construction
is as follows: (a) pulverize the soil' to the
required depth,- (b) adjust moisture content,
if necessary, to that required for proper mix-
ing, (c) add bitumen and mix thoroughly,
(d) aerate to proper consistency for compac-
tion, (e) compact with fheepsfoot or rubber-
tired roller, and (f) fine grade the surface.

7.9. SUMMARY OF SOU. STABILIZATION
SYSTEMS FOR STRENGTH Ik1FROVEMENT
FUNCTION

A summary of the soil stabilization mate-
rials and quantity requirements for use for
the strength improvement function is given in
table r-5. From knowledge of the areas which
may be stabilized, the depthi to which stabil-
ization is necessary, the determined or
estimated diy density of the existing soil, the
total material requirments clinikbe deter-

. mined by the information containeitin table
More reliable quantity estimates Can be

''-ebtained once a specific mix design has beet
'established.. A simple formula procedure ap-
plicable, to the different 'stabilizers is as fol-
lowt: :

a.. For cement and lime:

Q= A. x T xp x 8
12 I 100

where
Q = total quantity of material re-

quired, pounds

A = area to be treated, square feet

T = required thickness of stabilized
layer, inches

D = dry density of existing soil,
pounds per cubic foot

S = percent treatment specified

1 b. For asphalts:

S 100Q=AxxDx x
12 100 R

where
Jaz.

R = percent residual asphalt in cut-
back or emulsion forms

The quantity R. in the formula' for asphalts
varies with the particular asphalt type and
grade. The following values may be used as
an estimate of R:

Type and grade I{ Type and grade

MC-70

MC-250

MC-800

RC-70

50

60

70

55

RC-250

0RC -800

MS.2, SS-1 or.

SS-lh

65

75

60

710. DUST
44.

FALUATIVIS°

a. The problem of dust.

(1) Definition and eiects. A major
problem which can exist during operations
of aircraft on tuisUrfaced or limited-sUrfaced
airfields is, that of dust The term "dust" can
be defined simply as particles of soil which
-have become airborne. .As a general rule,
dust will consist predominantly of soil of
particle Size finer than 0.074 millimeter (i.e.,
passing the No. 200 sieve). The jresence of
dust can have significant -adverse effects on

' the overall efficiency of aircraft by increasing
down-time and maintenance requirements,

shortening engine life, reducing visibility, and
affecting health and morale of personnel. 1#1 .

addition, &St clouds can aid the enemy by
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revealing positions and the scope of Opera-
tions.

. ,

(2) Factors Influencing dust forma-
tion. The presence of, or relative aniotmt of
,dust-size particles in a soil surface is not
necessarily indicative of a dust problem or
Of the severity of dust which will result in
various sitilations.- Some og thefactors which
contribute to the generation, severity,, and
perpetuity of dust from a potential ground
source include overall soil gradation, moisture'
content, density; and smoothness of the
ground surface, -presence of salts ot organic
matter, vegetation, wind velocity and direc-
tion, and air humidity. When conditions of
soil and environment are favorable, the im-
position of an external force to a ground sur-
face will generate 'dust which will exist in
the form of, clouds of various density, size,
and height above ground. In the case of air-
craft, dust may be generated as a result of
erosion by propeller wash,, engine exhaust
blast, jet-blast, and the draft of moving air-
craft. Further, the kneading and abrading
action of tires can loosen particles from to
ground surface which may becbme airborne.

(3) Sources of dust. On tuisurfaced
airfields the source of dust may be the run-
way, taxiways, shoulders, overruns and park-
ing, .areas. In areas _of- open 'terrain and
prevailing winds, soil particles can be blown
in from distant locations and deposited on
an airfield. This can contribute" to the dust
potential despite adequate control
measures for the soil within the constructed.
area. Where such a condition exists and is
severe enough to be a problem, it may be
necessary to make additional applications of
dust:palliatives to an airfield site to maintain
control.

b. Dust palliatives. The primary ob-
jective of a

from
palliative 'is to 'prevent soil

particles from &coming airborne. Dust pal:
liatives may be required for control of dust
on nontraffic or traffic areas, or both. If
prefabricated landing mat, membrane, or con-
ventional pavement surfacing is used in the
traffic areas .of an airfield, the use, of dust

' palliatives would be limited to nontraffic

e

ti

areas. For nontraffic 'areas,a,palliative thus
is needed- which is capable of ..resistjng the
maximum 'intensity of airblast impingement
by using aircraft. Where ,dust palliatives are
considered' for traffic areas, they must ,With- ,

:stand the abrasion of the wheels in addition
to blast impingement. Although a palliative t
may provide tt, necesagry resistance against
air impingement, it may be totally unsuitable
as a wearing surface. An important factor
limiting the applicability of a dust palliative
in traffic areas is the extent of surface rutting
which will occur under traffic. f.f the bearing
capacity is such that the soft surface will
rut under traffic, the effectiveness of a
shallow-depth palliative treatmgt could be
destrdyed rapidly by bieakup annubsequent
stripping from the ground surface. Spine
palliatives will tolerate deformations better
than others, but normally ruts of 11/2 to 2
inches will result in the virtual destruction
of any thin layeetor 'shallow-depth penetra-
tion dust palliative treatment.

7.11. WATERPROOFING

a. The probleiii of water.

. (1) Effects. The ability of an airfield
to sustain operations depends on the bearing '-
'strengthof the ground. Although an unsur-
faced facility may possess the necessary
strength when initially constructed, exposure
to water can result in a lots of strength to
the detriment o traffic operations. Fine-
grained soils or granular atefials which .con-

are mope .sensitive to w ter changes than
!Ain an' excessive amoun of fines generally

coarse- grained soils. Surface water also may
contribute to the development of dust by
eroding or loosening material from the
grounesurface which,can become dust during'
dry weather conditions. .

(2) Sources of water. Water may en-
ter a soil either by the leaching of precipita-
tion or ponded surface water, by capillary
action of underlying ground water, by a rise
in the level of the water table, or by condensa=
tion of water vapor-and accumulation of Mois-
ture under a vapor-impermeable surface. As ,

a general rule, an existing ground water table
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at shallow depths will have a low bearing
strength and will be avoided wherever possi-
ble. Discussion of the various .means to pro-
tect against moisture entry from sources
other than the ground surface will net be
considered herein. In most instances, the
problem of surface water can be lessened
conaiaerably4through good grading, compac-
tion, and drainage practices.

b. Soil waterproofers.

(1) The objective of a soil surface
waterproofer is to protect a soil against
\attack by water and thus preserve its in-
place or as-constructed strength during wet
weather operations. The use of soil water-
proofers generally will be limited to traffic
areas. There may be instances. where it is
desired to prevent- excessive softening of
areas such as shoulders or overruns which
are normally, considered as nontraffic or
liinited traffic areas. Also, soil waterproofers
may be useful in preventing soil erosion re-
sulting from surface water runoff. As in the
case of dust palliatives, a thin or shallow-
depth soil waterproofing treatment will lose
its effectiveness when damaged by excessive
rutting and thus can be used efficiently only
in areas which are initially firm.

(2) Many soil waterproofers also
function well as dust palliatives' and there-
fore a single material might be considered as
a treatment in areas where the climate will
result in both wet and.dry soil surface con-
ditions.

742. MATERIALS FOR BUST CONTROL
AND/OR SOIL %WATERPROOFING

- Materiais classifications., A wide se-
lection of materials for dust control and/or
soil waterproofing is available to the engineer.
No one choice, however, can be singled out
as being the most universally acceptable for
all problem situations that may be encoun-
tered. To simplify the discussion of the
various types of materials, they have been
grouped into five gpneral classifications as
follows: Group I, bituminous Materials;
Group 11., cementing materials; Group III,
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resinous systems; Group IV, salts; and GroUp
V, miscellaneous materials.

b. Table 74 A general summary of\
the various materials and a guide to their \
application as either a dust palliative or soil
waterproofer is given in table 7-6.. This sum-
mary is considered to represent the best
estimate of the applicability of the materials
based on existing information.

c. Information in table 74 The follow-
ing information is provided in table 7-6:

Golub= 1 Identification of the Ma-
terial.

Column 2. The usual form in which
the material is supplied.

Column 3. The acceptable method of
application. Where a material may be applied
either as an admixture or as a surface pene-
trithni treatment, the' preferred and most
generally used method is indicated' first.

Column 4. The applicable soil range.
The range of soils indicated is that which
will 'normally result in reasonably satisfac-
tory results with the particular material.. In
some instances, the materials may be used
outside 'of this range, but with ,recognition
that the effectiveness which may be achieved
will be decreased. In general, the granular
type-. soils (gravel to coarse sand) may or
may not require treatment fOr dust control
or waterproofing depending on the amount of
fines prdsent. Fine sands (e.g., dune or wind-
blowri sands) will probably require a dust
palliative, but will not need to be water-
proofed. Soils ranging from silty sands to
highly plastic clays may require a dust pal:
Native and/or soil waterproofer.

Columns 5, 6, and 7. Show the primary
function of the materials as either a dust
palliative or soil waterproofer and, where
known, the relative degree of effectiveness
which can be expected for the indicated func-
tion: The applicability to both the traffic
area (column 5) and nontraffic or limited
traffic area (column 6) is given under the
dust palliative function. The waterproofing
function is given for the traffic or limited
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TABlit 7-6. Bummary of Boil Btabilizing Material; for Pulsation of Dust Control erdfor' 8oU Waterproofing

(2)
(1) Form of

Material Material

Primary Function, Area of Applica-
tion, and Degree of Effectiveness

Quantity
Reseirements tt

(7)
Dust Palliative Waterproofer

(3) (6) (Traffic or,
Acceptable (4) Nontraific Limited
Application Applicable Soil (5) or Limited Traffic AreasMethods Range Traffic Traffic .Only)

(8)

gal per
( 9)

lb per

2.221-
Group I: Bituminous Materials

Cutback Aspt.alts J
a. RC-70 to RC-250 Liquid Admix Gravel to sand M v - m 0.18-0.25 1.5-2.0Penetration Gravel to .silty M

snad
V. X 0.25-0.50 2.1-4.0

b. MC-70 to MC-250 Liquid Admix Sand to silt $ V m 0.25-0.55 2.0-4.5c. MC-30 to MC-250 liquid Penetration Gravel to sixty M
sand

% V X 0.25-0.50 2.1-4.0
d. SC -'O to SC-250 Liquid Admix Sand to clay4of M

moderate
plasticity

V M 0.55 -0.72 4.5-6.0

Penetration Gravel to silty M V x 0.25-0.50 2.1-4.0'and
Road ':era

a. RT-3 to RT-6 Liquid Admix q, Gribiel to clay V
'" :OT moderate

plasticity

V V 0.30-0.50 2.5-4.0
°

h. RT-1 to RT-6 Liquid Penetration Gravel to silty x
sand

x x 0.25-0.50 2.1-4.0
,nulsified Asphalts

a. SS-1 or Liquid
4.

Admix Gravel to silty x x x 0.10-0.50SS-lh (Anionic) sand

'x
(diluted)Penetration Gravel to silty x

sand
x 0.10-0.50 0.8-4.0

4

S
(1P) -

Minimum
Goring
TLge

.

Requirements

12-24 hr
, 12-24 hr

24 hr
24 hr

24 hr

hr

(11)

Remarks

Air cutback asphalts
will require pre- .
heating for pend=
tration or admix'
application.

0

Several days Same,comments as
above for cutbacks.

vw
Several days

Several hr

Several hr

Requiree water for
end.

reqUires careful
control for proper
emulsion break.

Dilutions up to 5:1
by water are used.

t Relative degree of effectiveness is tailgated as follows; S . slightly, M - roderatel , V - very, X - Applicable, but effectiveness unknown,Plank . not applicable.

,
It For all admixture treatments, the

quantities indicated ,are for a 1-in. depth of treatment and assume a compacted dry density of 100 lb pet. cu ft.
t Proprietary material.

-..

z
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TABU; 7-6. (Contin

r.

(1)

Material

Special.Asphalts
a. Peneprime *

Portland Cement

I
to Lime (Hydrated)

114

Lignin

Concrete Caring
Compound (with
paraffin base
resin)

4,

Sodium Chloride

(2)
Form of

*Material

(3)
Acceptable
Application
Methods

(4)
Applicable Soil

Range

.Liquid Penetration qravel to clay
of moderate
plasticity

Povder Admix

Powder Admix

.pri*

All

Primary Function, Area of Applica-
tion, and Degree of Effectiveness 't

(7)
Eust Palliative Waterproofer

(6) (Traffic or
Nontraffic Limited

(5.) 'or Limited Traffic Aress
Traffic Trlffic Only

Group II:
8

Clays of moderate .S
to high plasticity

IP

Group III:

Liquid Admix Sand to clay of 8

or Povder i
by plasticity

Penetration Sand to silty X

mad
Liquid Penetration Silts to clays

Granules Admix

Calcium Chloride Povder Admix
Or
flake

206

N.

Grovel to silt
(with fines
present)

Gravel to silt
(With fines

present)

a
Quantity (10)

Requirements ttF\ Minimum

(8) (9) Curing,

gal per 1b per Time

s4 Yd slid Requirement.

4

0.25-0. 2.1-4.0 4-8 hr

Cmienting Material
S 8

S S -

Resinous
8

X

Mi

Group IV: Salts
8

8.

Systems
8

'X 0.50-1.0

X 0.1-0.2

1.5-4.0 12-24 hr

1.5-4.0 12-24 br

4.0-8.0

4.0-8.0

1.0-2.0

12:4 hr

2-6 hr

2 hr

0.4-0.8 0

0.4-018 0

at

(11)

Remarks

Excellent penetration
ability; requires
heating for spraying

Normally used for'
strength, but will
also provide modest
benefits for dust
control apd water-
proofing when used
in by quantities
as a soil modifer.

Same es cement above.

Benefits nay be:only
temporary since resin
is water soluble.

Fairly viscous; requires
special spray noz-
zles) forms thick
moderately flexible
film on surface when
cured; curing depends
on temperature and
humidity. ,

All salts are corrosive
to metal; subject to .

leaching; rely on
absorption of moisture
from air to palliate
fust. Brine solution
forms surface crust.

2r,",0
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traffic area only (column 7) since there will
not be a general need for maintaining strength
in nontraffic areas. If such a requirement
exists, the materials indicated 'as suitable for
traffic areas can be considered acceptable for
use in nontraffic areas.

Columns 8 and 9. Indicate quantity
requirements applicable to the soil range in-
dicated in column 4. The lower quantity of
the range shown is generally suitable for the
coarser soils, whereas the greater quantity
is needed for the finer soils. These quantity
requirements are given only as a general
guide and, in some cases, effective results may
be achieved with lesser or greater amounts
thin those given in the table..

Column 10. Indicates minimum cur-ing time requirements:for the various
materials. The curing requirements are
specifically pertinent to the function as a dust
palliative and/or waterproofer in traffic areas.
In nontraffic areas, curing is not usually
critical and adequate dust palliation can be
expected immediately after compacting 'an
adinixture or inhhe case of penetration ma-
terials,', immediately after complete absorp-
tion of the liquid by the soil surface.

Column 11. Self- explanatory..
743, GROUP I, 81711MINOUS t.t)171911.41.8

Conventional types of bituminous materials
that may be used for dust palliative and soil
waterproofing include cutback asphalts, road
tars, and emulsified asphalts. .A patented
commercial cutback' asphalt, called "Pene-
prime" has been listed separately in this
group, since _it has "unique penetrating,and
curing characteristics which are not inherent
to conventional cutback asphalts, Asphalts
are perhaps the most versatile of soil treat-
ment materials, since they can be applied
either by admixing (prepared in place or off
site) or by surface penetrations, and are
generally effective both as "dust palliatives
and soil waterproofers. They can be used
to treat 'traffic and nontraffic areas, but have
a general disadvantage of requiring fairly
long curing times and are particularly sensi-
tive to adverse climatic environment.

a. Cutback asphalts. Either Rc,
or SC types of _cutback asphalts of low to
medium viscosity grades are applicable for
dust palliation or soil 'waterproofing. Cut-
backs, when applied as admixtures to depths
of 3 inches or more on a firm subgrade, will
produce a fairly durable wearing and water-
proof surface. They are less satisfactory
when applied by penetration, especially in
soils containing a high percentage of fines.
The best results for either an admix or pene-
tration application are obtained by preheating
the asphalt. (The MC-30 grade may be
sprayed without heating if the temperature
of the asphalt is 80°F or above.) In applying
the cutbacks as admixtures, blending should
be accomplished until a uniform mix is
achieved. For SC or MC grades, it may be
necessary to allow the soil-asphalt mixture
to aerate for a period of time before com-
pacting to remove the volatiles. Soils should
be fairly dry prior to incorpoiating cutbacks
'(2 to 3 percent for granular soils and up to
6 tr 8 percent for fine-grained soils depending
o n the amount of fines). For penetration
applications, a slightly moist soil surface-may
assist penetration.

b. Road tam. R,oad tars of grades RT-3
to RT-6 can be used as jdmixtures in the
sam mannevas cutbacks, to include use as
a witerproofer. Grades RT,1,to RT-6 also
can be applied as surface penetration treat-
ments. While the road tars will produce

' excellent surfaces, curing proceeds very slow-
ly and several days or even weeks may be
required to achieve a completely cured layer.
Road tars would probably be most,acceptable
for use on nontraffic areas where curing is
less important.

c. Asphalt emulsions. For application
as either admixtures or penetration treat-
ments, the anionic emulsion SS-1 (for cool
weather use) or SS-lh (for warm weather
use) can be used. The emulsions are normally
diluted with from 1 to 7 parts water by
volume prior 'to use. As a general rule, a
3 to 1 water .to emulsified asphalt dilution
will be iatisfeliory for most applications.
Emulsions have an advantage over cutbacks

7 -22 -
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in thaftornoapppreliheatio

preheating
as ang9ftheadmixmaterial Oir npeences-e2sary pene-

tration trratment. For application by pene-
tration, ethulsions are relatively simple to use
and should provide good results in most in-
stances.

d. Peneprime. Peneprime is a special
-proprietary asphalt product which is char-
acteristically similar to an MC-30 grade cut-
back, but which'ias certain chemical additives
to enhance its soil penetrating characteristics.
It is suitable for application by penetration
to soils which are relati4ely impervious to
conventional cutbacks and emulsion systems.
Silts and moderately plastic clays (to PI of
15) can be treated effectively with Peneprime.
The 'rate of curing of Peneprime is rapid and,
if used in traffic areas, they can be trafficked
in from 2 to 8 hours after placing. As with
other cutbacks, heating to a temperature of

i130° to 150°F is necessary to permit uniform
spraying with ari asphalt distributor.

..,

7-14. GROUP II, CEMENTING MATERIALS

The 'conventional cementing-type stabiliz-
ing materials, portland cement and hydrated

Arne, are primarily used to improve the
strength of weak soils. However, when ad-
mixed with soils in relatively low quantities
of 2 to 5 percent by dry soil weight, k modi-
fied soil is achieved which can be more re-
sistant to dusting and will maintain a higher
strength than the untreated sal. The use of
portland cement or lime as a treatment for
dust palliation or waterproofing is recom-,
m.:nded only as 'a very temporary measure
-and 'When other More effective materials are
not available. Cement is generally suitable
for all soil types, provided reasonably good
mixing can be achieved, whereas lime is suit-
able only to soils containing a high per
centage of clay. For maximum Asults, the
water content of rhe cement- or lime-soil
Mixture should be at or near optinufin for
compaction. 4--

'Marketed by the Empire Petroleum Com-pany,
Denver, Colorado, with various licensed refineries
throughout the U. S.

0
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7-15. GROUP III, RESINOUS. SYSTEMS

a. Lignin. Lignin k byproduct of the
manufacture -.if wood pulp. It is usually
available in a liquid form, but.can be procured
in dehydrated or powder form. It is Most
suitable as a binder additive for, granular
materials and sands, but can beuseil in silts
and clay soils with limited effectiveness. In
the liquid form, it can be sprayed on a soil

ace as a temporary measure. Lignin is
soluble in water and is readily leached from
the soil; thus, repeated applications would be
required in areas of periodic 'rainfall.

b. Concrete curing compounds. For
treatment 'of silts and highly plastic clays
where. penetration cannot be readily accom-
plished, resin systems which will provide a
thin plastic coating on the soil 'surface may
be considered. Such compounds are used to
seal the surface of freshly laid concrete during
the curing phase. Resinous concrete curing
compounds are available from many com-
mercial sources. Because.of the thinness of
the resulting' film, such resins are only mod-
erately effective under triffic and applicable
only in traffic areas on extremely firm sur-
faces. Standard asphalt pressUre distributors
can be used to place such !materials, but the
conventional spray nozzles need to be re-
placed with smaller-opening spray nozzles in
order to achieve a, uniform distribution' at
the specified low rate of application of from
0.1 to 0.2 gallon per square yard. Also, special
care must be taken. to -clean the distribute
after application of the resin to prevent the
resin from setting up in the equipment.
Can be done by flushing the equipment with

,fasoline, naphtha, kerosene, diesel fuel, min-
erfll spirits,' or other geheral solvents.

20 '

7-16. GROUP IV; SALTS

Salts, part-MaFly sodium chloride and cal-
cium chloride, have been used with varying
degrees of success as a soil treatment ma-
terial. Calcium chloride is deliquescent and,
if the relative humidity is about 30 percent or
greater,. will absorb and hold moisture from
the air. Its primary function is as a dust
galliative, (not a soil waterproofer) and its

;
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usefulness generally will be limited to non-
traffic areas. Sodium chloride achieves some
,dust control by virtue of retaining moisture
and also by same cemen g due to salt-
crystallization. Both calci chloride and
sodium chloride .are soluble in ter and are
readily leachdd from the soil e; thus,
frequent applications will usually be uired.
Salts may also. be applied by surface 'penet_
tration in the form of a concentrated soluti-91---1
or, brine. Frequent applications of a salt
solution can ultimately build up a thin crusted
surface which will be 'fairly hard and free
of dust. Salt applied as a solution also is
susceptible to the leaching of rainfall. Salts
are highly corrosive to metal and shouldnever
be used where they may result in damage
to aircraft.

747. GROUP V, 'MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS

a. Water. As a very temporary meas-
ure for allaying dust, a soil surface can be
sprinkled with water. As long ar the ground
surface remains moist or damp, dust can be
controlled to a slight degree 'with water. De-
pending on the soil and climate, frequent
treatment may be required. Excessive quanti-
ties should not be applied to clay soil surfaces,
since a muddy or slippery surface may .result
when wet and a more severe dust condition
after drying.

---tb. Irariouti oils. Waste oil, bunker oil,
crude oil, or other types of oils which may be
available can be used gs temporary dust
palliatiyes. Suih materials will be mostly
applicable to nontraffic are as of airfields.
Periodic treatment or multiple application by
spraying may be necessary. After several
treatments, a packed oily-soil crust is usually
developed which will have good resistance to
abrasion by traffic; and which can be mod-
erately resistant to water. Good penetration
can be expected in the more permeable soils;
but clayey soils or tightly kilt surface may
resist treatment. For such surfaces,. it may
be desirable to lightly scarify the surface,
apply about 0.5 gallon per square yard, and
lightly compact

c. Tart. Although not indicated in table
7-6, turfs or grasses are extremely effective

""

ti

for preventing dust. Although time will gen-
erally nokpermit the growth of turf at (most
airfield complexes, every advantage of exist-
int', ground vegetation should be taken in
planning an airfield. Unnecessary stripping
of natural grasses during construction should
be avoided wherever-possible.

7.1$. ArlICATION CRITERIA
a. Traffic areas. The traffic area or main

elements of an airfield include the runway,
parallel and lateral taxiways, and parking
aprons. In the proposed use of a soil treat-
ment in the traffic areas, application will be
-required over the entire design area of the
Main elements.

b. Nontraffic areas. The nontraffic areas
refer to thoise areas adjacent to the main
elements whieh are not normally designed to
carry traffic l or at best will sdppoit limited
traffic. Thede areas include shoulders and
overruns. Theprimary purpose for treatment
of nostraffic areas is to control dust, and the
extent to which this is done depends on the
width of the treated area which is provided
adjacent to the traffic areas. This width varies

, with the type of aircraft involved. This area
is based on the consideration that treatment
Will be provided to width adjacent to all
main elements equal to the wing overhang
of the critical using aircraft When the aircraft
is positioned with its wheel at the extreme
edge of the traffic areas. Treatment to such
a width Will assure virtually complete dust
control under the most severe dust generating
condition. In many cases, adequate but not
necessarily complete dust control may be
achieved by treatment -to widths of about
one-half of q?e width used to establish the
area values,'" Where such control is accept-
afile the total area of treatment (and the
matial requiredents) will be reduced by a
factor of one-half.

c. Treatment depth requirements. Re-
quirements for depth of treatme t apply ex-
cliisively to admixture applicati For any
proposed admixture application, minimum
treatment depth of 3 inches ommended.
A 3-inch depth generally will adequate for
all nontraffic areas; for traffic areas, a depth
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ranging from, 3 to Ai inches should We con-
sidered, depending on the ability of the soil
surface to resist rutting. This' is a function
of the soil strength.

d. Soil strength requirements. A major
factor influencing the applicability of either
a surface penetratipn or admixture treatment
is the bearing -capacity 6f the existing or pre-
pared ground swface. This is particularly '
significant to treatment of the traffic areas.
Specific strength criteria by which the per-
' formance of various soil treatment materials
can be predicted for different levels of usage

/6-by different aircraft are not presently avail-
able. As a -generil rule, the effectiveness -of
a surface penetration treatment will be de-
stroyed rapidly when, surface rutting exceeds
112 to 2 inches. Similarly, the value of an
admixture treatment is lost when the depth
of ruttintspproaches the depth of the treated
layer. In the absence of specific' strength
criteria, considerable judgment will need to
be exercised by the engineer. As a very rough
guide, 'rutting_ will be within tolerable limits Ir
if the soil strength is two or three times
greater thin the minimum strength require-
ments for operaOns on unsurfaced soils.

ct.

SELF TEST.

Note: The followng exercises comprise a self test The figures ;allowing each question re-
fer tO a paragraph containint infcirmatiori related to the question. Write your answer
in the space below the question. When you have finished answering all the questions
for this lesson, compare your answers with *those' given for this lesson in the back of
this booklet. Do not send in your solutions to these review exercises.

1. Soils are most frequently stabilized by either mechanical.ar,cheniical processes. Give
the three primary reasons for stabilizing a soil. (74)

wo4

2. 'To achieve the best results from compaction, a soil shoilld be at or near its optimum
moisture content.. If the water content of a soil is above. optimum, what should you do? (7-2b)

S. If the moisture content of a soil is leis than optimum, it should be scarified and water.
added. With the f011owing information,vcompute the number of gallons of water that should
be added. (7- 2c(2)) r

dry unit weight 1 , N. 120 lb/cu ft
, .

in-place moisture content 7% II

optimum moisture content 10%
lift thickness . 4 inches
lift area 6000 sq ft:
5 percent allowance for evaporation ,

.
!.)
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. 4. By use of table 7-1, determine the aniount of water that mustt be added to -attain opti-
mum moisture content of a soil under the following conditions. (7-2c(2), table-7-1)

.
.

.,,

-. dry unit weight 95 lb/cu ft i
in-place moisture content .

440 t
. optimum. moisture content , .
lift thickness 6 inches '

. gift area
P

. . '1poo stud _use no allowance tor evaporation
I'

44

%.%.

O

t.

I'

6 0.
5. If it has been determined that 2,500 gallOns of water must be added toattain opti-

mum moisture content in, an area of .1000 squ'ire,yards with a lift thicknefs w-
in -place
of 6 inches, hd

many gallons weuld besre'quired if 0.2 inch of rain fell immediately after the ni-place moisture
content was determined? (7-202), table 7-2Y.

41k

Special situation for exercises 6 thrptigh.J.0. Tsvo 'terials are to be blended, material B, the
in-place soil, and material A from a nearbl borrow sOu;ce. The mechanical analysis,
limit, and plasticity index of each plus the specificatiOns, are given in table 7-7. \Note figures
74 and 7-4.

0 .0

* , ...> i.
1

TAIILZ 7-7. For qatrioith Exercises 6 fihrouqh 10 . -.

Sieve designation

Mechanical analysis

. Percent pansin by weight

.Liquid limit

,Plasticity characteristics

J " Percent by weight
:' .

30 - 15 Not more than 28.
6.5 Q Not More than 6. .

-.

No. 4
0

75 :>
..- 40 ''. 30-60.

No. 10 45, 1p r 20-50
.5-No.

._/
40 40 1 10 . .- 10-30

No. 200 . ',() 1 5 5-15

Plasticity index

4

'

%7 . 20

,Plasticity characteristics

J " Percent by weight
:' .

30 - 15 Not more than 28.
6.5 Q Not More than 6. .

-.

F.

%7 . 20
F.
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PERCENTAGE OF EXISTING SOIL.
4

Figure 7-3. For jure with `table 7-6 and exercises 6 through

O. What is the maximum percentage of boriovii soil the mixture can contain and still
Meet the gradation requirements for $437 4 sieve? A7-31(4), figs 7-1e) . le

7. What 'the maximum percentage of borrow soil t1 at the mixture can contain and
Atill meet tire tion 'requirements ? (7-31(4) , fig 7-1d)

el&
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8. What is the maximum percentage of existing soil the mixture can contain and still
meet the gradation requirements?' (7-3f (5),

J
-7-1d)

. - ... .

9. What is the plasticity index (approximate) of a mixture of 30% borrow and 70%in-placeloil? (7-3g, iig 7-2)

'10. What is the liquid limit (approximate) of a mixture of 30% borrow and 70% in-Place 'soil? (7-3g, fig 7-2) < a

II?
. 11: The two general application techniques common to all soil stabilization-processes are
(1) admix application_ (2) surface penetration. When stabilization for streh improvement

. is required, what must be done? (7-41). , ,.

.. ..
.. 12. ,..1k soil treated with .pgrt101 cspent willresult in a mass generally referred to as soil-
cement. Portland cement's effectiveness as a stabilizer will rapidly diminish as the plasticity\
index of the soil exceeds what point value? (7-6a) ----t- ,--_

...

ash

-

13. Lime stabilization is the process of stabilizliita soil in 'Which the additive* lime.
Hydrated lime is most applicable for stabilization of ithichjype of soils? (7-7b(1) )

14. Under what circumstances does qu4klime have an advantage over hydrated lime in
the stabilization of soils? (7-7b(2))

45. It has been perviously stated in this lesson that there are three primary reasons for
" soil stabilization. Which of these reasons are well satisfied by-the use of bituminous materials?

1.-7--81rr r
$
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16. In those circumstances where bituminous materials are effective in strength im-
provement of soils, low is the most effecitve soil-bituminous mixture determined? (7-8d)

17.. Before using chemical stabilization, one must know how much stabilizer is needed.
How many pounds of cement are needed to treat a 4,000-square foot area of soil (90 lb/cu ft
dry density) to a depth of 6 inches with a 3 percent treatinent? (7-9a)

1& Before using chemical stabilization, one must know how much stabilizer is needed.
How many. pounds of MC-70 are needed to treat a 5,000-square foot area of soil (90 lb/Cu ft
dry density) to a depth of 6 inches with a 6 percent treatment? (7-9b)

19. Give a definition of the term "dust" and an indication' of the size of dust particles.
(7-10a(1))

20. The objective of waterproofing a soil surface is to preserve its in-place or as con-
structed jtrength during wet weather operations. What types of ions are most susceptible
to changes of water content? (7-11a(1))

21. Referring to table 716, what material would you select as a soil waterproofer if curing
time was.not critical? (7-13b, table 7-6)

L

C.

22. What is the most common method of applying peneprime as a waterproofer? (7-13d,
table 7.6) .

.23. Give a brief statement concerning the use of calcium chloride as a soil stabilizer.
(7-18)



24. Explain the recommended method of application of waste oil, crude oil, etc. as dust
palliatives, to a clayey soil. (717b)

25. What is one of the principal means of determining depths to which admixture treat-
ments should be accomplished? (7-18e)

I
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LESSON .8

CONSTRUCTION METHODS AND PRACTICES
,

CREDIT HOURS 1

TEXT ASSIGNMENT _Attached memorandum:vs
'MATERIAL REQUIRED _None.

LESSON OBJECTIVE Upon completion of this lesson you should be
able to accomplish the following in the in-
dicated topic areas:

1. Reconnaissance° and Site Selection. 2. Planning and donstruction. Plan and
Carry out reconnaiasanceAnd site selection supervise the construction of subgrade, sub-
in a logical and ordirly sequensie utilizing base, and base courses keeping in mind ur-
maps, aerial photograph's, intelligence re- gency of completion, economy of manhours
ports, etc. as available. and materials, availability and utilization of

equipment, and utility of the finished product..

ATTACHED MEMORANDUM

adjacent photographs (60 percent or more)
needed for stereoscopic examination. When
sites have been tentatively selected, large-
scale photographic 6oVetage should be ob-
tained to permit careful study of topography,
vegetation, drainage, and cultural features.
Whenever possible, phOtOplotting equipment.
should be employed to provide close contour
interval coverage of airfield sites. This will
permit determination of the quantities of
earthwork involved. °

C. Air reconnaissance. Air reconnais-
sance of possible airfield sites selected from

. study of the airphoto coverage furnishes an
opportunity to itisualize the construction prob-
lems, cainottils,,ge possibilities, and extent of
surface access routes. An air reconnaissance
party generally will ,coniist of a pilot and an
engineer observer. The pilot should be fami-
liar with operational characteristics of the
aircraft. to be used at the proposed airfield

RECONNAISSANCE,

a. Sources of information. Frequently,
information-pertinent to the areas or sites

° selected for reconnaissance may be obtained
from various sources such as: Military in;
telligence reports; strategic and technical
reports prepared by the Office, Chief of Engi-
neers; national intelligence surveys (NIS) ;
maps (geographic, geologic, topographic, soil,
vegetation, weather, road, etc.) ; G2 and air
force periodic intelligence reports; and aerial
photographs.

. b.. ,Recoinaissanee requirements. Where
a Ithe area *involved, examination of a
mosaic of airphOtos offers the best means of
ideTtifying possible airfield sites. Even air
.recIfirraissan, *cannot provide the broad view

and opportunity for study and restudy of the
topography drainage, and vegetation poisible
thronghtheUse of photograph mosaics. Air-
Photo coverage should provide the overlap of

8-1 asa
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so that he can accurately assess such flying
problems as approaches, physical obstruc-
tions, and mental hazards. The engineer ob-
server preferably should -be the engineer
officer responsible for the ground reconnais-
sance and therefore qualified to assess design
and construction problems.

d. Ground' reconnaissance. It is em-
phasized that answers to most questions rela-
tive to site selection will be found on the
ground. Ground reconnaissance is required
to provide definitive information regarding:
soil types, moisture conditions, and existing
strength; possible sources of higher quality
or select materials suitable for Ilk as
strengthening layers; clearing requirements;
microgeometry of the natur41, surface; evi-
dehce of flooding or high water from nearby
surface streaths or rivers; ground-water con-
ditions; evaluation of existing airfield facili-
ties; condition of access roads (including
bridges, culverts, etc.) and other modes of
surface transportatiOn.-

8-2. PRELIMINARY SOILS EXPORATION

a. General. ,Prior to preparation of
drawings and specifications for a paving
project, the engineering division conducts a
detailed subgrade investigation program. This
program usually consists of sufficient explora-
tory test pits or borings in the area of the
proposed construction to determine the gen-.
eral suitability of the subgrade soils. If it is
evident that borrow mill" be necessary for
construction of an acceptable subgrade, the
Investigation includes the proposed borrow
areas. Sufficient samples are obtained from
the exploratory test pits or borings, and
laboratory tests are conducted for the design
of the flexible pavement. The general char-
acteristics of each material are determined
and the soil types classified in accordance
with the Unified Soil Classification System.

b., Tests. The types and number of tests
conducted during the -subirade investigation
prior to design will depend' upon, the char-
acteristics and locations of the subgrade soils
and the soils in the borrow areas. The tests
performed will generally include: classifica-
tion (washed mechanical analysis, liquid limit,
plastic limit, volumetric and linear shrink-

/93
ago), in-place =fishily aintont. in-plar.vi don-
fay, compaction, and California Bearing

, tItatio. Although performed primarily for de-
sign purposes, the results should be availible
for field use when construction begins.

8-3. PRELIMINARY SURVEY

The preliminary survey is a detailed study
of a location tentatively selected on the basis
of reconnaissance, survey information, and
recommendations. It consists basically of
running a traverse along a proposed route,
recording topography, and plotting results.
In the case of roads, it may be necessary to
run several preliminary surveys if the re-
connaissance indicated more than one route
as being feasible. For roads, the route center
line- is estahli.shed, Stationed, and profiled;
horizontal and vertical control points .(refer-
ence points) Fe set; and .cross sections are
taken to enable rough calculations of the
earthwork involved. (Sometimes cross sec-
tions may be taken during the reconnaissance
§urvey if the conditions warrant.) If the best

. available route has not already been .chosen,
it should be selected at this time. The airfield
survey consists of establishing controls or
references, noting terrain features, measuring
glide angletelearance, making soil profiles, and
investigating* drainage patterns and ap-
proaches. The final centerline will be accurate-
ly established during this survey. 44

?SITE SELECTION

.a. Importance. In the theater of opera-
tions, for many 'airfields the need willt be
critical, and completion of planning and con-
struction within tactical time limitations will
be difficult at best. Since no amount of clevei
design can poisibly compensate for a bad'
construction site, it is emphasized that site
selection Must be made with the utmost care.
The engineer officer must visualize site re-
quireinents relative to engineering feasibility
and adequaCy for aircraft operatols and
tactical suitability, each in its proper pertPec-

' live. He ,also must establish priority ratings
for alternate sites where construction can be
accomplished by available forces within the
time available. In certain situations, even the
"best" site in a particular area will not be'

8-4-2
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acceptableq because it cannot be developed in
time. The engineer officer must report such
Situations to those responsible for operational
planning so that adjustments can be made
to gain more construction time or to sub-,
stitute other resources for the air mission.

b. atieral site requirements. In gen-
eral, all construction sites must be: sufficient
in size for intended mission; accessible to

an

supply and services; feasible from
an engineering standpOint; adequate from an
aircraft operations viewpoint; and suitable
from a tactical viewpoint.

c. Procedures. Procedures for site se-
lection are covered generally, no detailed dis-
cussion is presented herein. Pbwrling for
rapid -airfield construction often demands-
unusual dependence on airphoto interpreta-
tion and study. By estimating construction
effort, it is possible to quickly eliminate most
geographic areas within the tactical boun-
daries where the severity of vegetation, top>:
graphy, and soil conditions (alone or in '-
combination) preclude completion, of con-
Struction within acceptable time limits. The
engineer can then concentrate his efforts and
limit ground reconnaissance to those areas
that can be developed with the forces avail-
able by the prescribed completion date.

8-5. CONSTRUCTION OF SUBGRADE

a. General. The design of a flexible
pavement is primarily based on the support-
ing or bearing capacity of subgrade soil.
The same is also basically tele for.rigid pave-
ment, although to a much lesser degree.
Compaction generally produces substantial
increases in the bearing capacity of the sub-
grade soils and develops a more uniforni
foundation upon which both the subbase and -

base course soils, for the flexiblespavements,
are coatructed. Both research and experi-
ence h proven that it is necessary to com-
pact all subgrade soils underlying road or
,airfield pavements to the highest densities
practical to prevent detrimental settlement
under the traffic of heavy wheel loads. There-
tore, the specified field density must be ob-
tained if flexible and rigid pavements are to
give satisfactory service. However, it should

be borne in mind that at hi moisture con-
tents, soils can be overcompated to the
extent where pore pressure can develop and
failure occur before the pavement is placed.
This of course should be avoided and when
observed, should be corrected.

b. Construction procedures. The con-
struction equipment should be in such
number, type, and condition as to cover the
job adequately and permit completion of the
project within the time limit required. The
area is excavated to the depth required by
the plans and/or to satisfactory material.
Where the volume of fill required exceeds the
volume of cut available, or where cut -ma-
terial is unsatisfactory for fill, material will
be excavated from a satisfactory borrow area
and used for backfill. Excavation should be
planned, and borrow areas located to hold the
haul distance to a minimum. Adequate drain-
age should be maintained 14 all times. Cutting
or filling to temporary or improper elevations
should be held' at a minimum as this may
impound rainwater and seriously impede
progress of the work.

c. Moisture content.. Studies hake
shown that cohesive soils, compacted well on
the wet side of optimum, as sometimes neces-
sary for highly swelling soils, have low
strengths throughout their life as subgrades
in pavements because drying usually does not
occur. Also, cohesive soils compacted well on
the dry side of optimum have low strengths
when subjected to future saturation. It is
generally the policy to compact cohesive soils,
except those having high swell, slightly on the
dry side of optimum as determined in the
laboratory compaction test in order to obtain
maximum strengths (for a given density)
under future -saturation. Occasionally, soils
will be found where the field, optimum differs
from the laboratory optimum. Where this
can be established, the field optimum should
govern. Swelling soils are compacted at the
moisture, content which will, for the required
density, result in the least amount of swell
on future saturation. This moisture content
is usually higher than the laboratory or field-
optimum. Col esio nl e ss sands and gravels
compact best when either air-dry or almost
saturated. Since the air-dry condition can

8-3
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rarely be obtained, 'they are usually corn-
- patted in as wet a conditiw as possible.

d. Lift thickness. Studies have shown
that the density within a lift after compaction
is highest at the surface of the lift and de-
creases with depth in the lift. The 'lift thick-
nesses mentioned previously are about the
maximum that can be used with the respective
pieces of equgfpwat. and still obtain an aver-
age density throughout the lift that will, be
within tlie" specifics requirements. Since
the &hefty within the is highest at the
top and lower at the bo it can, lie seen
that an increase id density,can be obtained
by decreasing the lift thickness. Also, it can
be seen that lifts that are thicker than speci-
fied are detriMentaLfrom the standpoint of
obtaining the specified average compaction.
Lift thickness is usually specified in terms of
compacted depth, and iloose depth varies for
different materials, but is generally in the
order of 1.25 times the compacted depth.di,

e. Compactioi. All rollers that will be
used in compaction should be inspected well
in advance of the start of compaction opera-
tions to determine that they meet all speci-
fication requirements and that they are in
good working order. Also,a plan for applying
uniform coverages should be worked out with
the construction unit because uniform density
cannot be obtained unless uniform coverages
are applied. If possible, the rollers should
not turn on the section being compacted as
the turning action tears the tze!Also,
coverage is not uniform on the Where
turning is necessary, the radius of the turns
should be as large as possible and extra
passes should be made on the turns so that
the turning area receives the necessary num-
ber of passes.

f. Control tests. The primary tests that
are. made for the control of the construction
of the subgrade are moisture and density
determinations. Moisture tests are made to
determine if the soil has the proper moisture
content for rolling. BOth moisture and density
tests are made after rolling to determine if
the material was placed at the proper mois-
ture and if the required density was obtained.
Since the optimum moisture and the

,9s
derisity vary with soil , it is necessary to
make compaction tests for' each soil type
prior to the start of operntions and sufficient
classification tests durint operations (washed
mechanical analysis and'Atterberg limits) to
identify the soil type so that the density can

compared to the proper laboratory com-
paction curve. Also, in certain cases, CBR
tests are made to determine if the proper
strengths are being obtained. Control tests
are made to furnish a basis for the judgment
of the construction foreman and the inspector
during operations and to insure that the com-
pleted subgrade will comply with specification
requirements. To be effective, therefore, the
results of the control tests must be reported
while the operation, is in progress. Data re-
ported after completion of a subgride opera-
tion and after the subgrade has been buried
under the base or subbase, are of no value
in controlling construction. Normil proce-
dures are for the inspector to notify the
project laboratory that tests are needed. The
project laboratory perforins the tests and
reports the results directly to the inspector
as soon as they are completed.

g.. Record teas. Record tests are those
which represent the as-built conditions. Gen-
erally, the tests which are made for control
purposes can be used for record purposes
provided proper notes are made on the test
sheets. For example, if the tests made fol-
lowing compaction of a lift indicate that the
moisture was within the desired range and
that the density was equal tothe specification
requirements, these tests could be considered
as record tests, and should be so noted. If,
however, the density did not meet the 'speci-
fication requirements, additional testing would
be necessary following rerolling and the
earlier group would not be the record tests
for that area

h. Maintenance. After the list lift of
the subgride has been finished, checked to
final planned grade, and, accepted, one must
maintain this finished subgrade until base
course operations have covered it. He is still
liable for all maintenance and repairs; and it
is his responsibility, and to his advantage, to
see that base course operations are . "ready
and waiting" upon acceptance of the sub- ,
grade.
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S-6. CONSTRUCTION Of SUBBASE

a. General.. The subbase material is . a
selected, intermediate quality material placed
between the subgrade and base so that the
flexible piWnesit design thickness' may be
achieved as economically as possible. The load
distribution function of this materat requires
that it be constructed according to specifica-
tion requjrements so that full benefit of its
strength may be obtained. Compaction re-
quirements 'must be enforced. .*

b. Material. Since the primary reason
for using a subbase is to reduce the overall
cost of the pavement; a material sh uld. be
used that can be obtained locally, or from
borrow areas near the job, and at a cost
somewhat less thah that of the regular beer
course material. It may very from a light
clay to a coarse gravel, but should always be
capable of.developing a load bearing capacity
greater than that of the proposed subgrade.
The material in most local borrow areas is
nonuniform and frequently is stratilla
Bence care should be exercised to see that
it is mixed as thoroughly as %possible during
excavation and that it does no_t become segre-
gated during placement

c. Construction procedure. The con-
struction method used,for the subbase should
vary with the material type., A: ,fine- ed
material will generally be processed, p

ce with the' procedures
8 above. The coarser

died as outlined

r,

to designate a material source, an iuvestiga-
, ' tion of material sources shouldbe carried out

during the design Stage to establish definitely
that materials meeting the design criteria, are
available. During the preliminary investiga
tion,- or before approval of the aggregate
source is given, sufficient test holes should
be made to determine the quality of the source
and the amount of material available. Often
one may propose the use of an unknown .
source. It will be his responsibility to submit
sufficient samples to permit determination of

e quality. of materials from this source.
samples should be submitted well in

advance of the use of the material.

c. Method of base course construction
(where plant mixing is not required), roads

rd airfields for light traffic.

(1) General. 'The following described
od may be used where the base course

material is produced as a single material and
does not require an admixture. The ' base
course material is hauled in approved pneu-
matic-tired vehicles, and dumped-on the
suriride. These'loads are clUmped at a pre-
determffied spacing to provide the required
compacted thickness of base course. Control *
of dumping will eliminate excessive movement
of material, and the section will be brought .

to uniform grade with the least .amount of
effort)

1 (2) Windrowing The materiardump-
ed on the subgrade will be uniformly bladed
into windrows.' if oiiiture is added to the
material as it is being movedinto the win-
drows by the water truck, which follows
immediately behind the blade. The addition
of water reduces segregation and also pro-
vides moisture for Compaction. Several passes
will be required to move the material into

..,.,windrows and two es greatly speed, this
.Operation. As soon as the windrowing is com-
pleted, an inspection should be made to de-
termine the uniformity of the material, and
samples should be taken for testing in the
project laboratory.

(3) Compacting.' The material should
be bladed to a uniform section in light lifts.
The blade is followed by water truck when
additional moisture is needed and by the cora-

.

and rolled in
outlined in
subbase mate
in paragraph 8-7 In general, the same
requirement* apply, such as uniform distribu-
tionibefore compaction, layer thickness after
compaction, and unifona mixing.

e-7. CONSTRUCTION OF BASE COURSE

'a. General. The bask course in ilkdern
flexible pavements must be aJprocessed
gregate that can be so compacted that it will

. not consolidate appreciably under "' 4
fic. In no case should the density be 1-- id .

trait specified in ih contract 'Specifics d ono.

bi Soiree of materiaMlie specifica-
14tioris generally require tone to submit samples

of the proposti baseiniaterial for approval
it least 30 digs priiito 'use. Although it is
not the usual policy of the Corps of Engineers
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paction equipment of the steel-wheel, vibra-
tory, or sheepsfoot type. Rigid control of
addition of the moisture and rolling should

be maintained at all times. The weight of the
rollers must be adequa,oto obtain the desired
compaction, and the number of water trucks
and rollers must be sufficient to achieve the
desired results. The blading, watering, and
rolling operation continues until a uniform
section is pbtained. By maintaining control
of the dumping of the material, windrowing,
and lifts, the section will be uniform when the
last lift is bladed. A few passes of very light
blading will bring the section to a uniform
grade. The pnuematic-tired 'rollers should
continue rolling during this operation, or a
heavy pneUmatic-tired roller may be used at
this time. This could also serve as tests of
proof-rolling if desired. Usually when the
section is brought to grade, the blade is carry-
ing coarse aggregate withitt fines. This
coarse aggregate should be evenly distributed
over the section and rear-wheeled (rolled with
rear wheels of three-wheel roller) into the
base course by a 10-ton steel-wheeled roller..

f. Finished surface.
(1) GieneraL the nature of the finished

base course Surface is one of the determining
factors in the smoothness of the .surface of
the finished pavement. In particular, it must
be recognized that if the finished base does
not conform to the specified grade when
tested with a: straightedge, the finished pave-
mentment probably will not do so. The surface
of the base should be reasonably smooth and
aggregi4te faces should be showing in the-
surface and conform to specified require-
ments.

(2) Smoothness test. The surface of
each layer of the base course shouldnot show
any deviation in excess of % inch when tested
tvith a 10-foot straightedge applied parallel
with and. at right. angles to the center line
of the` paved area. Any deviation in excess
of this amount should be corrected by the
contractor or construction agency by remov-
ing material to the total depth of the lift and
replacing with new material, and compacting
is specified above.

(3) Slush-rolling. The ultimate pur:
pose of slush-r ollint5(rolling with enough

/97
water to produce a slushy surface) is merely
to smooth and tighten the surface rather than
to secure additional compaction of the base
course. Slush-rolling should be permitted on
a cured base course only. If the surface is
generally satisfactory but 'there are soae
relatively large areas which require slushing,
do not slush the entire area of base course;
confine this treatment to the rough areas
alone. Slushing makes fines and brings mole
fines to the top. An excessive layer of fines
is structurally weak .and will not produce
adequate bond. In general it may be stated
that slush-rolling should not be used on
high type base course material and should t7t.
employed only on other types of base courses
when required by the 'specifications.

(4) Wet-roiling. All base Courses re-
quire a final finish of the surface; however,
the high-type base courses, with their im-
proved requirements for, gradation, liquid
limit, and plasticity index, should obtain such
a finish automatically after the final compac-
tion and7or proof-rolling. For less critical
base courses, or where deemed necessary by
the construction agency, wet rolling as well
as slush-rolling may be used to obtain a final
finish of the, surface. Each methdd has its
strong points and in some cases the particular
'job may require a combination of zthe two.

e. Edges of base course.

(1) With side forms. After removing
the forms, the space between the compacted
aggregate and the earth backing shall be
filled With approved material, in such a quan-
tity, and to' the height, that will compact to
the final thickness/of the course being con-
structed and allow at least a 1-foot width of
the shoulder to be rolled and .compacted to-
gether with the base course material.

(2) Without side forms. Approved
material should..be placed along the edges .of
the base courses in such quantity as will com-
pact to the thickness of the course being
constructed, or, when the course is being
constructed in two.:or more layers, to the
thickness of each layer of the course; allowing
in each operation at least a 1-foot width of
the shoulder to be rolled and compacted
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simultaneously with the rolling and compac-
ting of each layer of the base course.

f. Curing and maintenance. The base
course should be adequately cured before.
priming and paving are attempted. If it is
too wet, it will not take the prime properly.
Also, if there , is too much moisture in the
bye, this moiature tends to come out; par-
ticularly in hot weather,, and the prime may
strip from the base construction traffic.

,Rain tends to strip prime from ' base that
was too wet when primed. Heavy rains may
strip a properly primed base to some degree,
but the tendency is not nearly so great as

'Pon improperly cured bases. It is not possible
to designate exactly the. lowest acceptable
moisture content for the upper portion of, the
bake course prior to priming as this depends
on too many variable factors, but in general
it shout not exceed one half of the optimum
rolluoisture. On the other hand, it is
umiesiralde for the base to dry out completely
as 'cracks may develop and a heavy rain will
then cause swelling and loss of density. There-
fore, depending upon condition of the base,'
length of time before operations be-
gin, and weather conditions, it may be neced-
-sary to maintain the base by light sprinkling.

g. Testa.

(1) Glenend: The engineering division
labointory will have performed the acceptance
-tests on the finished base,material during the
initial operations of the crushing and screen-
ing plant. The project laboratory, however,
tests the base throughout the construction
period. Tests' of the base material must be
made; therefore, on samples from (a) the
crushing end screening plant to assure pro-
duction of a material that meets the grading
requirements of the specifications, (b) the
lamely spread base, course prior to rolling
to assure uniformity of the gradation and for-
moistuntcontrol, and (c) the base course
during and .aftlr, compaction for control of
the construction methods and to obtain moist
ture and -density data on the compacted-base

. course for conformance with specification re-
quirements. The tests performed by the

project laboratory during construction of a
base course are: gradation of material, soil
(Atterberg teats on that portion. of
material passing the No. 40 sieve, modified
AASHO compaction, moisture content, field
density, and in some casesfteld in-place CBR.1.

84. AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT

a.- General. 'Numerous types of equip-
ment are used in subgrade construction. Some-
types work well in.one material but are en-
tirely inadequate in otherk It may prove
necesstry to use several types of equipment
in con action with each other on one project.
The equipment must be capable of handling
the material needed for an entire depth of lift
in one operation. The following list of equip-
ment, with pertinent comments, may be of
help to the engineer in deternOing- whether
the construction forces have the right amount
and types for the material to bey handled on
his particular job.

b. Pulverizing, mixing, and blending
equipment, puivimiiers and rotatillers. These
'specialized pieces of equipnient are well
adaiked to pulverizing and'blending materials,
and for the uniform incorporation of Mois-
ture. Construction forces should have them
or be able 'to get them. The equipment *Wad-
able is: tandem gang :disks; gang' plows,
spring-tooth harrow, and hewiTy duty cultiia-
tor.

c. Watering equipment. The pressute-.
tank water truck gives a more uniform fib*
of water, although the gravity-type tank is
in most general 'use. The ontrols for the
spray bars should be in the cab. Spray bars
should not,leak. To \ insure uniform water
coverage ,the truck should be moving at uni-
form speed from the time immediately before
the a sprays are turned on until after the
sprays are turned off:

- Compaction equipment. The follow-
ing compaction equipment is available : heavy
pneumatic-tired rollers, sheepsfoot roller,
pneumatic roller, steel-wheeledroller, and im-
pact and vibrator rollers.
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Note:
,.

SELF TEST

The following,exercises comprise a self test. The figures following each question re-
fer to a paragraph containing 'information related to the question. Write your
answer in the space below the question. When you have finished answering all the ques-
tions for` this lesson, compare your, answers with those given for this lesson in the.back
of this booklet. Do not send in your solutions to the review exercises.

recormaisance is required for tentative construction sites. When a large area iv
involved, what is -the best means of recomAissance ? 18-1b) .

2. Before the drawings and specificp.tions. are made for a project. a subgilide investiga-
tion is made.' !ow is the general suitability of the subgrade.soil determined? ,(8-2a)

S. The preliminary survey re detailed study of a tentatively selected location for
construction. Of what does rurally c (8-3)

.

4. Plannin'. g often deniands unusual .dependence on air hoto interpretation and study.
What is a quick way to eliminate most tentatively selected s tes? ,(8-4c)

.---- c
. z

,
6. Suhgrade soils generally should be compacted to the highest density practical. Under

what particular condition would this not be true? (8-5a)

a.

6. The loose lift depth must be controlled in order to at
a lift from top to bottom. What is generally consideked to be the re
of the loose lift to the thiCkness of the compacted, lift? (8-541)

uniform cpmpaction of
tionship of the thickness

7. When a subbase course is used, it is placed between the subgrade and the base course.
While the material used may vary ltdm light clay t() coarse gravel, there is a specific criteria
concerning its load bearing capacity. What is it? (8-6b),

mot



8. After compacting, the base course must be brought to grade. What is dose with the
-cOarr aggregate retained on the blade? ( 7o(3))

9. The base course should be primed before paving. What is the rule of thumb for the
lowsst acceptable moisture content for the. upper portion of th4 base course prior to priming?
(8-70 * '.

-61

0. What is the. most important factor in obtaining an even spread of water when usinga water truck? (8-80

44.
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